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I've finally found a personal
computer I respect. KSgSiSS-S
Cr^mni lrnlnr 1 ui,h full color graphics display, IX^VJHl|Jm^mjI. -* disk drive, and the best cosi perfa

It's not surprising

ih.u professionals

^'^-r *"P**iV* * ^'tjm-r^'^'*,*
a totally-integrated 8080A system

£ f\tfW"%-tf\*'mf*g~^M{\g* I with full color graphics display, built-in 5 IK mini-
^^VJH.IJ^-JUV'VJU-FI. Jt.M.«>

( |j s L. drive, and the best com performance ratio

available in a personal computer.

The complete system is only J I 595.*And that price includes8K user RAM, RS-232C
compatibility and random access file capabilities.

Our S foreground and background colors will boost your comprehension, while
introducing you to an exciting new dimension in BASK programming. The vector graphics
have 16,48 t individually-accessible plot blocks. And the 1

}" diagonal measure screen gives
you 32 lines of64 ASCII characters. You also have the flexibility that comes with ldK
Extended Disk BASIC ROM.

Compucolor II otters a number ot Other Options and accessories, like a second disk

drive and expanded keyboard, as well as expandability to32Kof user RAM. Ofcourse we
also have a whole library of low-cost Sot- Disk programs, including an assembler and
text editor.

Visit your nearest computer store tor details. And
while you're there, do some comparison testing. With all

due respect to the .

others, once vou see it. ^ ^^ _ _

vou'll be sold" on the V.^P kOltipilCOlOr
Compucolor ii. Corporation

rriH«Tt

f

Compucolor C nrporation •

l nrctnut \ik\\ ptmn. ..t •

I echnology Park /Atlanta • N'orcros>, ( .cornia (0092 Telephone 404/449- 5W6
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OPPORTUNITIES
AT CREATIVE
COMPUTING

For talented writers, people
of vision and daring, razor
sharp analysts and poets:

Submit your manuscripts! We
publish pragmatic applications, no-
nonsense systems and software
evaluations and timely articles that

keep our readers up to date in the
ever-changing consumer electronics
field. If you can write articles that

make people THINK or LAUGH or get

up, go out and DO something
Creative Computing is your milieu.

For our Authors Guide circle

reader service # 320

.

For ambitious salespeople
and dedicated computer
enthusiasts:

Participate in the personal com-
puting explosion! Join our national
team of sales representatives and
promote Creative Computing Mag-
azine, Books, Software and Specialty
items. Full and part time positions
are open in many geographic areas
for people with experience in sales
and in the computer field.

For more information circle read-
er service # 321

.

For state-of-the-art program-
mers, Innovative software de-

velopers and hackers from way
back

Creative Computing Consulting is

seeking programmers to do conver-
sions and original programming on
contract. Creative Computing Soft-
ware pays substantial royalties for
educational, recreational and tech-
nical applications programs for many
popular systems. We are especially
interested in software for the Apple
and the newly released Atari 800.
Creative Computing Magazine will

purchase rights to publish programs
of interest to the personal computer
user.

For our Programmers Guide circle

reader service # 322

.
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Expandability

The single card computer

with the features

that help you in real life

COMPLETE COMPUTER
In this advanced card you get a pro-

fessional quality computer that meets

today's engineering needs. And it's one
that's complete. It lets you be up and
running fast. All you need is a power
supply and your ROM software.

The computer itself is super. Fast

4 MHz operation. Capacity for 8K bytes

of ROM (uses 2716 PROMs which can

be programmed by our new 32K BYTE-
SAVER* PROM card). There's also 1K of

on-board static RAM. Further, you get

straightforward interfacing through an

RS-232 serial interface with ultra-fast

speed of up to 76,800 baud — software

programmable.
Other features include 24 bits of bi-

directional parallel I/O and five on-

board programmable timers.

Add to that vectored interrupts.

ENORMOUS EXPANDABILITY
Besides all these features the Cro-

memco single card computer gives you
enormous expandability if you ever need
it. And it's easy to expand. First, you
can expand with the new Cromemco
32K BYTESAVER PROM card mentioned
above. Then there's Cromemco's broad

line of S100-bus-compatible memory
and I/O interface cards. Cards with fea-

tures such as relay interface, analog
interface, graphics interface, opto-
isolator input, and A/D and D/A con-
version. RAM and ROM cards, too.

It
Card Cage 32K BYTESAVER PROM card

EASY TO USE
Another convenience that makes the

Model SCC computer easy to use is our
Z-80 monitor and 3K Control BASIC (in

two ROMs). With this optional software

you're ready to go. The monitor gives

you 12 commands. The BASIC, with 36
commands/functions, will directly ac-

cess I/O ports and memory locations—
and call machine language subroutines.

Finally, to simplify things to the ulti-

mate, we even have convenient card

cages. Rugged card cages. They hold
cards firmly. No jiggling out of sockets.

AVAILABLE NOW/LOW PRICE

The Model SCC is available now at a

low price of only $450 burned-in and
tested (32K BYTESAVER only $295).

So act today. Cet this high-capability

computer working for you right away.

Q Cromemcoincorporated
Specialists in computer* and peripherals

280 BERNARDO AVE., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 • (415) 964-7400
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Solve yourpersonalenergycrisis.

LetVisiCalc Software dothework.
With a calculator, pencil and paper you can spend hours plan-

ning, projecting, writing, estimating, calculating, revising, erasing

and recalculating as you work toward a decision.

Or with the Personal Software" VisiCalc program and your
Apple* II you can explore many more options with a fraction of

the time and effort you've spent before.

VisiCalc is a new breed of problem-solving software. Unlike

prepackaged software that forces you into a computerized
straight jacket, VisiCalc adapts itself to any numerical problem
you have. You enter numbers, alphabetic titles and formulas on
your keyboard. VisiCalc organizes and displays this infor-

mation on the screen. You don't have to spend your time

programming.
Your energy is better spent using the results than get-

ting them.

Say you're a business manager and want to project

your annual sales. Using the calculator, pencil and paper

method, you'd lay out 12 months across a sheet

and fill in lines and columns of figures on
products, outlets, salespeople, etc. You'd cal-

culate by hand the subtotals and summary
figures. Then you'd start revising, erasing

and recalculating. With VisiCalc, you simply
fill in the same figures on an electronic

"sheet of paper" and let the computer do
the work.

Once your first projection is complete,
you're ready to use VisiCalc's unique,

powerful recalculation feature. It lets you
ask "What if?"/ examining new options

and planning for contingencies. "What if"

sales drop 20 percent in March? Just type in

the sales figure. VisiCalc instantly updates
all other figures affected by March sales.

Sea us at the Watt Coaat Computer Faira,

Booth f509-511

Or say you're an engineer working on a design problem and arel

wondering "What if that oscillation were damped by another 101

percent?" Or you're working on your family's expenses and!

wonder "What will happen to our entertainment budget if thel

heating bill goes up 15 percent this winter?" VisiCalc responds]

instantly to show you all the consequences of any change.

Once you see VisiCalc in action, you'll think of many morel
uses for its power. Ask your dealer for a demonstration and dis-l

cover how VisiCalc can help you in your professional work and|

personal life.

You might find that VisiCalc alone is reason enough tol

own a personal computer.

VisiCalc is available now for Apple II computers withl

versions for other personal computers coming soon. The|

Apple II version requires a 32k disk system.

For the name and address of your nearest VisiCalc

|

dealer, call (408) 745-7841 or write to Personal Software, Inc.,

>, 592 Weddell Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. If youd

|P^»i^. favorite dealer doesn't already carry Personal I

^^.^ Software products, ask him to give us
|

a call.

00
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VWCflk wjs developed exclusively for

Personal Software by Software Arts, Inc.,

Cambridge, Mam

TM -VisiCalc is a trademark of

Personal Software, Inc

•Apple it a registered trademark
of Apple Computer. Inc
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Effective Writing David H. Ahl

Possessive
Case

-jr

:
<f

r»*> ?J*H

CVOIK

In my January '80 column, I

referred briefly to the use of an
apostrophe to form the plural of

numbers, letters and symbols (X's, 6's,

etc.). More often the apostrophe is

used to form a possessive, such as
Wood's plan or Jones's office. How-
ever if the additional "s" would cause
unpleasant sibilance (a hissing sound)
either in the word itself or between it

and the word that follows, only the

apostrophe is added, for example,
Archimedes' principle, Jones' sugges-
tion, H.G. Wells' books, or for appear-
ance' sake.

The possessive case of plural

nouns is also formed by adding only
the apostrophe as in the Woods' plan

or the Jones' office. Note the additional

"the" for clarification.

Joint ownership is shown by the
ending of the last word; separate
ownership by the ending of each word.
Harry and Betsy's new cars indicates

that Harry and Betsy have more than
one new car jointly owned; Harry's and
Betsy's new cars means two cars, one
owned by each person. The managers
and assistant managers' duties indi-

cates duties common to both groups.

Separate duties would be indicated by
two possessives and an extra "the": the

managers' and the assistant managers'
duties.

A rule frequently violated in

manuscripts received here is that, in

general, nouns designating objects

without animal life should show
possession by an "of" or "in" phrase
rather than by the apostrophe. For
example:

the accuracy of the data — not: the

data's accuracy
the memory in the computer or the

computer memory — not: the com-
puter's memory
the baud rate of the modem — not: the

modem's baud rate

Certain exceptions are common
such as time expressions (30 days'

notice), monetary expressions (five

dollars' worth) and distance phrases
(three blocks' drive). Also, things made
up of people may be excepted (the

company's payroll, New Jersey's
income tax or Creative Computing's
expansion) although the "of" or "in"

phrasing is preferred. Another excep-
tion is the proper name of manu-
factured objects (the Qume's speed or
the PDP-11 's front panel). Again, the
"of" or "in" phrasing is preferable.

Another common mistake is using
an apostrophe to form the possessive
case of personal pronouns. This is

wrong. The possessive is formed by
simply adding an "s" as in hers or its

(not her's or it's which are contrac-

tions).

Series of possessives are always to

be avoided even if "properly" formed.

"Joe's partner's cousin's firm" is

bungled and confusing. Instead it

should be stated, "the firm of the

cousin of Joe's partner."

Certain possessives are invariably

ambiguous and must be explained by
context. For example, "Arthur's paint-

ing" could mean a painting owned by
Arthur, one that he made, one of him,

one that he is carrying or one that he is

hanging temporarily in his office. It

could even be the contracted form
meaning Arthur is painting. Such
ambiguity must be eliminated by
context and/or by recasting the

phrase.
On that note, I shall hang up my

grammatical foil for another month.

More on K
Referring to the January column,

Leo Scanlon of Rockwell Internat-

ional points out that, "indeed, K
does mean 1000 in electronics (as in

2K ohms), but if you're referring to

computer memory locations (as in 8K
memory), K means 1024. Therefore,

an 8K memory contains 8192 lo-

cations, not 8000." Quite right.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



North Star Horizon-

COMPUTER WITH CLASS
The North Star Horizon computer con be found everywhere

computers are used: business, engineering, home — even the

classroom Low cost, performance, reliability and software

availability are the obvious reasons for Horizon's popularity.

But, when a college bookstore orders our BASIC manuals,

we know we have done the job from A to Z.

Don't take our word for it. Read what these instructors have to

soy about the North Star Horizon:

"We bought a Horizon not only for its reliability record,

but also because the North Star diskette format is the industry

standard for software exchange. The Horizon is the first computer

we have bought that came on-line as soon as we plugged it in,

and it has been running ever since!''

— Melvin Davidson, Western Washington University,

Bellingham, Washington

"After I gave a V6 hour demonstration of the Horizon

to our students, the sign-ups for next term's class in BASIC

jumped from 18 to 72."

— Harold Nay, Pleasant Hill HS, Pleasant Hill, California

"With our Horizon we brought 130 kids from knowing

nothing about computers to the point of writing their own Pascal

programs. I also use it to keep track of over 900 student files,

including a weekly updated report card and attendance figures."

— Armando Picciotto, Kennedy HS, Richmond, California

"The Horizon is the best computer I could find for my class

It has an almost unlimited amount of software to choose from.

And the dual diskette drives mean that we don't have to waste

valuable classroom time loading programs, as with computers

using cassette drives."

— Gary Montante, Ygnacio Valley HS, Walnut Creek, Calif.

See the Horizon at your local North Star dealer.
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North Star Computers
1440 Fourth Street

Berkeley. Ca 94710
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John Mauchly 1907-1980
This is a personal reminiscence. We had an appointment for

Thursday. He died Monday night.
He was sly and gentle and bright-eyed and smart as a whip, over

six feet tall with an easy slouch and an Uncle Sam chin-beard, and a
big big smile. He was always bursting with talk, and he had a
wonderful sense of humor. But he didn't guffaw. He would sit back
and look very, very pleased, and beam.

I had only met him a year before, at the 1978 Personal Computer
Conference. He was terrific. He would launch into reminiscence at
the drop of a name. The tales were good, and I began to see,
apprehensively, that someone should be writing them for him and
getting them in order.

So last summer I started sitting down with him to try to get the
whole story down in the way he wanted it told. My friends would
come, too, we who were working on our own long-term computer
project, and we loved sitting at his feet, tape recorder rolling, as he
went on about his boyhood and the scientific principles that
fascinated him.

It was very moving: we were in his project, and he was in ours.
We listened to the reminiscences, he lent us the lineprinter from his
TRS-80 for our hypertext system. We interfaced across the years.

He would not be hurried. He would explain a thing sideways, in a
sometimes perplexing order, and when at last you were able to repeat
it back correctly, he would merrily say "Yah!" and lean back, and
beam. His stories wove: he was tutoring us in all subjects, physics
and trigonometry and meteorology amongst the history. Did you
know he wanted to plot the effects of the sun and planets on the
weather, and that is w.iy he wanted to build a computer?

The history of the first computer is casually familiar. It's a great
story, like the Manhattan Project, only nicer. How Mauchly, the
physicist, and Eckert, the engineer, led a team at the University of
Pennsylvania to build an automatic electronic computer with a
changeable electronic program. That was the ENIAC, and it ran in
1945. Then they broke away to found the Eckert and Mauchly
Computer Company. IBM wasn't interested, so they became Univac.

J. Prosper Eckert, the younger of the two, stayed on at Univac,
and is building there still, a vice-president; but John Mauchly,
following the American Dream, kept going. He wanted computers to
be used for science; one of his triumphs was a machine in a suitcase
that did real-time analog linear programming. But business success
was elusive, and when he retired his greater success was his big
happy family in a house surrounded by trees.

He was bitter about John von Neumann. Folklore has it that von
Neumann came up with the idea of putting the program and data in
one consolidated space, a single memory for both purposes. "As if

we hadn't thought of that!" scoffed Mauchly. "But we were under
security, and they told us to tell this von Neumann fellow everything,
and so we did; but when he went and published it, nobody said a
word about security."

In our taped interviews we never got to that part of the story. We
got to about 1940. And then he was gone.

I called another computing pioneer to tell him Mauchly had died,
and he summed it up. "John had a remarkable ability to inspire and
gather together talented people."

After the funeral there was a gathering at his house. Executives
and cronies from all John's projects and companies were there, the
keen-eyed people he had brought together long before. It actually got
to be quite a party, after a while, with vigorous reminiscences on
every side.

Kay Mauchly said to me, "If only John could have been here! He
would have loved it so!"

But that's the whole point. He was. Here they were, the
wonderfully bright men and women, full of spark and imagination,
that had figured out the first memories and the first registers and the
first programs. White-haired now, some of them, but full of youth
and humor, all brought together by John Mauchly. And some
younger ones, too.

The dear old fox had worked his magic to the end.
Ted Nelson

A growing
line of tools to
expand the Apple.

Time events in four operating modes—continu-

ous, single shot, frequency comparison, and
pulse width comparison. Includes three 16-bit

interval timers, plus flexible patch area for

external interface. Programmable interrupts,

onboard ROM, and much more.

7720A Porattel Interface. Two bi-directional 8-bit

I/O ports will connect your Apple to a variety of

parallel devices, including printers, paper tape

equipment, current relays, external on/off

devices. Full featured, programmable inter-

rupts, supports DMA daisy chaining.

7811B Arithmetic Processor Interfaces with

Applesoft, so you just plug in and run. Based
on the AM 9511 device, provides full 16/32-bit

arithmetic floating point, trigonometric loga-

rithmic, exponential functions. Programmed I/O
data transfer, much, much more. (Not currently

compatible with Apple II Plus—check with

your dealer.)

7710A Asynchronous Serial Merfoce. Conform-
ing to RS-232-C A thru E 1978 standard, this

card will drive a variety of serial devices such as

CRT terminals, printers, paper tape devices, or

communicate with any standard RS-232 device,

including other computers. Full hand-shaking,

and fully compatible with Apple PASCAL!

7470A 3* BCD A/D Converter. Converts a DC
voltage to a BCD number for computerized

monitoring and analysis. Typical inputs include

DC inputs from temperature or pressure

transducers. Single channel A/D, 400 ms
per conversion.

7490A GPtB IEEE 488 Interface A true imple-

mentation of the IEEE 488 standard-the
standard protocol for instrumentation and test

devices. Control and monitor test instruments

such as digital voltmeters, plotters, function

generators, or any other device using the

IEEE 488.

7114A PROM Module. Permits the addition to or

replacement of Apple firmware without

removing the Apple II ROMs. Available with

onboard enable/disable toggle switch.

7900 AWin Wrap Board. For prototyping your
own designs.

751 0A Solder Board.

7590A Extender Board.

7016A 10K Dynamic Memory Add-On.

Watch this space for new CCS products for

the Apple. We've got some real surprises in the

works. To find out more about the CCS product
line, visit your local computer retailer. The CCS
product line is available at over 250 locations

nationally, including most that carry the Apple.
Or circle the reader service number on this ad.

Apple II. Apple II Plus, and Applesoft are trademarks
of the Apple Corporation.

CCS makes the difference.



We see the Apple
a little differently.

i^:

,

We see it as a good
way to get things done.

Apple has built a great computer.We at CCS have

built a great line of peripherals and components to expand
the Apple. To do almost anything you want to get done
with a computer.

If you want to do business with an Apple, we've got

tools to connect the Apple to standard business printers and

terminals. Or to modems, for communications over tele-

phone lines, with other computers, even with other Apples.

If you want to apply yourApple to engineering, scien-

tific, or graphic projects, we've got tools for high-powered,

high-speed math functions, and fast, high resolution graph-

ics. And tools to connect the Apple to lab test equipment

like function generators or plotters.

And we have tools to connect the Apple to the outside

world, including A/D converters and interval timers with

external interface.

We make components for the S-100 bus, the PET, and
the TRS-80, tooWe built our products to deliver hard-

nosed value to theOEM , and to the inventor who knows the

best, at prices that are unbeaten.

To find out how much computer your Apple U can be,

see things our way. Because for serious users with serious

uses for the Apple, we've got the tools.

California Computer Systems
250 Caribbean Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408) 734-5811
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A Potpourri of

Computer Art and
Music— At a 31%

Discount!
Creative Computing is pleased to

extend a special offer to subscribers. We've
put together a special package of material

that gives an excellent overview of com-
puter art and music today. The components
are:

1. "Artist and Computer" by Ruth

Leavitt is a 120-page book in which 35

artists each describe the way in which he or

she uses the computer to make artistic

vision a reality. Lavishly illustrated in color

and B&W. the book contains works of artists

involved in graphics, weaving, film, sculp-

ture, video and kinetics. (Reg. $4.95)

2. Philadelphia Computer Music Festi-

val. This 12" LP record contains music
played on seven different computer syn-

thesizers ranging from huge multi-channel

units to small homebrew circuits. The music
includes Bach, the Beatles, Pachelbel's

well-known Canon and many other folk and
popular melodies. (Reg. $6.00)

3. Creative Computing, September
1977 and June 1979. and ROM, October
1977. These three magazines contain 19

articles on computer art and animation

along with numerous examples of computer

graphics done on both large and smaii

computers. (Reg. $6.00)

The price of the separate elements in

this package is normally $16.95 plus $2.00

shipping ($18.95 total), however, to sub-

scribers it is available for only $13.00

postpaid in U.S.A. or $15.00 elsewhere — a
31% discount off the regular price.

Order from Creative Computing, P.O.

Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960, USA.

Computer Camp
This summer youngsters can sign up

for an overnight camp in Moodus, Con-
necticut where the main activity will be

. . . COMPUTERS. This unique recreational

and educational experience is directed by
Or. Michael Sabinski, Professor at Fairfield

University. It is believed to be the only

computer summer overnight camp cur-

rently offered in the USA.
An action packed week is planned from

June 29 to July 4 The campers, ages 10-17,

will enjoy small group instruction and mini

and micro computers for ample "hands-on."

Dr. Zabinski will be assisted by high school

teachers.

For further information contact Michael

Zabinski. Ph.D., at 203-795-9069 or write

Computer Camp: Grand View Lodge: Box
22; Moodus, Conn., 06469

<r NEW
INCREDIBLE Computer Opponent Program
only $24.95

=\

)NTY™ f^^S^
allenges Vou to I )N

MONTY™
Challenges OPOLY

MONTY™ is full of surprises. Entertains as he plays—with
music and colorful visual effects. Cassette programs available

for 16 K APPLE II* and 16K Level II TRS-80* microcomputers for use
with your Monopoly game. MONTY™ is a shrewd operator.
But he can be beaten. Send $24.95 check or money order (postage paid)

lowans add 3% sales tax. Remember..."MONTY™ plays Monopoly."

s5 fttam Corporation
«

P.O. Box 921, Fairfield, Iowa 52556

\=

'Monopoly it * trademark of Parker Bros . inc

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc
trs-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp

<flitam Corporation, 1980

*P

J

Equipment^
and
Software
Evaluations

Looking to buy a computer, peripheral,

software package or electronic game?
Creative's in-depth evaluations can prob-

ably help you make a better decision.

Presented here is a list of the products

reviewed by Creative over the last three

years. Back issues, when available ("Yes" in

last column), cost $2.00 each, three for

$5.00, or ten for $15.00. Postage is $1 .00 for

up to 3 issues or $2.00 for 4 or more. Order

from Back Issues, Creative Computing.

P.O. Box 789-M. Morristown, NJ 07960.

"Our Face is Red"
Contrary to the belief of our production

department and many of our readers,

AARDVARK TECHNICAL SERVICES and
AARDVARK SOFTWARE are distinct and
independent companies. In the adver-

tisers index of the January 1980 issue of

Creative Computing, both were listed

under the same name, and both received

the same reader service number. This

error caused great confusion and ren-

dered reader service card inquiries to

both companies invalid. Our sincerest

apologies to Aardvark Software, Aardvark
Technical Services and all our readers for

the inconvenience.

i i 1 A Axxxxx
There is an error in the first part of the

two part series on genealogy (Feb 80 CC,

p. 38). When we type FATHER the second

time we should get:

MOTHER = GREATGRANDMA
FATHER - GREATGRANDPA
I SEE DADS MOM

If we type F again we see:

MOTHER - UNKNOWN
FATHER - UNKNOWN
I SEE GREATGRANDPA:

ickictck
On page 142 (Feb 80), in David Levy's

Intelligent Computer Games column, the

line reading "The new P2 is the old P12
"

should read "The new P2 is the old P,,2-"

In our January issue we incorrectly

stated that Apple User Bank programs are

available for free. They are available from

Apple dealers for $40 (Vols. 1. 2) and $32

(Vols. 3-5) per disk. Sorry for any confusion.

Neil Rowe's article "Sine POLY's: Some
Geometrical Explorations" in the Dec 1979

issue had a serious typographical error in

the description of Part 3, HSQUARE. The
plus sign should be an asterisk, i.e.

multiplication, not addition.
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More on Math l-Q
Dear Editor

I would like to take issue with Howard Berenbon's
"What's Your Math IQ?" in the December Creative
Computing.

r irst, since the numbers and the patterns are fixed
within the program, I wonder why a computer is

necessary at all. The same numbers and patterns show
up each time; why not just use pencil and paper?

Second, the answers to several problems are
questionable:

9) 6 7 9 13 ?

Why is the next number 20 and not 21? It looks as if

we're adding powers of 2.

16) 2 6 38 ?

1446, he says, obviously thinking of the equation x 2 + 2.

Another correct answer is 294, derived from the
equation 8x - 10. Set the equations equal to each other
and you'll see why 2 and 6 behave that way. The gaffe
could have been avoided by providing another number
in the series.

Why 2?

17)5 9 4 6 8 ?

19) 1 6 41 ?

286 is as legitimate as 1686. Just use 7x - 1 instead of
x2 + 5. See comments for 16).

I won't go into detail about all the mathematically
valid answers that can be invented for the problems
involving arrays. But please explain why 20 and not 27
is considered correct for:

11)2 10 4
3 17 5
3 ? 6

Top row totals 16; middle row, 25; bottom row, 36?

"What's Your Math IQ?" is at best naive, for it tests
neither mathematics nor IQ. What you're doing, as
David Page used to say, is mindreading, not mathe-
matics.

Phyllis Klein
117 Church Street

Watertown, MA 02172

In retrospect, I have to agree with your analysis of
the article. I would also opt for an answer of 21 to (9),
although Mr. Berenbon is apparently using theformula
2X - 5. The solution to problem 1 1 is derived from the
formula: Col. 2 Col. 1 x Col. 3 + 2. Normally, a good
arrayproblem should have mathematical relationships
in two directions. This one could but does not and,
hence, is a very poor problem.

A much better and reasonably valid IQ test with
math, verbal and spatial items which does take full
advantage of the computer is the one offered by
Creative Computing Software. It's for the Level II
TRS-80 and costs $24.95. The timer and scoring for
different ages are built in. Also the correct answers are
buried deep in machine code so the user can't cheat by
looking at a listing of the program. —DHA

Noticeable Discontinuity
Dear Editor

One of the many features of Creative Computing
that I enjoy is the short articles describing user's

experience with various programs or products. Several
programs I own (or don't own!) were acquired or rejected
as a result of reading these.

Typical of these articles is the one in the January
issue describing 'Micro Music,' the Radio Shack music
program. Like Mr. Wright, I have wasted many happy
hours with this when I really ought to have been doing
other things (like writing my own programs).

For Mr. Wright's benefit, or for anyone else who has
had his problems with trying to play only part of a
composition, there is a way to do this. The program
contains a "repeat" feature, whereby a passage may be
repeated n times by enclosing it in parentheses, with
the number 'n' immediately after the left parenthesis.
Further, there is a feature for skipping over the last part
of the last repetition, to provide an alternative ending.
Combining these two features, one encloses the
passage one does not want to hear in parentheses, with
the repeat count at 1 , and use the 'skip' feature applied to
the whole passage.

My pet annoyance with this program is its inability
to sustain notes for periods other than those expressible
by normal musical notes. I seem to be beset by nine beat
notes; the program documentation claims that this can
be done by writing successively 2 four beat notes and a
single beat note, but there is a noticeable discontinuity
between them. Any answers to this problem will be
gratefully accepted.

R. J. Lighton
475 Columbia Blvd.

Wood-Ridge, NJ 07075

More Heath Surprises
Dear Editor:

Regarding the articles on Heath Surprises, Dec
1979 Creative Computing: all 55 Heathkit Elec-
tronics Centers, DO sell and service the WH-89 &
WHS-ll-A. We sell and service all Heath Kit and
Assembled Computer products, as well as Heath
Recommended computer accessories and printers.

William C. Halpin, Manager
Heathkit Electronic Center

10133 Springfield Pike
Woodlawn, OH 45215

TRS-80 Data Monitor Fix

Dear Editor:
I think I should point out a potential problem in the

TRS-80 data monitor featured in your September 1979
issue (p. 112). If your readers design that hardware as
shown they will blow the power supply diodes out of
their tape recorders. At least as far as the CTR-80
recorder goes, the remote jack interrupts the battery side
of the motor. The schematic shown in your issue snows
connecting to ground — shorting out the 6-volt supply.
To correct the potential problem, mount the jacks in an
insulated strip and wire as shown below:

IN

J4

a v~
xT S2 (AUTO)

\y V
J3

D
(ISOLATED FROM GROUND)

Roger P. Wells
1008 Kehoe Drive

St. Charles, IL 60174
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MUSIC ENTRY SCREEN

9474 FREE

APPLE MUSIC SYNTHESIZER

SIMPLICITY
Most music systems make you memorize octave numbers and cryptic note codes like QFS3. With
the graphics based system invented by ALF, you just position notes on the screen with the game
paddles.

ADVANCED FEATURES
With ALF's Entry program, you can quickly and easily insert, change, and delete notes; add new
parts (up to nine); change time and key signatures; repeat sections or make "rounds"; and
change sound parameters at any point in the song.

QUALITY
ALF has been selling personal computer synthesizers longer than anyone else. We won't settle

for anything less than top quality.

HARDWARE
Our three-voice (model 10-5-16) synthesizer was the first Apple-compatible music product and
is still the most advanced music synthesizer available for the Apple II computer. It simply plugs
into your Apple and your home stereo system—complete Integer BASIC software is provided
(Applesoft versions available at slight extra cost).

Suggested list price: $265-00
SEE IT AT YOUR LOCAL APPLE DEALER.

or for more information, write:

ALF Products
1448 Estes; Denver, CO 80215

the leader in computer music
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In the Same Boat
Dear Editor:

A letter ofthanks for presenting the super well done
article on buying printers Dy Ahl and North. The satire,
unsinkable spirit and byte your tongue style was very
enjoyable.

I'm sure that I can speak for all ofyour subscribers
in my reaction to the gutsiness of the report. Surely you
are going to pay a high price in hostile advertisers for
performing this very valuable service for your readers.

We, the printer-to-be buyers, thank you from the
very bottom of our well worn wallets! The treatment you
received was really incredible! All along we thought it

only happened to private individuals, now we know that
Creative Computing is REAL PEOPLE.

A. Douglas Werbeck
Maywood Fish Farms

P.O. Box 787
Ruskin, FL 33570

Indeed the article did cost us two advertisers. We
hope that eventually they'll return to these pages.

About a week after the article was typeset and laid

out, the Selectraterm (Selectra-Print) again failed and
we sent it back to Micro Computer Devices in Anaheim
for repair. Their service was reasonably prompt (two
weeks turnaround) and courteous.

Interestingly, the two printers which gave us the
most trouble, the Qume and Selectraterm, now tend to

be the printers ofchoice for correspondence and reports.

Once finally fixed, they are quite reliable. Had our
original units been in good adjustment when they
arrived our story would have been quite different.

-DHA

Tick Tock for the
TRS-80 Clock
Dear Editor

As an avid investigator of my TRS-80's special
features I have found a neat addition to the TRS-80
graphics clock (CC Oct 1979).

A short bleep — buzz can be heard through the
computer keyboard with these four new lines and one
small change.

The sound is a result of the special out port
command (PORT 255).

Here are the changes to be made:
Line # Statement

1 Ul=l
281 IF Ui=l THEN OUT 255, 3

i 282 IF Ul=(-D THEN OUT 255, 4
283 U1=U1*(-1)
one small DEFFINT A-T:
change 30 DEFFINT V-Z:T=10:?

Although these sounds are not extremely loud it

does make the clock a little more realistic. Another idea
would be to use these two ports to create a personal
alarm clock. All you do is record your wake up call on
cassette, add these two out ports in the program and the
computer does the rest. Make sure a timing loop is
placed around the first port so the machine plays the
tape long enough for the whole message. The two out
ports are:

OUT 255,1 (TURNS CASSETTE ON)
OUT 255,2 (TURNS CASSETTE OFF)

The main flaw is leaving the machine on through-
out the night resulting in an electric bill that will surely
open your eyes.

Mark Spindel
39 Wynmor Road

Scarsdafe, NY 10483

WP Printers Review
Dear Editor

I was very interested by your article on purchasing
word processing printers. I have also had some
unpleasant relationships with the Qume people, but not
as bad as yours. I recommended to the department that

we buy a good quality printer to use in conjunction with
our DEC 2050 system, and Qume was a little cheaper
than Xerox and Diablo, so we ordered one from an
Eastern distributor. It was highly recommended, but
when it arrived it wouldn't work, and we didn't feel like

trying to fix it ourselves. We called the distributor and
he informed us there was no local service available. We
called the manufacturer and they said the same thing.

To make a long story short we sent it to the
manufacturer and told them to keep it.

Then we started looking around to find a printer
with local service! Xerox guaranteed local service ifand
only if we bought the unit from their distributor, not a
cut-price mailorder outfit. So we bought from them;
$3,500 for a Xerox 1720 Communications Terminal. It

has had heavy service for over 6 months now and has
given us quality output with a minimum of problems.
The only service call was handled the same day, to

replace a broken plastic clip which holds the ribbon
cassette in place. I have been running it at 300 baud over
an acoustic coupler so I haven't pushed to its maximum
print rate (50 cps) but I can't complain about
performance at 30 cps.

I do have one comment about quality, however, and
you may notice the same thing with your Qume. It is

that the plastic daisywheels seem to deteriorate rapidly.
At first, when the characters began to have blank spots
I thought the wheel was dirty and cleaned it. This had
no effect on print quality so I took a look at the wheel
with a loupe and noticed that portions ofthe letters were
just gone. My only solution to date is to buy a couple of
spare wheels and keep one hidden for use when I want
highest quality output. Xerox brochures illustrate metal
daisywheels, but so far none are available for my
printer -

Jay Hansche
Tulane University

Dept. of Psychology
New Orleans, LA 70118

Donate a Computer
Dear Editor

I am a Presbyterian minister, currently serving my
second small rural congregation. Although I took a few
programming courses in high school and college, and
have kept up with developments through the press, I

have not had the opportunity for any hands-on
experience in years. Having decided to make a career of
serving small churches I have despaired of ever having
the use of a computer in my ministry. It's a pity, too,

because there are so many things a computer could do in

a church: lift some of the burden from volunteer
treasurers, make sense ofa chaotic but valuable library

of tapes, notes and papers; prepare newsletters — from
composing to sorting by zip-code— in an afternoon; and
just think of the educational games, especially with
graphics and sound!

It finally struck me that whenever the church has
needed something she couldn't afford, she has always
begged. I hope that as your readers upgrade their

systems they will consider donating the unwanted
hardware to a church instead of selling it. The clergy of
most main line churches are highly educated and would
be able to put a suitable system to good use. Donations
to churches are, of course, deductible. Thank you for

your help, and for your fttfeiOMtiag magazine.

Dr. Mark C. Russell
Williamson Memorial Presbyterian Church

Rt. 1, Box 371
Ringgold, VA 24586J
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Help in Digging Out Password?
Dear Editor

I recently purchased an expensive business
software package from Software 80 in Fountain Valley,

CA for my TRS-80. I received it with promises of free

programming adjustments and a protection guarantee
was required to be signed prior to release of the
password for backup usage. Upon returning the signed
protection, it was found the company had folded

its tents and stolen away with no forwarding
address. Is there any way that I can debug the program
to find the password, so I can use the program? Do you
have any knowledge of the company's present location?

Wm. J. Duxbury, MD
1401 Washington Street

Kingsburg, CA 93631

We don't know of their whereabouts and were under
the impression the postal authorities would be hot on
their trail by now. Perhaps you should check with your
local postal inspector and see if an investigation is

under way. —JC

More on the Battle

Dear Editor
With regard to "Battle of the Assemblers by Rod

Hallen (Dec 79), one glaring error should be corrected:

ASM from Digital Research will indeed page through
large files!

Actually, most disk-based assemblers page through
files, symbol table space is normally the limiting factor

in large programs. I have personally used ASM to

assemble 50K source files containing 6 or 7 hundred
labels, doing so in a 32K CP/M system.

Not having used the other assemblers, I cannot
make comparisons, hut some features of ASM which I

particularly appreciate are:

1) Multiple instructions per line using ! as a
delimiter,

PUSH B! PUSH D! PUSH H or RRC! RRC! RRC! RRC

can be used to group trivial operations and shorten

listings.

2j Labels may be as long as 16 characters;
OUTPUTBUFFER is a legitimate label (this does, of

course, consume additional symbol table space).

3) Arithmetic expressions such as:

NEWNUMBER EQU -{((PAGEWIDTH-1)/
NWORDS)+2*(START-3))

can be evaluated, assuming the internal labels are

defined; 2 & 3 are of considerable value in making a
program "self documenting."

4) TAB (control I) is accepted through most CP/M
software to establish 8 column increments formatting

source listings and effectively "space compressing" the

files.

5) ASM uses hashing for symbol searches and
binary searches on reserve words making this a very

fast running assembler.
Admittedly, the ASM manual is strictly for

computer freaks — Digital Research seems to have put
much more effort into the documentation ofMAC, their

8080 Macroassembler (which relieves some of the

shortcomings of ASM). One should note also that
"PIP," the Peripheral Interchange Program in the

CP/M operating system allows specification of lines per

Sage and truncation of lines to a specified width when
irecting output to a printer.

David W. Thomas
P.O. Box 235

Lederach, PA 19450
J

IK

kill two birds
with one stone?

If you have an Apple* and you want to interface it with

parallel and serial devices,we have a board for

you that will do both. Itfe the AIO.™

Serial Interface.
The RS-232 standard assures maximum compat-

ibility with a variety of serial devices. For ex-

ample, with the AIO you can connectyour Apple*

to a video terminal to get 80 characters per line

instead of 40, a modem to use time-sharing

services, or a printer for hard copy. The
serial interface is software programmable,

features three handshaking lines, and

includes a rotary switch to select from

7 standard baud rates. On-board firm-

ware provides a powerful driver

routine so you won't need to write any
software to utilize the interface.

Parallel Interface.
This interface can be used to connect your

Apple* to a variety of parallel printers. The
programmable I/O ports have enough lines

to handle two printers simultaneously with

handshaking control. The users manual
includes a software listing for controlling

parallel printers or, if you prefer, a par-

allel driver routine is available in firm-

ware as an option. And printing is

only one application for this general

purpose parallel interface.

Two boards in one.
The AIO is the only board on the market that can interface the Apple

to both serial and parallel devices. It can even do both at the same

time. That's the kind of innovative design and solid value that's been

going into SSM products since the beginning of personal computing.

The price, including PROMs and cables, is $135 in kit form, or $175

assembled and tested. See the AIO at your local computer
store or contact us for more information.

CIRCLE 1 99 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Saa us at the West Coast Computer Fair*.

^m^mmmm Booth* 1329-1331

2U6 Walsh Avenue
Santa Clara, California 95050
(408) 246-2707

•Apptei..
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In
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IQ140 VS. ADM-2
:HECK OUR PROPOSITIONS:

( PLUG FOR PLUG COMPATIBILITY

B DISTINCTIVE STYLING
~ ALL FEATURES STANDARD

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Q LSI POLLING OPTION
E| COMPATIBLE WITH BURROUGHS PROTOCALL
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Apple letsyou get
personalwith Pascal.

There's only one logical way to find out what

a person wants in a personal computer.

Ask the person who'll be using one.

At Apple, we've been very successful at

identifying just what people look for in com-
puters. And then providing them with it.

In spades.

For serious enthusiasts, this means
making available sophisticated innovations

that are often conspicuously absent from
other personal computers.

Like Pascal.

Apple II is one of the few personal com-
puters that has it. And when you turn this page

and feast your eyes on the many advantages this

high level, general-purpose language has to offer,

you'll see why that's very good news indeed.

Whenyou've got it, flaunt it.

If you'd like to let the world know
who speaks Pascal, here's how:

Follow the dotted line and cut out

the transfer image above.

Preheat iron (dry-wool setting) for

3 minutes. Slip garment on ironing board

over scrap material. Remove wrinkles.

Position transfer face down and pin edges
to ironing board cover. Iron transfer slowly

for one minute. If paper browns, iron is

too hot. Let transfer cool for one minute, then unpin and
slowly pull transfer straight up. Results are best when
t-shirt is at least 50% polyester.



Pascal by the package.
Our high-level, full feature Language System

consists of a plug-in 16K RAM language card, five

diskettes containing Pascal as well as Integer

BASIC and Applesoft extended BASIC, plus

seven manuals documenting the three

languages.

The beauty of this Language
System is that it speeds up
execution and helps cut unwieldy

software development jobs down
to size. Also, because the languages

are on diskette, loaded into

RAM, you can quickly and

economically take advan-

pasc$
tage of upgrades and
new languages as

they're introduced

Apple's Pascal

language takes

full advantage of

Apple high reso-

lution and color

graphics, analog input

and sound generation

capabilities. It turns

the Apple into the

lowest priced, high-

est powered Pascal

system on the market.

With Pascal, programs
can be written, debugged
and executed in just one-third

the time required for equivalent BASIC
programs. With just one-third the memory.
On top of that, Pascal is easy to understand,

elegant and able to handle advanced applications.

It allows one programmer to pick up where
another left off with minimal chance of foul up.

Because Apple uses UCSD Pascal,™ you

get a complete software system: Editor, Assem-
bler, Compiler, and File Handler. And because we
adhere to the standard, your programs run on any
UCSD Pascal system with minimum conversion.

Which is really something an enthusiast can

get enthusiastic about.

To be more specific
The Apple IPs specs are tempting enough

without the Language System and Pascal. With

them, they're downright irresistible.

The text screen, a 24 x 40-line window, can

display an entire 80-column Pascal line, thanks

to Apple's unique horizontal scrolling feature.

Characters are normal, inverse or flashing,

5x7, upper case. Full cursor control is standard.

Since Pascal runs on an Apple computer

with 48K bytes of on-board RAM, the additional

16K bytes on the language card bring the total

to a full 64K bytes.

And, Pascal runs on the new Apple II Plus. It

features an Auto-Start ROM that boots the Disk II

at power-on for turn-key operation. Applesoft

extended BASIC is resident in ROM.
Standard color graphics (in the BASIC

environment) offer 40h x 48v resolution, or

40h x 40v with 4 lines text, in fifteen colors.

Black/white high resolution, bit-mapped

graphics display 8K bytes of memory as a

280h x 192v image (140h x 192v in six colors).

Fully buffered

peripheral

connectors

provide

access to all

system buses,

for complete
interface

freedom.

And finally,

since it weighs a

mere 11 lbs. and has its own travel case,

as an option, not only is it easy to get carried

away with an Apple, it's easy to carry one away.

We've gotyour numbers.
800-538-9696. (In California, 800-662-9238.)

Or write us at 10260 Bandley Drive, Cupertino,

California 95014. When you contact us, we'll give

you the name, address and telephone number
of the Apple computer dealer nearest you.

If you'd like more information on the advan-

tages of owning an Apple personal computer, he

can fill you in. Personally.



Texas Instruments

99/4 Home Computer

After more than the usual amount
of hoopla, the new Texas Instruments

home computer finally arrived. Natu-
rally, the appearance of a leading

consumer electronics manufacturer's

first home computer is somewhat of a

Happening, and another sign that the

personal computer field is no longer in

its infancy. However in this case
"industry analysts" got a bit carried

away with outrageous predictions. The
Tl 99/4 does not have a tiny IBM
370/168 inside it (would anyone really

want one?) It does not run MVS and a

PL/I language compiler (translation:

very big computer software), or even
Pascal, but just regular Basic like most
other home computers. It does not

even use Tl's bubble memory tech-

nology. Still, the Tl 99/4 is one of the

most easy-to-use systems we've

Are PEEK, POKE and
CALL not included in Tl

Basic to protect the user

from potentially danger-
ous stuff or to help sell

solid state software
modules?

tested, and seems like another pro-

gressive step in making home com-
puters more civilized.

The 99/4 consists of a keyboard/
computer unit, and a color video

monitor which displays very sharp and
bright graphics, better than a connec-
tion to a household TV set could

provide. It is well known that Texas
Instruments was unable to obtain

permission to manufacture a computer
with a built-in RF modulator for TV
hookup when the 99/4 was designed,

and so it was necessary to incorporate

a separate color monitor which pushes
the price over $1000. (Although one

I can understand why this price was

Steve North

necessary, it is still beyond the grasp of

Middle America.) Now that the neces-

sary waiver has been obtained T.I. is

expected to introduce a less expensive

version of the 99/4 without a monitor.

The discriminating buyer may still

prefer the higher quality graphics

which the color monitor provides.

The 99/4 has a full-sized keyboard
in almost-standard layout. Unfortu-

nately the keys are calculator-style

buttons which are OK for hunt-and-

peck typists but not for touch typists. It

is difficult to understand why people

who design home computers think that

the keyboard is the best place to

economize. Have you ever seen an

electric typewriter or CRT terminal

with an el cheapo keyboard?

To the right of the keyboard, the

99/4 has a slot for plugging in "Solid

State Software" modules, which con-
tain prewritten non-erasable pro-
grams. These allow the user to run

canned software without the time and
aggravation spent loading cassettes.

There are connections for joysticks

and a cassette recorder, as well as an
expansion connector, presumably for

floppy disk storage units. None of

these were tested with the unit. The
99/4 has polyphonic sound capa-
bilities and has 16K of internal random-
access memory.

The 99/4 belongs to the very

exclusive class of computers which we
were able to get up and running
without a single adjustment. (In this

case we did not even read the docu-
mentation until we were about to turn

the system on, and then had second
thoughts.) When the computer is

turned on, it displays a menu listing

three programs: T.I. Basic, an Equation
Calculator, and the program in the

Solid State Software module presently

plugged in, given by name (such as

Football or Early Learning Fun).

The Equation Calculator allows

one to do simple calculator-style
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Tl 99/4, cont'd.

computations without knowing any
programming. In addition to finding
the value of simple expressions (like

2 + 3* 4/5) it can also save intermediate
results in variables, shown graphically
in a box so you can know the contents
of all the variables all the time. This
makes the Equation Calculator some-
what more powerful than a handheld
calculator. It's a nice feature for
someone who doesn't want to get
involved with Basic but it doesn't
justify the price of the system.

The 99/4 belongs to the
very exclusive class of

computers which we
were able to get up and
running without a single

adjustment.

T.I. Basic was written by the

microcomputer system software
house par excellence. Microsoft. It was
apparently written to T.I.'sspecsand is

not compatible with the many other
Microsoft Basic implementations,
such asTRS-80 Level II, Applesoft, OSI
Basic, Commodore PET Basic and
many others. In contrast, T.I. Basic is

nice for learning and generally does
not sacrifice much of the power other
versions have. For example, it has
user-defined functions, character
string handling, string arrays, data
files, a trace mode and breakpointing.

However, T.I. has obviously designed
this Basic to prevent the user from
getting at machine level functions, so
the friendly PEEK, POKE and machine
language CALL functions are conspic-
uous by their absence. It's hard to say
exactly why this was done (to protect
the user from complicated and poten-
tially dangerous stuff? To help sell

Solid State Software modules by
making that the only way to get fast-

running machine language programs
into the machine?). T.I. Basic also does
not allow access to the full power of the
color graphics point-plotting hard-
ware, with its 192x256 resolution.

However, the user is allowed to define
his own character fonts by means of an
intrinsic function, and can use these
indirectly to control individual pixels
on the screen. Basic also has intrinsics

for controlling the display color,
examining what's on the screen,
creating musical tones and testing the
keyboard status. In general, this looks
like a very nice Basic to learn with, and
is very complete except in these two

areas (machine level interface and
graphics).

The documentation which comes
with the 99/4 includes Beginner's
BASIC, Programming BASIC with the

Tl Home Computer, and a User's

Reference Guide which is also mostly
about Basic though it does explain the

Equation Calculator and how to look
up the computer.

The Solid State Software modules
we tried represent a wide range of

possible applications for the 99/4. The
software staph (yes, it is a disease)

seemed to prefer Football. This is a
two-player game in which each player
enters a play secretly and then the

offensive and defensive plays are
executed graphically by the computer
and the result shown. Although it was
remarked that the game seemed to

work by using a table of probabilities

and the same thing could be done with
a $2.98 plastic spinner, this did not
seem to dampen interest in the game
too much.
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The Physical Fitness cartridge is

designed to lead you in an exercise
program customized somewhat to

your own ability and needs. (The
program tries to make sure that you
have read the accompanying docu-
mentation, presumably to prevent too
many lawsuits over heart attacks and
that kind of undesirable thing.) Again,
the reviewers began to wonder why
anyone would spend $1150 (com-
puter) and $30 (cartridge) to see a little

man jump up and down on the screen,
but if that's the kind of motivation you
need to get in shape then it may be
worth it.

/- _. - ^

f^<EIDT h n
COUNTING UP

A NUMBER WILL MOVE ON THE
SCREEN - WAIT UNTIL IT STOPS
FIND THAT NUMBER ON THE
KEYBOARD
PRESS THAT NUMBER
PRESS ENTER TO START.

v_

The two CAI packages tested

(Early Learning Fun and Beginning

Grammar) were both well-designed

and seemed able to hold a child's

attention unusually well. These pro-

grams incorporate very nice graphics,

sound effects and error trapping. For
instance, one lesson asks the student
which word in a sentence is a pronoun.
The program simply will not let the

student type in a word which isn't in the

sentence. Unlike many CAI programs,
a correct answer is rewarded by
graphics and sound whereas an in-

correct answer receives no reward.

The programs are well-designed to

reinforce learning and keep the child

from getting bored quickly.

The computer jocks who have
seen the 99/4 are almost invariably

unimpressed. "Why, it doesn't run

CP/M or UNIX or have a macro-
assembler!" But they forget that the

99/4 is designed as a consumer
product and as such it is perhaps the

only machine of its type. If you know a

great deal about computers and want
to have one that is best described as a

scale model of the one you have at

work or school, then this isn't for you. If

you are new to computing and want
something you can plug in and use
right away, with the intent of learning

more, then this computer is worth your
consideration. Some T.I. 99/4 users

will outgrow the capabilities of the
present system, but we expect T.I. to

introduce new peripherals and soft-

ware for the unit to match the in-

creasing sophistication of its owners.
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An Entire Family of Disk Drives for
APPLE, TRS-80*, and S-100 Computers

Only LOBO DRIVES offers you an entire family of

fully-compatible disk drives to select from.

Whatever computer you're using, APPLE, TRS-80,
or S-1 00, you can add a LOBO drive now, with the
peace-of-mind of knowing there's a whole family of

drives available when you're ready to expand.

And every drive you order comes complete with
chassis and high reliability power supply. Each
drive is 1 00% calibrated, burned-in, and
performance tested on either an APPLE, TRS-80,
or S-1 00 computer before it's shipped. We are so
proud of our drives ... our quality, reliability, and
performance, that we back-up every drive with a
one year, 1 00% parts/labor warranty.

400 SERIES FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
Meet our low-cost 5.25-inch

mini drive that records data
in either hard or soft

sectored format. It is

available in single or double
density configurations, with a total storage
capacity of 220K bytes.

800/801 SERIES FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
Here is our dual 8-inch

Floppy disk memory unit. It

records and retrieves data
on standard 8-inch

diskettes to provide 800K
bytes of data storage unformatted, or 51 2K bytes

935 Camino Del Sur
Goleta. California 93017
(805) 685-4546

"CAN YOU REALLY AFFORD
TOPAYLESSr

in IBM format per drive. It is also available with
double-sided, double-density capabilities, for a
maximum storage capacity of 1 .6 Megabytes.

7000 SERIES HARD DISK DRIVES
The latest member of our
drive family, the Series
7000 is an 8-inch, 10 Mega-
byte Winchester Technology,
hard disk drive. It is fully

hardware/software compatible and comes
complete with disk controller. Now you can have
the convenience, speed, reliability, and all the
storage capacity you need.

Call or write for the complete LOBO DRIVES story.

Find out just how competitively priced a quality

drive can be.

Quantity discounts available -

Dealer inquiries invited.

Yes, I want to know more about LOBO Drives

and what theycan do. Send me information on:

TRS-80 APPLE S-1 00

O 5 1 /4-ln. Floppy drive

O 8-in. Floppy drive

Single sided

Double sided

Nairn

Company

8-in. Winchester hard
disk, 10 Mbyte drive

O Double density
expansion interface

Crly

PhonaNo

I

INTERNATIONAL TRS-80 « a regiatered trademark of Radio Snack, a Tandy Company
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A comprehensive review of two new COBOL
compilers for microcomputer systems.

Microsoft
vs.

Micro Focus Cobol

James McClure

With each passing day, more high

quality software is becoming available

to the microcomputer owner. Langu-
ages which were previously available

only on large mainframes or on
expensive minicomputers are now
appearing in the micro-marketplace.

Cobol is an example of one of the new
languages available for small ma-
chines and two new significant entries

in the market are: Cobol-80, from
Microsoft, and CIS Cobol from Micro
Focus, a British company. Both of

these languages will run on any
8080/Z-80 microcomputer with the

CP/M operating system, provided that

adequate storage resources are avail-

able.

Requirements of resident and
mass storage are stringent. The CIS
Compact Cobol compiler can compile
and run programs in 32K, but both
Microsoft and Micro Focus standard
compilers require at least 48K. In

addition, Micro Focus recommends
the use of dual full sized disks, ideally

double density types. If speed is

critical, or if programs requiring large

resident storage are being run, fully

expanded memory (64k) is also desir-

able. Programs can be segmented (in

CIS Cobol) to run in minimal core, but

doing so decreases the speed of

execution, since segments must be
continually loaded from disk. Further-

more, two useful Micro Focus utility

programs, FORMS and INDEX both
require 64K for operation.

Introduction to Cobol

Cobol stands for the COmmon
Business Oriented Language and its

development was initiated by the US
Government in the 1950's when it

decided that some standard language

for its various installations should be
developed. Since that time Cobol has

become the universal business com-
puter language and is now used on
almost every major computer in the

country which performs business
processing. In 1974, the American
National Standards Institute defined a

standard for the implementation of

Cobol and this standard has been
followed by Microsoft and Micro Focus
in developing their language systems.

Languages which were
previously available only

on large mainframes or

on expensive minicom-
puters are now appearing
in the micro-market-
place.

Although most microcomputer
owners are probably not well versed in

Cobol, this language has many fea-

tures which are perfect for personal
computing. Databases are becoming
more popular among microcomputer
users and most are complex programs
(usually in Basic or assembly code)
which allow the quick storage and
recall of information. Cobol has many
of these data storage/retrieval capa-
bilities built-in, in addition to extensive
formatting features, which most other
languages can only imitate. It is also

the most English-like of the major
computer languages (Basic, Fortran,

Pascal, etc). Due to this, it is often

easier to learn than more scientifically

oriented languages which may require

large numbers of confusing symbols
and inconsistent syntax.

One of the major disadvantages of

the industry emphasis on Basic is that

many people have become content

with its often limited capabilities. One
must keep in mind that the primary

reason Basic has been installed on so
many micro systems is that it is a

relatively easy language to implement
in the microprocessor environment.

Now that more attention is being paid

to software, particularly software for

the average person's use, other, more
powerful, language systems are being

created. The Cobol compilers that will

be considered in this article are

examples of such systems.

One of the potential drawbacks of

Cobol has always been its require-

ment of large memory and mass
storage space. In today's market,
however, memory and disk prices have
dropped significantly and adequate
storage should not be too difficult to

obtain; furthermore, the cost of this

extra storage is offset by the time and
money saved by being able to use a

much more powerful programming
system.

In short, Cobol is an excellent

language for the business which owns
a microcomputer, since it is the

unchallenged standard in business

programming. Cobol programmers are

plentiful, and applications programs
written in Cobol will be simpler to

develop and modify. Cobol is also a

good choice for the average personal
computer owner because of its power.
Limiting factors will be the amount of

available storage and the amount of

money the computer owner is willing

to spend for the language.

Language Features

The American National Standards

James McClure. RPI. 114 Crockett Hall. Troy. NY
12181.
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THE ULTIMATE
INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

<c*^H

The brain is the perfect information management
system

Like the brain, we at Micro-Ap specialize in the)

management of data

Our software is the state of the art and is

designed to efficiently store and instantly report

the information you need for your business and
personal needs

From inventory control to mailing list manage
ment, Micro Ap provides the most cost effective

software available

At the heart of our systems are Micro Ap's unique
indexing and reporting methods You are not

limited to single key retrieval Information can be
referenced by zip code, date, name, or any other

indices required Operation is "menu driven" and
uses screen displays with all the instructions and
error sensing that allow the novice to quickly

i the system and accomplish a multitude of

A few of the reasons Micro-Ap is so popular
are:
• Quality Software Its designed with one
goal in mind llawless performance

• Customer Responsiveness We ask for and
receive user critiques and suggestions All are

evaluated and most are implemented
• Usability We believe that to provide maxi
mum service to our licensees, software distribu

tion should include source code Ours does
• Non-obsolescence — Our products are con
tinually evolving and our policy is to provide new
releases at the current difference in price

• Distribution World wide by distribul

OEM's, retailers, systems houses, and consultants

• Experience SELECTOR has been around,

and improving, longer than any other data base
system in micro-computers

See the top rated SELECTOR III C2 data base
manager and the new standard setting GLector,

general ledger system at YOUR LOCAL
COMPUTER STORE
If not locally stocked, contact

Micro-Ap
9807 Davona Dr.

Lifeboat
2248 Broadway

San Ramon, Ca. 94583 NY. NY 10024
(415) 828 6697 (212) 580-0082

telex 220501

See us at the West Coast Computer Faire. Booth *216C

MICROAP
The Standard In Information Management Systems
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Cobol, cont'd
Institute broke the Cobol language up
into 12 programming areas, called
modules. These modules comprise file

I/O, debugging, etc. Each module was
defined at two levels: Level 1 and Level
2. If a module of Cobol was to be
implemented to conform to Level 1 , it

had to allow a certain set of features. A
Level 2 implementation of the same
module would allow even more fea-
tures. Thus, a standard was devised so
software manufacturers would have
some guidelines for implementing
their versions of Cobol.

1. Nucleus Module

This module contains the central
command set of Cobol. Both Microsoft
and Micro Focus compilers implement
the nucleus module to Level 1. How-
ever, Microsoft has also implemented
several advanced Level 2 nucleus
features, such as COMPUTE and

FIGURE 2a.

Mainframe data processing cycle.

SEARCH. A complete list is shown in

Figure 1.

One disappointing limitation of

Micro Focus Cobol is that condition
names (level 88) are not supported.
These generally make for more read-
able programs, and some difficulty

may be encountered in adapting
mainframe Cobol programs to run in

CIS Cobol if condition names are used
frequently.

COMMUNICATION WITH
VIDEO TERMINALS

There is one major difference
between the Cobol language as imple-
mented on big mainframes, and the
Cobol required for efficient use on
microcomputers. Large systems gen-
erally process their data in batch
fashion. Information is stored in

massive quantities on cards, tapes and
disks. Programs are written to process
this data and write the results to disks,
tapes and printers. Thus, a typical

processing cycle looks like Figure 2a.

On small systems, the situation is

quite different. Much smaller amounts
of data are processed and cards,
magnetic tape and other mass storage
devices are not used. Therefore, data is

typically processed as it is input and a
report is either immediately generated

or the information is stored for later

use. A typical small-system cycle is

shown in Figure 2b.

The difference between these two
cycles lies in the form in which the

applications programs expect the
incoming data; on a large system, it is

stored in sequential form on mass
storage devices, whereas on a small

system, data is usually obtained
directly from an operator at an input

terminal. Obviously, two different

techniques must be used to acquire the

data. The terminal operator requires

guidance in the form of prompts and
messages so that the data is input
correctly. In other words, the small

computer must interact with its users

to a much greater extent. This is made
possible in the Microsoft and Micro
Focus Cobol compilers by the exten-

sion of the nucleus ACCEPT and
DISPLAY verbs, two commands that

had traditionally been largely ignored
on big systems because of their

inapplicability. The ACCEPT and
DISPLAY verbs allow the transfer of

data to/from the console much like the

PRINT and INPUT commands of
Basic. These Basic commands only
transfer data, without any formatting,

and this has been a major short-

coming.
Basically, two extensions were

made to ACCEPT and DISPLAY. To
accommodate the new generation of

intelligent video terminals with addres-
sable cursors and other advanced
features, both Microsoft and Micro
Focus extended the verbs so that a
screen position at which the data
transfer is to take place can be
specified. Thus it is possible to set up
forms on the display with different

areas of the screen used for different

input items. Form-oriented input has
been shown to be effective in reducing
data entry errors. For an example of a
typical form, see Figure 3.

The second extension made to

ACCEPT and DISPLAY has to do with
the concept of one 'record." A file is
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FIGURE 2b.

Microcomputer data processing cycle

generally made up of records. Tradi-
tionally, one record has corresponded
to one card, or one line on a display
device. Since ACCEPT and DISPLAY
manipulate one record at a time they
could only be used to read or write one
line to/from the console. This posed

some severe limitations on form-
oriented input, since a form for one
record could take up many lines on a

display. To solve this problem, Micro

Focus further extended ACCEPT and
DISPLAY to allow the transfer of up to

a full screen (24 lines) of data at a time.

Thus, the user simply defines display

records containing all of the necessary

input fields and prompts. This exten-

sion makes processing even the most
complicated display forms a snap, and
is perhaps the best of all the extensions

made to microcomputer Cobol.

Although most micro-
computer owners are
probably not well versed
in Cobol, this language
has many features which
are perfect for personal
computing.

PRINTER OPERATION

Both Microsoft and Micro Focus
support a line printer, although Micro-
soft implements a LINAGE clause
which allows the programmer to

specify how many lines will be printed

on each page, as well as the size of top
and bottom margins and the location

of a footing area. A data item called

LINAGE-COUNTER is also automati-
cally created. It contains the number of

the next line to be printed. The WRITE
statement associated with a printer file

may optionally specify action to be
taken if the end of the page is reached
(such as the printing of heading
information on the next page). These
features remove much of the burden of

report writing from programmers,
allowing them to concentrate on data
processing.

2. Table Handling Module

The table handling module is

second in the list of Cobol language
modules. Both compilers implement
this module to Level 1, but Microsoft
has also implemented several Level 2
features.

The standard Cobol language is

equipped with facilities to define and
process lists or tables of data. This is

very similar to the ARRAY data struc-

ture in other languages. According to

the ANSI standard, Cobol permits
tables to have up to three dimensions.
Micro Focus Cobol has removed this

restriction and allows a virtually
unlimited number of dimensions.

Two commands are useful in

processing tables: SEARCH and PER-
FORM VARYING.

SEARCH is used to locate a
particular item in a table, and can take
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Put the BYTE on the IRS with Aardvark™
In an era when computers are an integral part of

business and entertainment, and computer software is

more and more sophisticated, Aardvark"" is yet another
breed in advanced computer software. Aardvark's"

Micro Tax series is a true user-oriented Federal
Income Tax package. Specifically developed by
qualified tax professionals for use on personal home
computers, this low-cost, time-saving Aardvark"" Micro
Tax package accurately and efficiently computes your
federal income tax liability. Aardvark" will display and
fill in facsimile Form 1 040 and related schedules and,

when connected to a printer by means of a standard
interface, will print out these facsimile forms auto-
matically. Each program is designed to use the appro-
priate tax table or rate schedule. The Aardvark"
package includes an indexed instruction manual and
input forms for easy input of tax data. To see how
Aardvark " can be tax-deductible, check the instructions
in the binder of the manual. You can also use the
binder to store pertinent 1 979 tax records. Cure your
headaches this tax season, order today . . . and put
the BYTE on the IRS with Aardvark"!

MICRO TAX I $25
Form 1040
Schedule A
Schedule B
Schedule TC
(will not calculate Income
Averaging, Max Tax, orAlternative

Minimum Tax)

MICRO TAX IV $100
Expanded disk version of Micro Tax III

Printed forms can be filed with the IRS

When Ordering Specify.
TRS-80 1 6K Level II Basic
Apple II 32K with Applesoft Basic
Apple II 16K Micro with

Applesoft ROM Card
Tl 99/4 with drive cassette
PET 1 6K

MICRO TAX II $35
Form 1040
Schedule A
Schedule B
Schedule G (Inc. Avg.)

Schedule TC
Form 4625 (Min. Tax)
Form 4726 (Max. Tax)
Form 6251 (Alt. Min. Tax)

AdrdvaiX
Software

MICRO TAX III $50
Micro Tax II plus
Schedule C
Schedule D
Schedule E
Schedule SE
Form 21 1 9 - Sale of Personal
Residence
Disk Version $60

MICRO TAX V $150
Expanded disk version of Micro Tax III

plus Form 2210
Provides for hash totals and batch
processing
Printed forms can be filed with IRS

For more information write:
P.O. Box 26505
Milwaukee, Wl 53213

MARCH 1980

24 hrs. Orders only call TOLL FREE 1 -800-558-8570.

In Wisconsin 1-414-289-9988
OAardvarK Software. Inc. 1979
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Cobol, cont'd. . .

.

one of two forms: SEARCH, and
SEARCH ALL. The first form performs
a linear search through the table until a
specified condition is fulfilled. (Usu-
ally, the condition has to do with
whether the desired table element has
been found or not.) This is useful with

tables of randomly ordered data, such
as a list of names.

The second form, SEARCH ALL,
performs a binary search on a table of

ordered data. It is not necessary to
understand the mechanics of the
search; the important difference is that

a binary search takes, on the average,
much less time to locate a table

element. There is one restriction: the
table elements must be arranged in

ascending or descending order ac-
cording to the field that is being
searched for. To give an example,
SEARCH ALL would work well on a
table of alphabetically sorted names.

The second command useful in

table processing is PERFORM VARY-
ING. This executes a given procedure
while varying a data item from an initial

value by a specific increment until a
given condition is met. This is con-
venient for use with tables since the

data item can be a subscript. See
Figure 4a and 4b for examples.

Of the previously mentioned com-
mands, Microsoft implements all and
Micro Focus does not implement

^X,

SEARCH, SEARCH ALL or PERFORM
VARYING. This is unfortunate: how-
ever, SEARCH and PERFORM VARY-
ING can be easily simulated using
combinations of other commands,
albeit inconveniently. The SEARCH
ALL form, however, cannot be easily
simulated and is useful in processing
large tables where a sequential search
might be too time-consuming. Fortu-
nately, for the average personal
computer owner, large data tables are
not terribly common given the small
available memory of a microcomputer
after allocating space for the operating
system and run time package. There-
fore, the need for the SEARCH ALL
command does not often arise. Never-
theless, it would be appreciated if

Micro Focus would give some thought
to implementing all of these absent
features in future compiler versions.

3-5. Sequential, Relative and
Indexed I/O Modules

One of the most powerful features

of Cobol, besides its formatting capa-
bilities, is its file handling system and
both the Microsoft and Micro Focus
compilers are good implementations
in this area. Both compilers support
the full Level 1 specifications for file

processing, and both include some
Level 2 features. Basically, three
methods of file storage are available:

Sequential, Relative and Indexed
Sequential.

Two types of sequential files are

available on both compilers: standard
sequential and line-oriented files.

Normal sequential files consist of

records of fixed length. Line oriented

files consist of records of variable

length, each terminated by a carriage

return and line feed (such files are

generally produced by text editors).

Since both Cobols can read and write

line oriented files, it is possible to use a

text editor to prepare and alter data

"The computer is down.' Everybody
think!"

©Creative Computing

bchool enrollment record!

Student nana < >

AdJress < >

City. Stat*, Zip < * >

lelephone < >

Menu selections!

Hecall record < >

tdlt record < >

Delete record < >

Append record < >

Stop < >

FIGURE 3.

A typical CRT form for use with CIS COBOL.

operated on by Cobol programs. This

adds extra flexibility in the case where
only a small amount of data is to be

processed and itwould beeasiertouse

existing text editing facilities to enter

the information into a file rather than to

write a Cobol program to perform the

data-input process. Also, reports can

be directed to a file for later printing

whereas, previously, such a file could

not be directly listed.

One of the major disad-

vantages of the industry

emphasis on Basic is that

many people have be-

come content with its

often limited capabilities.

The second type of file mode
available is relative. This corresponds
closely to the random-access' file

capability of many Basics. Relative

files consist of fixed length records

which may be read or written by
specifying the position of the desired

record. Thus it is possible for a

program to retrieve, modify and rewrite

the fourth record in a file without

reading through any other records.

The final and most powerful file

mode is the Indexed Sequential mode.
Indexed sequential files consist of

fixed length records which may be
read or written by specifying the

contents of one of the fields on the

record. The field which is specified is

called the key field. The computer
stores records so that if the val ue of the

key field is known the record can be
retrieved. On big systems it is possible

to have several key fields; however,

both Microsoft and Micro Focus
require that only one field in a record

be declared as the key field.

6. Interprogram Communication
Module & Segmentation Module

A valuable feature of CIS Cobol is

the fact that it supports full Level 2

interprogram communication and
program segmentation. In essence,

this provides the user with complete
mechanisms for breaking up programs
so they can run in limited memory, a

feature obviously desirable on micro-
computers whose processors can
address a maximum of 64K. The fact

that programs can be segmented
and/or chained together permits
execution of routines with virtually no
restrictions on size. These features do
not exist in standard Microsoft Cobol,
although the Reference Manual states

that other versions are available with

Level 1 implementation of Segmen-
tation.
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Build yourown microcomputer
asyou learn

computer technologyat home.
New from NRI! The Most Complete and Up-to-date Home Study Course Ever Offered

As the microprocessor revolutionizes the

computer world and microcomputers appear

almost everywhere, NRI brings you a new,

convenient, and effective way to keep up with

this expanding technology. It's NRI's Computer

Technology Course, created and designed exclu-

sively for learning at home in your spare time.

Featuring NRI's Exclusive

Dual Language Microcomputer
NRI goes beyond book learning to

give you practical, "hands-on" experience in

designing circuitry, interfacing components,

programming, and troubleshooting. As you

learn, you actually assemble NRI's designed-for-

leaming microcomputer, incorporating the latest

advances in the state of the art. It looks and

operates like the finest of its kind, actually does

more than many commercial units. But NRI

engineers have designed components and

planned assembly so it demonstrates important

principles, gives you working experience in detect-

ing and correcting problems. And it's yours to

keep, put to work in your own home or business.

You also build and keep your own test

instruments, including a transistorized volt-

ohm meter and CMOS digital frequency counter.

And NRI's Discovery Lab® broadens your

horizons with specialized experiments and

theory demonstrations.

The Proven Way
to Learn at Home

You don't have to worry with travel,

classes, or time lost from work when you learn

the NRI way. As they have for more than 60

years of teaching technical subjects, NRI brings

the material to you. You study in your spare time,

at your convenience, using "bite-size" lessons

that program material into logical segments for

easier assimilation. You perform experiments

and build equipment using kits we supply. And

your personal NRI instructor is always available

for consultation should you have questions or

problems. Over a million students have already

shown the effectiveness of NRI training.

Choice of Courses
Several courses are available, depending

upon your needs and j—— ^ ^ ^
background. NRI's Master

Course in Computer

Technology starts with

the fundamentals, ex-

plores basic electronics

and digital theory, the

total computer world,

and the microcomputer.

The Advanced Course,

for students already

versed in electronics

and general comput-

ers, concentrates on the

microprocessor and mic-

rocomputer. In both

courses, you build all

instruments and your

own computer.

Send for Free Catalog. .

.

No Salesman Will Call

Get the details on these exciting new

courses in NRI's free, 100-page catalog. Shows

all kits and equipment, lesson outlines, and full

information, including facts on other electronics

courses. Mail the coupon today and we'll rush

your catalog. No salesman will ever call. Keep up

with the latest technology as you learn on your

own computer. If coupon has been removed,

write to NRI Schools, Computer Department,

3939 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, DC 20016.

NRI Schools
McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Center

39)9 Wisconsin Avenue

Washington. DC 20016

NO SALESMAN WILL CALL

Please check for one free catalog only

Computer Electronics Including

Microcomputers

D TVAudlo/Video Systems Servicing

D Complete Communications Electronics

with CB • FCC Licenses • Aircraft.

Mobile, Marine Electronics

D CB Specialists Course

D Amateur Radio • Basic and Advanced

All career courses

approved under Gl Bill

D Check for details

D Digital Electronics • Electronic

Technology • Basic Electronics

Q Small Engine Repair

D Electrical Appliance Servicing

Q Automotive Mechanics

D Auto Air Conditioning

O Air Conditioning. Refrigeration. & Healing

Including Solar Technology

(Plow Print)

City/Sme/Bp

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council 175-030
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Cobol, cont'd

7. Library Module

Both the Microsoft and Micro
Focus compilers support the Level 1

specifications for the Library Module.
No Level 2 features are included in

either language system. Basically, the

Library Module allows Cobol program
text stored in disk files to be copied
into another program as it is being
compiled.

8. Communication Module

Neither Cobol-80 nor CIS Cobol
supports the communications module,
as it is not feasible in the micro-
computer environment.

9. Debug Module

Special debugging commands are

available in both CIS and Microsoft
Cobol, in place of the standard Cobol
debugging module.

Both compilers implement 'de-

bugging lines' with the letter 'D' in

column 7. These lines are compiled
only if the phrase 'WITH DEBUGGING'
is included in the program; otherwise,

they are ignored.

Microsoft has also implemented
two new commands: READY TRACE
and RESET TRACE. When the first is

executed, all subsequently executed
paragraph-names are printed at the

console, to allow program flow to be
monitored. Upon execution of RESET
TRACE the trace mode is switched off

and program execution continues
normally.

Micro Focus has taken a different

approach including a fully interactive

debugging package. This package can
be loaded with the desired program at

run time and allows single stepping,

memory display and alteration, as well

as a host of other convenient features

too numerous to be discussed here.

This is the missing link in most high
level language systems, since the
programmer must be able to dissect a
program as it is running.

There are two disadvantages to

the CIS interactive debugger. Some
extra memory (not much) is consumed
by the debug program, and this may
limit its effectiveness with very large

Cobol programs. Also, the debugger is

not symbolic; all references to data
items and statement/paragraph loca-
tions are in the form of hexadecimal
values. These values must be obtained
from a compiler listing of the program
under test.

Despite these two incon-
veniences, the CIS Cobol debugging
package represents an extremely
significant advantage over the Micro-
soft Cobol debugging mechanisms,
and this fact should be considered

when choosing between the com-
pilers.

10. Report-Writer Module

The Report-Writer module pro-

vides for quick and easy generation of

all forms of printed reports. However,
both Microsoft and Micro Focus have
chosen not to implement this module
so that other more valuable features

could be included. Needless to say,

with a little extra work professional-

looking reports can be generated
without this module.

12. Sort/Merge Module

Neither Microsoft or Micro Focus
Cobol implement the SORT/MERGE
module, although Microsoft does
claim to have this feature available in

some special versions. The Micro
Focus Manual suggests an interesting

way to circumvent the lack of SORT/
MERGE in CIS Cobol. The information

may beentered in scrambled order into

an indexed sequential file and read
back out in sorted order. While not an
ideal solution, this procedure works
well and should take care of many
smaller sort jobs. For larger needs,

powerful stand-alone sort programs
are available from many vendors.

Operation of the Compilers

Both of the Cobol systems are

implemented as compilers. Basically,

this means that programs are prepared
beforehand using a text editor, trans-

lated into an intermediate code by the

Cobol compiler, and executed by a run

time system which interprets the inter-

mediate code and performs the neces-

The small computer must
interact with its users to a

much greater extent.

sary operations at the machine level. It

would seem, then, that running a

Cobol program requires only three

steps: write, compile and execute. With
Micro Focus Cobol this is true. How-
ever, the Microsoft system requires an
additional step before the program can
be executed. This comes from the fact

that the output of the compiler is not in

'ready to run' format; rather, the
compiler produces a relocatable bi-

nary file which is missing the run time

monitor and other system subroutines.

The monitor and subroutines are
supplied by another program called a

linker, which reads the relocatable file

and fills in the necessary pieces. This

adds a certain amount of flexibility at

the machine level, since the program-
mer has more control over the location

and arrangement of the parts of the

compiled program; however, a fairly

FERWRM UBT-I It"

VARYINU ITEM -SELECT FMOM 1 Br i

UNTIL ITEM-SELECl > It).

GEI -111*.

ACCfcPI NAME (ITEM-SELECT).

^

FIGURE 4a.

Microsoft PERFORM/VARYING verb

steep price is paid in terms of speed
and convenience since the linking

process is rather slow. Admittedly, the

ability to rearrange program code and
to easily combine programs written in

other languages with ones written in

Cobol can be helpful at times particu-

larly for unusual applications or for

situations where memory must be
carefully allocated. However, in my
opinion, the Micro Focus approach is

preferable for the average micro
system since programmers will be
mainly interested in applying the

computer to general problems and less

interested in the operation of the

programs at the machine level.

ERROR REPORTING

One feature that figures promi-

nently in the ease with which a

program can be executed is the ability

of the computer to detect, accurately

report and possibly correct program-
ming errors.

With regard to the Microsoft and
Micro Focus Cobol implementations,

the error trapping and reporting
features of both compilers are some-
what disappointing and need more
work.

First, it is important to divide error

messages into their two respective

categories: compile time errors and
run time errors.

The first category encompasses
all forms of syntax and format errors

which can be detected while the

program is being compiled. Micro
Focus reports these errors as they are

encountered by printing (at the con-
sole) the line of the source program
which contains the error, an asterisk

pointer to the location in the line where
the error was discovered and an error

number.
It seems highly inconsistent with

the tenet of the Cobol language, i.e.,

that communication with the computer
be made in a language similar to

English, that a programmer must still

look up the message corresponding to

a given error number. At no great cost,

a file of the messages could be
maintained on disk so that when the

compiler determined the number of the

message to be output, it could retrieve

the text of the message from the file

and display it, rather than forcing the
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Cobol, cont'd

programmer to go through a similar

look-up procedure. The days when
obscure letter/number combinations
could provide adequate error reporting
are long past; today's language sys-

tems can and must interact with the
user, if we desi re that that user need no
longer be a data processing pro-
fessional.

Unlike the Micro Focus compiler,
which always outputs error messages
at the console, the Microsoft version of

Cobol provides only a count of the

errors found. In order to determine
what errors were actually found, a
listing of the program must be re-

quested. This appears to be a calcu-
lated way of increasing a program-
mer's frustration. First, a complete
listing of the program during every
compilation is usually not desirable

since it is both time-consuming and
largely unnecessary if only a few
changes have been made. Second,
since most errors are listed after the

program text a (quicker) listing at the

console is practically useless. By the

time the error appears, the program
code has long since vanished off the
screen. On the positive side, Microsoft

does not use error numbers; the text of

each message is self-explanatory.

It would be really worthwhile if

someone could combine the imme-
diate, at-the-console error reporting of

Micro Focus Cobol with the English
message feature of the Microsoft
version. Until this happens, however,
compile time error reporting on both
systems will be annoying and in-

adequate.
The other major category of

errors, run time or execution faults,

includes all possible conditions which
cause the running program to abort or
to function improperly. Many of these
errors occur as a result of incorrect

program logic. For instance, it is quite

possible for a program to compile and
execute without a single error being
issued, and yet produce incorrect

results. The correction of these errors

is the responsibility of the program-
mer, since he or she (and not the

machine) understands what the proper
results of the program should be.

However, other run time errors
include illegal operations, missing or
malformed data and other errors.
These errors are detected by the run
time system, and are reported to the
console. Once again, Micro Focus
uses numbers instead of textual
messages. The error number, as well

as the machine code address at which
the error occurred, are output to the
console. The machine address is of
limited use, since a compiler listed of

the program must be close at hand to

determine what sequence of instruc-

tions at the address caused the error. I

have already mentioned that the

probability of having an up-to-the-

minute listing is low, and so the user is

left more or less in the dark as to the

location in the source code of the error.

If the compiler provided an abbrevi-

ated listing of paragraph names, along
with their associated addresses, this

would be a great help since the
programmer would at least be able to

determine in which paragraph the

error occurred.
oti-rit*.

ACCfcPI NAME (lib«-S£LECr).

btl IlbM-StLtCI UH dY I.

«()Vt I n> ITbK-SELECr.

PERFORM UEr-lTEM
UN1IL ITEM-SELECT >

FIGURE 4b.

CIS COBOL simulation of PERFORM/VARYING

Microsoft's run time error mes-
sages include the reason for the error

(in English), the number of the line in

the source program at which the error

occurred, and the name of the aborted

program (in case the error occurred in

a called subprogram). Thus, a listing of

the program is not needed to trace the

error, since either of the CP/M utilities

PIP or ED can be used to locate the

offending source line if the line number
is known.

Other Software

Both Microsoft and Micro Focus
provide software in addition to the

Cobol compilers.

For the cursor-addressing and
screen clear features to function

properly both compilers need to be
customized to work with the user's

particular brand of CRT. Micro Focus
provides a special program, called

CONFIG which, when run asks a series

of questions about the user's terminal.

From this information, CONFIG is able

to modify the run time monitor so that it

will function properly with the desired

terminal.

Microsoft provides a set of assem-
bly language routines which will work
for several different terminals. Unfor-

tunately, if your terminal is not among
those listed in Figure 5, you must write

an assembly program to interface

Cobol-80 to your CRT. Obviously, if

personal computer owners purchase
Cobol because of its simplicity, they
will probably not be well versed in

assembly code and, as a result, will

have to seek outside help. In my
opinion, the Micro Focus interactive

approach is preferable, mainly be-

cause it does not require any special

knowledge of the internal workings of

the terminal or machine code.

Besides the terminal interface

programs, Cobol-80 comes standard

with a macro assembler (for reasons

mentioned in the above paragraph,

among others), a linker and a librarian.

Before Cobol-80 programs can be
executed, they must be run through
the linker, which fills in any necessary
machine code routines from a system
library file. To make additions and
alterations to the library file, the
librarian is provided.

Since Micro Focus programs are

self-linking, no linker, library file, or

librarian is provided. However, two
other programs can be purchased for

use with CIS Cobol. The FORMS
program is a powerful interactive utility

which allows the creation of input

forms on screen; after the form has
been specified, FORMS generates the

necessary Cobol data declarations to

implement it.

The second available program,
called INDEX, is an expanded version

of FORMS. INDEX will generate a

complete Cobol program to accept,

store and retrieve data entered in any
desired form.

It is impossible to say much more
about these two programs, sinceentire

articles could be devoted to each. In

any case, they are a big help in

speeding up applications program
development.

Documentation

Documentation for both systems
is plentiful, but the Micro Focus
literature is slightly better organized
and a bit more in-depth. Several
manuals are provided with each
language system. Microsoft provides

an update notice, a Cobol-80 Refer-

ence Manual, Cobol-80 User's Manual,
and Microsoft Utility Software Manual.
The update notice is particularly useful

in that it provides quick information on
improvements and changes. The

Form-oriented input has
been shown to be effec-

tive in reducing data

entry errors.

Reference Manual provides general
information on the Cobol language as
implemented by Microsoft. The User's

Manual provides descriptions of Cobol
features that pertain to specific oper-
ating systems. (Cobol-80 is available

for the CP/M, ISIS-II, DTC, and
ALTAIR DOS.) The Utility Software
Manual provides information on the

linker, librarian, assembler utilities and
their operation.
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Cobol, cont'd
Micro Focus provides a Language

Reference Manual and an Operating
Guide. The Reference Manual con-
tains a complete description of the CIS
Cobol language in easy-to-read for-

mat. Highlighting is used throughout
to draw attention to critical informa-

tion, and a completely expanded
Cobol program skeleton is available in

Appendix F for handy reference. The
Operating Guide provides information

on CIS Cobol features that pertain to

specific operating systems.

Price

Obviously, the cost of the Cobol
systems will be an important factor in

the to-buy-or-not-to-buy decision of

Alibi Standaro (no cursor features)
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FIGURE 5
Terminals for which Microsoft supplies I/O drivers

The days when obscure
letter/number combina-
tions could provide ade-
quate error reporting are

long past; today's lan-

guage systems can and
must interact with the
user.

many prospective purchasers. It is

important to keep in mind, however,

that professional software commands
professional prices. The cost of Micro-

soft Cobol, including the macro as-

sembler, linker and librarian is $750.00.

The cost of CIS Cobol from Micro

Focus is $850.00 ($650.00 for the

Compact Compiler). This price in-

cludes the compiler, run time system

and configuration program. The
FORMS and INDEX programs are

available for an additional $1 25.00 and
$200.00, respectively. All prices in-

clude documentation. The literature is

available separately at $25.00 for

Microsoft documentation and $50 for

the Micro Focus documentation.

Summary

In conclusion, the Microsoft and
Micro Focus compilers are both
powerful pieces of software. Each has
its advantages and disadvantages. It is

up to the individual user to determine
which package best suits himself, by
closely examining the features and
facilities of the languages as they
pertain to desired applications. For
more information on either Cobol
system, please write to the manufac-
turers. And, feel free to write me with

any comments and/or personal obser-
vations you may have on either of the
software systems. D

Mike Orr
Cobol Product Manager
Microsoft

10800 NE Eighth, Suite 819
Bellevue, WA 98004
206-455-8080
Telex 328945

Micro Focus Ltd.

58, Acacia Road,
St. Johns Wood,
London NW8 6AG
01-722-8843
Telex 28536 MICROF G
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The man who has put the science back into science fiction—now
he's done it again with THRICE UPON A TIME.
Time-communication isn't exactly time-travel: but it creates the same para-

doxes. And for scientist Murdoch Ross, there are no easy solutions. A
gripping novel of time, probability—and destiny.

Also by Hogan: INHERIT THE STARS
Scientists had finally found a Man in the Moon. ..but he was wearing a

space suit, was fully human and had been there for 50.000 years:

Where did he come from and how did he get there?

"Pure science fiction...Arthur Clarke move over!"—Isaac Asimov

THE GENESIS MACHINE
The revolutionary unified field theory held all the answers—and a

choice for man between destruction and vast new frontiers.

"Most theories in science fiction are mere wishful thinking. Hogan
invents a theory that might really work"—Marvin Minsky. Professor

of Science. MIT
THE TWO FACES OF TOMORROW
A super science thriller of the evolution of true machine intelli-

gence that required a drastic stimulus and produced a unique
entity with unexpected responses.
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and TWO FACES OF TOMORROW (27517 9) at $1 95 each
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Relief for Satisfactus Expiratus

Sharpening Your
Pencil

mm
creative
computing

WINCH^
I1MM1LE

Michael Shrayer's Electric Pencil

has become something of a de facto

standard in microcomputer-based
word processing. In a sense, its

success is a perfect example of entre-

preneurial timing.

At the time it became available, the
market for it was about right. It re-

quired about the right size memory,
represented a level of effort in pro-

Few microcomputer
users are ever com-
pletely satisfied .

That's one reason why
there's a growing mar-
ket for software of
greater sophistication

gramming that provided a solid set of

capabilities for a good, but affordable
price, and it answered a growing need.
But few microcomputer users are
ever completely satisfied. That's one
reason why there's a growing market
for software of greater sophistication
(see last month's Creative), but a solid

market for Pencil-enhancing products:
hardware (like the TRS-80 lower-case
conversion) and software — like

MicroDaSys' Pencil Sharpener. If you
have Pencil, Sharpener opens new
worlds.

If you don't have Pencil, Pencil
Sharpener may add just the capa-
bilities you need to make purchase of
both very attractive. The combination
is stronger than the sum of the parts.

First, what does Pencil do?
The Electric Pencil converts a

standard microcomputer into a highly
capable professional-level input-
oriented word processing system. It

accepts your high-speed (or low-

Dick Lutz. 4802 Fifth Awe., Pittsburgh. PA 15213.

Dick Lutz

speed) typed input, allows on-screen
editing (insertions, deletions, text

movements, "strikeover" corrections)
and stores the result under a file name
of your choice. Further, it facilitates

"global" (whole-file) search-and-find
or search-and-replace activity, thereby
giving you highly-efficient revision

capability.

Then, Pencil becomes an output
formatter, pumping text out to your
printer and formatting it as it goes: line

lengths, margins, character spacing
(with an incremental printer), single-

double spacing, automatic or forced
paging and so on.

All by itself, Pencil is marvelous.
For example, it even allows a kind of

shorthand typing, within limits. If I

have occasion to turn an audio cas-
sette into a transcript, for example, I

can avoid constantly retyping spec-
ialized vocabulary ("microcomputer,"
"microcomputer-based," "software-
implemented") by typing shortform
substitutes ("mC," "mCb," "si") and
often keep up with the taped dialogue.
Later, one quick search-and-replace

turns each substitute into the real thing

throughout the textfile.

Pencil allows creation of topical

paragraph files which can then be
integrated into other files simply by
loading them. Personal letter-writing

becomes a snap when one carefully-

composed paragraph can be included

in several letters (and you can include

non-printing notes on who has re-

ceived what).

Yet, after you fully explore all of

Pencil's capabilities, you are eventu-

ally overtaken by the disease common
to microcomputerists and text-proc-

essor users, known in the medical
community as Satisfactus Expiratus.

(See chart.) Loosely translated, this

name denotes a falling curve of

appreciation for the capability of any
software package and an intensifica-

tion of distress with its shortcomings.
It's sometimes known as the "Aren't

you ever satisfied?" syndrome.
(Answer: No.)

Pencil can't handle superscripts,

for example. And it can't sound the

printer bell, and it can't do overstrikes

PASSAGE Of TIRE >

Typical patient's chart in a case ol satisfactus expiratus. Lutz's first law of
software holds that the less money you have to spend on software, the
shorter the time (t) between acquisition and the appearance of symptoms.
(The second law holds that symptoms tend to appear about the time you've
figured out the instruction manual.)
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ALMOST
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The IVIAwlx. WAIMU is the most powerful,

most flexible, most reliable, most usable word processing
software available for a CP/M-based computer.
That's not bragging. That's just telling it

like it is.

The MAGIC WAND is the best word
processing software ever written for a

microcomputer. It can do more work in

less time with higher quality than any
other product you can buy.

The MAGIC WAND is a rock solid piece

of software. The command structure is

simple and logical and complete We have
not tossed in features without thought to

the overall design of the package Nor
have we included any feature that is not

thoroughly implemented. The programs
are crash-proof and completely reliable.

And the system is supported by what we
are told is the best user's manual ever pro-

duced for microcomputer software It

contains a step-by-step instructional pro-

gram designed for the novice The trainee

uses sample files from the system disk and
compares his work to simulated screens
and printouts in the manual
Support doesn't stop when you buy the

package. As a registered user, you receive

our bi-monthly newsletter which answers
questions, reports upgrades and teaches

new applications of the MAGIC WAND.
It's through a lot of hard work that we

are able to offer you a product that is

"almost perfect," but we aren't about to

stop working until we can say that the

MAGIC WAND is perfect

Full screen text editing

The MAGIC WAND has probably the most
responsive and easy-to-use editor avail-

able for either a serial or DMA terminal. It

uses only single stroke control keys to

give command and takes advantage of the

special function keys on your terminal

whenever possible. In addition, you can
set up library files with coded sections that

you can merge by section name.

Full text formatting commands
The MAGIC WAND allows you to set the

left, right, top and bottom margins, page
length, indentation, paragraph indenta-

tion, (incuding "hanging" paragraphs),

text left flush, right flush, justified (two

ways), literal or centered, variable line and
pitch settings, variable spacing (including

half lines), bold face, underlining (solid or

broken), conditional hyphenation, sub-
and superscripting You may change any
of these commands at run-time without

reformatting the file.

Merging with external data files

You may access any external data file,

with either fixed length or sequential

records. The MAGIC WAND converts the
record into variables that you define and
can use like any other variable. Of course,

you may use the data for automatic form
letter generation But you can also use it

for report generation.

Variables

You may define up to 128 variables with

names of up to seven characters. The cur-
rent value of a variable may be up to 55
characters, and you may print it at any
point in the text without affecting the cur-
rent format Although the MAGIC WAND
stores the variables as strings, you may
also treat them as integer numbers or for-

mat them with commas and a decimal
point. You may increment or decrement
numeric variables or use them in format-
ting commands

Conditional commands
You may give any print command based
on a run-time test of a pre-defined condi-
tion The conditional test uses a straight-

forward IF statement, which allows you to

test any logical condition of a variable.

You may skip over unneeded portions of

the file, select specific records to print,

store more than one document in a single

file. etc.

True proportional printing

The MAGIC WAND supports proportional
print elements on NEC. Diablo and Qume
printers Other formatting commands,
including justified columns, boldface,

underline, etc.. are fully functional while
using proportional logic.

Available on 8 soft-sectored and 5 1 4 Northstar or Micropolis (hard or sott sectored! diskettes, as well as

ONYX hard disk Terminals supported include— ADDS. Beehive. Cromemco. Dynabyte Hazeltine. Heath Imsai.

Intertec. Lear Siegler. Microterm Act V. Perkin Elmer. Sol VDM1. Soroc. TEC TEI. Televideo. TRS80 Mod II,

Vector Graphics, plus a variety ol video boards

snuxW buSrVuess ap^icoAxous, uic.
3220 Louisiana • Suite 205 • Houston, Texas 77006 • 713-528-5158

CP/M is a registered trademark ol Digital Research Corp
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SAMPLE of block-text set-up in PENCIL without SHARPENER.

1. Here's soae blocked text, with paragraph numbers
"orphaned" to the left, and (see photo) what it

takes to produce it in ELECTRIC PENCIL without
PENCIL SHARPENER. Non-printing "dot commands" at
the left margin dynamically control printing
format.

2. The " command produces one negative line-feed on
the Diablo printer; the turglns are simultaneously
switched <M6 or nil) to produce indented
paragraphs. To make things easy, formatting
commands can be zipped into position, replacing
codes like "outNUH" and "inPAR" that are easier to
remember during composition.

SAME result, but set up for SHARPENER processing.

1. This 1s easier to do in SHARPENER. The "C causes
SHARPENER to do the necessary readjusting.

2. You'll note that the printed version of the following
Is very different from the video version. That's
because SHARPENER had to be "faked" into Ignoring Us
own control characters.

3. Other special commands available include:
a. ™D, which produces a backspace for overstrike.
b. ~B, which sounds the bell.
c. ""A, causing a temporary printer stop.
d. "G toggles a superscript on and off.

e. "H toggles a subscript on and off.
f. ~F switches to red ribbon (E for black).

4. Some codes are different on the NEC Spinwrtter.

Many kinds of format control are possible with Pencil alone, such as
the "blocked text" (the printed version) produced by inserting format
changers in the text as composed (photo of video). But more is

possible, often more easily, with Pencil Sharpener in the act. Note
the photo and print as handled by Sharpener.

(such as overstriking with / to
produce for clarity, or adding those
little grimplinkies that crop up in

foreign languages). It can't easily do a
negative indentation to place para-

graph numbers in a margin next to

blocked text (see illustration), and it

won't easily pause in mid-document
for a typewheel change and a smooth
resumption.

But Pencil Sharpener can.
What's more, Sharpener can

merge. (Small fanfare, please.)

What's "merge," you ask? Sup-
pose you have a letter that must go to

three dozen people, but all 36 should
really get a personalized letter, mean-
ing you might want to refer to a spouse
by name, a business by name, or a last

order by order number, amount and
date. With Pencil alone, you might
create the letter with replaceable
"variables" in it: SPOUSENAME,
BIZNAME, LASTORDNUM, LAST-
ORDS, and so on, along with the
appropriate space for address and
other "blanks." Then you'd use search-
and-replace to snap the necessary
information into position (Pencil auto-
matically adjusts the spacing) and
print it, customizing one letter at a
time.

Now, by itself, that's a powerful
time-saving capability, but it still

requires you to constantly attend to the
process, doing one letter at a time, and
so on. Quite soon, you are asking:
"Why can't this be automated?"

Enter MicroDaSys and Pencil
Sharpener, which does just that. You
prepare a master letter, and separately
(using Pencil or other software), a file

of replacements. "Push the button," as
they say in the stores, and Sharpener
will produce merged output — contin-

uously or with built-in pauses for

changing paper.
In a separate (or the same) run,

using a separate (or appended) "mas-
ter document" that's really only an
envelope-printing utility, you can use
the same file of replacements to do
names and addresses. (Sharpener
discards the replacements for which it

cannot find a satisfying variable in the

master.)

Once running (and using continu-
ous forms), Sharpener+Pencil will just

keep plugging away 'til it's done
several days of typing work or made
lint of your best ribbon.

It's sometimes known
as the "Aren't you ever
satisfied?" syndrome.
[Answer: No.]

But it's even more flexible.

You can, for example, use auto-
mated search/replace to bury a bell-

sounder in letters with which you'd like

to send one brochure, and two where
you want to insert another (where they
carry different price lists). Quite soon,

the worker receiving the output will be
responding automatically.

But that's only the beginning.

Once you get used to the way Sharp-
ener "slaves in" Pencil's search-and-
replace capability you can even ar-

range "conditional" search-and-
replace.

Imagine, for example, that you're
the distributor of a line of automatic
garage-door openers, and you also sell

to the general public. Responding to

inquiries, you want to quote retail to

the public, wholesale to prospective
dealers. Can one master letter take

care of both? With Sharpener, the

answer is a firm yes.

You write the master letter to

contain a price list like this:

Standard motor
Special motor
Deluxe motor

CategStMoPrice
CategSpclPrice
CategDelxPrice

(Here, the variables are chosen for

clarity of illustration; because these
same combinations of letters might
occur otherwise in the text, these
wouldn't be good ones to use nor-

mally.)

You'd then create, perhaps in

Pencil, a price structure like this:

DealrStMoPnce/538 00, suggested retail $58 00
DealrSpclPrice/ 42.00 62.00
DealrDelxPrice/ 5300 73.00
IndivStMoPrice/ $58.00
IndivOelxPrice/ 73.00
IndivSpclPrice/ 62 00
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li/UoraHIET
It's off and running. And delivering

as promised.
What is MicroNET?
It is the personal computing
service of CompuServe,
Incorporated. CompuServe is a
nationwide commercial time
sharing computer network with

large-scale mainframes.
MicroNET allows the personal
computer user access to

CompuServe's largecomputers,
software and disc storage
during off-peak hours (from

6 PM to 5 AM weekdays, all day
on Saturdays, Sundays and
most holidays).

What do I get?

You can use our powerful

processors with X-Basic,

Fortran, Pascal, Macro-10, AID
or APL. You get 1 28K bytes of

storage free (just access it at

least once a month). Software
includes games—including

networking multi-player games
—personal, business and
educational programs.

In addition, there is the

MicroNET National Bulletin

Board for community affairs,

for sale and wanted notices and
the MicroNET Electronic Mail

System for personal messages
to other MicroNET users. You
can even sell software via

MicroNET.

NEW!MicroQUOTE,a
security information

system for corporate
stocks and public debt.

NEW! MicroNET Soft-

ware Exchange with

dozens of new
programs available for

downloading to your
personal computer at a
specified charge.

NEW! Executive pro-

grams for TRS-80, Apple
II and CP/M systems (so

your machine and ours

can talk to each other

error-free). You can
switch between terminal

and local mode while

on line.

What do I have to have to

use MicroNET?

The standard 300 baud modem.
MicroNET has local phone

service in most major cities (see
below) and a reduced phone
charge in over a hundred others.

What is the cost?

We've saved the best for last.

There is a one-time hook-up
charge of only $9.00! Operating
time—billed in minutes to your
VISA or MasterCharge card— is

only $5.00 an hour.

Want more information?

Good. Write to us at the address
below. We'll send you a full

packet of information about
MicroNET.

CompuServe
Personal Computing Division
Dept. C
S000 Arlington Centre Blvd.

Columbus, Ohio 43220

MicroNET is available via local phone calls

in the following cities: Akron. Atlanta.

Boston. Canton, Chicago. Cincinnati,

Cleveland. Columbus. Dallas. Dayton.
Denver. Detroit. Houston. Indianapolis.

Los Angeles. Louisville. Memphis. West
Caldwell (NJ), New York. Philadelphia.

Pittsburgh. San Francisco, Stamford (CT).

St. Louis. Toledo, Tucson and
Washington. D.C.

Access to the MicroNET service is avail-

able in 1 53 other cities for an additional

charge of $4.00 per hour.

but the really impressive stuff is in the back room."
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Then you block move that material into

every replacement set, at its end. At the
head of each replacement set, accom-
panying the name and address of each
person inquiring, you insert a variable,

Categ Dealr if the inquiry is from a dealer.

or

Categ Indiv if an individual's inquiry.

Sharpener commands Pencil to
look at the first "Categ" variable, and
change CategStMoPrice into either
DealrStMoPrice or IndivStMoPrice.
Continuing, then, through the list of

variables and replacements, it finds

either DealrStMoPrice or IndivStMo-
Price, but not both. If the inquiry is

from a prospective dealer, upon
encountering DealrStMoPrice it makes
the substitution using DealrStMo-
Price/S38.00 (etc.). Upon reaching the
replacement file entry IndivStMo-
Price/58.00, Sharpener is unable to
find the required variable, and discards
the unwanted replacement.

Alternately, if the Categ/lndiv
entry is encountered first, changing
CategStMoPrice into IndivStMoPrice,
Sharpener fails to locate DealrStMo
Price but finds IndivStMoPrice, and
only the appropriate substitution
occurs.

To recap, the master letter variable

CategStMoPrice goes through an
automatic

Categ/Dealer or Categ/lndiv

search-replace (only one is entered) to

become the new variable

DealrStMoPrice or IndivStMoPrice

which subsequently goes through a
further automatic

DealrStMoPrice/$38.00 ... or

lndivStMoPrice/$58.00

replacement (only one succeeds) to

yield a final letter containing

Standard Motor $38.00, suggested
retail $58.00
or
Standard motor $58.00

Imagination suggests
unlimited variations.

Of course, the other double-searched
variables are similiarly revised.

These (and similar) uses of

Sharpener's automatic merging, with
the other options like subscripts,
superscripts and printer strikeover,

open the door to multiplication of
operator effort. Suddenly, one unit of

input labor becomes not one unit of

output reward, but 5 or 35 or 350.
Imagination suggests unlimited

variations. You can dun club members
for the specific amount of past dues, or

tailor requests for charitable donations

so they remind a giver (with thanks) of

his past generosity by exact amount (a

thoughtful and welcome document as
tax time approaches), maybe even
referring to the specific use made of

the donation. Or include specific

neighborhood references in a letter

asking voter support for street im-

provement bonds. I'm tempted to

suggest a contest for the most imag-
inative use.

Fortunately, the file of data to be
merged into your master letter need
not be created in Pencil, though that's

handy for many applications. Instead,

it can be assembled even more quickly

with the help of a Basic utility program.

LTKS0KP
I

L*3SlJlH.lM»Cbb I

I

HAKE, TITLE)
FIRM

CITYST2IP1

raiiu
|

HAKE' John Stuppy,

TITIE/Presidentl

FlRH/«.icroDaSy.s|

AODRESS/PO Box 36851,

CITYSTZIP/Los Angeles Cft 9BB»,

-T product /PENCIL SHARPOO,

HHC/Dale Harthebl

lfMfM/Nr. Harthebl

TITL£/Pr«sidtnt|
FIlaVHartlitb Enttrpristsl

(WKESS/M B«txh Str«*t|

CITYSTZIP/CwMn* KV|

HMK/NichMl S>r«yar|

iMM/rtr Stir«wtr|

TITU/ | .

FIM/DichMl ftrtytr Soff-rt|

CITOT2Ir/«l«t«»lt C* tlttSl

NAME/John Stuppy
1 njne/John
TITLE/Presldent
FlRN/NlcroDaSys
ADORESS/PO Box 36051
CITYSTZIP/los Angeles CA 90036
your product/PENCIL SHARPENER

ItANE/Oale Hartliet.

ln«w/Mr. hartlieb
TITLE/Presldent
FIRM/Hartlteb Enterprises
ADDRESS/30 Beech Street
CITYSTZIP/Gowanda XT

NAME/Michael Shrayer
lname/Hr. Shrayer
TITLE/
FIRM/Michael Shrayer SortMre
ADDRESS/1253 Vista Superbe Drive
CITYSTZIP/Glendale CA 91025
your product/THE ELECTRIC PENCIL II

end hew M* "•'

Sincerely,

|

February 1, 1980
NAME, TITLE
FIRM
ADDRESS
CITYSTZIP

Dear Inane:

I've been using your product for some tin
now, and have had excellent results.

Sincerely,

February 1, 1980
John Stuppy, President
NicroOaSys
P0 Box 36051
Los Angeles CA 90036

Dear John:

I've been using. PENCIL SHARPENER for soae
tine now, and have had excellent results.

Sincerely,

February 1, 1980
Dale HertHeb, President
Hartlieb Enterprises
30 Beech Street
Gowand a NY

Dear Mr. Hartlieb:

I've been using your product for sow* '

now, and have had excellent results.

Sincerely,

February 1, 1980
Michael Shrayer,
Michael Shrayer Software
1253 Vista Superba Drive
Glendele CA 91025

Dear Mr. Shrayer:

I've been using THE ELECTRIC PENCIL II for
sow tie* now, and have had excellent
results.

Sincerely,

A letter with replaceable variables and a file of satisfying replacement
information produces "merged output ." Note that specific names replaced

"your product" in the letter except in the case of the Hartlieb letter where,
there being no satisfying replacement in the data file, no substitution

occurred. Similarly, in the case of the Shrayer letter, there being only a

space entered in the replacement file for TITLE, the word TITLE was
deleted from the master letter and the empty space substituted. Thus,
"survivable" variables may be included and sometimes replaced, and
"non-survivable" variables can be removed even though there's no
satisfying replacement information for them.
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last order: 1/21/76

Basic can either query an operator for
insertion data, or rummage through an
existing diskfile and pull out names,
addresses and the like, even condi-
tionally. (You might solicit only donors
who last gave more than 11 months
ago, for example, ignoring the vast
numbers who gave more recently.)

And with some programming time, the
Basic program can even reconvert
information like

into "We hope you were pleased with
our service four years ago in January."

Assembling such a file in Basic is

relatively easy, as long as Sharpener
sees the necessary command charac-
ters. The listing reproduced here
shows a core file sector assembly
subroutine that puts them in. This
subroutine is part of a longer operator-
querying program thafs too long to

reproduce here but is available other-
wise. (See box.)

Note: Before arrival at this subroutine, the following have been
established: L$-carriage return (CHR$(13)): N$=nul(CHR$(0)); TV=Total
Variables in group: AL$ is the 128-byte fielding of file 1; o It operator
signal to terminate entry of replacement information: R$(T) is the current
variable/replacement being accepted (T is a loop-control variable): AS is

the 128-byte sector being assembled The Basic variant is Microsoft Disk
Basic version 4 51 or 5

MOO 'SUMS0G0 asscablrs caapltte sectors for storao*.
tan if asa)--©" net wanr»n»:«oro arurr it ano-signai giv*n, »u>stttut. tntt-of-fiu nuts.DM H(T>^l»<m-/-««»ttHL»' Othanrisa, assault vvl«i naaa, slash, raplacaaam, I carriage rttum.
aoa> ir T*ml im BnHiirllHI' If this 1i last variable for < r«lK«« aroup, add another rtturn.DO IF unlU)<UJIunn>)<-12S n« »i>a*Hrett):e£TU»»l' If net) part fits currant sector, add It I return for I

•050 10 - LBIC*»n)>-(12a-UJIUt>>' But if the net. string won't fit, coapute anat .ill be Itft over.
8060 At a UFrStBm.Cia-iaUS)))' Add anal .ill fit to coaplett a 12S byte sector for storage.
8070 UtTT AUHvVnir (2# L0»(?).r store ft on disk at AL» (previously fielded.)
«0BC a*tlEefr*atS(T>,lo>.-l(H>' Than start a ne» sector .ith utiat ui Itft ovtr.
•090 KTUM
•999 •

Further notes: Pencil's search-&-replace function takes vanaoie ana
replacement with slash between: Variable/Replacement. This subroutine
places a carriage return at the end as required by Pencil Sharpener: it

functions as the operator's press of carriage return would, activating the
search-replace function built into Pencil Two carriage returns (see line

8020) signal, "print now'' (all variables have been replaced) to Sharpener

If you're suffering from creeping
satisfactus expiratus, Pencil Sharp-
ener may be just the prescription. O

The software referred to in this

article is available from the follow-
ing sources:

The Electric Pencil: $150+
(price depends on version)
Michael Shrayer Software
1253 Vista Superba Drive
Glendale. CA 91205

The Pencil Sharpener: $195
(requires Electric Pencil)

MicroDaSys
PO Box 36051
Los Angeles, CA 90036

Microsoft Disk Basic: 5300
and CP/M: about $150
Lifeboat Associates
2248 Broadway
New York, NY 10024

Replacement Taker: $23
(Listing only, $5)
(requires Microsoft Basic
and CP/M)

Dick Lutz
c/o 6937 Meade Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15208

TERMINALS
FROM TRANSNET

PURCHASE FULL OWNERSHIP AND LEASE PLANS
PURCHASE Ft fl MONTH

OitCMFTIOH WttCf HUPS. 2* MPS. 36 HOt.

LA36 DECwriter II $1,695 $162 $90 $61
LA34 DECwriter IV 1,295 124 69 47
LA120 DECwriter III KSR . . .

.

2,295 220 122 83
VT100 CRT DECtcope 1,895 182 101 68
VT132 CRT DECtcope 2.295 220 122 83

DT80/1 DATAMEDIA CRT . . .

.

1.895 182 101 68

TI745 Portable Terminal ... . 1,595 153 85 57
T1765 Bubble Memory Terminal 2,795 268 149 101
TI810 RO Printer 1,895 182 101 68
TI820 KSR Printer 2,195 210 117 79
TI825 KSR Printer 1.695 162 90 61

ADM3A CRT Terminal 875 84 47 32
QUME Letter Quality KSR ... 3,195 306 170 115
QUME Letter Quality R0 . . .

.

2.795 268 149 101

HAZELTINE 1410 CRT 875 84 47 32
HAZELTINE 1500 CRT 1,195 115 64 43
HAZELTINE 1552 CRT 1 .295 124 69 47
DataProducU 2230 Printer .. 7.900 757 421 284
DATAMATE Mini Floppy 1,750 168 93 63

FULL OWNERSHIP AFTER 12 OR 24 MONTHS
10% PURCHASE OPTION AFTER 36 MONTHS

ACCESSORIES AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
ACOUSTIC COUPLERS • MODEMS • THERMAL PAPER

RIBBONS • INTERFACE MODULES • FLOPPY DISK UNITS
PROMPT DELIVERY • EFFICIENT SERVICE

MARCH 1900

. rassNet Corpomtios
1945 ROUTE 22, UNION, N.J 07083

201-688-7800
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VECTOR NX OWNERS
TRS-10 HOOEL I OWNERS
TRS-10 MODEL II OWNERS
NORTH STAR HORIZON OWNERS
APPLE II

AJA INTEGRATED BUSINESS PACKAGE FOR YOUR COMPUTER

ONLY '$29 9
YOU CAN PAY A LOT MORE BUT WE DON'T THINK YOU WILL
GET MUCH MORE THAN THIS:

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
GENERAL LEDGER
PAYROLL
INVENTORY WITH SALES ANALYSIS
LETTER WRITER
BUSINESS STATISTICS

THIS SYSTEM HAS BEEN FIELD TESTED AND IS IN USE
TODAY. THIS BASIC SYSTEM NILL SATISFY YOUR NEED
FOR BUSINESS PROCESSING ON YOUR MICRO. ALL SYSTEMS
ARE PROVIDED WITH SOURCE CODE LOADED ON DISKETTE WITH
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS AND ARE READY TO RUN. THESE
ARE FULL BLOWN SYSTEMS AND ARE FULLY SUPPORTED BY
OUR FULL TINE PROGRAMMING STAFF.

ORDER BY PHONE OR CALL OUR STORE FOR AN APPOINTMENT
FOR DEMONSTRATION OF ANY OF THESE SYSTEMS. BANKAMERICARD
AND MASTERCHARCF WELCOME. STORE HOURS 11-7 DAILY.

SEND FOR OUR FREE SOFTWARE CATALOG. CALL US CONCERNING
YOUR EQUIPMENT NEEDS WE CAN BEAT MOST STORES PRICES ON
EQUIPMENT BECAUSE WE DISCOUNT. CALL US FOR A QUOTE.

TRS-80 USERS
HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW HORDP II PACKAGE THAT INCORPORATES
A COMPLETE MAILING LIST CONCEPT WITH YOUR WORD PROCESSING
NEEDS. SEND FOR OUR CATALOG. NOTE: UPGRADES AVAILABLE
FOR PERSONS ALREADY USING OUR WORDP II SYSTEM.

SOFTWARE
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A TRS-80 Mailing List Program

Mailroom Plus

Rod Hallen

I have come across many prob-
lems that were designed to maintain
mailing lists, but none as easy to use as
Mailroom Plus from The Peripheral

People. In addition, Mailroom Plus,

which was originally written for the

National Rifle Association, has some
features that greatly enhance its utility.

MRPLUS is written in Basic and
requires at least 32K of RAM and one
disk drive. All lists are maintained on
the disk, but file manipulation takes

place in memory which is a much faster

method of operation. Similar programs
use random access disk files but this

takes time. The difference is particu-

larly noticeable when sorting lists.

Application

MRPLUS is set up to accept Name,
Address, Telephone number, Info and
Category. Info can be anything that

you'd like to add to the file and
Category can be a membership num-
ber, Ham call sign, equipment bought
or sold, or anything else you would like

to use for identification.

On entry to MRPLUS the following
Menu is displayed:

1. Create new list

2. Add to list

3. Edit list

4. Search & display

5. Search & print

6. Sort

10. Safe on disk

11. Input from disk

The documentation is quite well

done and a sample name list is

provided to give you some practice in

using MRPLUS. The manual takes you
briefly through the various options that

are available and you quickly become
used to the method of operation.
Prompt messages in all of the right

Rod Hallen, PO Box 73. Tombstone. AZ 85638.

places help to keep things straight.

The manual then describes each
of the following options in great detail.

1. Create new list — asks for a

name for this list and then prompts
with Name, Street, City, etc. and waits

for an entry for each. Names are

entered and stored in reverse order,

i.e., Smith John but they are displayed

and printed in the normal way (John

Smith). You can null any entry with the

Enter key. After each record is entered

it is displayed and you are asked if it is

correct. You can then make correc-

tions or go on to the next record.

Entering END for the name will

terminate the list.

The fields (name, street, city, etc.)

are not limited to size as long as the

length of the entire record does not

exceed 255 characters. This means
that long entries will not have to be
unnecessarily abbreviated and should

be adequate for most situations.

2. Add to list — This selection

allows you to add more records to an
existing list. They are added to the end
of the file and can then be integrated

using the Sort feature.

3. Edit list — If it is necessary to go
back into a list to review it or make
corrections, this selection is made.
You step through a record with the

enter key until the line requiring
correction is reached. That line is then

retyped.

4. Search & Display — This is one
of the outstanding features of

MRPLUS. It will search and display any
record which contains a stated string.

If you give "John" as the search string,

every record that contains the word
John will be displayed one at a time
under your control. If the search string

was given as CA 92, then all California

entries with ZIPs starting with 92 would
be displayed.

The power of this feature really

shines when you have entered perti-

nent information into the Category

line. If you are a computer store owner
and want to keep track of the equip-

ment your customers have purchased,
you might enter the following for one
of your customers:

Category? 12345.L2.32K.DISK2.

This would be serial number, Level II,

32K RAM and two disk drives. Using
Search & Display you could come up
with a list of all of your customers who
have disks, Level II or any other

information you enter here.

Maintaining a club list would work
in the same way. If Category contained
membership class, number, interests,

etc., you could search for any desired

group within the club. Businessmen
could keep track of backorders,
customer interest, or any other desired

category.

5. Search & Print — works the

same as 4 except that the output goes
to the printer instead of the video

screen. In addition, you may output the

entire record or just the information

required to print address labels. These
can be selected as one or four labels

across. If you want to print the entire

file instead of just selected parts, a

separate program called "AUTO-
PRINT" will do that for you.

6. Sort — Choose Name, ZIP, or

Category and this will sort a file in

alpha-numerical order. Since the sort

takes place in memory, it is quite fast.

Much faster than a disk sort using

random access disk files. After the sort

is finished, you are given the option of

eliminating duplicates from the list.

Record numbers of duplicate records
are displayed and you can erase the

appropriate one. Once the file has
been sorted you can use option 5 to

print, or option 10 to save on disk.

10. Save on disk — A file in

memory can be saved on disk at any
time and each file has a name. If you
bring in a file from the disk, make some
additions or changes, and then save to
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the disk with the same file name, the

new file will replace the old one. If the

old file was called "NAMES" and you
name the new file "NAMES1," then
both files will be on the disk. The
capacity of the disk is the only
limitation to the numbers of files you
can save.

11. Input from disk — Brings a file

in from the disk for adding, changing,

or printing.

In connection with memory and
disk capacity, the following informa-

tion is given: you can get a 150 to 300
name file into memory depending
upon how long each record is. In order

to protect you from losing a file due to

an OUT OF STRING SPACE error,

MRPLUS starts to display the amount
of memory left after you have exceed-
ed 150 records in a file. If a file is

getting too big, you can break it down
into one or more parts and save each
part as a separate file on the disk. You
can also merge two smaller files into

one larger one.
The manual recommends keeping

MRPLUS on one disk and the name
and address files on a separate disk. It

also recommends that you record each
file twice for backup protection. In

connection with this, information is

given on doublesiding your disks. This

will double your recording capacity. I

am using the Wangco 82 disk drive

which will read either side of a disk

without modifying the disk. (I have
heard that Wangco is going out of the
disk drive business and that the Model
82 can be purchased at a very reason-
able price.)

You can also increase the capacity

of your data disks by erasing Basic,
BACKUP, FORMAT and any other

unnecessary programs. This can be
done using the Radio Shack Master
Password which is provided.

Conclusion

I guess I've made it clear that I'm

sold on Mailroom Plus. It is available
from The Peripheral People at P.O.
Box 524, Mercer Island, WA 98040 for
$30 postage paid. It is supplied on
cassette for transfer to your diskette or
they will record it on a customer
provided disk.

Mailroom Plus makes creating,
maintaining and printing mailing listsa
very simple chore whether it is a
personal list or a group of business or
membership lists. I have been using
another mailing list program for some
time but I am now converting all of my
files to Mailroom Plus. oJ

The "DATA DCIBBER" f
DUPLICATES AMY

PROGRAM TAPE TRS-80
Ye*, even those in machine language! Feed your cassette into the Data Dubber and
get out exact reptkras of the TRSS0 CSAVE data pulses Obtain perfectCLOAD s even
from tapes with hum distortion of minof dropouts . and without constantlyadjusting

the volume. Connect a second cassette to the Data Dubber and make perfect

reproductions, just as if the data had come from the TRSS0

The Dubber works with Level I or II and costs onh, $49.96 postage patd Start your
own software business Pays for itseN in time saved and reduced tape cost Order the
Data Dubber today' If you are not completely satisfied with its performance simpry

return it for full refund
P.O. Box 524-CC

THE PERIPHERAL PEOPLE PO Box 524, Mercer Island. WA 98040

CIRCLE 178 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Omikron transforms TRS-80*
into a powerful business system.

STANDARD DRIVES 8" Drives give you 5
times the speed and 3 times the storage of your

mini drives! Our system provides a standard

Shugart interface so you can use either your
8" drives or ours.

SOFTWARE CP/M* is the most popular oper-

ating system for microcomputers. But many
high-level languages and advanced business
programs cannot run with the special CP/M*
designed exclusively for the TRS-80? The
Omikron MAPPER with standard CP/M*
allows you to expand your software capability

to go beyond the few available TRS-80 com-
patible packages. TRS-80* with Mapper out

performs systems costing $1000 or more.

The MAPPER I and
MAPPER I! are plug-in

modules.

They don't require any circuit changes, are

easy to install, and they don't interfere with the

normal operation of your TRS-80? All your
original software will still run properly. Omikron
products require a minimum of 16K memory
and the TRS-80* Expansion Interface.

• • •
MAPPER I is a memory management unit

which adapts your TRS-80* to run standard

CP/M? The user can choose either CP/M* or

TRS-80* DOS through keyboard control. The
package includes CP/M* software on 5" disk-

ette and documentation. Specify memory size

when ordering. $199.

Call for details on Omikron's TRS-80* DOS package.

MAPPER II is a disk adapter module which
enables the TRS-80* to run both 5" and 8"

drives. It will interface to the MAPPER I for

CP/M* operation, or can be used alone with

our modified TRS-80* DOS software. Files can

be transferred between the different size drives.

Specify cable requirements when ordering.

$99, plus $10 per cable connector.

SYSTEMS—Omikron's complete systems fea-

ture Shugart 8" drives mounted in a dual
drive cabinet with heavy duty power supply,

MAPPERS I and II, cable and CP/M* software.

Dual drives-$1795; Single drive $1195.

WARRANTY—6 months parts and labor. Satis-

faction guaranteed. Dealer inquiries invited.

* f, M isaTMof Digital

Research. TRS80is
a TM of Tandy

Corporation.

OMIKRON L/cfs that set Prece<:-

M 845-8013
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Three
Mile

Island

I am sure by now nearly everyone
has heard aout what happened at the
Three Mile Island nuclear power
plant. I am especially familiar with
the details of what transpired. I have
been at TMI nearly full time since the
accident, helping on the recovery
effort.

After many weeks away from my
family, home, friends and my Apple,
I arrived home recently to discover a
copy of MUSE NEWS, a publicity

blurb from the MUSE Company,
among my giant pile of unopened
mail. Right across the top was a
stylized drawing of the place from
which I had just returned, and the

frequently heard question, "Could it

have been prevented?"
It was an announcement for a new

program from MUSE for the Apple-ll.

The program was described as a
realistic simulation of a pressurized
nuclear reactor. This got me excited,

because this was one of the ideas on
my "later list." You know what I

mean; program ideas to work on
"later," when you have the time to do
it. Somehow, "later" is a long time in

arriving. Oh, well. .

.

Needless to say, I placed an order
for the program. I was really sur-

prised at the size of the package
when it arrived. It was big enough to

hold 10 copies of the Apple DOS
manual. When I opened the box, the
surprise gave way to admiration.
Inside was a diskette, a 36 page
instruction booklet, and hundreds of

foam excelsior "peanuts." MUSE
Company, I am impressed by your
care in seeing that the disk arrived

undamaged.

The program is truly massive in

size. It needs a full 48K system, and
uses practically all the available
memory. It is written in Integer
Basic. A ticking clock is provided,
and the simulation proceeds at one
minute intervals of sim-time, which
occur in about 4 seconds of real

time.

When you run the program, you
become the operator at the controls
of a nuclear power plant. The object
is to run the plant in a safe and
profitable manner. Naturally, there

are hindrances and aids to this

objective.

One thing that makes it difficult

is that the demand for electricity

varies over a wide range on a daily

cycle. This forces you to change the
operational status of equipment and
to open and close valves. You also
have to change the temperature of

the reactor core by moving control
rods.

Victor R. Frlcke, 325 Ramapo Valley Road,
Mahwah. NJ 07430

Another problem is that equip-
ment fails frequently. Consequently,
you have to change equipment status

to deal with this, too. Valves fail as
is; that is, a valve cannot be closed if

it fails when it is open, and vice

versa.

Another hindrance to successful
operation is that the gnomes in

Washington at the Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission are continually
issuing safety bulletins. These bul-
letins tell you that their computer
simulations indicate your gauges
may be faulty and request you
submit them for inspection. If you
comply, the gauges are unavailable
for a length of time, and you have to
"fly it blind."

The aids you have in operating
the plant are excellent. They include
four graphical views of portions of
the plant, an instrument panel, a
financial summary and an equipment
status and failure log.
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The animation in each of the four

graphic views of the plant is excel-

lent. An open valve is represented by

a green square, closed is red and out

of service is black. Similarly for

pumps, a red rectangle represents an
idle pump, and green means running.

This is the same color convention
used on status panels in a real power
plant.

When fluid is flowing in pipes,

they are shown in appropriate colors;

blue for cooling water, yellow for

steam, pink for radioactive gas, etc.

When there is no flow in the pipe, it

changes to grey.

The way you start or stop a piece

of equipment is to first call up the

graphic display in which it is shown.
Then, for example, if you want to

close a valve, you press cntl-v, and a
display of valve ID tags is shown
beneath each valve. Just press the
letter which identifies the appro-
priate valve, and it will flip from open
to closed. A similar routine is used
for other equipment; cntl-t for tur-

bines, cntl-f for filters, etc.

Another aid is the instrument
panel. On it are ten instruments
which show the operating para-

meters of the plant, and several

annunciators which warn of trouble.
The equipment status and failure

log shows the operational status of

each pump, valve, turbine and filter

in the plant, and a prediction of when
it will fail. Also, for equipment which
is out for repairs, it shows when it

will become available again.

The financial summary shows the

electric output of the plant, the
electric demand, and the profits and
operating costs up to the present. If

the profits become sufficiently nega-
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Island, cont'd...

tive, you are allowed to petition the
Public Utilities Commission for a
rate increase. If the losses are too
great, your operating license is

terminated for fiscal irresponsibility.

When you petition for a rate increase,

it is only granted 5% of the time.

As a simulation, Three Mile

Island is excellent. As a game it is

fascinating to me. Of course, what
interests a nuclear engineer may not

interest everybody. I am disturbed,

however, by the model of plant

systems chosen by the author. This

game will probably leave a very false

impression that it is a touchy thing to

be able to operate a nuclear power
plant safely.

For example, when experiment-

ing with the program, I found that if

the pressure inside containment
rises to the point where the contain-

ment is automatically sealed, then it

becomes impossible to prevent a
meltdown. When the program iso-

lates the containment, it does so by
closing all the valves. In practice,

some of the valves remain open in a

real plant. The steam and feedwater

flow is not interrupted, because then

there is no way to use the steam
generator to remove the heat from

the reactor.

Another example of departure

from reality: the containment iso-

lation in the game occurs at 5000
pounds per square inch pressure. In

a real plant it occurs at 3 or 4 psi.

There is no way the pressure could

ever rise to such a high level. The
highest pressure expected in a

postulated accident is only 40 to 70

psi, depending on containment vol-

ume.
Indeed, the laws of thermodyna-

mics are not followed in this game,
since the 5000 psi cloud of steam is

supposed to come from the 2400 psi

pressurizer when its relief valve

opens.
The game also gives the impres-

sion that there is only one emergency
core cooling system, when in an

actual plant there are usually at least

three separate systems.
However, those criticisms do not

detract from Three Mile Island as a

game. As such, it is fascinating and
fun to play. Indeed, if reality were

modeled, it would be very boring. In

routine operaton of nuclear power
plants absolutely nothing changes
for weeks on end; a computer
gamester would soon tire of it and
return to Startrek or Hunt The
Wumpus.
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SUPER-TEXT™
The Professional Word Processor

for Apple II and Apple II Plus

STANDARD FEATURES
single key cursor control

automatic word overflow

character, word and line insertion

forward and backward scrolling

automatic on screen tabbing

multiple text windows
block copy, save and delete

global (multi-file) search and
replace
on screen math and column totals

line centering
superscripting and subscripting

two color printing

underscoring and boldface
user defined special functions
displays UPPER and lower case on
the screen with Dan Paymar's
Lower Case Adapter

REQUIRES 48K $99.95

THREE MILE ISLAND™ (48k) $39.95 - Is the technology of a nuclear
reactor too complex to handle? Now you have the opportunity to de-
cide for yourself, with THREE MILE ISLAND, a realistic simulation of
a pressurized nuclear reactor.

FAST EDITING
Super-Text was designed by a pro-

fessional writer for simple, efficient

operation. Super-Text's advanced
features actually make it easier

to operate, allowing you to con-
centrate on writing rather than
remembering complicated key
sequences.

FLOATING POINT CALCULATOR
A built in 1 5 digit calculator performs
on-screen calculations, column totals

and verifies numeric data in statis-

tical documents.

EXCLUSIVE AUTOLINK
Easily link an unlimited number of

on-line files on one disk or from disk
to disk. Autolink allows you to search
or print all on-line files.

MUSE TM

THE LEADER IN QUALITY SOFTWARE
330 N. Charles Street Baltimore, MD 21201 (301)659-7212
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IMAGINE. ...193 GAMES
FOR YOUR CP/M SYSTEM
THE BEST ACTION, STRATEGY AND FANTASY GAME

Original Adventure (CS-9004) One of the most
innovative and challenging game simulations
available for your CP/M system. As you
search underground caverns for hidden trea-

sures you'll have to cope with a giant clam,
nasty little dwarves and other perils. If you
wish you can even speak to the characters In

French! (48K) $24.95. 8" disk
Adventureland and Pirate Adventure (CS-9003)

In these suspence filled Adventures you'll

encounter wild animals, magical beings and
the pirate himself. Challenge your courage and
ingenuity. ..$24.95. 8" disk

Basic Games Library ($24.95 each) Volume
One (CS-9001) includes 51 action and strategy

games from the first half of the celebrated

Basic Computer Games Book. Volume Two
(CS-9002) includes 51 delightful and diverting

games from the second half of the book.

Volume Three (CS-9005) offers 50 programs for

the games freaks from the sequel More Basic

Computer Games. Volume Four (CS-9006)

brings you hours of diversion with 38
programs from the latter half of the sequel.

All basic games disks require 48K and
Microsoft Basic.

Creative Computing Software should be stocked by your local computer store. If your

favorite retailer does not have the software you need have him call our retail marketing

department. Or you can order directly from Creative Computing, at (800) 631-8112, with

your Bankcard number. In NJ (201) 540-0445. Our Mail Order address is PO Box 789-M,

Morristown, NJ 07960.
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Creative Computing reviews five software packages

TinyC
Microsoft Basic 5.0
Research Machines Z80 Algol
Structural Analysis SP80 Macros
Digital Research CP/M 2.0 andMP/M

Steve North

Over the past few months we have
collected several interesting CP/M
programming languages and other
tools for review. In general the
quality of system software for micro-
computers which has come out in the
last year is clearly improving and
often rivaling what is available on
minis and larger computers.

The one negative trend we noted
— perhaps it's more of a chronic
problem— is that software imple-
mentors feel free to bend standards
and sometimes leave out major
portions of a language just to make
life easier for themselves. For ex-

ample, a C compiler without real

values is not a C compiler. True,
there are many things one can do
without real values but on the other
hand, the original C language had
real values there are existing pro-
grams that use them, and they are
often necessary for writing some
kinds of applications. Maybe the
implementor of the particular com-
piler thought a floating point pack-
age would use too much memory or
maybe he didn't want to take a week
or more to write them, but that does
not justify calling the end result an
actual C compiler but on "C minus
reals and a few other things I didn't

have time to do." Not to rake anyone
in particular over the coals, but in too
many cases language implementors
stopped when they were 90% done,
thinking they had finished or at least
that the rest of the world might buy
it. In the future we expect that the
quality of microcomputer based sys-
tem software will equal that of larger

computer versions in almost every
respect. (This is a very safe pre-

diction to make, since it will eventu-
ally be very hard to tell micro-
processors apart from big machines
based on instruction sets).

TinyC
So, we hereby present a set of

capsul review of some neat software
we've had a chance to try recently.

The C language was designed and
implemented several years back by
Dennis Ritchie on a PDP-11 in

conjunction with the much admired
UNIX operating system. (UNIX itself

has inspired several microcomputer-
based operating systems, which we
will try to review in the future.) C is a
very powerful language which gives

the user enough simple building

blocks to construct functions to do
nearly anything within reason. C
avoids including all the intrinsics

anyone could possibly need and so
does not share the overwhelming
complexity of some languages(not-
ably PL/I) but still retains the
structured "flavor" of languages in

the Algol-Pascal-PL/I family. (That's

a family?) C is not as widely available

as other structured languages, but it

has brevity and sophistication (major
portions of UNIX are written in C) so
those who know it usually love it. (Or
at least are moderately satisfied with

it. Not true of many other program-
ming languages.)

Tiny C, as you would expect, is a
stripped down version of C. Roughly,
Tiny C is to C as Tiny Basic is to

Basic— it retains most of the style of

C without implementing the ad-
vanced features. Tiny C computes
with integers and characters which
may be scalars or one-dimensional
vectors. The statements in Tiny C
are:

if(expression) statement
if (expression) statement I else

statement 2
while (expression) statement
return (expression)
break

A statement can consist of a

simple statement (like an assignment
such asx = x + 1) or a block, which is

a group of statements enclosed by
brackets. Some feel this is a more
natural and understandable approach
to specifying a block structure than
using special BEGIN and END key-

words as in Algol and Pascal. C does
not have subprograms per se, but
does everything with functions. Your
programs will thus consist of a set of

functions, and the system further

has built-in functions and supports
your own user-written library as well.

Functions may be written in Tiny C
or machine language.

The standard library which comes
with Tiny C includes functions for

character string and integer I/O
(there are no I/O statements in C so
these are machine language func-

tions), disk file I/O, conversions for

strings and numbers, moving one
string to another (necessary because
strings are vectors and there are no
intrinsics to handle vectors), test if a
character is waiting at the console
and so on. These functions generally

give you what you need to get started

and you can then build your own Tiny
C or machine language functions to

do more complex things.

The Tiny C manual is except-
ionally well put together. It includes
many helpful examples and explains
the language in a way that can be
understood by both experienced
computer programmers and novices.
The manual also documents the
interpreter itself with a source listing

in both 8080 and PDP-11 assembly
language and explanatory text. Since
Tiny C is an interpreter and not an
entire operating system, a separate
loader and Program Preparation Sys-
tem (for writing and debugging Tiny
C programs) is also part of the
package.
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The easiest, least expensive way to generate
spectacular multi-color graphics, sharp two-color alphanumerics:
Your computer, a color tv set and the Percom Electric Crayon™.

Add the Electric Crayon™ to your
system and your keyboard be-
comes a palette, the tv screen
your medium.
You dab and stroke using one-

key commands to create dazzling
full-color drawings, eye-catching
charts and diagrams.
Or you run any of innumerable

programs. Your own BASIC lan-

guage programs that generate
dynamic pyrotechnic images,
laugh-provoking animations.
From a combined alphanu-

merics-semigraphics mode to a
high resolution 256- by 192-
element full graphics mode, the
microprocessor-controlled Electric

Crayon™ is capable of generating
10 distinctly different display
modes.

Colors are brilliant and true, and
up to eight are available depend-
ing on the mode.
As shipped, the Electric

Crayon™ interfaces a TRS-80*
computer. It may be easily

adapted for interfacing to any
computer or to an ordinary parallel

ASCII keyboard.

But that's not all

The Electric Crayon is not just a
color graphics generator/control-
ler.

It is also a complete self-
contained control computer. With
built-in provision for iK-byte of
on-board program RAM, an
EPROM chip for extending EGOS™,
its on-board ROM graphics OS,
and a dual bidirectional eight-bit

port — over and above the com-
puter/keyboard port — for
peripherals. The applications are

endless.

Shipped with EGOS™, 1K-byte of

display memory and a com-
prehensive user's manual that in-

cludes an assembly language list-

ing of EGOS™ and listings of
BASIC demo programs, the Elec-
tric Crayon™ costs only $249.95.

Options include:
• LEVEL II BASIC color
graphics programs on
minidiskette: $17.95.
• A 34-conductor ribbon
cable to interconnect the Elec-
tric Crayon™ to a TRS-80*:
$24.95.
• RAM chips for adding re-

fresh memory for higher den-
sity graphics modes: $29.95
per K-byte.
• Electric Crayon™
Sketchpad, a sketching grid
of proportioned picture ele-
ments (pixels) in a tv aspect
ratio. For 128 x 192 or 256 x
192 graphics modes. 11 -inch
by 17-inch, 25-sheet pads:
$3.95 per pad.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: the video cir-

cuitry of the Electric Crayon™ provides di-

rect drive input to a video monitor or mod-
ified tv set. An internal up-modulator for rf

antenna input may be constructed by add-
ing inexpensive components to the existing
video circuitry.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice

PEFL5CM
PERCOM DATA COMPANY INC
?11 N KIRBV GARLAND TEXAS 75042

12141272 3421

m trademark ot Percom Data Company. Inc

trademark ot Tandy Radio Shack Corporation which has no relationship to Percom Data Company

Get into computer color graphics the easy, low-cost way with a Per-
com Electric Crayon™. Available at Percom dealers nationwide. Call
toll-free, 1-800-527-1592, for the address of your nearest dealer,
or to order direct if there is no Percom dealer in your area.
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Five Packages, cont'd .

.

The Program Preparation System
(PPS) is itself written in Tiny C and is

a line oriented editor similar in some
ways to the CP/M editor (said to be
inspired by DEC'S TECO). The PPS
editor commands allow you to look
at portions of the program, insert and
delete lines and so on, using a
"curent line" pointer which gets
move to and fro. Initially the PPS
seemed a little awkward to use and
not especially fast since it is written
in Tiny C which has to be interpreted

and is not a speed demon. Perhaps
with some practice you might like it.

As an alternative you can edit

programs using the standard system
text editor or screen editor, and then
convert the program files (to remove
embedded linefeeds ( AND RUN
THEM WITH Tiny C.

Big computer C fanatics will

probably be a bit disappointed
because Tiny does not preserve all

the power, flexibility and brevity of

C. However, this also makes it a
somewhat better language for learn-

ing (its best application) since one
does not need to get bogged down in

confusing extras and details to write

simple programs that work. Once
someone has mastered Tiny C he will

be much better equipped to tackle

full C or another advanced structured
language. A TRS-80 cassette version

and several other non-CP/M versions
are available, and if you own a
TRS-80 with no disk, this may be one
of the only ways of trying anything
besides Basic on your computer. The
value of CP/M-Tiny C strictly as a
programming tool is questionable
since the days of tiny languages are
disappearing. However, Tiny C As-
sociates are presently handling a
fullblown memory-eating 8080 C
compiler for $100. This, and several

other high-powered structured lang-

uage compilers, will be the subject of

a future review.

Microsoft Basic Version 5.0

It could be said that Microsoft
Basic is bigger and better than ever.

"Bigger" is especially true since the
interpreter and operating system now
reside in 28K of memory, so a 48K
system is needed to do any serious
work. Version 5.0 is also not com-
pletely compatible with previous
releases but has been influenced by
conformity with the ANSI Minimal
Basic standard. Improvements have
also been added to make Microsoft
Basic more competitive with C Basic
(a commercial Basic compiler) and to
provide features that users have
wanted.

Those who like to write readable
programs (if that is possible at all in

Basic) will be pleased to know that

long variable names of up to 32
characters with embedded keywords
are now allowed. Thus, PRINTLINES
is a legal variable name and the
interpreter won't get upset if you
write PRINT PRINTLINES in a pro-

gram. But as a side effect, keywords
must now be delimited with spaces
both in commands and program
statements. This is a nuisance if you
are in the habit of leaving out spaces
to conserve memory or typing, and
worse if you have old ASCII source
files you'd like to use with the new
version of Basic. Fortunately pro-

grams saved in internal format are for

the most part compatible (because
spaces are included in the keyword
tokens) and a copy of Basic 4.52 is

included for those who hurt while
they convert.

A WHILE/WEND construct, like

that of CBASIC, allows execution of

a block of code as long as a given

condition is true. Several peculiar-

ities including handling of FOR
NEXT statements (the test is now at

the beginning of the loop instead of

the end), rounding of integer values,

and random numbers have been
cleaned up. A CHAIN command with
COMMON variables allows you to
break up programs too large to fit in

memory into two parts stored on
disk, and programs can be saved in a
protected format in case you're
paranoid about who can get a list of

your code. Random file handling,
always a little awkward in Microsoft
Basic, has been improved somewhat
by the addition of variable length
records (only up to 128 bytes) and the
ability to use PRINT and INPUT on
random files.

Microsoft recently released a
Basic Compiler which accepts the
same programs that run under the
interpreter. This means you can write

and debug a program with the
interpreter and when you're done,
compile it for a significant improve-
ment in execution time and to be a
Big Man on Computers.

It would seem that in this product
Microsoft has taken microcomputer
Basics as far as they can go. (Of

course, one can always come up with
extra features such as multiline

user-defined functions that would be
nice to have, but the point of
diminishing returns has already been
reached.) Microsoft is now develop-
ing a high-powered Pascal compiler
for a variety of applications including
systems programming. In fact, one
inspiration for the project was to

replace assembly language for Mic-
rosoft's own in-house use, which is

obviously pretty intense program-
ming. Their Pascal will conform with

most of the existing standards but
will also have compiler toggles to

enable "Extended" and "System"
level enhancements to do things that

standard Pascal doesn't easily allow
(such as machine-level operations
that one needs when writing system
software). The good news is that it

will be a very nifty language, the bad
news is that Standard Pascal will

have as much meaning as Standard
Basic. Anyway, when available, we
will do a comparison of this and
several other Pascal implemen-
tations, such as UCSD and Inter-

systems. Before you get too inter-

ested, remember that the compiler
will license for $1000.

Research Machines Ltd. Z80 Algol

Algol is one of the oldest estab-
lished computer languages and also

one of the first to incorporate
features such as a block structure

with local variables. It is allegedly

more popular in Europe than over

here, though it can also be of great

help if you want to try the algorithms
published in the Journal of the ACM
to see if the authors made any
mistakes.

RML Z80 Algol incorporates
all the features of Algol 60 as well as
a few extensions and has a sub-
routine library to make I/O a little

easier. The compiler does not make
native 8080 code but, like many other
compilers (including UCSD Pascal
and CBASIC), makes object code for

a stack machine which is then
simulated on the real (Z80) machine
thereby yielding fast-running object

programs of a reasonable size.

Benchmarked against Microsoft 8080
Fortran, which makes native 8080
code and does some optimization,
RML Algol is surprisingly competi-
tive. Naturally RML Algol is some-
what slower when executing control

structure such as loops or function

calls, but on the other hand it is

faster doing certain arithmetic oper-
ations.

Algol originally was designed in

part as a publication language so it

lends to writing well-organized and
readable programs. RML Algol sticks

very close to the Algol 60 standard,
except in a few areas which would
have been tricky to implement or
have eaten gobs of memory. For
instance, since it is a one-pass
compiler it is a little more fussy
about declarations than the standard
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CPM FLOPPY OOMETTE OPERATING 0Y0TEM -

A Package* supplied on diskette complete with BOM
mwbHf, last *drtor. SOW debugger and various
utilities pHis fuN documentation CPM available con
hgvrod for moat popular computer ''dirt ayatema m-
Chrdmg North Star Smgie. Double or Quad density
Attarr 8" disks. Metros II. Exidy Sorcerer. Vacior MZ,
HaathH17f or HNt TRSflOT 'COM 3712 and (COM
Micro Disk plus many other configurations available
Ofl tha Shalt 114*7*23
CP M version 2 (not ail formats available immediately*

01767020

KIM - Keyed lnd*» Sequential Search Otters com-
) pteta Mult. Keyed index Sequential and Diract Ac-
casa tiio management Includaa buiit-m utility func
lions 'or 16 or 32 bit anthmatic. Strmg integer conv*r-
sion and string compara. Delivered as a relocatable
Imkabte module m Microeoft format lor usa with
FORTRAN M or COBOL-80 ale

!J KBASIC - Microsoft Drak Extended BASIC with all

.i" KISS facilities integrated by tmpiamaniation of mna
additional commands m language Packaga includes
KISS pel as cteecrtoad above, and a sample mail
irst program $0057*41
To licensed uaars of Microsoft BASIC 00 (MBASICl

0AS07040

2-U.CaV /

MAC 0000 Macro Asaambter Full Intel macro rtefi

nitrons Psaudo Ops include RPC. IRP. REPT TITLE.
PAGE, and MACL18 280 library mcluded Produces
Intel abaoiula hex output plus symbols lite tor usa by
SIO (»aa beiowj MS $15

LI MO - 8000 symbolic dabuggar. Full trace pass count
and braak-poin! program tasting system with back
trace and histogram utilities Whan uaad wrth MAC.
providas full symbolic display ol mamory labala and
equated values 070/018

D ZSID - As above fdT 280 Require* 280 CPU 0007023

TEX Tail lo-matter to create paginated. page-num-
barad and tustifiad copy trom sourca last iites direct-

abra to disk or printer 870/01 $

Program to parmrl almultanaoua printing

disk while usar execute* another promm

] SUPER-SORT I - Son. marge, attract utility as abso
j lute executable program or imkabte module in Micro
i
sol format Sorts fixed or variable records with data
m bmary BCD Packed Dactmal. EBCDIC. ASCII
floating, f.xed point, exponential, hald justified, ale
Evan variable number ol fields par record! 0220/020

SUPER.SORT II Above available as absolute I

<$% gram only
dilute pro
0170*20

o« data from disk while usar executes another pro

ASIC -00 - Disk Extended BASIC ANSI compatible
(t) with long variabte names, while WEND, chammg
g> variable length file records 0000/020

BASIC COMPILER Languaga compatible with
i BASIC 00 and 3-t0 times taster execution Produces
as standard Mrcroaoft relocatabta binary output m-

etudes Macro 00 Also linkable to FORTRAN 80 or

COBOL 00 coda modulas SS00/S2S

; FOATAAN-00 - ANSI 66 (except (or COMPLEX) plus

ft) many extensions Includes relocatable object com
it pater, i.nkmg loader library wtlh manager Also in-

dudes MACRO 00 (see below) 0400 835

- Laval 1 ANSI 74 standard COBOL plus
. I of Laval 2 Full sequential, relative and in-

daxad lite support with variable file name* string
UNSTRING COMPUTE. VARY INC. UNTIL EXTEND
CALL. COPY SEARCH. 3 dimensional arrays, com-
pound and abbreviated condition* nested IF Power
ful interactive screen handling extensions Includes
compatible assembler imking loader, and relocat-

able library manager as described under MACRO 80

-SO6OV20O Macro Asambter Intel and
5 Zilog mnemonics supported RelocateWe linkable

I output Loader. Library Manager and Cross Refer

once list utilities Included 814* 815

a assambter Ail Macro and
IO-S0 packaga Mnemonics

1*1 ASM06 Compatibility "
'

MKtj 0*88
0J7802S

EDIT-SO Very last random access text editor lor text

j with or without line numbers Global and mtra-ima
commands supported File compara utility included

800/018

MICRO FOCUS
STANDARD CIS COBOL - ANSI 74 COBOL stand

t- ard compiler fully validated by U S Navy Watt to
ANSI level t Supports marry features to level 2 in-

cluding dynamic loading of COBOL modules and a
full ISAM lite facility Also, program segmentation
•ntef active debug and powertul interactive extensions
to support protected and unprotected CRT screen
formatting from COBOL programs uaad with any
dumb terminal OMO'MO

Srocedure cans and tha SEGMENT procedure type
rov-det convenient strmg handling capability with

the added variabte type STRING Untyped files allow

FORMS 2 - CRT screen editor Output -s COBOL data

{£) rjaechptiona for copying into CIS COBOL programs
Automatically creates a Query and update program of

indexed 1 1 las using CRT protected and unprotected
screen formats No programming experience needed
Output program directly compiled by CIS COBOL
(standard)

-

®

memory image I O Requires MK CP M
PASCAL Z - 260 native coda PASCAL compiter Pro-
duce* optimized ROMabte re-entrant code All inter-

lacing lo CP M is through the support library Tha
package includes compiler companron macroas-
sembler and source tor tha library Requires S6K
and 280 CPU
Varston 2 mcluda* all of Jensen Wirth except variant
records S27S7S2S
Version 3 Upgrade with variant records and strings

expected 3 SO $3*5 825

PASCAL MT - Subset of Standard PASCAL Genar-
deoug-

ger included Supports interrupt procedures CP M
Ma I/O and assembly languaga mteriece Real van
abtea can be BCD software floating point, or AMD
0511 hardware floating point version 3 includes
Sets Enumeration and Record data type* Manual
explain* BASIC » PASCAL conversion Source tor
tha run t.ma packaga requires MAC (Sea under Digi-

tal Research) Requires 32K 0250*00

• Sysle
oriented with FILE* SETs RECORD* and ITEMa
which ate ail user deleted ADO. DELETE UPDATE
SEARCH and TRAVERSE commands supported SET
Ordering is sorted, FIFO. LIFO. next or prior One to

many sat relationship supported Read Write protec-
tion at tha FILE tevaf Supports FlLEs which extend
over multiple floppy or hard disk device*

MOBS - Mrcre Data Base System Full n

base with Ml features Of HOBS p'us muRi
Write protection tor FILE, SET. RECORD and ITEM
Explicit representation of one lo one one to many.
many lo many, and many to one SET ralalionshipa

Supports multiple owner and multiple record types
within SETs HOBS file* are fully compatible

tem option which allow* altering I

when new ITEM*. RECORD*, or SETs are needed
without changing existing d

ft providing proof and report outputs Customization of

COA created interactively Mulhpte branch account-
ing canters Extensive checking performed at data
entry for proof. COA correctness etc Journal antrie*

may be batched prior lo posting Closing procedure
automatically back* up input files Now includes

Statement of Change* In Financial Position Requires
CBASIC-2 0125OS25

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - Opart item system with

ft output for internal agad reports and customer-ori-

ented statement and billing purpose* On-Line En-

Sxry permits information for CuelOmer Service and
sdit departments Interface to General Ledger pro

vided if both systems used Requires CBASIC-?
tittavsn

agad st

Hing for

6060 Version ava .table at $75 extra

280 version require* 20K RAM. 8060 version requires
24K RAM (Mamory requirements are additional to

CPM and application program )

Whan ordering HOBS or MDBS please specify If the
version required IS for II Microsoft L0O lo FOR-
TRAN-00. COBOL -00. BASIC COMPILER. 2) MBASlC
4 XX or 3| BASIC SO 5

Pr ices and specifications subyoct tochange without notice

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
tt of accounts by vendor with check i

mvorca* Can be used aior* or wi

and/or with NAD. Requires CBASIC-2

PAYROLL - Flexible payroll system handles weakly.
tt br-waakly. semi-monthly and monthly payroll periods

Tip*, bonuses, re-.mbursemerls. advance*. B*ck pay.
vacation pay. an* tampansaiion time are all part of

ledger account* Require* CBAStC-2
SO general
I11WSM

ft function* ol ad<

; ANALYST - Customized data entry and reporting sys-

tt tern User specifies up to 75 data items par record
interactive data entry, retrieval and update facility

maka* information management easy Sophisticated
report generator provides customized reports using
selected records with mutltpte level break points for

summarization Requires CBASIC-2 $250 81

S

LCTTERK3HT - Program to create adit and type let-

ters or other documents Ha* facilities to enter, dis-

play delete and move text with good video screen
presentation Designed to integrate with NAD tor

form tetter mailing* Requires CBASIC-2 $200 $25

NAO Nam* and Address selection system - interac-
tive mail list creation and maintenance program with
output as full reports with reference data or restricted
information lor mail labels Transfer system lor ex-
traction and transfer of selected records lo create
new file* Requires CBASIC-2 SI 00 $20

8Z0T - 260 Monitor Dabuggar to break and examine
register* with standard ZHog'Mostek mnemonic dis-

assembly displays $35 when ordered wrfh 200 Devel
opment Packaga 850.110

. r lo Intel 6060 or
tdl Xitan 280 source code, listing and cross refer-

ence lila*. Intel or TDUXitan peeudo op* optional
Runt on 0060 MS 810

OISILOO As DlSTEL to 2iiog.'\fostek mnemonic
N hie* Runs on 200 only $65 810

XASM-66 - Non-macro cross-asaambter wtlh nested

- Aa XASM-66 for MOS Technotooy MCS-

SUPER SORT III As II without SELECT EXCLUDEMMM
I
WORD-STAR Menu driven visual word processing

. system lor usa with standard terminals Text formal-

i ting performed on screen Facilities for text paginate
page number, justify Center and underscore User
can pr.nt one document while simultaneously editing
a second Edit fatuities include global search and
replace Read Write to other taxi files, block move
ale Requires CRT terminal with addressable cursor
positioning $445 $40

WORD STAR MAIL MERGE As above with Option
5 tar production mailing of personalized documents
I w.th ma.i list from Dataatar or NAD 8575 $25

WORD STAR CasliwiUam * Metaa - For tophrsticated
users who do not have one Of tha many standard
terminal or printer configurations in the distribution

version of WORD-STAR NA$100
WORD MASTER Text Editor in one mode has super-

S sal ol CP M a ED commands including global search-
i.
ing and replacing, forwards and backwards in die m
video mode, provide* lull screen editor for uaars with
ser.ai addressable cursor terminal $115 $2S

0ATABTAR - Proteasronal forms control entry and
5 display system for k*y-lo-d*sk data capture Menu
t d-iven with bui't-m tearnmg aids Input field verifica-

tion by length mask, attribute (i.e. uppercase lower-

case numeric auto dup etc) Built-in arithmetic
capabilities using kayad data, constants and darrvad
value* Visua' feedback tar ease of forma design
File* compatible with ail CP M mp w aupported lan-

guages. Requires 32K CP M

CBASIC-2 Disk Extended BASIC - Non- interactiv*
BASIC with psaudo-coda comptlar and runtime in-

terpreter Supports lull tile control, chaining mieger
and extended precision variables ate $1M/$1S

PASCAL/81 - Compilar generate* P cod* from ex-
tended language implementation of standard PAS-
CAL Supports overlay structure through additional

GRAHAM DORIAN SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
GENERAL LEDGER - An on ime system; no batch

J xng is required Entries to other GRAHAM DORIAN
r accounting packaga* are automatically posted Usar
, establishes customized C O A Provides transaction

register record of journal entries trial balances and
monthly ctaamgs Keeps t4 month history and pro-
vides comparison of currant year with previous y$e
Requires CBASIC 2 Suppl-sd in source $0*55

M

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - Maintains v*ndor Iraf and
5 check nsgislar Performs cash flow anarysia Flexible

t - writes Checks to Specific vendor tar certain in

1 vo-ces or can maka partial payments Automatically
posts to GRAHAM-DORIAN general ledger or run* as

—.sic-} su

ACCOUNTS RECEfVABLE - Creates trial balance re

j ports prepare* statements ages accounts and rec

I ord* invoice* Providas complete mformation descnb
t mg customer payment activity Receipts can be
posted lo different ledger accounts Entri** auto-
matically update GRAHAM DORIAN general ledger
or run* as stand alone system Requires CBASIC-2
Supplied in sourca 0006700$

PAYROLL SYSTEM - Maintain* employe* master file

.
Compute* payroll withholding for FlCA Federal and

i Stale taxe* Prints payroll register checks quarterly

t reports and W-2 form* Can generate ad hoc reports
and employee form tetters with mail '

'

CBASIC-2 Supplied m source

INVENTORY SYSTEM - Captures stack levels coals.
3 sources sates, ages, turnover markup, etc Trans-

9 action information may be entered tar reporting by
t salesman type of sale date of sale, ate Reports
available both tar accounting and decision making.
Requires CBASlC-2 Supplied in sourca $900703$

JOB COSTING Designed tor general contractors

, To b* used mteractivafywHh other GRAHAM-DORiAN
I accounting packages for tracking and analysing ox-
f penses Usar establishes customized coal categorte*
and job phases Permits comparison of actual versus
estimated costs Automatically updates GRAHAM
DORIAN general ledger or run* as Stand alone sys
lam Requires CBASIC ? Supplied ,n source M0678M
APARTMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM - Financial

3 management system for receipts and security de
I posits Of apartment protect* Captures data on v*
t centres, revenues, ale for annual trend analysis

Daily report show* late rants, vacancy notices, va-
cancies, income tost through vacancies ate Requires
CBAStC-2 r

i
Require*
$800*30

CASH REGISTER - Maintains files on daily sates
E F>les data by sates parson and item Tracks sales
m over rings refunds payouts and total net <

tf Requires CBASlC-2 Supplied «n source
I deposits
0800W

stey C - interactive Interprathra system tar taachxng
Structured programming techniques Manual mcluda*
full source listings $7*7040

BOB C COMP1LCR - Support* most maror feature* of
languaga including Structure* Arrays Pointers, re-

brary Floating point function Hbrary included Lacks
• data initialization and static and register class speci-

. tiers Documentation includes THE C PROGRAM
MING LANGUAGE by Kernignan and Ritchie

01207015

WHITESMITHS C COMPILER - Th* ultimate sys-

) terns software toots. Produces faster coda than Pas
Ft cal with mora extensive facilities Conforms to tha
-fun UNIX*" Version 7 C language, described by
Karnighan and Ritchie, and make* available over 7$
functions for performing 10 strmg manipulation and
storage allocation Linkable to Microsoft REL fie*
Requires OOK CPM M 30 830

POLYVUC 00 - Full screen editor for any CRT with
I XY cursor positioning Includes vertical and horizon-

tal scrolling interactive saarch and replace auto
malic text wrap around tor word processing opera-
tion* for manipulating blocks of text, and compr-

70 C

d compre-
0135 018

POLVTEXT/00 - Text formatter for word processing
I applications Justifies and paginates sourca text file*

Will generate form tetter* with custom fields) and
conditional processing Support for Daisy Wheal
printers mcluda* variabte pitch justification and mo-
tion optimization 0057018

ALOOL-00 - Powerful block-structured 'anguage com
piier featuring economical run time dynamic alloca-
tion of mamory Vary compact (24K total RAM) ays-
tern implementing almost all Algol 40 report feature*
plus many powerful extensions including string han-
dling direct disk address I/O ate Requires 260

0100*20
dimg
CPU

^asSBS-ajsv m B| lloniiK) Re-order LWt Requires CBASIC-2 $1200025

Shopping &&&*
ListNo.10 n&**
Software tor most popular 80807Z80 computer disk systems including

NORTH STAR, iCOM, MICROPOLIS. DYNABVTE DB8/2 & DBB/4, EXIDY
SORCERER, SD SYSTEMS, ALTAIR. VECTOR MZ. MECA. 8" IBM,
HEATH H17& H89, HELIOS, IMSAI VDP42 A 44, REX, NYLAC,
INTERTEC, VISTA VBOand V200, TRS-80 MODEL I and MODEL II,

ALTOS, OHIO SCIENTIFIC. DIGI-LOG andlMS 5000 formats. 'imieMi

y uwxxeawjxsrej. ueixjiaies oatenc*
r/nhiaad journals Two year racort
nt of changes m financial position

lures or r-i

ars. r*- y
and II-

w

sot (ildtek
00 hi* line editor with global inter and mira 'me taclH

ties. (2) ZOO relocating asaambter. Zilog Mostek mne-
monics conditional assembly and cross reference
table capabilities: (3) Imking loader producing abso-
lute Intel hex disk file 005/020

•CPM i* a trademark of Digital Research
' 'ZOO is a trademark of Zilog. Inc

-
*

' UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratory*
WHATSIT? is a trademark of Computer Hoadware.

"Electric Pencil us a trademark of Michael Shrayer Son
ware

a TRS-80 ia a trademark of Tandy Corp

tCP M for Heath, TRS-60 Modal I and PolyMorph.c
8813 are modified and must us* specially compiled
versions of system and applications software

f T Recommended system configuration consists of 40K
CPM 2 full alia disk drive* 24 a SO CRT and i32
column printer

.

SModmad version available for use wtlh CPM as Im-
ptementad on Heath and TRS-SO Modal I computers

<5)U*er license agreement for this product must be
signed and returned lo Lifeboat Associates before
shipment may ba made

(OCx) This product inciudes'SXcudes the language manual
' Sundries and Notion* above

- Taxi formatter to justify and pagi
9 naM letters and other documents Special feature*

inci.de insertion of Wat during execution from other
disk file* or console permitting recipe documents
to be created from linked fragment* on othsr file*

Ha* facilities for sorted index, table of contents and
footnote insertions ideal tar contracts, manuals, etc
Now compatible with Etectric Pencil prepared
t-tes $1207020

POSTMASTER - A Lomprehensiv* package for mail

M hat maintenance that is completely menu driven
Feature* include kayad record extraction and label
i^oduciron A form letter program is included Which
i.-ovic** neat tatters on single sh**t or contmu-
Dwa forma Compatible with NAO fitea Require*

I* ' CBASIC-2 $150815

WHAT0IT7"" interactive data-base system using
associative tags to retrieve mformation by substct
Hashing and random access used for fast r*spons*
Requires CBASiC-2 $1207030

XYBAOtC interactive Process Control BASIC - Full
disk BASIC 'ea'ures plus unique commands to han-
ds* bytes, routs and stun, and lo test and sat bits
Avartabte m Integer Extended and ROMable versions
Integer Disk or Integer ROMabte
Extended Disk or Extended ROMable
SMAL/00 Structured Macro Aseemoted I

Packaga of powerful general purpoae text macro
processor and SMAL Structured language compiler
SMAL is an asaambter language w.th IF-THEN-ELSE.
LOOP-REPEAT-WHILE. DO END. BEOIN-END con-
structs $707010

SELECTOR IH-C2 Date Ba*
tt and maintain mufti Kay data C

• sorted reports with numerical summerie* or mailing
abeis Comes with sample application*, mchidrng
Sales Activity Inventory. Payable*. Receivable*
Check Register, and Chenl /Patient Appointment* etc

' • Require* CBASiC-2 Supplied M source $206/020

GLECTOR - General Ledger option to SELECTOR
lil-C? interactive system r
COA unique chart of tranaa
double entry b
PAL statements _ _

for statement of change* m financial position report
Supplied in sourca Requires SELECTOR III-C2.

CBASIC-2 and 52X system $250 $25

CPM 374X Has lull rang* of functions to create or
rename %n IBM 3741 volume display directory mfor-
mation and adit the date sal contents Provide* full

tile transfer facilities between 3741 volume data eats
and CPM hies 01007010

BA0IC UTILITY DISK Consists Of (1) CRUNCH-14
*• - Compacting utility to reduce tha Sixe and increase

the spaed of programs in Microaoft BASIC and TRS-
00 BASIC (2) OPfUN - Double precision subroutines
tar computing nineteen transcendental functions In-
cluding aquar* root, natural tog. tag base 10. am. arc
am. hyperbolic am. hyperbolic arc sm ate Furnished
m sourca on diskette and documentation 08*7030

THE STRING BIT - FORTRAN character string hart-

$8 dlmg Routines to And till. pack, move, separata
concatenate and compara character strings This
package complete!, eliminates tha problems asso-
ciated with character strmg handling in FORTRAN
Supplied with sourca 045/0 IS

BSTAM Utility lo tmk on* computer to another also
equipped w.th BSTAM Allows file transfers al full

data spaad (no convfreron to hex), with CRC btack
control check Ax vary rehab'* error detection and
automatic retry W* use ill It's great* FuN wildcard
expansions to sand * COM. ate M00 baud with wire
300 baud with phono coruwcUpa. Bosh end* naad
on* Standard endAversions can talk to one another
Compatible TRS0OS version also avai'abl* $1$4VS0*•••••
SUNDRIES&NOTIONS

Ctos that might hinder th* performance of tha drive

head Lasts st least 3 months with daily usa Specify
5" or 8- 0300*7040 tor 3

FLIPPY DISK KIT - Template and instructions to

modify smgie sided 5% " diskettes tar usa of second
Sid* In single sided drrvos 012.00

FLOPPY SAVER Protection for canter hotee of SU"
ftoppy disk, Only I needed par diskette Kit contams
centering post pressure tool, tough 7-mil mylar ram-
forcmg rmgs Installation tools and rings tar 25 disk-

ettes 014.00
Re orders Of rings only $7.05

PASCAL USER MANUAL AND REPORT - By Jensen
and Wirth Th* atandard textbook on Ih* languaga
Recommended for us* by Pascal Z Pascal M and
Pascsl'MT uaars 00

THE C PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE - By Karnighan
and Ritchie Tha standard textbook on tha language
Recommended for us* by BOS C. tiny C, and White-
smiths C user* $12

Orcters must specify drsk
sy sterna arvd lormats

• g NofBt 880J *mgte
doubt* or Quad OXKiSrty

IBM irngto or ?D ?S6_ Ana.' Hososii

AsSOCI<3t8S I Mcropcws Mod i or n
«-- sort sactor (Micro

MSOSysiarna
et-ytel ale

s F B New York
lomg iiancwng and
D chargosoxtra

IE " 801 ffPflftr*!

THE
SOFTWARE

MARKET
cuKSujgo convay* a
'-cans* lor use on one
raaj8sjaj or\.»BH Lifeboat Associates,

2248 ftnaOiy NY NT 10024

(212) SS0-0O82 t«.» 220501



Five Packages, cont'd.

.

requires. Also, array parameters
must be called by name (otherwise
an entire new copy of the array would
have to be created when a procedure
is called). However, in addition to the
data types and structures of the
standard (Boolean and numeric sca-

lars and multidimensional arrays)

standard, RML Algol also has BYTE
arrays (for string handling of a kind),

a few new logical operators and
additional library functions. The wide
variety of new functions support
console I/O, serial and random
access disk files, memory peek and
poke, and direct interface with the
operating system.

It should be pointed out that a
more recent revision of the Algol

standard, Algol 68, already exists

and has some nice features not
included in this implementation
(such as a pointer data type and
dynamic allocation). But if you're an
Algol fan or want a fairly inexpen-
sive, fast and powerful structured

language for your system, then you
may not need to look any further.

There are other languages such as C
and Pascal with their own advant-
ages and disadvantages so you'll

have to evaluate what's important to

you before selecting one.

SP80 Structured Programming
Macros

For purists who insist that as-

sembly language is the only correct

way to program, Structured Analysis
Systems have a set of structured

programming macros on disk called

SP80. SP 80 comes in several

different macro formats for most
macroassemblers (Digital Research,
Microsoft, TDL (who?) and Cromem-
co. The macros expand the capabilit-

ies of your assembler with three
basic functions:
'Conditional execution- IFTHEN,
ELSE and ENDIF. These macros
control execution of a block of code
depending on status flags or the

tu-ih

If PRO is the opposite of CON
then PROGRESS is the opposite
of CONGRESS.

relationship between two registers or

literals including signed compar-
isons.

'Iteration- REPEAT-UNTIL, WHILE-
ENDWHILE, DO-ENDDO and LOOP-
STAYIF-EXITIF-ENDLOOP. These
structures allow you to write loops in

assembly language with different

ways of exiting the body of the loop.

'Case Analysis-This is the counter-

part of Basic's ON . . . GOTO or
Pascal's CASE structure. An index is

passed to a subroutine which selects

one of several routines to execute.

The documentation is fair (there

are several very helpful examples
given but some descriptions could
have been expanded a little). Overall,

this is a very powerful package for

those who know how to use it. If you
do much large scale assembly lan-

guage programming, then it's cer-

tainly worth your money.

New Products from Digital Research

Digital Research is the company
founded by Dr. Gary Kildall, who
wrote the CP/M operating system for

8080 family microprocessors. They
recently introduced two new operat-

ing systems: CP/M 2.0 and MP/M.
CP/M 2.0 is an enhanced version

of the older system, primarily to

support hard disks and other high-

capacity storage devices, and larger

files which are made possible. Its

major improvement is the addition of

a disk parameter block which may be
adjusted at installation time to

change track and sector sizes, di-

rectory sizes, reserved tracks and
sector skew factors. The directory

and data access algorithms have also

apparently been fine-tuned. So if

you're interfacing a video disk to your
Altair, this is the disk operating
system to have.

MP/M is a multiprogramming
operating system, also for 8080
family processors. It supports task
prioritization, dynamic memory al-

location and release, bank select

memory, interrupts, hardware gener-
ated time/date, multiple consoles
and the CP/M 2.0 file structure. For
instance, in MP/M, a user can start a
task, detach the console and begin
another task. MP/M supports system
resident processes including a sys-
tem monitor (which reports the

status of all active tasks and other
general information), a spooler, and
a scheduler that allows you to define
in advance at what time and date a
program will be loaded and executed.
This may be helpful in some environ-
mental and household control appli-

cations (if you want to leave the

computer on all the time and are con-

vinced that it's not a case of

technological overkill).

Although MP/M will run on
smaller systems, there's really not

much point to it and it appears that it

would best live in a system with bank

select memory (to prevent one pro-

gram from unintentionally annoying
another and giving everyone a reas-

onable amount of storage) and with

at least an interrupt timer to facilitate

task switching. A time date/clock

would be nice, too. Naturally you
want hard disks (the system monitor

very curiously lists tasks "swapped
out" though this feature in not

implemented in the first release).

About now you should be wondering

why someone would spend $15K on
hardware and squeeze all this work
through a $15 slice of silicon

(otherwise called a microprocessor).
Hypothetically, it would seem much
more useful to design a micro-
processor based multiprocessing
system to allow users to have their

own processors and memory, which
are dirt cheap, and to share the

expensive peripherals such as disks

and printers. Unfortunately, no hard-

ware standard for multiprocessing on
micros has been popularized which
severely limits the market for an
operating system of that sort. So
we're not questioning Digital Re-
search in bringing out this operating
system since it's what people seem
to want and it's far ahead of the
competition. Those with the hard-

ware to run it or computer junkies in

search of bigger and better fixes of

systems software to stay happy will

definitely not be disappointed.

Tiny C Associates
PO Box 269
Holmdel.NJ 07733
(201)671-2296

Microsoft
10800 NE 8th, Suite 819
Bellevue, WA98004
(206) 455-8080

Research Machines Ltd.

PO Box 75
Oxford OX4 IEY
England
Phone Oxford (0865) 49792

Structured Analysis Systems
PO Box 2745
Reston, VA 22091

Digital Research
PO Box 579
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
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"Eight reasons why Peachtree
should be your source for
micro business software."

We invented
the wheel.

Founded in 1975, our team authored the first

business software system for microcomputers.

We invented the wheel so you don't need to re-

invent it!

s
Our documentation
is unsurpassed.

That's a pretty strong statement but time and time

again when our Users Manuals have been com-
pared with those of- our competitors, ours have

rated the best for accuracy, completeness and ease

of use.

2 Over 1000
Installations 6 Software

warranty.

v«fJ

In our case, experience breeds

success, and we have proven suc-

cess with an installation base all

over North America. The list of hard-

ware vendors who either use or

endorse our products reads like a

Who's Who in microcomputers!

3 Feature-packed
Systems.

We've built in more improvements
and features than ever before. For

example, our accounting system is

integrated, or each module may be

run separately in a standalone

fashion. All systems have the fea-

tures that experience has shown us

to best fit the small business user.

4 We've included
everything!

Our latest releases include such features as auto-

matic file backup, recovery routines for hardware

failures, and complete sample data bases for

orientation and training. And with Peachtree

Software™ you receive the source code to make
those necessary modifications!

rixws^j!
K " ' *

\ J

0/ \,

TM

PEAOHTREE
SOFTWARE

Any programming defect reported

in writing to Peachtree SoftwareTM
will be corrected without charge for

a period of one year after date of

license. Unauthorized modification

of software will void warranty.

7We've immediate
delivery!

And that means now! We have

General Ledger, Accounts Receiv-

able, Accounts Payable, Payroll,

Inventory, Word Processing, Mail-

ing Address and others. We're con-

tinually developing new products to

increase our selection and, inci-

dentally, if you have a marketable

package, we're interested in talking

to you about our distributing it

for you.

8You deserve
the best.

Who can argue with that? We have the product,

the track record, and the complete support pro-

gram that will work for you. That's reason enough
to deal with the leader!

For more information contact:

Marketing Department
Retail Sciences, Inc.

3384 Peachtree Rd., N.E., Suite 254 .Atlanta, Georgia 30326 • (404) 231-2303

System Requirements Any 0000- type CPC
40k RAM. two disk units. CRT I \2 < olumn
printer. Microsoft BASIC

CIRCLE 215 ON READER SERVICE CARD



The Hardware & Software

Personal
Computing
Networks

John Craig

What are the mechanics of actu-

ally getting a system hooked up to the

phone line so that a computerized
bulletin board, information system, or

fellow enthusiast can be accessed?
Aside from spending a fairly good-
sized chunk of money on a data
modem the process is quite simple.

And, after we evaluated two modems
which are closely comparable in the

hardware department, it became clear

that software is the key ingredient.

It's interesting to note that several

manufacturers are now either offering

modems as optional accessories or

including them as part of a system. The
word is out . . . and the personal

computing community is getting ready
to enter a new era. Telecommunica-
tions via personal computers will be a

big part of the coming decade.
We're going to examine the fea-

tures, both hardware and software, of

two S-100 data modems. The Micro-
modem 100 from DC Hayes Associ-
ates, Inc. and the MM-103 from
Potomac Micro-Magic, Inc. are the two
modems. Before we get into the
features of these boards a discussion
of some of the miscellaneous details,

which apply to any modem, should be
covered.

What Is A Data Modem?

Quite simply, it's a device for
converting the digital signals (square
waves) coming out of a computer into

audio, or analog, signals which the
phone line can accept. A normal voice-
grade telephone line can handle
frequencies up to 3 kilohertz. As we've
discovered from the atrocious radio-
frequency interference radiated by
personal computers, they're putting

out signals in the megahertz range
(which can be heard on an FM radio).

The modem (derived from MOdulator/
DEModulator) takes the ones and
zeros coming out of the computer and
converts them to audio tones using an
encoding technique called frequency-
shift keying. Another modem at the

other end converts, or demodulates,
the tones back into square waves for

the receiving computer.
Modems operate in a "direct

connect" mode with the phone line and
as a result requires Data Access
Arrangement (DAA) device between
the modem and the phone connection
(the receptacle in the wall into which
the phone plugs). The purpose of the

DAA is to provide isolation between
the phone line and the modem and,

aside from creating additional cost, is

included as part of most modems on
the market today.

How Does Ma Bell Feel About All This?

AT&T was a little worried in the

early days of modem development and
didn't care for the idea of people
attaching "foreign devices" to the

phone system. After a couple of court

cases which ruled in favor of such
attachments AT&T reluctantly con-
sented. However, in an apparent
further attempt to stifle the compe-
tition they changed the design, and
specifications of the DAA (to which the
other companies had to adhere). This
resulted in another court action
ordering them to get their act together.

Now that the smoke has cleared
the only conditions are that the device
meet the specifications. The manu-
facturers recommend that the user
notify the phone company . . . but is

that really something the user would
want to do?

DC Hayes Micromodem 100

DC Hayes & Associates manu-
facture and market a modem for the

Apple II in addition to their Micro-

modem 100. Most of the features found
in the S-100 version are also available

in the Apple Micromodem II. Without a

doubt, the most desirable feature of

this, and most of the modems sold

today, is that they're assembled . . . and
all the user has to do is plug them in.

The Micromodem 100 has a num-
ber of hardware features but, frankly,

such features (on any modem) are

worth little if they're not supported by

the software supplied with the modem.
On the other hand, and quite naturally,

the software supplied with the modems
we evaluated made use of the most or

all of the hardware features. There is

one main CP/M program (on 8"

diskette) supplied, at extra cost, with

the Micromodem 100. The program
will run on any 8080, 8085, or Z80
system with CP/M. Upon execution the

program displays the default status

conditions such as baud rate (300),

data word length, parity, stop bits and
capture buffer status. The program is

quite comprehensive and allows the

user to change any of those variables.

The command often used first is the

"dial" function, which allows auto-
matic dialing of phone numbers. If, for

example, the user wanted to call a
community bulletin board in San
Francisco and the local phone system
required that a "1" be dialed first to

obtain a long-distance tone, the entry

would be as follows: D 1*4153482139.

The asterisk after the "1" provides a 2-

second pause before the dialing of the

actual number begins. As soon as the

return is hit after entering the phone
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Networks, cont'd. .

.

number an "off-hook" indicator on the
Microcoupler (DAA) lights up to
indicate the phone line is being used
by the modem. After the distant
number is reached and answered (by
the receiving computer) a "connection
established" message is sent to the

screen. The user/operator responds
with two carriage returns which pro-

vide synchronization with the remote
system. From that point on the soft-

ware in the remove system determines
what happens.

The Terminal Program, as it is

called, also has the capability of
putting the local system in an "answer"
mode and automatically answer calls

from a remote computer. When the
remote system accesses the local

system in this mode the remote user
has at his or her disposal the full

capabilities of the local CP/M system.
Files on the diskettes which are
mounted can be accessed, application
programs can be run, or language
processors used for program develop-
ment.

There is also a "capture buffer"

feature which allows capturing re-

ceived data into an in-memory buffer

for later "typing" to the console or

saving on the disk. Unfortunately we
didn't have the opportunity to utilize

this feature to any great extent be-

cause it was desired that most of the

information and data obtained from
networks and remote systems be
printed out on the printer. As a result,

we had to get into the CP/M input/

output system and modify it to cause
the console I/O to also be output to the

printer. This provided hard copy when
desired and the printer was simply
turned off if it wasn't.

The Terminal Program provides

the capability of reading a file, or
program, off the disk and transmitting

it or receiving a file and storing it on the

disk. In addition, the user can exit to

CP/M (and cause a warm boot), or exit

to another program using a jump
command, or hang up the phone using

the "G" command (for "good-bye").
The modem can be set for full duplex,

with no local echo, or half duplex, with

local echo. While in the midst of com-
municating with a remote system the
user can type a control Q and return to

the Terminal Program for changing
one of the parameters or some other

function. After the commands are

executed the program returns to the
communication mode.

The Micromodem 100 sells for

$399 (suggested retail) plus $20 for the
Terminal Program on diskette. The
Apple Micromodem II sells for $379
and includes on-board firmware which

plugs right into the Apple. DC Hayes &
Associates report that they've received

very few calls in recent times from
S-1 00 system owners and somewhat of

an increase in calls from Apple owners.
This indicates, to them, that the S-100
system owners are more familiar with

their systems and that many of the

Apples are being bought by less-

familiar end users. Both versions of the

Micromodem are available through
computer stores. If the- potential user
feels that some help may be needed in

getting the system going then the

purchase should definitely be made
through a store where support is

available. DC Hayes also reports that

an increasing number of modems are
being sold to people interested in

accessing The Source and MicroNet.

Potomac Micro-Magic's
MM-103 Modem

The MM-103 has a very unique
feature in that it is capable of turning

on the computer upon receiving a ring

on the incoming telephone line. This

auxiliary interface can also be used for

controlling some other external device
with the computer. The auxiliary
interface is a 14-pin DIP mounted in

the upper right-hand corner of the

board, which is rather impressive in

appearance. The board was laid out
using an automated layout machine
and the very thin and closely spaced
traces give the impression of a well-

engineered board . . . and the per-

formance backs up that impression.
The software for the MM-103 is

quite extensive and there's something
for everyone. The programs are avail-

able on 8" CP/M diskette, 5 1/„" North
Star, or 5'/," North Star CP/M. The
software comes with instructions, in

the form of "DOC" files, on the
diskettes for aiding the user in getting

the system up. The North Star DOS
version, which is the one we evaluated,

incorporates the routines into the DOS
and they become "transparent" to the

user. The operation is such that the

system comes up with the normal plus

sign ("+") prompt for the DOS and the

user types a Control to initiate the
modem program. It then responds with

the question, "Manual or Automatic
Dial?" We didn't have any success with
automatic dial (primarily because the
numbers we were calling were long
distance and the software didn't

provide the 2-second delay for ob-
taining the long distance tone) but the

manual dial worked fine. This simply
involved taking the phone off the hook,
dialing the number and then hanging
up when the distant computer re-

sponded with an acknowledge tone.

The phone was then hung up, two
carriage returns hit for synchroniza-

tion . . . and communication was
established. The software also pro-

vides for the capability of changing
parameters, such as baud rate, while

on line.

We discovered the totally auto-

matic answering capability of the MM-
103 by leaving the computer running
and noticing that when the phone rang,

it only rang once. This happened two
or three times and then we answered it,

only to discover that the party trying to

call us was being greeted by the rather

abnoxious acknowledge tone. After

turning off the computer we were able

to converse with the individual. It's not

handy for talking to people . . . but just

fine for answering another computer.
There are over 30 programs and

documentation files available in the

MM-103 software. Users should ex-

perience a minimum of trouble and
effort in getting the system up and
running. The manual is very well done
and, like the DC Hayes manual,
provides some good introductory
material to the field of personal
telecommunications.

The MM-1 03 has a suggested retail

price of $359.95 which includes the

assembled S-100 board and coupler.

Each diskette sells for $15 plus $4.10 to

cover shipping and handling.

Pluggln' 'Em In And
Makin' 'Em Go

Rather than very carefully reading

the directions before plugging a new
board in it's sometimes more ex-

pedient to simply plug it in and see if it

runs. That's what we did . . . and that's

what they did (run). In both cases we
plugged in the board, inserted the

proper diskette, made the proper
modifications in the case of the North
Star DOS . . . and then executed the

program and accessed a distant

Computerized Bulletin Board System,
The Source, or another personal
system. The only thing which might
have prevented things from going so
smoothly would have been if the device

address switches on the modems were
set for something other than that which
the software was expecting. They
weren't.

There's a whole new world of

personal computing waiting for you
with the addition of a modem to your
system. Go buy one, okay? D

Potomac Micro-Magic, Inc.

First Lincolnia Building, Suite B1
4810 Beauregard Street

Alexandria, VA 22312

DC Hayes & Associates, Inc.

16 Perimeter Park Orive
PO Box 9884
Atlanta, GA 30319
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A New Type of Game
Welcome to an astonishing new experience! ADVENTURE is one of

the most challenging and innovative games available for your personal
computer. This is not the average computer game in which you shoot at,
chase, or get chased by something, master the game within an hour, and
then lose interest. In fact, it may take you more than an hour to score at
all, and will probably take days or weeks of playing to get a good score.
(There is a provision for saving a game in progress).

The original computer version of Adventure was written by Willie
Crowtherand Don Woods in Fortran on a PDP-10 at MIT. In this version
the player starts near a small wellhouse. Upon entering the house, he
finds food, water, a set of keys and a lamp. Armed with only these items,
he must set out to explore the countryside in search of treasure and other
objects of play. He must also confront dwarfs, snakes, trolls, bears,
dragons, birds, and other creatures during his quest. The game accepts
one-or two-word commands such as GET LAMP* SOUTH* or KILL
DWARF. Of course, if you don't have the proper tool to carry out an
action, or if you do something foolish, you may find yourself in big
trouble.

In playing the game you wander thru various 'rooms' (locations),
manipulating the objects there to try to find 'treasures'. You may have to
defeat an exotic wild animal to get one treasure, or figure out how to get
another treasure out of a quicksand bog. You communicate thru two-word
commands such as 'go west', 'climb tree', 'throw axe', 'look around'.

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE ADVENTURE (by Scott Adams) - Good
Morning, Your mission is to... and so it starts. Will you be able to
complete your mission in time? Or is the world's first automated
nuclear reactor doomed? This one's well named, its hard, there is

no magic but plenty of suspense. Good luck

THE COUNT (by Scott Adams)- You wake up in a large brass bed in

a castle somewhere in Transylvania. Who are you, what are you
doing here, and WHY did the postman deliver a bottle of blood?
You'll love this Adventure, in fact, you might say it's LOVE AT
FIRST BITE

ADVENTURELAND (by Scott Adams) - You wander through an en-
chanted world trying to recover the 13 lost treasures. You'll en-
counter WILD ANIMALS. MAGICAL BEINGS, and many other
perils and puzzles. Can you rescue the BLUE OX from the quick-
sand? Or find your way out of the maze of pits? Happy Adven-
turing

VOODOO CASTLE (by Scott Adams) - Count Cristo has had a
fiendish curse put on him by his enemies. There he lies, with you
his only hope. Will you be able to rescue him or is he forever

doomed? Beware the Voodoo Man

dveniurE
For Apple, TRS-80. Sorcerer, PET, CP/M

ORIGINAL ADVENTURE (by Crowther, Woods, Manning and
Roichel) - Somewhere nearby is a collosal cave where others have
found fortunes in treasures and gold, but some who have entered
have never been seen again. You start at a small brick building
which is the wellhouse for a large spring. You must try to find your
way into the underground caverns where you'll meet a giant clam,
nasty little dwarves, and much more. This Adventure is Bi-Lingual
—you may play in either English or French—a language learning
tool beyond comparison. Runs in 32K CP/M system (48K required
for SAVE GAME feature). Even includes SAM76 language in which
to run the game. The troll says "Good Luck."

PIRATE ADVENTURE (by Scott Adams) - "Yo Ho Ho and a bottle of
rum..." You'll meet up with the pirate and his daffy bird along with
many strange sights as you attempt to go from your London flat to
Treasure Island. Can you recover LONG JOHN SILVER'S lost trea-
sures? Happy sailing matey

seRsatioRal software
TRS-80 Level II (16K) Machine language
cassettes for only $14.95

CS-3007 Adventureland
CS-3008 Pirate Adventure
CS-3009 Mission Impossible Adventure
CS-3010 Voodoo Castle

CS-3011 The Count

TRS-80 Disk (32K) Menu driven machine
language routines for only $24.95
CS-3506 Adventureland and Pirate

Adventure
CS-3507 Mission Impossible Adventure

and Voodoo Castle

Sorcerer (16K) Machine language cassettes
for only $14.95

CS-5003 Adventureland
CS-5004 Pirate Adventure
CS-5005 Mission Impossible Adventure

CS-5006 Voodoo Castle
CS-5007 The Count

CP/M 8" Disk (48K) Includes special Sam
76 language in which to run the game
$24.95

CS-9004 Original Adventure

Apple II (16K) A night-

mare simulation program $7.95

CS-4005 Haunted House

Apple II and Apple II Plus (32K)

Adventures for your 32K Apple on
cassette, $14.95
CS-401 1 Adventureland
CS-4012 Pirate Adventure
CS-4013 Mission Impossible Adventure
CS-401 4 Voodoo Castle

(48K) Adventures for your 48K Apple on
disk, $24.95

CS-4509 Adventureland and Pirate

Adventure
CS-4510 Mission Impossible Adventure

and Voodoo Castle

Pet (24K), $14.95 turns your Pet into a land
of enchantment.
CS-1009 Pirate Adventure and

Adventureland

Sensational Savings ITake advantage
of the one dollar discount certificate on
page 135 redeamable at your local

computer store. Or you can order directly

from Creative Computing Software Dept
401, P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ
07960. Send payment plus $1 shipping
and handling. For faster service call in

your bank card order to 800/631-8112. In

NJ call 201/540-0445.

MARCH 1980

For a FREE Sensational Software Catalog of over 400 programs for eight popular
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The new telecommunication net-

works for personal computer
users are more than just services.

They're a concept becoming a
general utility, an Information
utility.And they're very likely to

change our lives.

I received a couple of letters

yesterday. Actually, I got a pile of

mail but these two letters were
special. They were received by my
home computer and came by way of

an electronic mail system: a system
many people have thought about,
talked about and probably figured

they'd see someday in the far future.

One of the letters came from Texas
and the other from Illinois, and
delivery was one day in both cases.

Useful and innovative, the electronic

mail is only one part of an extra-

ordinary new system called The
Source.

With this system I also have an
"electronic newspaper" available
which provides access to up-to-the-

minute UPI wire service stories. Each
night I read about events current in

the Iranian crisis which are broadcast
the following day. A major difference

between this system and a real

newspaper is that the "real" news-
paper contains articles which have
been selected by its editor, whereas
you become the editor when se-

lecting what you'd like to read from
the UPI stories. You have the same
"raw" news at your disposal from
which newspaper editors make their

selections.

You can also buy just about
anything through this system. The
Source has a classified ad section
which allows any user to advertise

anything for sale or trade. And I

mean anything. A small town in New
Jersey posted a notice that they were
accepting bids on 110,000 gallons of

unleaded gasoline; an individual in

Arizona was offering a complete
movie theater set-up for $16,000.
How about renting a condominium at

Lake Tahoe for $55 a day for a
weekend getaway? Those are just a
few of the unusual items. A complete
list is shown in Figure A. In addition

to the classified ads, which are
between individuals, The Source also
provides a buyer's service which
allows you to select items they're

currently offering (at substantial
discounts) and simply have it charg-
ed to your major credit card. The
service offers appliances such as
microwave ovens (from $136 to $190
off suggested retail), telephone an-
swering machines, a wide select ion of

china, sterling silver, luggage, watch-
es & jewelry and more. Sometimes

New Tools for a New Era

John Craig

Photo 1 II you left home without this (or your
MasterCharge or Visa) then you can
forget The Source or MicroNET.

an item being sought may not be
listed, in which case a letter of

inquiry is sent, via The Source, and
the buyer's service will respond with

a price quote if it's an item they
carry. Aside from being a great

convenience— I didn't have to go out
shopping for a wedding gift for my
sister recently—there's a more sig-

nificant aspect to this service. While
you may read that Electronic Funds
Transfer is on the way, through The
Source it's already here.

These three services themsel-
ves—electronic mail, electronic
newspaper and buyer's service using

electronic funds transfer— could
have an impact on our society in the

future. Combined with all the other
features of the system, it's almost a
certainty that, with widespread use,

it will have an impact on our society.

The Source has so many features,

services and capabilities that it's

hard to decide where to begin, even
in conversation. In a word, it's

overwhelming.

What Is The Source?
Telecomputing Corporation of

America (TCA) is the company be-
hind The Source. Its two well-

publicized founders are William Von
Meister, who was formerly with
Western Union and helped establish

the Mailgram system, and Robert
Ryan, who also founded the com-

pany which supplies and maintains
the computers for the system. Von
Meister has since departed from The
Source, leaving Ryan as president.

The heart of the system consists

of seven Prime 750 computers. These
may be reached by subscribers

through two nationwide, indepen-

dent data traffic networks: Telenet

and Tymnet. The Source was orig-

inally conceived as an information

system for commercial users, but

somewhere along the way they

realized it would be a waste to let the

system sit idle during "off" hours. At

the same time it was realized that

ANT I QUE-AND-COLLECTABLES (4)

APARTMENTS-RENT <3>

ART (2)

AUT0M0B I LES-DOMEST I

C

(20)
AUT0M0B I LES-FORE ICN (20)
BABY-S ITTER-AVA I LABLE (1)

BULLET IN-BOARD (77)
CHATTER (19)
CLUBS (23)
COMPUTERS-SALE (31)
COMPUTERS-WANTED (10)
DOCUMENTATION <2>
DRAMA (2)
CAMES (4)
HELP-WANTED (IS)
HOBBIES-AND-CRAFTS (3)
HOME-FURNISH INCS (2)
MERCHANDISE (11)
MISCELLANEOUS (23)
MUSIC (3)
OFF ICE-EQUIPMENT (1)
OIL/CAS (2)
PERSONAL (13)
PERSONAL-SERV I CES (3)
PETS (3)
PHOTOGRAPHY (2)
PROPERTY/HOUSES-SALE (3)
PROPERTY/HOUSES-WANTED (2)
PUZZLES (4)
RECREATIONAL- VEHICLES (3)
SAYINCS (49)
SOFTWARE (31)
STEREO/TV (4)
TERMINALS-SALE (19)
TERMINALS-WANTED (3)
WEEKEND- GETAWAY (6)

Figure A.

The categories found under the Source's
classified ads service. The number in the
parenthesis indicates the number of entries

under that category.
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At Last! Affordable

WORD PROCESSING
Made Possible by TRS-80

new scRiPsrr-
Word Processing
Software for 16K
Level II TRS-80S.

*69M Cassette*

WDisk'

N£W_UPPER
AND LOWER
CASE KIT.
Available for
new or exist-
ing systems.

*99 Installed'

EDIT, DELETE, MODIFY—
then print it error-free, 45
characters per second!

NEW TRS-80 DAISY
WHEEL PRINTER.
Clean and readable
printing, like the very
finest electric type-
writers.

•2999*

RADIO SHACK BRINGS
YOU A COMPLETE WORD
PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR
TRS-80 MODEL I COMPUTERS.
Radio Shack smashes another

computer "cost barrier" with the
new TRS-80 Word Processing
System. The system includes our
new SCRIPSIT software, Upper/
Lower Case Kit and Daisy Wheel
Printer. Add it to any 16K Level II

TRS-80, or buy a complete sys-
tem. Once you've tried it, you may
never want to use a typewriter
again!

The new SCRIPSIT software
lets you compose letters and doc-
uments of all types on TRS-80's
screen in upper case, or upper
and lower case with the new Up-
per/Lower Case Kit. You can
move words or entire paragraphs,
insert, delete and edit to your
heart's content! SCRIPSIT gives
you automatic page numbers,
page headings and footnotes and
makes it easy to indent para-
graphs, change line widths, and
center your text horizontally or

vertically. Advanced features in-

clude justification, hyphenation,
global search/replace, and vari-

able screen width. On-going re-

ports, form letters and text with
print commands can be stored on
TRS-80 cassettes or diskettes for

use or revision at any time.

SCRIPSIT software includes an audio
cassette course that makes anyone a
proficient word processing operator.

PRINT ALL OF THE
"ORIGINALS" YOU NEED,
FAST AND ERROR-FREE!

Our new WP-50 Daisy Wheel
Printer is fast and gives you the
same quality of the finest electric

typewriters— carbon film ribbon
and all! Or, if your job doesn't
require "letter" quality, a TRS-80

system with a dot matrix, u/lc
printer costs even less.

A complete TRS-80 cassette
system with Word Processing
Software, Upper/Lower Case Kit

and a dot matrix printer is yours for

just $2,046.95* Or choose a really

deluxe system with the WP-50
Printer and two floppy disks that
store eight hours of 50 WPM typ-

ing for only $5,492.95?

Sound exciting? You bet it is!

Visit your nearest Radio Shack
outlet or write for details.

"Retail prices may vary at individual stores and dealers.

Mail to: Radio Shack, Dept. CMA-428
1 300 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, Texas 76102

I'd Like to Know More!

Send details on TRS-80 Word Processing
and the 24-page TRS-80 Catalog #RSC-3.

~
. Have a representative contact me.

NAME

Radio /hack
The biggest name in little computers 71'

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION • FORT WORTH. TEXAS 76102

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE ZIP

I Own/Use a TRS-80

Model

Ye* D No
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New Tools, cont'd...

personal computer users would be
ideal customers for those non-prime
time hours. They've been very pleas-

ed with the decision to go after that

market.
There are only a few basic criteria

for getting on the system ; a personal
computer system or terminal with a
modem, money and a major credit

card. It isn't absolutely necessary to
have a computer. For example, an
ADM-3, Soroc, or similar terminal
can work in conjunction with a data
modem to access the system. The
most important consideration,
whether you use it for a terminal or a
complete computer, is to use it at a
speed of 300 baud (30 characters per

second). It could prove to be a
mistake, for the nerves and the
pocketbook, to try to use this or any
other network with a 110-baud Tele-

type machine.
Actually, a person doesn't need

money to get on the system, just a
valid credit card. There's a $100,

good-for-life, sign-up fee (which can
be charged to the card), after which
the only other charge the customer
will normally see is $2.75 per hour for

using the system. This charge ap-

plies to non-prime time usage, which
is defined as being from 6PM to 8AM
local time. The prime time charge is

$15 per hour. In most areas around
the country, particularly in large

cities, toll-free phone numbers have
been installed for customers to use
the system. Those living in outlying

or rural areas will suffer increased
phone bills by having to place

long-distance calls to the nearest

large city to access the system. This
problem is resolved when users in

a particular area can guarantee 50
hours of usage per month (which is

determined by having a certain

number of people signed up— e.g. ,10

people at an average of 6 hours per
month each). TCA will arrange for the
installation of a toll-free number
when that quota is met.

Best of all, tie-in to the system is

free! If you've been accustomed to

paying $2.50 an hour for Telenet, for

instance - the cost of linkup from a
typical metropolitan area - it may just
blow your mind to realize that the
cost is now included in the $2.75 an
hour for The Source.

A Visa, MasterCharge, or Amer-
ican Express credit card is an
absolute must for becoming a Source
user. The low cost of the system (and
$2.75 per hour is low) is possible
because there are no monthly bil-

lings to the customer. The hourly
charges per month are automatically
charged to the user's credit card. No

••• THE SOURCE •••

ANNOUNCEMENTS (UPDATED FREQUENTLY) DATA ANNOUN

ADVANCED APPLICATIONS t PROGRAMS DATA ADAPPR
ASTROLOCY LIBRARY DATA ASTRO-IB
BUSINESS «. FINANCE BIZDEX
CLASSIFIED ADS k BULLETIN BOARD DATA CLASSI
CONSUMER INFORMATION DATA CONSUM
DININC OUT RESTCD
DISCOUNT SHOPPINC SERVICE (MONEY SAVERS) DATA BUCKS
EDUCATION DATA EDUCAT
ENERCY SAVING NEWS «. TIPS ENERGY
FINANCIAL NEWS BIZDEX
GAMES DATA CANES
MAILCALL DATA HAILCAL
NEW YORK TIMES - NEWS SUMMARY DATA NYTNS
NEW YORK TIMES - CONSUMER DATA BASE NYTIMES
PERSONAL CALENDAR t, NOTEBOOK DATA PERSON
PERSONAL FINANCE DATA PERSFI
REAL ESTATE ADVISORY (REAL-SOURCE, INC. > DATA REALAD
SCIENCE «- ENGINEERING DATA SCIENC
SELF- PERCEPT I ON DATA ESP, DTA LORE
(PRESS THE RETURN KEY TO CONTINUE, OR "BREAK" TO SELECT A CATEGRY)

SPORTS DATA SPORTS
SUGGESTION BOX DATA SUCBOX
SYSTEM NEWS DATA SYSNEW
TRAVEL CLUB DATA TRAVEL
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL (UPI) DATA DANEMS
USER DIRECTORY DATA USEDIR
VOICECRAH DATA VOICECAM
WEATHER. DATA WEATHR
WISDOM OF THE AGES WISDOM

Figure B.

The features, programs and services available

through the Source.

checks, no cash, no money orders,

just plastic money. In addition to the

hourly usage charge, the one-time
sign up fee, the phone bill (if there is

one), the only other costs a customer
can possibly incur are on-line stor-

age charges. This amount to $0,033
per 2K block per day, note that this

can add up considerably.

Additional Features & Services of

The Source

The Source also offers a travel

club which allows users to make
plane, hotel and car rental res-

ervations. And it works. I had
occasion to use it once and, aside

from the fact that two rooms were
accidentally reserved instead of one,
everything worked fine. That problem
arose on-line when I misinterpreted

an ambiguous question on the
on-line reservation form I filled out.

One may hope the ambiguity has
been taken care of.

Another service offered by The
Source is "Voicegram," which works
in conjunction with the electronic

mail system. Any Source subscriber
can pick up a phone anywhere and
call the Source's toll-free number and
dictate a letter, which the operator
will enter into the system. The next
time the addressee signs on he or
she will be notified there's a letter

waiting. The mail notification comes
in the form of a message: "Mai leal I

(X)," where X is the number of letter

pending. Once into the routine of

communicating via electronic mail,

you find yourself waiting hopefully to

see if the computer comes back with

a "mailcall" after you sign on. It's

very similar to the feeling experienced

when you go out to the mailbox and
find it empty—or full.

The list of Source facilities goes
on forever—and that's not really too
much of an exaggeration (see Figure

B). The Source is somewhat like the
game of Adventure. You keep dis-

covering new things with each new
"path" you take or "room" you enter.

The New York Times Consumer Data

Base is available and the wealth of

information it offers for research by

students or writers, or for just casual

reading, is enormous. A partial list is

shown in Figure C. There's a national

Real Estate Locator Service for

buying and selling homes. The
financial services include prices from
the American and New York Stock
Exchanges, precious metals prices,

commodity prices and futures, and
many more.

There are a variety of business,

scientific, home and educational

programs available on The Source. In

addition, there are several program-
ming languages (Basic, Fortran,

Pascal, Cobol) available for those
interested in program development
of such a system. I've put off

mentioning these programs and lan-

guages until now because I feel they
belong at the bottom of the list—for
personal computer owners, that is.

The Source, and similar systems, are

going to be invaluable for telecom-
munications and information re-

trieval, not telecomputing. I can't
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"When you have eliminated the
impossible, whatever remains,
however improbable, must be
the truth." — Sherlock Holmes

i*
•••and
the truth is, Hayden
publishes the finest
software available!

SONGS IN THE KEY OFAPPLE (Lopatin)

Allows you to hear and see your favorite tunes,

preprogrammed tunes, or music you create

(up to 200 notes per musical piece). #03304,
Apple II. $10.95.

SKETCHMODE (Walton) Create computer
graphics, modify them, save them, and read

them from tape.
#03203, TRS-80 Level II

$11.95.

REVIVE (Gilder) When a program is

accidentally erased, REVIVE searches through

memory and finds the information that enables

it to restore the pointers that have been

changed. Can be loaded at any time. #03604,
Apple II. $19.95.

GRIDIRON: A Microfootball Game (Micro-

flair Associates) Be both offensive and

defensive quarterbacks. Includes time-outs,

penalties, a complete kicking game, and the

two-point conversion used in college football.

#03003. TRS-80 Level II. $ 12.95.

BIOCURVE (Microflair Associates) Will chart

your biorythms against another persons and
suggest when you will be in a state of instability

and therefore vulnerability.
#03103, TRS-80

Level II. $9.95.

Available atyour
local computer store!

K Hayden Book Company, Inc.
50 Essex Street, Rochelle Park, ISJ 07662

COMPLEXMATHEMATICS (Gilder)

8 programs that give the user the ability to per-

form computations of complex numbers in

BASIC rather than in FORTRAN. #01201

,

PET; #01203, TRS-80 Level II;
#01204. Apple II;

each $14.95.

ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS-1 (Gilder)

Contains 8 programs useful to the engineer

such as: Integration by Simpson's Rule, Quad-
ratic Equations (covering all 3 root cases), etc.
#01301, PET; #01303, TRS-80 Level II;

#01304, Apple II; each $14.95.

GENERAL MATHEMATICS-1 (Gilder)

Provides 15 programs useful to

anyone who wishes to improve their

math skills and accelerate their com-
putations. #01 101 . PET; #01 103, TRS-80
Level II;

#01 104. Apple II; each $ 14.95.

SARGON II (Spracklens) Winner of the recent

European Microchess Tournament "Buy this

program when it becomes available — ... an
evaluation routine that enabled it to beat the

giants! . . . unequaled in the end game ..."

Personal Computing. #03403. TRS-80 Level II;

#03404. Apple II; each $29.95. *03409,
Apple II Disk Version. $34.95.

New! MICROCOMPUTER AIDED
DESIGN OF ACTIVE FILTERS (Gilder)

8 programs that simplify the design of active

filters and will calculate the component values

needed for various bandpass, low pass, and
notch type filters.

#01401, PET; *01403,
TRS-80 Level II;

#01404, Apple II;

each $16.95.

Or call (201) 843-0550, ext. 307
TO CHARGE YOUR ORDER TO
Master Charge or BankAmericardl
Minimum order is $10.00; customer pays

postage and handling.
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New Tools, cont'd. .

.

picture the typical personal computer
owner paying good money to use this

system for program development
(and paying storage costs) or for

running many of the application

programs which are probably already

available on a personal system,

although there are many application

programs available which a person
might only use once in awhile. I can't

picture a small business using The
Source's accounts payable, receiv-

able and general ledger programs if

a personal computer system is

available. However, if the business

only has a terminal, then perhaps it

becomes a viable approach.

Criticisms

The Source is a fairly new system
and has had its share of problems.
There have been several system
failures which can be quite annoying
and even result in lost data (e.g.,

they request that you re-send mail

which was transmitted during a
certain period of time after coming
up from a "crash"). They've rec-

ognized the problem and, to the tune

of over one million dollars in new
hardware, they're trying to take care

of it. Another problem is slow
response time when the system gets

overloaded. This will also be taken
care of, it is said, by the new
hardware. In that same area, they've

experienced fairly severe system
degradation when the UPI data is

being downloaded. In the future an
entire system will be dedicated to

UPI. Figure D contains examples of

error messages encountered during

"troubled times."

Another problem area, about
which I've heard several complaints,
is the habit of introducing new
services and products before they're

available. It's true, and on occasion
when trying to get information on a
particular program the system re-

sponds with "NO DATA." Their early

flyers mention having access to

Ticketron for theater and sports

ticket reservations. This still isn't

available, but they're working at

getting it, or a similar service, for the

system.
They've had their problems in the

past and will undoubtedly have more
in the future. They're a new and
growing company and some of those
problems are natural growing pains.

However, my feeling on the matter is

that the positive sides of The Source
far outweigh the negative. TCA has
shown a genuine interest in im-
proving trouble areas and responding
to customer problems. Their cus-
tomer service is manned 24 hours a

Photo 2 A printer is almost a must for

operating with either system. You'll

want hard copy of letters, the ability

to print manuals and operating

Instructions from the system and
more.

day, 7 days a week, and subscribers

can call in on a toll-free number (or

send a letter via the system).

One of the things which might

affect the future course of TCA is the

competition. At the moment, there's

only one company in the field

offering a similar service and sys-

tem :MicroNET, from CompuServe's
Personal Computing Division in Col-

umbus, Ohio.

MicroNET
In a telephone interview with Jeff

Wilkins, President of CompuServe,
and John Meier, Marketing Manager,
I asked how they felt about TCA as
competition. Their response was that

they see MicroNET as being "market-
driven" as opposed to "competition-

driven." Their objective is to provide

a system which will respond to the

demands of the market, particularly

in providing a wide variety of

software for personal computer

users
The two companies, and their

respective systems, are coming from

two different directions. CompuServe
is an established company in com-
puter networks and time-sharing

systems which has been around for

ten years. They've just recently made
the plunge into this market and
personal computer subscribers will

account for a very small segment of

their approximate $19 million in sales

for 1979. The bulk of their business is

in commercial accounts from in-

vestments analysis and banking, the

mining industry and the federal

government. Their clients include

Fortune 500 companies. TCA, on the

other hand, is a fairly new company
which is for the moment catering

primarily to the personal computing
market, with the long-term objective

of capturing some of that com-
mercial market as well.

MicroNET subscribers, like users

of The Source, are also required to

have a major credit card in order to

take advantage of the system. Billing

for time and serices is done auto-

matically each month. The initial

sign-up fee for MicroNET is only $9
but the computer time charge is $5

INTELLIGENCE SERVICES (US) (40)

INTEREST (HONEY) (40) P0063
INTERNATIONAL LAN (19) P0066
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEM (30)

P0064

ISSUE AND DEBATE (TIMES COLUMN)
INVENTIONS AND INVENTORS
JEWELS AND JEWELRY (4
LABOR ROLE IN MANAGEMENT
LABOR ROLE IN POLITICS
LECAL PROFESSION (30)
LIFE STYLES (40)
LOBBYING AND LOBBYISTS
MANAGEMENT,
MARIJUANA

P0067
( 40 > P0068

P0069
P0070

P0071
P0072

P0073
P0074
(40) P0073

INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL (GENERAL)
(40) P0077

(40)

(40)
(40)

P007

MEDICARE (40) P0078
MENTAL HEALTH AND DISORDERS (40) P0079
HETRIC SYSTEM (18) P0080
NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE (US) (30)
NATIONAL PARKS (40) P00B2
NEWSPAPERS (40) P00B3
NOTES ON PEOPLE (TIMES COLUMN) (40) P0084
NUCLEAR WASTES (40) P0083
OLYMPIC CAMES (1980) (40) P0086
PAINTING AND DECORATING (13) P0087
PENSIONS (30) P0088
PERSONAL COMPUTERS (38) P0089
POPULATION AND VITAL STATISTICS (40) P0090
POSTAL SERVICE (US) (40) P0091
PREGNANCY, OBSTETRICS AND MATERNAL WELFARE (40)
PREMIUMS, COUPONS AND TRADING STAMPS (40) P0093
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OF 1980 (40) P0094
PRIVACY (40) P0093
PROSTITUTION (40) P0096
REGULATORY ACENCIE8 (40) P0097

P002

Figure C.

A partial list of the many, and varied, subjects

available through the Source's New York

Times Consumer Data Base. The number in

parenthesis indicates the number of entries for

a particular subject.
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10-DAY FREE TRIAL Send for our

FREE Catalog

maaam

$100 FREE ACCESSORIES^
WITH 16K Or 32K PET

When you buy a IMC or 32K PET. apply $100 toward PET
accessorial. FREE . Just indicate on your order that you have

reduced the cost of your accessories by $100

Terminal Package with 8K PETs
Sat Spec '«' B*io<*

PET ACCESSORIES
FftH£

BK-KeyboarrJ N S7SS
16K-Keyboard B SMS
16K-Keyboard N SMS
3?K-K*yboard B S1.2S4

32K-K*yboard N .... S1.2SS

B — larga kayboard (graphfcca nol on hays)

N— larga keyboard wwth grapnhca aymbol*

SANYO MONITORS
SALE! f m̂ \

SALE!
9-inch

J
15-inch

$169 «* $279
Perfect for PET & APPLE Owners
Sanyo cassette recorder $55

apple II

200 FRCC RCCCSSORICS
The new Apple II with Applesoft BASIC built-in' Elimi-

nates the need for a $200 Firmware Card and includes
new Autostart ROM for easy operation. This combined
with the FREE accessories from NCE could save you up
to $400 on a 40K Apple II system'

1 6K Apple II Plus— $ 1 195 (take $100 in free accessories)
32K Apple II Plus— $1 345 (take $1 50 in free accessories)

48K Apple II Plus— $1 495 (take $200 in free accessories)

Apple II Accessories
General Business $*2S

PASCAL . $498
Integer BASIC ROM Card $200
VlSI-Cak: $99
Centronics Printer Interface $22$
Disk and Controller $59$
Parallel Printer Card $190
Communications Card $225
Hi-Speed Serial Card $195
Firmware Card^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^$200

Hazeltine
Super Terminal Sale!

1410 Reg. $900 1500 Reg. $1,069

SALE! $749 SALE! $995

PAPER TIGER 440SPE
The Graphics Printer

for Apple II

Now you can print illustrations, block letters, charts,

graphs, and more — all under software control And
with the expanded buffer, the Paper Tiger can hold the

text from an entire 24-line-by-80-column CRT screen

$1194.00 440 Reg. w/o graphics: $995

Commodo.e Dual Floppy Disk Drive $1.295 00
Commodore Printer (friction feed) $849 00

Commodore Printer (tractor feed) $995 00
Second Cassette -from Commodore $95 00
Commodore PET Service Kit $3000
Beeper-Tells when tape is loaded $24 95
Petunia - Play music from PET $29 95
Video Buffer - Attach another CRT $29 95
Combo- Petunia and Video Buffer $49 95

TNW Bf-dlr. RS-232 printer X-fece (see box befow) $229
KIM 1 (A Single Board Computer
from Commodore) $17900

REMOTE
TERMINAL

for only $98

A seii-comamed module
and program cassette
enables your PET to
'unction as a 300 baud
terminal Supports Upper

Escape and all control
functions Output is TTL
Can be used with the
SOURCE You will need
me Terminal Option Cat
Coupler 4 Eia Cable to do
this Complete package
which includes alt 3 avail

from CompuMart for $279

Cr-^

mm

New 300 baud
Originate Answer
Acoustic Coupler
Looks good works
great

sale $179
Excellent Performance—Looks Great

The TNW-2000
Bl -Directional RS-232 Serial Interlace

Interface your PET to printers, modems. CRT ter-

minals, plotters, paper tape readers and punches —or
other computers The TNW-2000 Serial Interface lets

you connect your PET to RS-232 serial devices

Comes assembled and tested with cable to connect
unit to an IEEE Standard or Commodore PET
connector.
TNW Bi -Dir RS-232 printer X-lace $229

HEATH
The All-in-One Computer
Dual Z 80 Procetsora • Bum-In 102K Floppy Dlak • 1 6K
lo 4*K RAM • 25 x »0 Character Olaplay • Upper Lower
Caae and Lin* Graphics • 80 Character Keyboard with

Keypad • t Uaerdellnable Kay* • Two BASIC* and
Auto- Scribe Word ProCMSlno. available • Can support
cp'm
WH89 with 16K RAM $2,295
WH89 with 32K RAM S2.44S
WM89 with 48K RAM (2.595
WHl 7 Second Disk Drive *550
Dual-port Serial Interface MS
HDOS Operating System $100
Microsoft BASIC $100
Word Processing $395

Lear Siegler's ADM-3A
The ADM-3A is industry's favorite dumb
terminal for some very smart reasons

• 12 vi diagonal screen
• Full or half duplex operation at 1 1 selectable data

rates

• 1920 easy-to-read characters in 24 rows of 60 letters

• Typewnter-style keyboard
• RS-232 C interface extension port

• Direct cursor addressing

Our Low Sale Price $795
CompuMart has the following Lear Stagier products
In-stock. Call for complete specs, options. & special

OEM prices:

ADM-31 • High resolution • Full editing capabilities • 90
key keyboard • All 128 ASCII characters

ADM-31 SALE! $1.19S Reg Price $1,450
ADM-42. The low-cost, semi-intelligent video display

terminal that provides total flexibility of format, editing,

interlace S transmission. 2 pg. display expandable to

8. Detachable keyboard
ADM-42 SALE! $1,595 Reg. Price $1,795

310 Ballistic Printer. Long-Lite. Exceptional Quality

SALE! $1 99S Reg Price $2,045

s& ZENITH COLOR
* VIDEO MONITOR
Zenith's first color video display

designed specifically for computers.

This 1 j-inch monitor is Zenith s first color video display

designed specifically for computers Features include

automatic color level, color processing and degaussing
circuits

Zenith Color Monitor $499.00^ WE'VE GOT IT!
A Calculator, A System,

A Whole New Standard.

HEWLETT-PACKARD'S HP-41C.
130 built-in functions* Alpha capability* 400 lines

expandable up to 2.000 of program
memory •Continuous memory»>RPN logic

Customize It. Reassign any program or standard
function to any keyboard location you want
Enhanced pcoyammabHrty. Up to 6 levels of

subroutines. 10 conditionals. 56 internal flags,

specific loop control, indirect addressing, local &
global branching HP-41C Calc. $286

THE SYSTEM.
Memory Modules. Increase capacity to 319 regis-
ters or 2.000 lines, S45.
"Extra smart" Card Reader. Records programs
A data onto blank mag-cards. $190.
The Printer. Portable, quiet, thermal operation.
Upper A lower caae; plotting routines, f320.

Application Modules ($45 ea.) Standard Pac ROM
Statistics ROM. Math ROM. Fmarftiai Decisions
ROM. Surveying ROM
NCE/Compumart has me following quality Hewlett-
Packard scientific and business calculators in stock
Call for complete product info and specs
HP-31E-Sci«nti!ic. $49 95 • MP-32E*Advanced scien-
tific, $0695* HP- 33E -Programmable scientific. $79 95
• HP-37E-Businesa management. $69 95 • HP-36E-
Advanced financial. $108
CONTINUOUS MEMORY CALCULATORS
HP-33C-$114 95. HP-34C-$144 9S. HP-38C-$144 95

NCE/CompuMart SINCE

1971

To Order

In Mass

DEPT CC30 270 THIRD ST.,

CAMBRIDGE. MA 02142

rder 1 (800) 3435504
lass 1(617)491-2700

"• Member
H Computer Dealers
'' Association

IMPORTANT ORDERING INFORMATION
All ordtrt nml Includ* 4% (hipping and handling. Man r**ld*nt* add 5% *•<•• lai; Mich.

raaldanta 4%. lor ial*i !*•

Phones open from 8 30 am to 5 30 p m EST Mon Fn • P O accepted from DAB rated

companies — shipment contingent upon receipt ol signed purchase order • Sorry no C O D t •

All prices are subject lo change without notice • Most Items In stock lor immediate shipment —
call tor delivery quotation • In the Ann Arbor area? Our retail store is open 1 1 00 am to 7 00 p i

Tues -Fn 10 00 a m to 5 00 pm Saturdays (closed Sun and Mon )

If not satisfied, return your purchase with-in 10 days for full

refund of purchase price! ,
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New Tools, cont'd. .
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per hour. There is, however, an
additional $4 per hour connect
charge if the subscriber is in an area

which requires using Tymnet to

access the system. The system
hardware consists of 17 Digital

Equipment System 10 and 20 main-
frames with megaword memories, a
small segment being dedicated to

MicroNET. A customer service phone
number is available, but not toll-free,

and it is only manned during normal
working hours by someone who can
answer questions about MicroNET,
non-prime time hours for MicroNET
operation are 6PM to 5AM local time.

MicroNET Software Exchange

Another contrast between the two
companies is their approach to
supplying application programs on
the systems. MicroNET, through its

Software Exchange service, will be
offering programs to be downloaded
into personal systems. These will be
sold, or, in cases of public domain
software, distributed "free!"

Their scheme for an on-line
software distribution system allows
(while you use the system on a
paying basis) subscribers to examine
the catalog of programs and select

what they want downloaded into

their home systems. The user's

major credit card is automatically
billed for the software.

The Source is quite different from
MicroNET in this regard. They have a
very limited number of programs
available for downloading and they
don't anticipate increasing the num-
ber substantially in the future.

However, with both systems it is

possible for one user to file a program
on the system and allow another user
to access the program (for down-
loading or to run on the time-share).

The MicroNET Software Ex-
change programs available in early

December, 1979 consist of 17 pro-
grams in the areas of education,
business, games, programming
tools and energy management—all

for the TRS-80 (other systems to be
added on a continuing basis). Prices
range from $1.00 to $49 with an
average of $16.40. The 17 programs
consisted of 7 in the area of edu-
cation, 4 business programs, 3
games, 1 programming tool routine
and 2 energy management programs.
Judging just from the titles, most of
the educational programs sound
worthwhile; two of the business
programs would be useful (if they're
good). The three games consist of
Awari, Monopoly Simulation and
Minicrossword; the programming

*<?: *o?z

0°
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Figure D.

The Source has had its share of problems

.

but they're being taken care of.

tool program is a simple base
conversion routine; and the two
energy management programs (at

$49 each)are totally useless— unless
you have solar collectors all over the

roof of your home. The two business
programs I think would be of some
interest and value are an Amway
Distributor's management package
and a loan/mortgage amortization

program, which can be found just

about anywhere.
The design of the system's re-

sponses in this area were the most
frustrating aspect. It took me eight
pages of printing to determine that

there were only 17 programs. From
the main menu the user goes down to

a sub-menu from which a program
may be selected. After one selection

the program reverts to the main
menu, which means the user has to

go through the whole thing again to

find the other programs in the
sub-menu. Very frustrating — espe-
cially when you're paying for the time
and phone call.

I wish MicroNET every success
with this service. Since they're going

to be competing with all the other

software distribution companies for

programs, they're going to need it.

Other MicroNETServices & Software

An electronic mail service is also

available on MicroNET. They have a

bulletin board service which, in early

December, had 14 SALE messages, 9
WANTED messages and 27 NO-
TICES.One of the nice features of the

MicroNET bulletin board, compared
to The Source's, is that a scan mode
is provided so the user doesn't have
to print out each and every message.
The system also provides an "Ann
Landers" feature by the name of Aunt
Nettie. I wouldn't want to comment
too harshly on the lack of substance
(and waste of time and money in

printing out the contents) because it

is a new service and may very well

improve in the future.

There are a number of games
which the user may play, such as,
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New Tools, cont'd

Chess, Adventure, Blackjack, Civil

War, Backgammon, Othello, Star
Trek and more. I'm sure the folks at

MicroNET (and The Source) would
dearly love to see users get involved

with playing some of these games,
most of which will rack up a lot of

time on the system. Once again, I

can't see this area as being particu-

larly useful to personal system own-
ers (terminals, yes - computers, no).

Aficionados of the DEC PDP-10
and 20 systems will appreciate the
availability of TECO (and other text

editors), BLISIO, MACRO FOCAL,
PIP and other DEC languages and
utilities. Pascal, Basic, AID and APL
are also available on the system.

Summary
I sincerely wish that MicroNET

was more "competition driven" than
"market driven." The consumer us-

ually benefits when two companies
go head-to-head in trying to provide
the best for least. However, it doesn't

look like that's going to happen here.

When I talked with Jeff Wilkins,

President of CompuServe, he would
not discuss any future plans for

MicroNET—except to say they are

negotiating to obtain new data
bases. He emphasized that they
would discuss new services or
products only after they were up and
running on the system. As a result, it

was kind of difficult to get a feel for

the vision and long-range goals they
see for the MicroNET system.

I also conducted a similar phone
interview with Jack Taub, who is

Chairman of the Board of the parent

company of the parent company of

The Source, Digital Broadcasting. He
shared some ideas and future plans
which I think you'll find fascinating.

For example, The Source is currently

being used by approximately 150
U.S. Congressmen. I, for one, want
to be among the first to write a letter

to one of them using the system.
Imagine, if you will, a day in the
not-too-distant future when legis-

lators (both state and federal) will be
able to send out questionnaires, via

The Source, and get immediate
feedback from the people. For sim-
ilar purposes, there are plans to have
The Source installed in The White
House in the future. That kind of

immediate feedback would also be
useful for the major television net-

works to obtain ratings to TV shows
and do away with the Nielsen

Ratings. Jack Taub indicates they're

looking into that. Some of their
future projects include data bases
and programs for the medical and
legal professions, health care, real

estate and education. They also hope
to interface The Source with Deafnet,
a time-share network for the deaf.
Some critics and detractors will say
that this kind of talk is meaningless,
and that they would rather see these
things implemented than just talked
about. Perhaps, but I think his
remarks indicate the perception and
imagination behind The Source and
I'm impressed. I'm an optimist.

MicroNET
CompuServe
Personal Computing Oivision
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.

Columbus, OH 43220
PH: (614)457-8600

The Source
Telecomputing Corporation of America
1616 Anderson Raod
McLean, VA 22102
Ph: (703) 821-6660

j$H *** I- Racet computes 4| DISK SORT MEROE 'DSM
Now you can sort an 85K diskette

FAST — in less than 3 minutes* - FAST
Perfect for your multi-diskette RANDOM file mailing lists, inven-

tory, etc. Ideal for specialized report generation, sort, merge or

combination. All machine language stand-alone package —
Efficient and easy to use. No separate key files required! Physical
records are rearranged on diskette! Supports multiple sub records
per sector including optional sector spanning. Sorts on one or

more fields — ascending or descending. Sod fields within records

may be character, integer, and floating-point binary. Provides
optional output field deletion, rearrangement, and padding.

'Sort timings shown below are nominal times. Times will vary

based on sort and system configurations. Nominal times based
on Mod I 48K 4-drive configuration, 64 byte records, and 5 sort keys.

TYPE FILE SIZE SORT TIME TYPE FILE SIZE SORT TIME
(Bytes) (Sec)

340K 1081
680K 2569

85KSORT+ 1757
1275K Merge

DSM tor Mod I (Minimum 32K, 2-drives) $75 On-Dlsk
DSM lor Mod II (Minimum 64K, 1 -drive) $150 On-Dlsk"

Mod II Development Package $100**

Machine Language SUPERZAP, plus Editor/Assembler and
Disassembler patches.

Mod II Generalized Subroutine Facility 'QSF $50**

"For Mod II Programs, Include Mod II DOS diskette with order

For Development Package, also include copy of Apparat
NEWDOS + 5% diskette.

(Bytes) (Sec)

SORT 16K 33 SORT
SORT 32K 49 SORT
SORT 85K 173 SORT and
SORT 170K 445 MERGE

CHECK, VISA, MfC, C.O.D.
Calif. Residents add 6%

Telephone Orders Accepted (714) 637-5016

FOR MOD I AND MOD II" TRS-80™
co BASIC for Level II and Disk Systems $48.95
Full MATRIX Functions — 30 BASIC commands! I

Mathematical and common matrix functions. Change arrays in

mid-program. Complete array handling. Tape array read and write,

including strings. Common subroutine calls.

Over 50 more STRING Functions as BASIC commands!! String
manipulation, translation, compression, copying, search, screen
control, pointer manipulation and utility functions. Includes
multikey multivariable machine language sorts. Load only machine
language functions that you want! Where you want in memory!
Relocating linking loader! More than you ever expected!

!

oo BUSINESS (Requires Infinite BASIC) $29.95

20 Business oriented functions including:

Printer Automatic Pagination with headers and footers!

Packed Decimal Arithmetic ( + ,-,*,/) 127 digits!

Binary array searches and hash code generator!

COM PROC Command Processor for Disk Systems $19.95

Auto your disk to perform any sequence of DOS commands,
machine language loads, BASIC, memory size, run program,
respond to input statements, etc. Single BASIC command file

defines execution! Includes auto key-debounce, screen print and
lower case software driver.

REMODEL + PROLOAD Specify 16, 32, or 4fWX Memory $3446
REnumber any portion or all of BASIC program. MOve any portion

of program from one location to another. DELete program lines.

MERGE all or any portion from tape. Save and verify portion or

all of combined merged programs to tape.

GSF (Specify 16, 32, or 48K) $24.95

18 Machine language routines. Includes RACET sorts.

TASK) IS * REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORPORATION

WHEN ORDERING PLEASE
ADVISE PUBLICATION SOURCE

Er- RACET computes -3
702 Palmdale. Orange CA 92665
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The
Computer
Connection

Lorraine Mecca

The D.C. Hayes Micromodem II

has opened the lines of Data
Communications to Apple II owners
from Atlanta to Los Angeles, and
beyond. Once the Micromodem II

hardware is installed the user is a
dial tone away from the Computer
Connection.

The telephone company has been
adding to its vast network of phone
lines since the turn of the century.

There is hardly a city or town in the

United States which is not acces-
sible to any phone in the country.

So, if an Apple II owner in Bayonne,
New Jersey wants access to infor-

mation stored in a time-sharing
computer in Portland, Oregon, the
obvious way to connect the two
computers would be over the tele-

phone lines.

Although it sounds simple, it

isn't. There is a problem. Telephone
lines are designed to carry the very

limited frequencies of the human
voice. On the other hand, computers
are designed to transmit digital ones
and zeroes.

To make the two systems com-
patible the digital signals must be
modulated and coded onto a narrow
band of frequencies the phone
company machinery can recognize
and transmit without distorting the
message. Once these coded signals
reach the other computer the fre-

quencies must be demodulated into

the original pattern of ones and
zeroes.

The device used for this unique
translating situation is called a
MODEM. The word MODEM is a
combination of the words MOdu-
lator/DEModulator.

Lorraine Mecca, 6791 B Westminster Ave.,
Westminster, CA 92683

There is a wide variety of data
communications machinery currently

in operation that uses modems for

communicating with other electronic

devices. Most of these modems, like

the D.C. Hayes Micromodem II, are

compatible with the Bell System
103-type modem. Theoretically, all of

this compatible equipment can be
connected to each other if the baud
rate and duplex modes match.

The D.C. Hayes Micromodem II is

a low speed data communications
sub-system for the Apple II com-
puter. It can operate at 110 or 300
baud rates. A baud rate of 300 is

approximately equal to 30 characters

per second. In most instances, an
Apple II equipped with a D.C. Hayes
Micromodem would use a 300 baud
rate unless it is linked to a Model 33
Teletype machine. These Teletype
machines (there are many of them

around), and all the machines linked

to them, will only send and receive

signals at a 110 baud rate. With a

D.C. Hayes Micromodem II the baud
rate can be changed by POKE and
PEEK Basic programming state-

ments or, more simply, by inputting

the corresponding control characters

outlined in the user's manual.

There must also be compatibility

between the Duplex modes of the

two connected computers. The D.C.

Hayes sub-system can operate in full

or half-duplex. Full-Duplex means
that data can be sent in both

directions at the same time. Regular

telephone lines allow for this two
way transfer, since both people in a

phone conversation can talk at the

same time.
Half-duplex allows for transmis-

sion in only one direction at a time.

This mode is a little more comp-
licated for regular people to use. An
"over" or some such indicator signal

must follow each segment of the

transmission to let the connected
computer know when the transmis-

sion is over and it can respond.

Setting the D.C. Hayes Micro-

modem to full or half-duplex is

accomplished with a Control F or

Control H, respectively, as outlined

in the user's manual.

The Computer Con-
nection is in operation
24 hours a day

When you unpack a D.C. Hayes
Micromodem II you will notice only

four easily identifiable parts:

1. A printed circuit board which
mounts into an Apple II peripheral

slot.
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Connection, cont'd. .

.

2. A microcoupler which attaches
to the telephone modular cable.

3. A ribbon cable that connects
the printed circuit board to the
microcoupler.

4. A modular cable that connects
the telephone line and the micro-
coupler.

Before you try to install it, make
sure your Apple II is turned OFF and
remove the cover. Along the back
wall of the computer there are eight

printed circuit edge connectors in

parallel rows. These slots are num-
bered through 7. Slots 0,6, &7 are

reserved for Basic fimware and disk

controller cards. The printed circuit

card will work in any slot from 1-7,

though the user's manual references

slot 3 throughout.
There are cable slots cut in the

back of the Apple II case. The ribbon
cable should be run through one of

the cable slots. The cable connects
the printed circuit card to the
microcoupler by a connector at each
end of the cable. These connectors
can only be inserted in one direction.

Once the connections are made, the

case can be replaced.

There is hardly a city

or town in the United
States which is not
accessible to any
phone in the country.

A modular telephone cable pro-

vides the final link between the

computer and the telephone network.

Insert one end into the appropriate

squarish hole in the microcoupler
box (you will hear a snap when it is

inserted correctly). The other end
plugs into a similarly squarish hole
in the modular telephone jack in the

wall. If your home or office is not

equipped with a modular phone jack,

you must purchase a modular adap-
ter or have the phone company install

a modular jack.

There are certain legal restric-

tions to using a modem with public

telephone lines. You cannot connect
a computer to a pay phone or a party

line. You also must call the phone
company business office and give

them all the telephone numbers to

which you will be connecting your
computer (home, office, school,

etc.). They will want to know the FCC
registration number and the ringer

equivalence number. Both of these

numbers are given in the user's

manual. You must also notify the

phone company if you permanently
disconnect your computer (I've heard
reports that some local phone com-
panies don't want to be bothered
with this information).

Now you are set for the Computer
Connection. D.C. Hayes firmware

included with the sub-system sup-

ports three different operation

modes.

Terminal Program

By activating the terminal pro-

gram your Apple II simulates a dumb
CRT terminal. In this mode you can
call another Apple II equipped with a

D.C. Hayes Micromodem II, or any
computer equipped with a Bell

System 103-type compatible modem.
This includes most of the big

time-sharing systems.

Remote Console

In this mode your Micromodem II

equipped Apple II can be contacted

and controlled by a Bell System
103-type equipped dumb terminal.

Program Control

By using a Basic program your
Apple II can dial and hang-up the

phone, or send and receive data.

More advanced programming skills

allow for more complicated tasks.

The user's manual provides sample
programs.

A Computer Connection

Computer Components of Orange
County, in Westminster, California,

has much to offer the modem
equipped Apple II.

"/ hope you won't take it too hard
being replaced by a computer.

"

©Creative Computing

In April of 1979, the store owners,
Geza Csige and Will Otaguro, instal-

led a dedicated communications
phone line into the store. The phone
line was attached to one of the
store's Apple II demonstration mod-
els through a D.C. Hayes Micro-

modem II. Now, a mere phone call

connects customer's home systems
with the store system.

The Computer Connection is in

operation 24 hours a day and
provides callers with a message
bulletin board, public domain soft-

ware, class and workshop schedules
and registration, and a number of

computer game tournaments. These
offerings are expected to increase as
the number of modems in home use
accelerates. On the drawing board
are plans to have an Alpha Micro with

10 megabyte hard disk on line by
early Fall.

But why all the freebies? "It's

good business," answered Geza
Csige. "We've more than doubled our

D.C. Hayes Micromodem sales since

we installed the line. We learned that

we need to supply our customers
with things to do with their com-
puters. The more we give them to do,

the more they buy."
To reach Computer Component of

Orange County via modem dial (714)

898-1984. It is necessary to have a
Modem and a terminal to make this

connection. To make complete use
of the store's facility the home
system should contain an Apple II

with 32K of memory, a disk drive

system, a printer (for hard copies of

messages, schedules and programs)
and a D.C. Hayes Micromodem II.

This is an optimum system, and
stripped down versions are useful

within limitations.

Computer Components is plan-

ning to extend their Computer Con-
nection to the Atari personal com-
puter as soon as a compatible
modem is available. D
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Not long after I bought my PET, I

began shopping around for an RS232C
interface that could be used with an
acoustic coupler. The TNW488/232
from The Networks seemed to meet
the requirements. So I ordered it.

Within two weeks I received the in-

terface. It included an excellent man-
ual describing both hardware and
software aspects of the unit, along
with examples in PET Basic.

The Hardware

I set the appropriate hardware op-
tions (device number, baud rate, par-

ity, etc.), soldered together a twenty-
five pin connector and plugged it in.

Within minutes I had entered the
sample test program from the manual.

To my surprise it

worked the first time! I

had actually sent and
received characters
through the interface
in Basic.

I set the acoustic coupler to loopback
(all characters entering are immedi-
ately echoed back). This test would
check both transmitting and receiving
capabilities. To my surprise it worked
the first time! I had actually sent and
received characters through the in-

terface in Basic. What a snap! Mak-
ing the PET a 300 baud CRT terminal

was going to be much easier than an-
ticipated. Or, so I thought at the time.

The Software

A quick Basic program with writ-

ten and I made the first attempt to dial

the host computer. A few control

characters needed to be converted.
That change was easily made and I

dialed again. This time everything

Ken Cox, 322 Joanne St., Cedar Falls, IA

50613.

As A Remote Terminal

Ken Cox

worked as expected except about ten

percent of the characters coming
from the host computer were being

dropped. Then I remembered the

warning from the manual: "PET
Basic can barely keep up at 300
baud." Evidently the program was just

slow enough to lose a few characters.

The obvious solution was to make the

program a little more efficient. But

that is easier said than done, espe-
cially with a fifteen line program. A few
nights of experimenting told me that

this would not work. I certainly did not

wish to slow down to 110 baud. The
alternative was to write a machine lan-

guage program to do the same thing.

I had previously done some ma-
chine language programming with the

8080A, but not with the 6502, the mic-

roprocessor in the PET. As it turned

out, I knew enough to be dangerous!
Initially I searched for PET ROM

routines to print and receive char-

acters. I found the subroutine to dis-

play a character on the screen. That
was a lucky find. PET documentation
is almost nonexistent. Piecing to-

gether several magazine articles

helped, but did not completely solve

the problem. This is when Doug Gage
from The Networks proved to be very
helpful. He discovered PET ROM
routines to get and send characters.

He even wrote a program to emulate a
terminal. I was unable to use this pro-

gram as is, but it did give me some
good ideas.

I soon discovered the richness of

PET ROM routines and the difficulty,

yet power, of machine language. I had
an assembler (programmed in Basic)

to help me. However, it did not allow

mnemonic addresses, a major draw-
back to debugging. But I still enjoyed
programming the 6502.

The PET character set is not totally

ASCII so the task is not as straightfor-

ward as might be expected. Realizing

the difficulty in making a universal

CRT emulator for the PET, I set up the

requirements for my operation:

1. PET sends all capital letters,

numbers, control characters and most
special characters.

2. PET receives all of the above
plus small letters.

3. Certain characters received by
,

the PET will have to be converted.

The machine language program is
|

placed in memory location 826-1023,

the second cassette buffer. This is an
excellent place as Basic does not

interfere.

Summary
Just a final word on the operation of

the program. Pressing RVS prior to

any letter transmits the corresponding
control character. ASCII characters
with a decimal value greater than 122
will be converted incorrectly. This is

acceptable to me as I do not use
these characters. A more severe lim-

itation is the lack of a BREAK. This is

not a hardware feature of the TNW488/
232. I know of no way to transmit a
BREAK exclusively with software, Fi-

nally, pressing the CLR returns the

user to Basic.

Over the past two months, I have
used my program with the PET into an
HP2000 timesharing system with very
satisfying results. The program is not

perfect, but it certainly works fine

for me. Q
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Something New for your PET

CDS
PIT

f»! ! I

HE) <~=

BHiB
PET Personal
Computer Guide
by C. Donahue and J. Enger

This book is a step-by-step guide for

the computer novice who wants to

learn how to operate and program the

PET computer. Assuming no prior

knowledge of computers, this PET
Guide contains information on all

areas of interest ranging from how to

push the buttons on the tape cassette

unit to a detailed description of PET
memory contents. #30-6. $15.00

NEW this Spring

/ -
- PET and the

IEEE 488
Bus (GPIB)

PET and the
IEEE 488 Bus (GPIB)
by E. Fisher and C. W. Jensen

This is the only complete guide avail-

able on interfacing PET to GPIB. Learn

how to program the PET interface to

control power supplies, signal

sources, signal analyzers and other

instruments. It's full of practical

information, as one of its authors

assisted in the original design of the

PET GPIB interface. #31-4. $15.00

NEW Now available!

•sot

UwlUMMI

6502
Assembly Language
Programming
by L. Leventhal

For the advanced programmer:
increase the capabilities and
performance of PET (and other

6502-based computers) by learning

to program in assembly language.

#27-6 $12.50

Some Common
BASIC Programs
By L. Poole and M. Borchers

This book was designed for people who can use a variety

of practical BASIC programs — 76 programs in all that

cover a wide variety of personal finance, math, statistics,

and general interest topics. The documentation in the book
is complete so that you can run the programs even if you
aren't an experienced programmer.

#06-3. $12.50

PET owners can purchase the programs ready-to-run on

cassette or disk, using the book as a manual for program
descriptions, operating instructions and programming
options.

Disk #33-0. $22.50 Cassette #25-X. $15 00

r
Book/Ceaeette/Drek Me* Quantity Amount

27-6 6502 A*»embly Language Programming $12 50

30-6 PET Personal Computer Guide S1S00

31-4 PET and the IEEE 488 (GPIB) But $1500

06-3 Some Common BASIC Programs (book) $12 50

25-X Some Common BASIC Program* PET Cattette $1500

33-0 Some Common BASIC Program* PET Disk $2260

California residents add 6% sales tea California resident tax

S F BART residents add 6'/i« sales ta« Shipping

Shipping (Shipping for large orders to be arranged) Total Amount Enclosed

cf. OSBORNE/McGraw-Hill

City

—

State _

Phone
.

All fonegn order $4 00 per book for airmail

a $0 75 per book 4th class in the U S (allow 3-4 week*)

: $1 25 par book UPS in the U S (allow 10 days)

O $2.60 par book special rush shipment in the US
For faster shipment or credit card, phone (415) 648-2805

Cassettes and Disk:

Q No additional charge in the U.S.

O $ 1 50 each foreign airmail

OSBORNE/McGraw Hill

630 Bancroft Way. Dept. L2
Berkeley, California 94710
(415) 548-2805 • TWX 010-366-7277M

i
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Remote, cont'd.
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The VIP hobby computer:
Start programming for only $99.

$99.
New! VP 111
Microcomputer
Assembled* and tested.

Features:

• RCA 1802 Microprocessor.

• 1 KBytes static RAM.
Expandable on-board to 4K.

Expandable to 32K Bytes total.

• 51 2 Byte ROM operating system.

• CHIP-8 interpretive language or

machine language programmable.

• Hexidecimal keypad.
• Audio tone generator.

• Single 5-volt operation.

• Video output to monitor or modulator.

• Cassette interlace—100 Bytes/sec.

• Instruction Manual with 5 video game
listings, schematics, CHIP-8, much more!

Ideal for low-cost control applications.

Expandable to full VIP capability with

VP-114Kit.

•User need only connect cables (included), a
5-volt power supply, and speaker

$199.
New low price!

The original VIP
Completely assembled
and tested.

All the features of the VP-1 1 1 plus:

• A total of 2K Bytes static RAM.
• Power supply.

• 8 Bit input port.

• 8 Bit output port.

I/O port connector.

System expansion connector.

Built-in speaker.

Plastic cover.

Three comprehensive manuals:
• VIP Instruction Manual—20 video

game listings, schematics, much more.

• VIP Users Guide—operating instruc-

tions and CHIP-8 for the beginner.

• RCA 1802 User's Manual (MPM-
201 B) - complete 1 802 referenceguide.

RC/1

COSMAC VIP lets you add
computer power a board
at a time.

With easy-to-buy options, the versatile

RCA COSMAC VIP means even more
excitement. More challenges in

graphics, games and control functions.

For everyone, from youngster to serious

hobbyist.

Built around an RCA COSMAC micro-

processor, the VIP is easy to program
and operate. Powerful CHIP-8 inter-

pretive language gets you into

programming the first evening.

Complete documentation provided.

Send the coupon now ..

.

Complete the coupon below and mail to:

RCA VIP Customer Service, New
Holland Avenue, Lancaster, PA 1 7604.

Or call toll free (800) 233-0094
to place your Master Charge or VISA
credit card order. In Pennsylvania,

call (71 7) 397-7661 , extension 31 79.

Please send me the RCACOSMAC VIP items indicated

D VP-1 11 New low cost Microcomputer
(See description above) $99

D VP-114 Expansion Kit tor VP-1 11— Includes

3K RAM. I/O Port and connectors.. $ 76

D VP-711 VIP—The original VIP Microcomputer
(See description above) $199

D VP-44 RAM On-Board Expansion Kit—Four
2114RAMICS Expands VP 711

memory to 4K bytes $36
D VP-590 VIP Color Board-Converts VIP to

color Four background and eight

foreground colors $ 69

O VP-595 VIP Simple Sound Board—Provides
256 programmable frequencies For

simple music or sound effects

Includes speaker

D VP-S50 VIP Super Sound Board—Turns your
VIP into a music synthesizer' Two
independent sound channels On-
board tempo control Outputs to

audio system

D VP-551 4-Channel Super Sound—Includes
VP-576 expander, demo cassette
and manual Requires VP-550 and
4K RAM $ 74

D VP-570 VIP Memory Expansion Board—
Plug-m 4K RAM memory $95

O VP-5S0 VIP Auxiliary Keypad—Adds two-

player interactive capability 1 6-key
keypad with cable Connects to

sockets on VP-590 or VP-585 $ 20

Q VP-565 VIP Keypad Interface Board—Inter-

faces two VP-580 Auxiliary

KeypadstoVIP $ 15

VP-560 VIP EPROM Board— Interfaces two
2716EPROMstoVIP $ 34

D VP-565 VIP EPROM Programmer Board-
Programs 2716 EPROMs
With software $ 99

D VP-575 VIP Expansion Board— Provides 4

buttered and one unbuffered
expansion sockets $ 59

D VP-576 VIP Two-Board Expander—Allows
use of 2 Accessory Boards in either

l/Oor Expansion Socket $20
D VP-601 ASCII Keyboard- 128-character

ASCII Encoded alphanumerc
keyboard $ 65

* 30 Enclosed is $_

D VP-611 ASCII/Numeric Keyboard—Same
as VP-601 plus 1 6 key numeric
keypad $ 60

D VP-620 Cable Connects ASCII keyboards
toVIP $ 20

D VP-700 VIP Tiny BASIC ROM Board-BASIC
code stored in 4K of ROM $39

D VP-710 VIP Game Manual-Listing for 16
exciting games $ 10

D VP-720 VIP Game Manual-ll—More exciting

games (Available 2nd qtr 80) $ 10

D MPM- CDP1 802 User Manual— (Included
201B with VP-711) $ 5

Please send more information —

$49

for items checked plus shipping & handling charge of $3.00.

Add your state and local taxes $ Total enclosed $
I encloseD check orD money order or, charge my VISA/Bank Amencard

Master Charge.

Credit card account No
Master Charge Interbank No .Expiration date:.

Signature (required for credit card orders):

Name (please type or print):

Street address:

State & Zip:

City:.

Telephone: ( )-

Make checks payable to RCA Corp Prices and specifications are subiect to change
without notice.
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NEW FROM
MOUNTAIN HARDWARE.

CONTROL FROM YOUR APPLE.

INTROL/X-IO.
COMPUTERIZE YOUR HOME.
The lntrol/X-10 peripheral system for your Apple*

Computer allows you to remotely control lights and
electrical appliances in your home.

YOU'RE ALREADY WIRED.
lntrol/X-10 operates by utilizing your computer's intelli-

gence to command the BSR System X-10 to send signals

over regular 110 volt household wiring. That means you
can control any electrical device in your home without

additional wiring.

READY TO USE.
lntrol/X-10 comes with complete software to control

devices on pre-determined schedules, and features:

• Control devices at a specific time. • Select a daily or

weekly schedule. • Specify a day of the week, or an exact

date for a particular event. • Specify an interval of time for

an event. • Rate device wattages for a running account

of power consumption during your schedule for energy

management. • Used with our Apple Clock" your sched-

ules may run in "background" while other programs
may run at the same time in "foreground."

EVERYTHING YOU NEED.
The Introl Controller board plugs into a peripheral slot

of your Apple. With an ultrasonic transducer it trans-

mits control signals to the BSR/X-10 Command Console
which may be plugged into any convenient AC outlet near
your computer. On command, signals are sent to remote
modules located at the devices you wish to control. Up
to 16 remote module addresses may be controlled from
your Apple.

AVAILABLE NOW.
The lntrol/X-10 System consists of the Introl Controller

board with timer and ultrasonic transducer, the X-10
Command Console and three remote modules. $279.
Complete and tested. If you already have a BSR System
X-10, the Introl Controller board is available separately for

$189. Additional remote modules are available at $15. See
your computer dealer for a demonstration. Or, return the
coupon below for complete information.

Available through computer dealers worldwide
'Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

BSR/System X-10 is • trademark ol BSR. Ltd

AA Mountain Hardware, Inc.& LEADERSHIP IN COMPUTER PERIPHERALS
300 Harvey West Brvd .. Santa Cruz. CA 95060
(408) 429-8600

Sounds great.

Home control from my Apple?
That sounds like a great system. Send me all the details.

Name

Address

City

Phone

State Zip
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HowWtoI Make

A detailed description of the pro-
gram and techniques presented in

last month's "GENE: Retracing Your
Past Through Genealogy.

"

Basic

Awhile back a Creative Computing
reader asked how to store information

on his/her genealogy with a micro-
computer. This article describes some
of the principles of tree construction in

Basic and explains how to apply them
in constructing a genealogy program.
We'll be making reference to the GENE
program which appeared in last

month's Creative Computing ("GENE:
Retracing Your Past Through Gene-
alogy" - Feb 80). It is written in TRS-80
Level II Basic, but can easily be
adapted to other versions of Basic
which allow string arrays.

Initial Housekeeping

The main problem in working out a
genealogy program is to find a way to

represent your family tree so it can be
modified easily. Here is how. First, set

up a string array N$ which will contain
your relative's names:

DIM N$(100)
We will put "UNKNOWN" in N$(1 ), and
then store names of 99 relatives in

N$(2), N$(3) N$(100). It really

won't matter what order you put the

names in.

Now we set up two more arrays of

the same size as N$:
DIM M(100), F(100)

These arrays contain numbers that

point to the places in N$ where the

names of the mother and father of a
given relative can be found. For
example, suppose N$(4) contains:

MORTIMER SNERT
Then M(4) should contain a number
(say it's 21) which tells us where the

name of Mort's mom can be found in

N$. To put it another way, N$(21), that

is, N$(M(4)) will contain the name of

Mort's mom. Similarly, N$(F(4)) will

contain the name of Mort's father. If it

turns out that nobody knows who
Mort's father was, we just let F(4) = 1,

so that F(4) "points to"whatisinN$(1),
namely "UNKNOWN " (You should set

M(1) = 1 and F(1) = 1, since mothers
and fathers of unknown people are

unknown too.)

James Qarson. University of Notre Oame. Notre
Dame. IN 46556

Working With Your Family Tree

Writing programs tochange and to

move around in your family tree is

fairly easy. If you want to add new
names, just write them in the first

unoccupied spots in N$. To keep track

of where this is, you need to keep a

Writing programs to

change and to move
around in your family tree
is fairly easy.

number in a variable (call it P) that

points to the last occupied spot in N$.

To add a new relative named Samantha
Snoggert, we just add 1 to P, and store

her name in N$(P). We will also need to

update M and F so that they point to the

places where the names of her parents
are found. Normally we won't remem-
ber the numbers where these names
are found, but it is easy enough to write
a program that takes, for example, the
name of Samantha's mother, and then
puts the right number in M(P). Here isa
program that does just that:

10 INPUT "MOTHERS NAME"; M$
20 FOR J=1 TO P
30 IF N$(J) = M$ THEN GOTO 60
40 NEXT J
50 J=1 (Name wasn't found so

person is unknown)
60 M(P)=J (J is the number for

name in M$)

Here are a couple of programs that

are handy for "moving around" in a
family tree of this kind. To print the
name of Mort's mother, for example,
we just write

100 X=M(4)
(Remember, Mod's number is

4, soX is his mother's number).
110 PRINT N$(X)

To get the name of his grandmother,
just change line 100 to:

100 X=M(M(4))
(X is the mother of the mother
of Mort.)

Setting the names of Mort's children

takes some searching:

500 FOR J=1 TO P
(P is the number of people we
have stored.)

510 IF4-F(J) THEN PRINT N$(J)

(If Mort is J's father, print J's

name.)
520 NEXT J

This program is a bit inefficient

since it must look at all the names to

find those of Mort's kids. The alterna-

tive is to set up more pointers for

children. Since a relative can have

many children, this pointer must be a

two dimensional array. For example,

C(4, 1) would contain the number for

Mort's first child, C(4, 2) the number for

his second child, and so on. You will

have to decide whether you want to

add "forward" pointers like C along
with M and F. Doing so would speed up
getting data on children and children's

children, etc., but the TRS-80 is fast

enough that you don't notice the time it

takes to do the search. Given that, it

isn't worth the bother of setting up the

new array C and writing a subroutine to

update it every time you add new data.

To get names of Mort's grand-
children, we just change line 510 of the

previous program:
510 IF 4F(F(J)) THEN PRINT N$(J)

(If Mort is father of the father

of J. then print J's name.)

Now this program will only print out
names of Mort's grandchildren on the

male line; it does not print out names of

the children of his daughters. To get all

his grandchildren we must write:

510 IF 4=F(F(J)) OR 4=F(M(J))
THEN PRINT N$(J)

Here the name for J is printed if Mort is

the father of the father of J or the father

of the mother of J.

To get a list of Mort's siblings (his

brothers and sisters), we just change
line 510 to

510 IF F(4) F(J) THEN PRINT N$(J)
(If Mort's father and J's father

are the same, print J's name.

This program will print out the names
of all people who have the same father

as Mort (including Mort himself). That
means it will list any of Mort's half

sisters or half brothers by his father. To
get only Mort's full brothers and sisters

we write:

510 IF F(4)=F(J) AND M(4)=M(J)
THEN PRINT N $(J)
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Basic Tree, cont'd . .

.

which prints the name of only those
people who have the same father and
mother as Mort. To get a list that

includes Mort's half brothers and
sisters, just put OR instead of AND in

510. If we want a list of Mort's aunts

and uncles on his father's side, we
simply change line 510 again:

510 IF F(F(4))-F(J)

THEN PRINT NS(J)
(If father of father of Mort is

father of J. then print.)

Further Expansion

Now let's get sex into the picture.

To get names of brothers but not
sisters, or uncles, but not aunts, we
need to be able to tell who is male and
who is female. It is easy to store sex
data in a new array SS. Then SS(4) can
contain "MALE," since that is what
Mort is, and SS(21) will contain
"FEMALE," since Mort's mother is

female.(You may want to savememory
by using a numerical array S. and code
numbers for the two sexes.) Now that

this information is available, we can
change our program so that it prints a
list of Mort's brothers (by his father):

510 IFF(4) F(J) AND SS(J) "MALE"
THEN PRINT NS(J)

This prints J's name only if J has the

same father as Mort and is male. We
won't go into all the ramifications on
half-uncles and 25th cousins, but it

should be clear that if you can state

clearly which of Mort's relatives you
want, you can write the correct

Now let's get sex into the

picture. To get names of

brothers but not sisters,

or uncles, but not aunts,

we need to be able to tell

who is male and who is

female.

condition into 510 to get a list of their

names. In the program GENE (see

lines 500-599) you can only get the

siblings and children of a given relative

listed, but once you understand how to

rewrite the condition in lines like 510,

you can easily expand this part of the

program to handle any other relation-

ships you like.

Getting an entire list of Mori's

descendents is a bit complicated. For

example, we would have to write

510 IF4=F(F(F(J)))OR4=F(F(M(J)))
OR 4 F(M(F(J))) OR
4 F(M(M(J))) . . .

just to get a full list of Mort's great-

grandchildren. Maybe that explains
why genealogists only trace the male
line. It is just too complicated to deal

with the whole picture. You could write

a program that puts the numbers of

Mort's children in an array, and then

MARCH 1980

adds the numbers of their children, and
so on, and then prints the names for all

the numbers stored. Writing this
program isn't too difficult. However,
since most genealogists don't keep
information on the female lines, you
may never need to do this. Since I

disagree about which side of the family

is most important, here is a simple
program that prints out the names of all

You can easily change
your mind about what
kinds of data to store

without messing up the
information that repre-

sents your family tree.

Mort's mother's descendents on her

female line for 5 generations:

700 FOR G 1 TO 5
710 PRINT "GENERATION"; G
720 FOR J 1 TO P
730 Z J

740 FOR L 1 TO G
(Lines 740-760
set Z-M (...M(J))

G times
750 Z M(Z)

So Z is the mother of

(G times) J.)

760 NEXT L
770 IF 21-Z THEN PRINT NS(J)

(Mort's mom's number is 21;

Z is the mother of (G times) J.)

780 NEXT J

790 NEXT G
You male chauvinists can replace line

750 with Z-F(Z).

Conclusion

There is probably a lot more
information you want to store on your
relatives than just their names and
sexes. It is easy to set up new arrays to

store as many different kinds of

information as you like. If you want to

keep track of birthdays, set up an array

D$, and store Mort's birthday in D$(4).

GENE doesn't have any extra arrays

like this, but you can add them. The
advantage of setting up our tree the

way we did is so you can easily change
your mind about what kinds of data to

store without messing up the informa-
tion that represents your family tree.

This may help you solve the inevitable

problem of inadequate memory. Any
reasonably large genealogy will

gobble up 16K. But when you are

hunting around for relatives, the only

arrays that really have to reside in

memory are M, F, N$ and S$. (You can
even do without N$, if you can
remember relatives by number.) All

other information can be on tape, or

even in notebooks. During a search
you can keep numbers of relatives you
want data on in a list, which can later be
used to print out or look up specific

information. D
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Bringing Music

Home
LET MICRO MUSIC TURN YOUR

APPLE II INTOA
FAMILY MUSIC CENTER!

. Sing along

. Compose

. Play

. Learn from Specialists

«

y z»*

VISIT THE APPLE DEALER NEAREST YOU
AND ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION OP
MMI'S MUSIC COMPOSER ™
The MUSIC COMPOSER is an APPLE II®

compatibile, low cost mutic system designed by

the folks at MMI. Our music software was
designed by leading experts in music education.

A simple step by step instruction manual leads

you through entering, displaying, editing, and

playing music with up to four voices—soprano,

alto, tenor, and bass. You can change the sound

of each voice to read, brass, string, or organ

sounds and you can even color your own music

sounds!

HAVE PUN I THE MUSIC COMPOSER comes
complete with an Instruction manual, software

disk or cassette—In either Integer or Applesoft

ROM BASIC, and the MICRO MUSIC OAC music

card. Just plug the MICRO MUSIC DAC Into the

APPLE extension slot and connect the audio

cable to a speaker.

Suggested retail price S220.

Ask your local dealer for information on MMI
music software products, or contact:

i^jvLjvLJ
Micro Music inc oovi 432-6991

30* Beaufort, University Plaza, Normal, IL elTel
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Perhaps no other native American
treasure legend has so grasped the

attention of the public as that of the

Beale Papers. Allegedly composed
circa 1820, the texts, at least the one
which has been solved, describe a

fortune in gold and jewels buried in two
lots in the Blue Ridge Mountains of

Virginia, near the town of Montvale
(once known as Buford's).

The story of the treasure and its

depositors and seekers is enough to fill

a book, which has been done (see

"Beale Bibliography") and to spawn a
myriad of articles. It will be sufficient to

say here that the treasure, if it ever

existed, is not known to have been
recovered. Nor have the two unsolved
messages ever been broken; neither

have they been statistically proven to

be hoaxes, composed of random
numbers.

The texts describe a for-

tune in gold and jewels.

The three messages are assuredly
a swarm of numbers. Technically, they
are classified as homo-phonic ciphers,

in which the letters of the alphabet are
replaced with various numbers, the
more common of the letters, like E, T,

A, O, I, N, etc., having many more
substitutes than rarely-used letters like

J, X and Z. Paper Number One is

composed of 520 numbers, ranging in

value from 1 to 2906, with a total variety

of 297. Number Two is 763 numbers
long, having numbers going from 1 to

994, with a variety of 179. Number
Three has 61 8 numbers, ranging from 1

to 975, with a total of 263 different

numbers.
According to generally accepted

tradition, all three papers are the
product of one Thomas Jefferson
Beale (179?-182?-1851?). The ques-
tion marks indicate that there is still

some doubt as to the authenticity of

this particular T. J. Beale. In 1819 and
1821 he deposited gold, silver and
gems acquired by him and a party of
thirty adventurers in an excavation or
vault near Goose Creek, in Bedford
County, Virginia. Before leaving again
in 1822 for the Southwest and more
treasure, he gave a box to innkeeper
William Morriss with instructions to
open it if he did not return in ten years.

After a decent interval of 23 years,
Morriss opened the box, to discover
the three papers, along with letters

Frederick W. Chesson. 144 Fiske Street. Water-
bury. CT 06710.

Cryptographic

Treasure

describing the gold discovery and
promise that the key to the crypto-

grams would be sent to him. No such
key having arrived over the years,

Morriss attempted to read the mes-
sages, but in vain. Before his death, he
shared the secret with one James B.

Ward, who had somewhat better luck.

By numbering the words of many
texts, such as the Bible, etc., Ward
found that the Declaration of Inde-

pendence would decipher Paper Num-
ber Two. The key operated thusly: The
first ten words of the Declaration have
the following first letters: W I T C O H E
I B N . . . When these are numbered in

sequence 1 =W, 2 = l,3 = T, 4=C,etc,
and applied to the first letters of each
word, Ward recovered a tantalyzing

decipherment which commenced:
"I have deposited, in the country of

Bedford, about four miles from Bu-
ford's, in an excavation or vault, six feet

below the surface of the ground, the

following articles belonging jointly to

the partie whose names are given in

(Paper) Number 3, herewith:

"The first deposit consisted of one
thousand and fourteen pounds of gold
and three thousand eight hundred and
twelve pounds of silver . . .

"Paper Number 1 describes the

exact locality of the vault ..."

In vain did Ward and a host of

successors try to fit the Declaration
and every other possible book or

public document to Papers 1 and 3.

Others have attempted dowsing, clair-

voyance and just plain intuition for the

sites of their pick-and-shovel efforts. In

1970, Dr. Carl Hammer, Director of

Computer Sciences at UNIVAC in

Washington, DC, was awarded a $500
prize for his paper on "Signature
Simulation and Certain Cryptographic
Codes." With the use of a Univac
computer he showed that the elusive

Papers 1 and 3 were not random
number accumulations, but were
constructed along lines similar to the

solved Number 2, although there were
grounds to believe that a count was
made of more than just the first letter in

the words of the key texts.

On Saturday, September 8th,

1979, some seventy computer scien-
tists, cryptographers, historians,
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treasure hunters and plain interested

parties, assembled in the Univac
auditorium to hear a variety of topics,

ranging from Beale's possible connec-
tion with intrigue in New Orleans, to

the latest in cryptanalytic computer
programs. No breakthrough was pub-
licly announced, though several "im-

pending solutions" were again re-

vealed, as similar ones had been
proclaimed at the last Beale Sym-
posium in April, 1972. Meanwhile, the

value of the still-buried gold continues

to rise, perhaps exponentially.

Cryptanalysis

The following notes are directed at

the newcomer to the Beale Papers, and
cryptograms having multiple substi-

tutions in general.

It is not necessary to write out a

trial cipher alphabet encompassing all

the numbers appearing in the cipher-

texts. An examination of the three

papers will disclose that there are long
strings of cipher numbers which do not

go much higher than 120, with test

segments having numbers under 100

being quite plentiful.

There is still some doubt
as to the authenticity of
this particular T. J. Beale.

Take the following string from
Number 2:

. . . 47-85-50-37-49-47-64-6-7-71-33-4-
43-47-63-1-27

.

If you had been trying the Declara-
tion of Independence as a key with
words being numbered, your trial

substitution would have given the

following result:

...NETEENTHESECONDWA...
This recovery is so promising, in

terms of the patterns like TEEN, THE,
and SECOND, that a little additional
filling in would quickly crack the entire

message.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Treasure, cont'd.

Likewise, in Message Number 1,

the following strings are worth
checking:
67-104-86-52-88-16-80-121-67-95-122

and 84-16-79-23-16-81-122.

Message Number 3 can be tested

with the following strings:

2-44-53-28-44-75-98- 1 02-37-85- 1 07-

117-64-88 and 64-10-106-87-75-47-21-
29-37-81-44-18 and 24-93-3-19-17-26-
60-73-88.

The value of the still-

buried gold continues to

rise, perhaps exponen-
tially

If it is desired that the entire

message be displayed on a video

display, then graphic symbols or two-
digit alphanumerics. like J7, BK, +D,
N/, may be used to represent the three

and four digit ciphertext numbers to

save space on the display. This will be
especially important if the ciphertext

symbols are to remain constant on the

screen, while trial decipherments are

written in beneath. For instance,

having decided that in Message Num-
ber 2 numbers 7, 33, 37, 49 and 85 stand

for the letter E, then an underwriting

display program would cause the

following:

47 85 50 37 49 47 64 6 7 71 33 4 43 47 63 1 27
E E E E E

Attempting to discover the correct

key to the unknown messages may
take time, to say the least. Much more
progress can possibly be made by
attempting to identify the various
homophones, not necessarily as rep-

resenting a given letter, but repre-

senting the same letter. One technique

is the Contact Radio Test, which

compares adjacent numbers to two
selected numbers. A simple (ficticious)

example follows, where 27 is sus-
pected as standing for the same letter

as 99:

. . . 33-17-91-44-27 05-13-86-58 . . .

. . . 33-17-91-44-99-05-13-86-58

Here, all adjacent numbers, over a

4-span range are identical, indicating

an extremely high probability that 27 is

a homophone for 99. In practice, such
one-for-one correspondences of adja-
cent numbers are highly unlikely, and
one must develop values for matches
closer to the target numbers, as in the

following example:
. . . 33-1.7-91 -44-2Z-05-13-86-58 . . .

. . . 65-17-14-21-99-05-33-19-58 . . .

As an actual example, the follow-

ing Contact Ratio Test is made for

numbers 29 and 41 from Message
Number Two, both of which are known
to stand for plaintext letter T.

22-07- 1 5-1 40-47-23-10J-79-84-5S-238
2-616-61-420-822-22-125-14-20-37-105

57-549-216- 1 1 5-7 1 -29-fi5-6_3_-43-1 31 -29

102-406-229-549-320-29-66-33-101-818-138

occurrences of 29 - 4 times

59-818-45-316-104-41-78-154-991-122-138

612-219-37-66-154-4J-20-50-06-584-122

138-30-31 -62-67-41-85-63-1 0-1 06-88

44-110-121-125-96-41-51-50-140-56-47

612-818-81-95-405-41-609-136-14-20-28

459-370-653-466-106-41- UJ7-612-219-275-30

occurrences of 41 =6 times

00000*21011-
11124*42111-
00000*8201 1-

12

10

1.20

-Number of contacts

-Arbitrary Multiplier

-Contact Product

Sum (8+2+1+1)

Divisor (4+6)

"Contact Ratio"

In this manner, every number of,

say, three or more occurrences is

tested against every other number, and
the "Contact Ratios" examined for

relatively high values. Number pairs

having "high" values will "probably"
have the same plaintext letter equiva-
lent. This is an ideal example of an
application for computer-assisted
cryptography testing out the program
against the numbers of the solved
Message Number Two, to determine
the best values of the "Arbitrary
Multipliers" and the validity of the
procedure in general. Such a program,
in Fortran was written in 1970, to

attempt to crack the "Zodiac Murders,
Message Number Two" . . . but that is

another Mystery, for another day. D

Beale Bibliography

So much has appeared lately on the Beale
Treasure, that a complete listing would be almost
as long as this article, and probably out of date by
publication time The Washingtonian, an area
magazine for the Nation's Capital, carried a Beale
feature in its September. 1979 issue.

For a detailed listing of books*, articles,

copies of Original Documents. Special Research
Materials, and Computer Programs, write to the
following address:

The Beale Cypher Association
Box 216
Medfield. Mass. 02052

Additional References:

The Codebreakers, by David Kahn Macmillan
Co.. New York. 1967. Pages 771-772

"Computers and Cryptology". by F. W Chesson.
Datamation, January. 1973

"Solving Secret Messages With a Computer", by F.

W Chesson. Radio-Electronic*, Dec. 1977

"BOOK. "Gold in the Blue Ridge", by Walter and
Pauline Innis Published by R. Luce.

Washington. DC. 1967 To be reprinted

with updated material.
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•36 582 150 *5l 2BH 308 231 12t 211 •68 225 •01 3/0 11 101 305 1-39 1»» 17
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Treasure, cont'd
BEALE PAPER NUMBER THREE

It la supposed to contain the names of the Beale Party members,
their next-of-kin, and residences. This has never been confirmed.

317 8 92 73 112 89 67 318 28 96 107 41 631 78 146

397 118 98 114 246 348 116 74 88 12 65 32 14 81 19

76 121 216 85 33 66 15 108 68 77 43 24 122 96 117 36

211 301 15 44 11 46 89 18 136 68 317 28 90 82 304 71

43 221 198 176 310 319 81 99 264 380 56 37 319 8 44

53 28 44 75 98 102 37 85 107 117 64 88 136 48 151 99

175 89 315 326 78 96 214 218 311 43 89 51 90 75 128

96 33 28 103 84 65 26 41 246 84 270 98 116 32 59 74

66 69 240 15 8 121 80 77 89 31 11 106 81 191 224 328

18 75 52 82 117 201 39 23 217 27 21 84 35 54 109 128

49 77 88 1 81 217 64 55 83 116 251 269 311 96 54 32

120 18 132 102 219 211 84 150 219 275 312 64 10 106 87

75 47 21 29 37 81 44 18 126 115 132 160 181 203 76 81

299 314 337 351 96 11 28 97 318 238 106 24 93 3 19 17

26 60 78 88 14 126 138 234 286 297 321 365 264 19 22 84

56 107 98 123 111 214 136 7 33 45 40 13 28 46 42 107

196 227 344 198 200 247 116 19 8 212 230 31 6 328 65

48 52 59 41 122 33 117 11 18 25 71 36 45 83 76 89 92 31

65 70 83 96 27 33 44 50 61 24 112 136 149 176 180 194

143 171 205 296 87 12 44 51 89 98 34 41 20d 173 66 9 35

16 95 8 113 175 90 56 803 19 177 183 206 157 200 218 260 291 305 618

951 320 18 124 78 65 19 32 124 43 53 57 84 96 207 244 66 82 119 71

11 86 77 213 54 88 316 245 303 86 97 106 212 18 37 15 81 89 16 7 81

39 96 14 43 216 118 29 55 109 136 172 813 64 8 227

304 611 821 364 819 375 128 296 11 18 53 76 10 15 -83

19 71 84 180 134 66 73 89 96 830 48 77 86 101 127 936

218 439 178 171 61 226 313 815 108 18 167 862 114 218

66 59 48 27 19 13 88 48 162 119 34 187 139 34 188 129

74 63 120 11 54 61 73 98 180 66 75 101 184 265 89 96

186 274 896 917 434 461 235 890 312 413 328 301 96 105

217 66 118 22 77 64 42 12 7 55 24 83 67 97 109 121 135

181 203 219 228 256 81 34 77 319 374 382 675 684 717 864

203 4 18 98 16 63 88 88 46 55 69 74 112 135 186 175

119 213 416 318 343 864 119 186 218 343 417 845 951 124

209 49 617 856 984 936 78 19 89 11 35 42 40 66 85 94

118 65 82 115 118 236 244 186 178 118 85 6 56 38 44 85

72 32 47 73 96 124 217 314 319 221 644 817 821 934 922

416 975 10 22 18 46 137 181 101 39 86 103 116 138 164

218 818 296 815 380 418 460 495 675 820 952. (619 numbers)

Frequencies: 96 13, 18 = 11, 89 = 10, 19-66 9, 11-81 8,

84, 44, 77, 82 = 7. 28, 48, 65, 218 6.

15, 32, 33, 64, 73, 75, 85, 98, 112, 116, 124, 136, 203 = 5.

22, 24, 34, 37, 41, 43, 46, 54, 55, 56, 71, 74, 76, 83,

88, 92, 106, 107, 117, 118, 119, 188, 217, 319 = 4.



FORTE
from SOFTAPE.
16K $19.95

Your Apple II software

market from The
Software Exchange

'6South St., Milford, NH 03055 (603)673-5144

To order call: Toll Free 1-800-258-1790

GLOBAL WAR
from MUSE.
Cassette. 32K $17 95

SIDESHOWS
from MUSE.
Cassette, 8K . $12 95

GAME PLAYING WITH BASIC
Tape 1. from HAYDEN.

$49 95 Cassette $9 95

GAME PLAYING WITH BASIC
Tape 2. from HAYDEN

$17.95 Cassette $9 95

GAME PLAYING WITH BASIC
Tape 3. from HAYDEN
Cassette $9 95

GENERAL MATHEMATICS 1

from HAYDEN
Cassette $14 95

ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS 1

from HAYDEN.
Cassette $14 95

UNCLE SAM'S JIGSAW
from MUSE.
Cassette. Applesoft. 32K . $1295

DR. MEMORY
from MUSE.
Disk. 32K ...

THE MUSIC BOX
from MUSE
Cassette. 8K.
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from MUSE.
Cassette. 6K

$49 95

$12.95

$12.95

TANK WAR
from MUSE.
Cassette. 8K

ELECTRIC CRAYON
from MUSE
Cassette. 8K

APPLE 21

fromSofTape.
Apple II. Integer. 24K

$17 95

APPEN I TEXT EDITOR
from MUSE.
Cassette. 8K $17.95

BASEBALL
from MUSE.
Cassette. 16K. Applesoft $14.95

$17.95

$9 95

SARGONII
from Hayden.
Cassette. 24 K $29.95

FASTGAMMON
from Quality Software
Cassette. 16K $19 95

Your BASIC Software
' MagaZineS... Complete listings of

outstanding computer games and personal applica-

tions, carefully edited for your specific computer.

_5off5i3e:So^
PUBLICATIONS 6 South St., Milford, NH 03055

le I ECl itlOni 12 issues, one year, $15. (formerly Appleseed).

S-80* Edition! For Radio Shack TRS-80* Level II and Video
Genie. 12 issues, one year, $18. 6 issues with programs on cassette $39.50

PROG/80: If games are not for you, but programming techniques,

utilities, reviews and the inner workings of the TRS-80* are of interest,

subscribe to PROG/80. 6 issues, one year, $15.
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It'll be "artificial" Intelligence for some time

Why Computers |)

Can't Be r—«-
Intelligent

Some thought-provoking com-
ments on where we've been during
the first years of Al research and
reasons why it will be a number of

years, if ever, before we see truly

Intelligent computers.

Even the most tough-minded men
and women have a sense that, al-

though they are made out of matter,

they are not machines; yet lately they
are more and more frequently being
told, as if it were obvious, that "each
human being is a superbly constructed
. . . computer" 1 and that computers will

eventually behave as intelligently as
people do. Some scientists say that

computers, like HAL in 2001, will be
just like people; others claim that

intelligent machines will be better than
human beings, since they will not

suffer from fatigue, emotions, self

doubt and the illusion that they are not
machines. Each of these predictions is

associated with its own disaster
scenario: the emotional computer
loses its cool and destroys everyone in

its passionate attempt to save the
mission; the purely intellectual com-
puter coolly turns society into a
rational hell, fit only for robots. Since
spreading the good news of the
imminence of artificial intelligence as
well as prophesying inevitable disaster

is becoming a new media industry, it is

high time to look again at our quiet

assurance that we are not computers
and that claims that computers can be
intelligent must be nonsense.

Two of the most popularized
computer "successes" which seem to

support the notion that scientists are

making steady progress toward intelli-

gent machines are Winograd's blocks
program (SHRDLU) 2 and the impres-
sive performance of recent chess
machines.

When it was first unveiled ten
years ago Winograd's program did,

indeed, seem a major advance toward
intelligent machines. SHRDLU simu-
lates a robot arm which can move a set

Hubert L. Oreyfus, Philosophy Dept., University of

California, Berkeley, CA 94702.

rpji m its*
of variously shaped blocks and allows

a person to engage in a dialogue with

the computer, asking questions, mak-
ing statements and issuing commands

What characterizes the
period of the early sev-

enties, and makes SHR-
DLU seem an advance
toward general intelli-

gence, is the pseudo-
scientific concept of a
micro-world — a domain
which can be analyzed
in isolation.

about this simple world of movable
blocks. Workers in Al (artificial intelli-

gence) did not try to cover up the fact

that it was SHRDLU's restricted do-
main which made apparent under-
standing possible. They even had a

name for Winograd's method of re-

stricting the domain of discourse. He
was dealing with a "micro-world."
Marvin Minsky and Seymour Papert,

co-directors of MIT's "robot project,"

explain:

Each model — or "micro-world" as
we shall call it— is very schematic;
it talks about a fairyland in which
things are so simplified that almost
every statement about them would
be literally false if asserted about
the real world. 3

But they immediately add:
Nevertheless, we feel that they
(the micro-worlds) are so im-
portant that we are assigning a
large portion of our effort toward
developing a collection of these
micro-worlds and finding how to
use the suggestive and predictive
powers of the models without
being overcome by their incom-
patibility with literal truth.

Given the admittedly artificial and
arbitrary character of micro-worlds,
why did Minsky and Papert think they
provide a promising line of research?

. Dreyfus
To find the answer we must follow

Minsky and Papert's perceptive re-

marks on the understanding of nar-

rative and their less than perceptive

conclusions:

... In a familiar fable, the wily Fox
tricks the vain Crow into dropping
the meat by asking it to sing. The
usual test of understanding is the

ability of the child to answer
questions like:

"Did the Fox think the Crow had a
lovely voice?"

The topic is sometimes classified

as "natural language manipula-
tion" or as "deductive logic," etc.

These descriptions are badly
chosen. For the real problem is not

to understand English; it is to

But while the game's cir-

cumscribed character
makes a world champion
chess program possible

in principle, there is a
great deal of evidence
that human beings play

chess quite differently

from the way computers
do.

understand at all The difficulty in

getting a machine to give the right

answer does not at all depend on
"disambiguating" the words (at

least, not in the usual primitive

sense of selecting one "meaning"
out of a discrete set of "mean-
ings"). And neither does the
difficulty lie in the need for
unusually powerful logical ap-
paratus. The main problem is that

no one has constructed the ele-

ments of a body of knowledge
about such matters that is ade-
quate for understanding the story.

Let us see what is involved.

To begin with, there is never a
unique solution to such problems,
so we do not ask what the Under-
stander must know. But he will
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Intelligent, cont'd...

surely gain by having the concept
of FLATTERY. To provide this

knowledge, we imagine a "micro-
theory" of flattery— an extendable
collection of facts or procedures
that describe conditions under
which one might expect to find

flattery, what forms it takes, what
its consequences are and so on.
How complex this theory is de-
pends on what is presupposed.
Thus it would be very difficult to
describe flattery to our Under-
stander if he (or it) does not
already know that statements can
be made for purposes other than
to convey literally correct, factual
information. It would be almost
impossibly difficult if he does not
even have some concept like

PURPOSE or INTENTION.*
The surprising move here is the
conclusion that there could be a
circumscribed "micro-theory" of flat-

tery — somehow intelligible apart from
the rest of human life — while at the
same time the account shows that an
understanding of flattery would de-
pend on a further opening out into the
understanding of the rest of our every-
day world, with its complex purposes
and intentions.

What characterizes the period of
the early seventies, and makes
SHRDLU seem an advance toward
general intelligence, is the pseudo-
scientific concept of a micro-world— a
domain which can be analyzed in

isolation.

In our everyday life we are, indeed,
involved in various "sub-worlds" such
as the world of the theater, of business,
or of mathematics, but each of these is

a "mode" of our shared everyday
world. 5 That is, sub-worlds are not
related like isolable physical systems
to larger systems they compose;
rather, they are local elaborations of a
whole which they presuppose.

Only recently has the illusion that
one can generalize work done in

narrowly constrained domains been
diagnosed and laid to rest by Winog rad
himself:

The Al programs of the late sixties

and early seventies are much too
literal. They deal with meaning as
if it were a structure to be built up
of the bricks and mortar provided
by the words . . . This gives them a
"brittle" character, able to deal
well with tightly specified areas of
meaning in an artificially formal
conversation. They are corres-
pondingly weak in dealing with
natural utterances, full of bits and
fragments, continual (unnoticed)
metaphor and reference to much
less easily formalizable areas of
knowledge.6

While popularizers are still praising

SHRDLU, it is now generally acknowl-
edged by serious workers in the field

that the micro-world approach to

everyday intelligence is a dead end.

Everyday human life turns out to

be one interrelated whole, but games
are just the sort of totally circum-
scribed micro-worlds in which com-
puters excel. Thus, while expecting
failures in dealing with human lan-

guage, we should expect game-play-
ing programs to have great success.
But we must be on our guard against
attributing this success to anything
like human intelligence.

Chess, for example, is a perfect

micro-world in which relevance is

restricted to the narrow domain of the
kind of chess piece (pawn, knight,

etc.), its color and the position of the
piece on the board. The size, weight
and temperature of a piece are never
relevant. But while the game's circum-
scribed character makes a world
champion chess program possible in

principle, there is a great deal of

evidence that human beings play
chess quite differently from the way
computers do. Indeed, computers do
not use long-range strategy, learn from
experience, or even remember pre-
vious moves.

Human intelligence,

then, even in games, re-

quires the use of back-
ground knowledge; in

the everyday world this

background knowledge
consists of the common
sense understanding of
how to do things which
we share with other
human beings.

To understand the difference
between human and machine play, we
must first understand how a chess
program works. A chess program uses
situation-action rules. A situation is

characterized in terms of context-free
features: the position and color of each
piece on the board. All possible legal

moves and the positions which result

are then defined in terms of these
features. To evaluate and compare
positions, rules are provided for
calculating scores on attributes such
as "material balance" (where a nu-
merical value is assigned to each piece
on the board and the total score is

computed for each player) or "center
control" (where the number of pieces
bearing on each centrally located
square is counted). Finally, there must
be a formula for evaluating alternative

positions on the basis of these scores.

Using this approach and looking at

around 3 million possible positions,

CHESS 4.5 recently won the 84th

Minnesota Open Tournament, but a

chess master generally looks at the

We have already seen
that even in games such
as chess no two posi-

tions are likely to be
identical, so a deep
understanding of what is

going on is required to

decide what counts as a
similar position in any
two games.
results of less than 100 possible moves
and yet plays a far better game. How
can this be?

It seems that by playing over book
games, chess masters develop the
ability to recognize present positions
as similar to positions which occurred
in classic games. These previous
positions have already been analyzed
in terms of their significant aspects.
Aspects of a chess position include
such overall characteristics as "control
of the situation" (the extent to which a
player's opponent's moves can be
forced by making threatening moves),
"crampedness of the position" (the
amount of freedom of maneuver
inherent in both the player's position
and the opponent's position), or "over-
extendedness" (the fact that while the
position might be superficially quite
strong, one is not in sufficient control
of the situation to follow through and,
with correct play by the opponent, a
massive retreat will be required). The
already analyzed remembered posi-
tions focus the player's attention on
critical areas before he begins to count
out specific moves.

The distinction between features
and aspects is central here. Aspects
play a role in an account of human play
similar to that of features in the
computer model, but there is a crucial

difference. In the computer model the

situation is DEFINED IN TERMS OF
the features, whereas in human play
situational understanding is PRIOR
TO aspect specification. For example,
the numerical value of a feature such
as material balance can be calculated
independently of any understanding of
the game, whereas an aspect like over-
extendedness cannot be calculated
simply in terms of the position of the
pieces, since the same board position
can have different aspects depending
on its place in the long range strategy
of a game.
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.

No feature-based matching of the

present position against a stored

library of previous positions could

account for a master player's ability to

use past experience to zero in. It is

astronomically unlikely that two posi-

tions will ever turn out to be identical,

therefore, it is similar positions which
have to be compared. But similarity

cannot be defined as having a large

number of pieces on identical squares.

Two positions which are identical

except for one pawn moved to an
adjacent square can be totally differ-

ent, while two positions can be similar

although no pieces are on the same
square in each. Thus, similarity de-

pends on the player's sense of the

issues at stake, not merely on the

position of the pieces. Seeing two
positions as similar is exactly what
requires a deep understanding of the

game. By thus structuring the current

situation in terms of aspects of re-

membered similar situations the

human player is able to avoid the

massive counting out required by a

computer which can only "recognize"

positions characterized in terms of

context-free features.

Human intelligence, then, even in

games, requires the use of background
knowledge; in the everyday world this

background knowledge consists of the

common sense understanding of how
to do things which we share with other

human beings. Recent work in artificial

intelligence has been forced to deal

directly with this background of

everyday practices. Faced with this

necessity, researchers have implicitly

tried to treat the background as a

Looking back over the
past ten years of A I re-

search, we might say
that the basic point

which has emerged is

that since intelligence

must be situated it can-
not be separated from
the rest of human life.

complex of facts related by rules —
sometimes called a "belief system."
This assumption that the background
of practices can be treated as just

another object is the basis of the claim
that human beings are just very
sophisticated computers. This con-
viction runs deep in our whole philo-

sophical tradition. Following Martin
Heidegger, who is the first to have
identified and criticized this view, I will

call it the metaphysical assumption.

The obvious question to ask is: Is

there any reason besides the persistent

difficulties and history of unfulfilled

promises in Al for believing that the

metaphysical assumption is unjusti-

fied? Is there any defense against this

subtle version of mechanism? The best

argument, I think, is that whenever
human behavior is analyzed in terms of

facts related by rules, these rules must
always contain a ceteris paribus
condition, that is, they apply "every-

thing else being equal," and what
"everything else" and "equal" means in

any specific situation can never be
fully spelled out. Moreover, this ceteris

paribus condition is not merely an
annoyance which shows that the
analysis is not yet complete and might
be an "infinite task." Rather the ceteris

paribus condition points to the back-
ground of practices which is the
condition of the possibility of all rule-

like activity. In explaining our actions

we must always sooner or later fall

back on our everyday practices and
simply say "this is what we do" or

"that's what it is to be a human being."

Thus, in the last analysis all intelligi-

bility and all intelligent behavior must
be traced back to our sense of what we
are, which is something we can never
explicitly know.

This claim can best be made
plausible by means of an example from
an MIT story-understanding project.

Consider the following story fragment:

Today was Jack's birthday. Penny
and Janet went to the store. They
were going to get presents. Janet

decided to get a kite. "Don't do
that," said Penny. "Jack has a kite.

He will make you take It back."

The goal is to construct a theory that

explains how the reader understands
that "/'/" refers to the new kite, not the

one Jack already owns. Grammatical
tricks (such as assigning the referent

of "it " to the last mentioned noun) are

clearly inadequate, as the result would
be to mistakenly understand the last

sentence of the story as meaning that

Jack will make Janet take back the kite

he already owns. It is clear that one
cannot know that "it" refers to the new
kite without knowledge about the

trading habits of our society. One
could imagine a different world in

which newly bought objects are never
returned to the store, but old ones are.

The Al approach dictated by the

metaphysical assumption is, of course,

to try to make the background prac-

tices involved in understanding this

story explicit as a set of beliefs. But
once games and micro-worlds are left

behind, a yawning abyss threatens to

swallow up those who try to carry out

such a program. As Papert notes:

. . . The story does not include

explicitly all important facts. Look

back at the story. Some readers

will be surprised to note that the

text itself does not state (a) that the

presents bought by Penny and
Janet were for Jack, (b) that the

(kite) bought by Janet was in-

tended as a present, and (c) that

having an object implies that one
does not want another.8

Our example turns on the ques-

tion: How does one store the "facts"

mentioned in (c) above about re-

turning presents? To begin with there

are perhaps infinitely many reasons

for taking a present back. It may be the

Weizenbaum argues, for

example, that since a

computer cannot under-
stand loneliness it can-
not fully understand the

sentence "'Will you
come to dinner with me
this evening' ... to mean
a shy young man's des-
perate longing for love"

wrong size, run on the wrong voltage,

be carcinogenic, make too much
noise, be considered too childish, too
feminine, too masculine,too American,

etc. And each of these facts requires

further facts to be understood. But we
will concentrate on the reason men-
tioned in (c): that normally, i.e.,

everything else being equal, if one has

an object, one does not want another

just like it. Of course, this cannot
simply be entered as a true proposi-

tion. It does not hold for dollar bills,

cookies, or marbles. (It is not clear it

even holds for kites.) Papert would
answer that, of course, once we talk of

the norm we must be prepared to deal

with exceptions.

But here the desperate hand-
waving begins, for the text need not

explicitly mention the exceptions at all.

If the gift were marbles or cookies the

text surely would not mention that

these were exceptions to the general

rule that one of a kind is enough. So the

data base would have to contain an
account of all possible exceptions to

augment the text — if it even makes
sense to think of this as a definite list.

Worse, even if one listed all the
exceptional cases where one would be
glad to possess more than one speci-

men of a certain type of object, there

are situations which allow an excep-
tion to this exception: already having

one cookie is more than enough if the

cookie in question is three feet in

diameter; one thousand marbles is

more than a normal child can handle.

Must we then list the situations which
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Intelligent, cont'd.
lead one to expect exceptions to the
exceptions? But these exceptions too
can be overridden in the case of, say, a
cookie monster or a marble freak and
so it goes. The computer programmer
writing a story understander must try

to list all possibly relevant information,

and once that information contains

appeals to the normal or typical there is

no way to avoid an endless series of

qualifications of qualifications for

applying that knowledge to a specific

situation.

The only "answer" Papert offers is

the metaphysical assumption that the

background of everyday life is a set of

rigidly defined situations in which the

relevant facts are as clear as in a game:
The fundamental frame assump-
tion is the thesis that . . . most
situations in which people find

themselves have sufficient in

common with previously encoun-
tered situations for the salient

features to be pre-analyzed and
stored in a situation-specific
form. 9

But this "solution" is untenable for two
reasons:

1. Even if the current situation is,

indeed similar to a pre-analyzed one,

we still have the problem of deciding
which situation it is similar to. We have
already seen that even in games such
as chess no two positions are likely to

be identical, so a deep understanding
of what is going on is required to

decide what counts as a similar

position in any two games. This should
be even more obvious in cases where
the problem is to decide which pre-

analyzed situation a given real-world

situation most resembles: for example,
whether a situation where there are

well-dressed babies and new toys

being presented has more in common
with a birthday party or a beauty
contest.

Since intelligence must
be situated it cannot be
separated from the rest

of human life.

2. Even if all our lives were lived in

identical stereotypical situations, we
have just seen that any real-world

frame must be described in terms of

the normal, and that appeal to the

normal necessarily leads to a regress

when we try to characterize the
conditions which determine the ap-
plicability of the norm to a specific

case. Only our general sense of what is

typical can decide here, and that

background understanding by defini-

tion cannot be "situation-specific."

Still, to this dilemma the Al

researchers might plausibly respond:
"Whatever the background of shared
interests, feelings and practices neces-
sary for understanding specific situ-

ations, that knowledge must somehow
be in the human beings who have that

understanding. And how else could
such knowledge be represented but as
some explicit set of facts and beliefs?"

Indeed, the kind of computer pro-

gramming accepted by all workers in

Al would require such a data structure,

and so would philosophers who hold
that all knowledge must be explicitly

represented in our minds; but there are

two alternatives which, by avoiding the
idea that everything we know must be
in the form of some explicit descrip-
tion, would avoid contradictions in-

herent in the information-processing

model.
One response, shared by existen-

"The Return of the
Archons" tells of a wise
statesman named Land-
ru who programmed a
computer to run a so-
ciety

tial phenomenologists such as Mau-
rice Merleau-Ponty 10 and ordinary

language philosophers such as Lud-
wig Wittgenstein, is to say that such
"knowledge" of human interests and
practices need not be represented at

all. As Wittgenstein puts it in On
Certainty, "Children do not learn that

books exist, that armchairs exist, etc.,

etc. — they learn to fetch books, sit in

armchairs, etc., etc." 1 ' Just as it seems
plausible that I can learn to swim by
practicing until I develop the neces-

sary patterns of responses which run

off automatically without my ever

describing my body and muscular
movements to myself, so too what I

"know" about cultural practices which
enables me to recognize and act in

specific situations has been gradually

acquired through training— against an

already meaningful background —
although no one ever did or could
make explicit what was being learned.

Another possible account would
allow a place for representations, at

least in special cases where I have to

stop and reflect, but such a position

would stress that these are usually not

explicit descriptions but more like

images, by means of which I explore

what lam, not what I know. In this view

I don't normally represent to myself

that I have desires, or that standing up
requires balance, or, to take an
example from Schank's pathetic at-

tempt to make explicit a bit of our
interpersonal knowledge, that:

If two people are positively emo-

tionally related, then a negative

change in one person's state will

cause the other person to develop
the goal of causing a positive

change in the other's state. 12

When it is helpful, however, as in

understanding a story, I can picture

myself in a specific situation and ask
myself what I would do or how I would
feel — if I were in Jack's place how I

would react to being given a second
kite — without having to make explicit

all that a computer would have to be
told to come to a similar conclusion.
We thus appeal to concrete represen-
tation (images or memories) based on
our own experience without having to

make explicit the strict rules and their

spelled out ceteris paribus conditions
required by abstract symbolic descrip-

tions.

Indeed, it is hard to see how the

subtle variety of ways things can
matter to us could be exhaustively

spelled out. We can anticipate and
understand Jack's reaction because
we remember what it feels like to be
amused, amazed, incredulous, dis-

appointed, disgruntled, saddened,
annoyed, disgusted, upset, angry,
furious, outraged, etc., and we recog-
nize the impulses to action associated
with these various degrees and kinds
of concerns. A computer model would
have to be given a description of each
shade of feeling as well as each
feeling's normal occasion and likely

result.

The idea that feelings, memories
and images must be the conscious tip

of an unconscious explicit description

runs up against both prima facie

evidence and the problem of explicat-

ing the ceteris paribus conditions.

"I see no way to put a
bound on the degree of

intelligence such an
organism [i.e., a com-
puter] could, at least in

principle attain."

Moreover, this mechanistic assump-
tion is not supported by one shred of

scientific evidence from neurophysi-
ology or psychology, or from the past

successes of Al, whose repeated
failures required appeal to the meta-
physical assumption in the first place.

When Al workers finally face and
analyze their failures, it might well be
the metaphysical/mechanistic as-
sumption that they will find they have
to reject.

Looking back over the past ten
years of Al research, we might say that

the basic point which has emerged is

that since intelligence must be situated

it cannot be separated from the rest of
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human life. The persistent denial of

this seemingly obvious point cannot,

however, be laid at the door of Al. It

starts with Plato's separation of the

intellect or rational soul from the body
with its skills, emotions and appetites.

Aristotle continued this unlikely dich-

otomy when he separated the theore-

tical from the practical, and defined

man as a rational animal — as if one
could separate man's rationality from
his animal needs and desires. If one
thinks of the importance of the

sensory-motor skills in the develop-

ment of our ability to recognize and
cope with objects, or of the role of

needs and desires in structuring all

social situations, or finally of the whole
cultural background of human self-

interpretation involved in our simply
knowing how to pick out and use
chairs, the idea that we can ignore this

know-how while formalizing our intel-

lectual understanding as a complex
system of facts and rules is highly

implausible.

However incredible, this dubious
dichotomy now pervades our thinking

about everything including computers.
In the Star Trek TV series, the episode
entitled "The Return of the Archons"
tells of a wise statesman named Landru
who programmed a computer to run a

society. Unfortunately, he could give

the computer only his abstract intelli-

gence, not his concrete wisdom, so the

computer turned the society into a

plannified hell. No one stops to wonder
how, without Land ru's embodied skills,

feelings and concerns, the computer
could understand everyday situations

and so run a society at all.

In COMPUTER POWER AND
HUMAN REASON, Joseph Weizen-
baum, a well-known contributor to

work in Al makes this same mistake.

Indeed, the radical separation of

intelligence and wisdom is the basic

Just because man is ma-
terial in the special way
that he is, he can never
have the clarity char-
acteristic of a computer.
assumption which seems to support
but actually undermines the thesis of

his otherwise eloquent book. Weizen-
baum warns that we demean ourselves
if we come to think of human beings on
the Al model as devices for solving
technical problems. But to make the
argument that we are not such devices
he embraces the very dichotomy which
gives plausibility to Al. Weizenbaum
argues, for example, that since a
computer cannot understand loneli-

ness it cannot fully understand the

sentence '"Will you come to dinner
with me this evening' ... to mean a shy
young man's desperate longing for

love" 13 (a point which workers in Al

would readily admit), while at the same
time Weizenbaum grants the dubious
Al assumption that "it may be possible

... to construct a conceptual structure

that corresponds to the meaning of the

sentence." 14 Stressing these extremes
of empathetic wisdom and formalized

meaning leads Weizenbaum to over-

look the essential point that all mean-
ingful discourse must take place in a

shared context of concerns. Thus, in

'Man can embody truth,

but he cannot know it'.

Keats

spite of his well-documented claim

that each culture has what Justice

Oliver W. Holmes called its "tacit

assumptions" and "unwritten prac-

tices," 15 and his commitment to the

strong thesis that these practices
"cannot be explicated in any form but

life itself," 16 Weizenbaum, like Minsky,

concludes: "I see no way to put a

bound on the degree of intelligence

such an organism [i.e., a computer]
could, at least in principle attain." 17

This surprising admission is inevitable

because Weizenbaum, like all Al

workers, cannot see that the unex-
plicatable assumptions and unwritten

practices embodied in a culture play an
essential role in the intelligent be-

havior of its members.

Great artists have always sensed
the truth, stubbornly denied by both

philosophers and technologists that,

just because man is material in the

special way that he is, he can never
have the clarity characteristic of a
computer. Artists sense that the basis

of human understanding cannot be
isolated and explicitly understood. In

Moby Dick, Melville writes of the

tattooed savage, Queequeg, who had
"written out on his body a complete
theory of the heavens and the earth,

and a mystical treatise on the art of

attaining truth; so that Queequeg in his

own proper person was a riddle to

unfold; a wondrous work in one
volume; but whose mysteries not even
himself could read . .

." The mono-
maniac philosopher Ahab prefigures

Al's insistence that all such cultural

know-how be made explicit. One
morning turning away from surveying

Queequeg, Ahab exclaims, "Oh, devil-

ish tantalization of the gods!" Melville

is attracted by the philosopher's
demand for explicit, settled knowledge
but senses the sacred ness of the

obscure and endlessly reinterpreted

traditional wisdom we each embody.
The mysterious symbols engraved in

Queequeg's flesh are carefully copied
onto Queequeg's coffin which, in the

end, saves Ishmael from Ahab's dis-

aster. Yeats expresses even more
succinctly the poet's appreciation of

our incarnate limitations: "I have found
what I wanted — to put it in a phrase, I

say, 'Man can embody truth, but he
cannot know it'." D
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Keyboard Modification - Macomb* 135
Senah/e Those Bits From Your 136
Mystery Keyboard - Haiba*

Build a Television Display — Oantt 136
The ignorance is Bliss Television Drive 144

Circuit - Barb'9'
Build a TV Readout Device tor Your 145

Microprocessor — Sudmg

Let There Be Light Pens — Lootrna
Build an Oscilloscope Graphics interface — Hoganson
An Introduction to Addressing Methods — Zatralla

interface an ASCII Keyboard to a 60mA
TTv Loop — Cotton

interfacing the 60 mA Current Loop — King
The Complete Tape Cassette interface - Hemenwey
Digital Data on Cassette Recorders - Meuch
Build a Fast Cassette Interface - Sud'ng
Technology Update
What s in a Video Display Terminal' - Waltars
Pot Position Digitizing idea — Schutam
Read Only Memories in Microcomputer Memory
Address Space - E-chbaumr

More Information on PROMs — Smith
Getting input from Joysticks and Slide Pots — Halmars
Logic Probes — Hardware Bug Chasers — Burr
Controlling External Devices With Hobbyist
Computers — Bosen

Microprocessor Based Aneiog'Digital Conversion —
Frank

Add a Kluge Harp to Your Computer Halmars
The Time Has Come to Talk — Atmar
Make Your Own Printed Circuits - Hogenson

SOFTWARE
Write Your Own Assembler — Fylstra

Simplify Your Homemade Assembler - Jawall
Interact With an ELM - Gable
Design an On Line Debugger — W-ar and Brown
Processing Algebraic Expressions — Maura*
The My Dear Aunt Sally Algorithm - Grappa/
Can YOUR Computer Tell Time 7 - Hog*n»on
A Plot is incomplete Without Characters — Lersefh

Hexpawn A Beginning Protect m Artificial

intelligence — Wier
Shooting Stars - Mico
BKKythm lor Computers — Fom
Life Lme — Haimart

APPLICATIONS
Total Kitchen Information System — Lau
A Small Business Accounting System - Lahman
Chip* Found Floating Down Silicon Slough Trumbull

Books of interest

RESOURCES

153
156

169
174

175
177

164

190
197
196

199
200

203
210

213
218

226
231

238

246
255
261
266
275
266
294
300

309

314
322
326

360
364
*f,9

372
375

NOW CALL TOLL-FREE

800-631-8112
(in NJ call 201 540-0445)

CHARGE YOUR ORDER

creative
contpattRg

P.O. Box 789-M
Morristown, New Jersey 07960
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James Ingram writes us that he is

conducting a series of workshops
for teachers in 10 small school
districts in Central Nebraska. For
fun, he has assembled a list of
eight reasons (syndromes) that

people do not want to touch a
computer. Here they are along
with a proposed cure.

The following attitudes are adult

cop-outs, used only by the timid, the

insufferably boring, the excessively

narrow-minded, the unconditionally

unconfident, and the average first-time

user of computers. Children are
apparently unaffected by these
diseases.

They are generated by little grem-
lins inside our homo-sapien logic

units-short circuits, sparks, and
sputters. There is no known immuniza-
tion agent among humans, but there is

a cure. As soon as one of these glitches

raises its ugly head,

1. Look passe'.

2. Retract your claws from the arm
of the chair.

3. Say to yourself, "I am a normal
person, in control of my faculties".

(Pitch falling from near-hysteria to

calm boredom).
4. Open your clenched eyelids

and read the directions again!

A. The "I'll-Just-Look-Over-Your-

Shoulder" Syndrome: Found in timid

adults who are afraid to meet anyone
with more vitality than a potato.

B. The "Computers-are-Talking-
Over-The-World" Syndrome: Found
among predominantly Archie Bunker
types.

C. The "Tunnel-Vision-Terrors"
Syndrome: Characterized by white

knuckles, clenched fists, locked jaw
and spine, and glazed eyes. Can strike

anyone.
D. The TII-Break-lt" Syndrome:

Found among klutzes and pseudo-
klutzes (those who need a convenient
excuse).

E. The "Ridicule-and-Run" Syn-
drome: Found predominantly among
adults suffering from dumb-o-fobia
(fear of appearing unintelligent). Par-

ticularly insidious among teachers

presence of students.

F. The "Sneak-Attack" Syndrome:
Manifested in user secretly hunting for

main power switch or wall plug with

dishonorable intentions.

G. The "l-Don't-Have-Time" Syn-
drome: Most abundant among football,

basketball, volleyball, and track

coaches, but also strikes the pseudo-
busy (yep — those who need a con-
venient excuse!).

H. The "l-Can't-Program/l-Was-
Never-Good-At-Math" Syndrome: Es-
pecially dangerous among art .and

music teachers, and persons with

unusually low self-esteem. Also occurs
among those who are unsure of their

life-role (user-programmer conflict), in

conjunction with "G" above.

bugs kept away
From "Never Eat Anything Bigger Than Your Head & Other Drawings.'

Co., New York. Reprinted by arrangement with the publisher.

Copyright B Kllban 1976. Workman Publishing
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tipple computer i«ippl<z computer

DOUBLEVISION
TM

80x24 Video Display
COLUMNS LINES ^
with Upper and Lower Case

• Works with Apple II*, Apple II Plus*, and PASCAL
• Full 96 ASCII character set

• Fully programmable cursor:

1-9 lines any position

Blinking (2 speeds) and non-blinking

• Shift Lock Feature
• Built in Light Pen capability

• Inverse video
• Full cursor control

• 50/60 Hz operation

All software included for BASIC (optional for PASCAL) • No conflict with other boards using $C800 to $CFFF

Introductory Sale Price $195OO
**

• Compatible with the latest in word processing software "Apple-Pie 2.0"

» PASCAL software interface available for $25.00 additional

* "For all orders received before midnight, April 30, 1980

Deliveries start end of February • Allow up to 4 weeks for shipment.

All Mail orders add $3.00 for postage, insurance and handling

Calif. Residents add 6% Sales Tax

'Apple is a Registered TM of Apple Computers, Inc.

The Computer Stop
16919 Hawthorne Blvd.

Lawndale, CA 90260

(213)371-4010

MON. - SAT.

10-6
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Joel Birnbaum is director of the I

Computer Science Department at
the IBM Thomas J. Watson Re-
search Center at Yorktown Heights,
New York. His views on
personal computing, Information
networks and natural languages
represent a perspective not gen-
erally found within the personal
computing industry. Here he
shares some of his insights with
Creative's interviewer, Betsy
Staples.

Betsy Staples

Staples: I'd like to get your
thoughts about what's going on in
computing today — particularly with
minis and micros.

Birnbaum: In home computing,
the Radio Shack-like computers that
get programmed in various computing
languages will continue to prosper, but
only for a very select and relatively
small clientele as a home computer. I

think the things that people in homes
want and will be interested in are two:
access to other people and access to
information. Consequently, I'm much
more interested in a home computer as
a home communications center. We've
looked at developments like the British
Prestell — systems which connect
television technology to telephone
technology with a data base that's able
to provide information with a very
easy-to-use, menu-driven interface.
That, to me, has a chance of becoming
a pervasive technology where "per-
vasive" means telephones and tele-
vision sets. That's pervasive, not one or
two or four million hobbyists or ex-
programmers or the occasional house-
wife who really does want to learn
Basic to write a checkbook balancing
program or the kids playing the games.
I think that there is considerable hope
that market forces are at work in both
the communications and computer

industries — particularly in Europe,
but I think it will come here as well —
which are going to produce those
kind of networks that have information
that is of interest to the consumer.

Staples: What sort of information
are they going to provide to the
consumer?

Birnbaum: Consider the British
Prestell system, which is run by the
British Post Office. It was a prototype
experiment, but now it is of interest to
GT&E Sylvania and many other com-
panies in other countries. Prestell has
some two or three hundred applica-
tions, many of which I find very con-
vincing. These applications involve, for
example, data bases of information

about shopping, banking, consumer
services, movie schedules, restaurant
menus, the best road to take for a
scenic trip to the north of England,
where can I buy a washing machine in
my area at such and such a price, what
courses can be taken. It's interactive,
two-way and uses a standard TV set
without a special interface on it. There
are all the usual business sources of
information: Standard and Poor's, the
New York Times financial index,
weather maps and so forth. They have
a list of several hundred applications
and they look very different, and to me

very much more real than the sorts of
little programs you see around. A
TRS-80 can connect to this machine
and it can be a message system, it can
be a Telex system, it can be many
things. My feeling is that that is the way
this will go. I don't know how long it will

take. Since it works, initially, at least,

over telephone lines with some capa-
bilities, it's a system in which a small
computer with a large attached data
base which has pages of information
can ship those pages over conven-
tional telephone lines and have them
appear on the screen of a TV set where
they can be interacted with by rather
unsophisticated users with a minimum
of learning. Also, the people can
communicate with each other.

Staples: Do they have educational
applications as well?

Birnbaum: Yes they do. The im-
portant thing is it's a revolution in

publishing because things like the
encyclopedia are being coded and
placed on that data base. Since you will

pay only a local phone call and a small
page charge — a penny or a fraction of
a penny per page — you needn't buy
the Encyclopedia Britannica, you can
only ask for articles. Using cable,
satellite, or whatever, it gives you
broad bandwidth, it will add video and
sound as well. I'm quite excited about it

not only because of home computing,
but because my view of the office of the
future is that it doesn't have a chance
until it permits remote access. I don't
believe that people will be willing to
convert back and forth to paper every
time they take a trip. Many studies of
what goes on in offices indicate that
most people are away from their desks
more than half the time. Until we have a
way of accessing the information from
other people's offices or from homes
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Birnbaum, cont'd.

and motel rooms. I think that the

principal supported office systems will

not be a reality. On the other hand, this

offers a way of getting at that informa-

tion from any television set. I see the

home and office coming together via

the common carrier networks and via

microprocessors which are imbedded
in television sets.

Staples: Do you see IBM being

part of this?

Birnbaum: I can't speak about IBM
activities other than ours, but IBM
Research is interested in it, and we will

be experimenting with such a system
at Yorktown.

Staples: What about software? Do
you think that the quality of software
will change, or perhaps even improve
now that so many people have access
to computers?

Birnbaum: I believe in history, and
the history of software engineering is

that it has progressed at a much slower

rate than hardware — several orders of

magnitude behind by any measure —
hence, I think that we can expect it to

progress, but slowly. I don't think that

turning software into hardware solves

the problem; it just puts it in a different

format. I don't think that exposing the

great unwashed public to software is

going to solve the problem. Since there

are now many more people working on
software, I suspect it will improve, but

I'm not very sanguine about the rate at

which it will improve.

Staples: Do you foresee any
problems in overcoming the trepida-

tion which the average non-computer
person feels when he or she faces a

computer for the first time?

Birnbaum: Enormous. I think

that's the most interesting part of the

problem, and the hardest.

Staples: What do you think should

be done about it?

Birnbaum: I'm not sure. Essenti-

ally, what you have to do is make
computers more natural to use. There

are many different theories about what

"natural" means. Many people think it

means natural language — speak to it

in English, use voice recognition or

handwriting. I'm not sure that that's the

most important thing. It's one thing.

Another is to pose the problem by

letting the person address the com-
puter in a way with which he is familiar.

For example, we have found in our

mechanical assembler project that

while this is a computer language, the

way in which somebody specifies

things is not so much different from the

way a manufacturing engineer cur-
rently specifies things, even though
the engineer doesn't do it through a
computer. So the transition from
essentially work order to the program
is not as large as it would be if he were
writing in conventional lines. Similarly,

query by example seems to be a very
natural way for people to express data
base problems. It's not natural in the

sense of spoken speech or written

mathematics, but it's sort of the way
they do it when they do it with a pencil

and paper, and so they're able to do it. I

think that's the hardest problem. Part

of it is related to technology and a lot of

it is related to really understanding
much more about the cognitive inter-

face than we now do. That needs a lot

of experimentation.

Staples: What about the role of

documentation in all this?

Birnbaum: Our experience with

non-computer professionals and doc-
umentation is that no matter how little

you give them, it's too much. We have

several systems which we have re-

duced to one or two cards of informa-

tion, and it's too much. So we've come
to start thinking about making a few of

our end user experiment systems self-

documenting. For example, if, in your

home, you don't remember how to do
something there's a simple mechanism
for asking a question and getting the

answer back. We are doing experi-

ments with three or four such systems.

I think that the economics are in our

favor. Memory is getting cheap, band-
width is getting cheap, we're learning

low to synthesize the voice effectively.

I think that systems which are self-

teaching are the hope. I don't think

there are too many of them in exist-

ence. We've built several prototypes;

they're an improvement, but they have

a long way to go. I consider it a large,

unsolved problem that not many
people are working on.

Staples: Why isn't anybody work-

ing on it?

Birnbaum: It's hard. It needs ideas.

It isn't so glamourous. It's hard. O

HOME FINANCE PROGRAM, The most
complete and concise home budgeting
program for the Apple II. Simply laid out

and easy to use.

• 1 75 entries/twelve catogories per

month or year.

• Month-to-date, year-to-date
summaries.

• Classifies tax deductible
expenditures

• Balances and reconciles checkbook,
etc.

A household necessity! Includes 30 page
manual. PRICE: $39.95

OMNIBUS BANKING & FINANCIAL PAK, A
program designed to aid businesses and
consumers in long or short range finan-

cial planning.

• Examines investments, savings and
annuities; mortgages and loans.

depreciation and amortization

schedules and much more.

A must for the capital conscious person!
PRICE: $59.95

APPLE II TEXT PROCESSING SYSTEM, A true

text editor and assembler. Create and
edit integer, Applesoft* and Assembly
language programs I

• Cumbersome line numbers are no
longer needed.

• Basic programs can be converted
into text files, edited, then converted
bock.

• Uses all 56 standard 6502 opcode
mnemonics, plus 6 additional pseudo
opcodes.

Includes 43 page manual.
MICE: $5S.OO

GAME DISK

TRY YOUR LUCKI Slots, roulette, craps and
blackjack. (All odds listed).

DIET Individually charts a total weight loss

program and schedule.

BIORHYTHM, Separate critical day listing

with graph.

LONGEVITY. Based on medical statistics.

How long will you live? Uncanny!

Reauires Applesoft. MICE: $39.95

"Apple ii and Applesoft are trademarks

of Apple Computer* inc

Digital

Marketing

2670 Cherry Lane

Walnut Creek, CA 94596

(415)938-2880

Derik^r inquires iv.'l, nme<1 .
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Attention Russian Embassy!

Are you wasting valuable
time sneaking around heavily
guarded U.S. military instal-

lations with tiny cameras and
directional microphones try-

ing to gather tidbits of infor-

mation? Are you having trou-

ble finding disgruntled ser-

vicemen or civilian employees
that can be blackmailed or
bribed? Are your covert intel-

ligence efforts costing you a
bundle for relatively little re-

turn?

Now there's a solution,

due to the cooperation of the
U.S. Government and the
American business press.

Every week Electronic News
(Fairchild Publications, New
York) publishes a list of
defense contracts awarded. If

you want more than the brief

information given in the news-
paper listing, simply ask GSA
or the agency in question and
additional information is a-
vailable to you courtesy of the
Freedom of Information Act.
Step two is to have your
programmers and electronic
technicians get jobs at the
companies listed (or recruit a
contact or two at each com-
pany if you prefer.) In this way
you can easily get all the
in-depth information you want
on all the most sensitive
defense projects in the U.S.
long before they are deployed.

(Some sample listings are

reprinted below. Want newer
ones? Get them yourself.)

You're welcome to sub-
scribe to Creative Computing,
too, if you wish (the U.S.
needs the foreign exchange.)
You may learn to write more
effective programs but we're
unabashedly patriotic and
you'll not find any other form
of aid on these pages. —DHA
Lockheed Missiles & Space

Co., Sunnyvale, Calif., $524.1M for

initial production of Trident-1 mis-

siles, by the Navy Strategic Systems

Project Office, Arlington, Va.

McDonnell Douglas Corp., St.

Louis. JI20M for installations 1

and 2 on F-18 fighter full-scale

development, by the Naval Air
Systems Command, Arlington,

Va.

Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver
City, Calif., $36.7M for validation

phase of Mark-48 torpedo ad-

vanced capability warhead, by
the Naval Sea Systems Com-
mand, Arlington, Va.

Charles Stark Draper
Laboratory, Cambridge, Mass.,

two contracts totaling $38.7M for

engineering support for the Fleet

Ballistic Missile Program, by the

Navy Strategic Systems Project

Office, Arlington, Va.

Texas Instruments, Dallas,

$7.2M for ASR-8 airport surveil-

lance radars, by the Naval

Electronics Systems Command.
Arlington, Va.

Interstate Electronics Corp.,

Anaheim, Calif., $9.1M for
engineering on the Fleet Ballistic

Missile Program, by the Navy
Strategic Systems Project Office,

Arlington, Va.

Raytheon Co., Sudbury, Mass.,
$8.9M for engineering on the
Fleet Ballistic Missile Program,
by the Navy Strategic Syste ns,

Project Office, Arlington, Va.

for Radio Shack
computers

• SUPER DISC
— 70 PROGRAMS $13.95

• BUSINESS
• FINANCE
• MATH/STATISTICS
• GAMES

14 PAGE CATALOG
Writ* to Elliot Kloiman
National Software Marketing
4701 McKinley Street
Hollywood, Florida 33021
CIRCLE 213 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DOES YOUR COMPUTER
SOMETIMES COUGH, SNEEZE OR

HAVE A SEIZURE?

It may be suffering from Transiet Glitchltls,

a cureable digestive disorder The Blitz Bug
can bring fast relief from these symptoms in

less than 50 nano seconds. Available

without prescription. Use only as directed.
* No Computer Should Be

Without One*
Blitz Bug protects your entire circuit,

and plugs into any outlet.

$19.95, Two for S35.00
N.J. Residents add 5% sales tax

Add $1.50 shipping ".handling delivery from stock

Omni Communications Co., Inc.

Jackson, New Jersey 08527
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TRS-80 Model I and II quality software
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MICRO ARCHITECT
96 Dothan St . Arlington. MA 02174
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Let us Take you Elsewhen
PET*
TREK-X

Welcome to the most sophisticated Trek we've

seen yet. We'll beam you aboard to command
this mission at the helm ot the Federation Star-

ship Enterprise. Your briefing follows:

I. The Romulans and the Klingons, normally an-

tagonistic to one another, have decided to form

an alliance. This alliance has but one end- to an-

nihilate the United Federation of Planets.

II. You have a dual mission: first, to explore the

more distant realms of space; and second, to

locate and destroy as many Romulan/Kllngon

warships as possible. Another ally of the

Romulan/Klingon coalition may attack the Enter

prise -you will receive further instructions.

III. After you make fifty confirmed "kills," your

mission will be accomplished, and you can head

home.
In Trek-X the vastness of space Is depicted by

a 12 x 12 x 4 matrix containing suns, planets,

moons, and other celestial bodies. Unlike some'
two-dimensional "treks," Trek-X allows you to

move In front of or behind suns, planets, and

enemy spacecraft. Note also that quadrant

boundaries are transparent to you, lust as they

would be in real life. You'll have both warp power

and sub-light speeds at your disposal, and a

detailed map of space will be available on de-

mand. Your ship's computer will display the pres-

ent alert condition (e.g., Green, Yellow, Red, or

CRITICAL), and will keep track of your shield

power and the number of hits you've received

from enemy vessels.

To add even more realism, optional sound ef-

fects - phasor and photon torpedo fire, and their

resultant explosions - have been included. Trek-

X: more than just a game. For the 8K PET. Order

No . O032P $7.85.
* A traoemar* ol Commodore Bmlneaa Mechlnoe Inc.

Ask for Instant Software at a com-
puter store near you or call Toil-

Free 1-800-258-5473.

| Name .

c.ty .

Stale

.

.Z'P.

I

Q Check D Money otder

I D VIS* QAMEX Q Master Charge

| Card No ______^_
| Eipiration Date.

I Sinn»rt

I

Date

.

I

Order your Instant Software today!

Quantity Oidet No Unit Coat Total Coat

in USA only

Handling

Total Order

$1.00

Instant Software Inc. Ospi ccoco

Peterborough. NX 03458 USA

We can take you to the 15th century, to the states of Italy to rule the

fortunes of many. . . we can take you to 1922 for a solo flight through

the American Midwest. . . we can take you to the future, where you'll

journey along the final frontier. . . the choice is yours.

X
TRS-80*

16K
LEVEL II

•',,,,

EVERY
FLIGHT

IS A SPECIAL
DELIVERY

{

OK, Ace, you survived everything that von Richthofen and the Flying Circus threw

at you. Well, that was four long years ago -and yesterday's medals don't pay the

rent. But Just a minute, Ttere's an ad:

"Airmail Pilot wanted . .

."

AIRMAIL PILOT

You can almost smell the gasoline as the ground crew fuels your J-4 Jenny biplane to her

26-gallon limit. Precious mail is loaded into the cargo area, tagged for Chicago. The weather-

man reports severe icing above 6,000 feet, so you know you have to keep the plane low. It will

be a dangerous flight, but you knew that when you took the Job. The mail must go through. So,

In the tradition of Lindbergh and a hundred unsung heroes, you bravely turn your plane Into the

wind. The engine roars. Suddenly you're aloft on the first leg of your journey. Dayton's socked

in by fog. You change your course for Lucasville. Lightning zigzags the sky. A massive, fast-

moving thunderstorm forces you to land in a cornfield. As the weather clears, your plane leaps

once more into the sky. But even clear skies can cause problems -violent air currents buffet

your fragile wooden aircraft. Your fuel is down to two gallons as Lucasville comes into sight.

You make it! Refuel and head for Chicago. But you're not out of trouble yet. There's a wind

shear at the Chicago airport. You have to land in a shifting crosswind. Can you make it? AIR-

MAIL PILOT from INSTANT SOFTWARE. Unlike any other computer simulation you've ever ex-

perienced. Challenging. Difficult. But never Impossible. An event In a cassette. Crash or fly, It's

so realistic, you can almost feel the wind. Requires a Level II 16K. Order No. 0106R $7.95.

SANTA PARAVIA AND FIUMACCIO
The year is A.D. 1400, and you are the ruler ot a

tiny Italian city-state. You are ambitious by

nature and Intend to build your little city-state In-

to a powerful kingdom.

So begins Santa Paravla and Flumacclo,

where you and your fellow players compete as

rulers of neighboring cities. You control the grain

harvest, feed your people, set tax rates, exercise

justice, invest in public works and, of course, try

to stay on the good side of the church.

Life was short back then, and you'll have only a

limited amount of time in which to build your

kingdom. The lives of your serfs will depend on
your decisions. If you act wisely, then your city-

state will grow and you will acquire loftier titles.

If your rule is incompetent, your people will

starve, and your city-state may be invaded by

your neighbors.

You can play the game yourself or set up the

tournament version, which allows up to six

players at a time to compete. Either way, you're

sure to find your route to the throne a challenging

and rocky one.

How will you rule your kingdom? Will you be a

benevolent ruler -an Iron fist In a velvet

glove -or will you become unscrupulous and

follow the example set by Niccolo Machiavelli in

his book on government, The Prince? Only you

can answer that question - with Santa Paravla

and Fiumaccio Order No. 0043R $7.95.

* A trademar* of Tandy Corporation

Instant Software Inc.
Peterborough, N.H. 03458

603-924-7296
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Secrets of Where and How Variables Are Stored

Inside The TRS-80

Curtis F. Gerald

One important question asked by
programmers and experimenters is

how variables are stored in a system.
For example, IBM 370 computers gain
their power in part from the rich
variety of storage formats afforded
the user. Numerical quantities can be
handled in any of seven different
forms and there are specialized
machine instructions for most of
them. In a computer system based on
microprocessors much less sophisti-
cation is built into the hardware, but
the software can provide the needed
flexibility. The TRS-80 system is

typical.

In Radio Shack's computer there
are four types of variables: integers,
single precision, double precision
and character strings. The user
designates which type of variable is to
be employed by appending a type
designator to the one or two charac-
ters that form the name as shown in

Table 1.

When BASIC accesses the nu-
meric variables named in the state-
ments of the program, it searches for
them in a list that includes the name,
the value and a numeric code that
indicates the type. The numeric type
indicators also show how many bytes
are used to store the values. For
strings, the indicator does not give
the same information. In this case,
the number of bytes stored with the
name is still equal to the type code
three, but the actual value is stored
elsewhere. The three bytes stored
with the name comprise a two byte
address pointer that shows where in

memory the characters are located
and one byte that gives the number of
characters in the string.

Because the BASIC interpreter
always scans the list of variables from
its head in order to access any of the
values or to update a value that is

stored, the speed of execution can be
increased by causing the more fre-

quently used variables to be stored
near the head of the list. This is not
hard to do; it can be done by merely

Type Type
Designator

Example of

Name
Bytes for

Value
Numeric

Type Indicator

Integer % P% 2 02
Single

Precision
-

I XJI 4 04
Double
Precision « KM 8 08
String S AAI to 255 03

* If no designator is specified, the type is single precision by default.

Table 1

using the variables in statements that
are executed early. It may be an
advantage then to use these vari-

ables, even in an artificial way, so
they get placed at the beginning of the
list.

Arrays (subscripted variables) are
stored in a separate list of variables.
All the values that share a common
name are stored together. There is

some economy of memory space and
a possible speed advantage when
quantities are stored in an array. All
four types of variables may be as-
signed to arrays in TRS-80 Level II.

Radio Shack's Level II manual
gives some information about the
storage formats for variables but it is

incomplete. One purpose of this
article is to supplement that informa-
tion and also to disclose how pointers
are maintained to locate the lists of
variables. A second purpose is to
provide a program that will list all the
variables used by a program in the
order in which they are stored.

Integer Variables

The storage format for integer

variables is easiest to describe. A
total of five bytes is used, as illus-

trated in Figure 1a. The first byte is

always 02, the numeric code that
designates an integer variable. The
next two bytes give the ASCII equiva-
lent of the characters of the name with
the second character preceding the
first. If the name is only a single letter

a zero byte is inserted where the
second character would normally
appear. The last two bytes give the
hexadecimal digits of the value with
the less significant byte preceding
the more significant. If the quantity is

negative the value is stored as two's
compliment. Because only two bytes
are provided to store the value, the
range of values for integer variables is

confined to -32,768 to +32,767.
Two's compliment representation

is used almost universally in com-
puters to store negative integers. It

offers the major advantage that sub-
traction can be performed in the same
electronic circuitry that is used for
addition. To form the two's compli-
ment of a number, its magnitude in

16-bit binary form is first compli-

Curtis Gerald, 980 West St., San Luis Obispo
CA 93401

.

Contents
Hexadecimal

02

00

4A

17
00

Decimal

2

Significance

74 /

23 I

J

Numeric type indicator

ASCII for name

Least significant

Most significant Value bytes

(a) Storage format for an integer variable, corresponding to J% = 23.
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OWNERS OF THE TRS-80™* MICROCOMPUTER

SOFTWARE
FOR TRS-SO

OWNERS CQMFUTRQNICSs
MONTHLY NEWSMAGAZINE
Practical Support For Model I & II

MONTHLY
NEWSMAGAZINE
FOR TRS-80"
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• PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
• BUSINESS
• GAMBLING • GAMES
• EDUCATION
• PERSONAL FINANCE
• BEGINNER'S CORNER
• NEW PRODUCTS
• SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
• MARKET PLACE
• QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
• PROGRAM PRINTOUTS
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PROGRAMS AND ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN OUR FIRST 12 ISSUES
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

A COMPLETE INCOME TAX PROGRAM (LONG AND SHORT FORM)
INVENTORY CONTROL
STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS
WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM (FOR DISK OR CASSETTE)
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A HORSE SELECTION SYSTEM—ARITHMETIC TEACHER
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SEQUENTIAL AND RANDOM ACCESS)
RANDOM SAMPLING*"BAR GRAPH
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DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (Cassette or Disk)
Complete file management for your * TRS-80™
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Secrets, cont'd

1 04 4 Numeric type indicator

2 33 51 Second character i

First character J
of3 58 88

4 00
°l

Fraction, least to

5 00 • most significant bytes

6 20 32 I

7 82 130 Exponent, biased by 1 28 (80 h

of name

(b) Storage format fora single precision variable, corresponding to X3 2.5
(binary 0.1010x3s)

1 08 8 Numeric type indicator

2 5A 90 Second character i

First character /
of name

3 5A 90

4 00

5 00

6 00 Fraction, least to

7 00 most significant bytes

8 00

9 00
10 C8 200

11 83 131 Exponent , biased by 1 28

(c) Storage format for a double precision variable, corresponding to ZZ#
-e.2S(blnary -0.11001 x23)

1 03 3 Numeric type indicator

2 00 Second character >

First character I3 53 83 of name

4 04 4 Length of string

5
6

15
43

21

87
Low byte i

High byte (

of address

(d) Storage format for a string variable, corresponding to S$ "ABCD"

1 04 4 Numeric type indicator

2

3
4

5

35

41

35

00

53

65
53

Second character i

First character
'

Less significant byte i

More significant byte '

of name

distance
parameter

6 02 2 Number of subscripts

7

8

04

00

4 Less significant byte i

More significant byte I

limit of

second
subscript

9

10

03

00

3 Less significant byte i

More significant byte '

limit of
first

subscript

11 | Bytes that represent the

through } values for 1 2 members of

58 I the array

(e) Storage format for the header of an array, corresponding to the statement
DIMA5(2,3)

Figure 1

merited (this gives the one's compli-
ment) then one is added. For
example, to represent the decimal
value -23, we proceed as follows

:

1. Write 23 as a binary number:
00000000000101111
(00 17 hex)

2. Compliment each bit: 1111
1111 11101000(FFE8hex)

3. Addone: 1111 111111101001
(FFE9hex)

If the example in Figure 1a were for

K% = -23, the fourth and fifth bytes
would be (in hexadecimal) E9 FF, or
(in decimal) 233 255. (One needs to

consider the decimal values in addi-
tion to the hexadecimal because the
response to the PEEK command in

Radio Shack's Level II

manual gives some infor-

mation about the storage

formats for variables but it

is incomplete.

TRS-80 displays the memory con-
tents in decimal form).

The TRS-80 affords the user a
special command to locate where
variables are stored in memory. The
instruction PRINT VARPTR(K%) will

display the decimal value of the
memory address where the value is

stored. Note that to find the name of

the variable one must PEEK in the two
bytes preceding VARPTR(K%), and,
to find the code that designates the
type, one PEEKs in the third byte
preceding.

Floating Point Variables

Figures 1b and 1c show the
storage formats for single and double
precision variables. These quantities
are in floating point representation, a
form closely related to scientific

notation in which the value is repre-

sented as a fraction (often called the
mantissa) that is to be multiplied by a
scale factor. The scale factor is some
base value raised to an integer power.
In computers, two is the most
common base value, but sometimes
other bases are used. In particular,

IBM 370 systems use sixteen for the
base. Since the base value for the
scale factor is always two, only the
exponent needs to be stored.

Floating point numbers need, in

addition to the fraction part and the
exponent, two additional pieces of
information. The sign of the number
must be represented and also the sign
of the exponent. The TRS-80 system
uses special ways to record these two
signs. For the exponent a biasing
scheme is used. The exponent part of
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ealsoft7^ raOGR^3^?i
4200 Wisconsin AveNW POBox960° Washington DC 20016

This TRS-80 fascinates
my whole family!

50 unique programs for all ages

A package of fifty different game,
quiz, instructional, educational,
financial and fun programs are
available for any TRS-80. Every
member of your family will enjoy
the TRS-80 with this set of
programs called "The Fascinating
Fifty." And it is reasonably
priced at $24.95.

Designed for the whole family,
these programs are fascinating.'
Have fun playing MANCALA or ZOO
BREAK, guessing WORLD RECORDS or
U.S. PRESIDENTS, learning MOON
PHASES or WORD COMPLETION and using
FINANCIAL TIMETABLE or METRIC
CONVERSION. Other programs
include: Rocket, Bingo, Dice,
Reverse, World Population, World
Area, States, Air Distance Between

City,
Base,
Loan
From

Cities, World Population by
Grade Averages, Number
Accounts Receivable,
Amortization, Interest
Savings, Business Ledger, Calendar,
World Clock, Blackboard I, II, III
t IV, Maze, Letter Recognition,
Numeral Recognition, Right Reading,
Word Recognition, How Many, Add On,
Take Away, Learn To Spell, Sounds
Like, Story Telling, Multiply,
Divide, Fractions, State Capitals,
Foreign Capitals, Cub Reporter,
Spelling - Grade 4, 5 & Jr. High,
and Test Your Vocabulary.

If you would like every member
of the family to enjoy your TRS-80,
today order your copy of
"Fascinating Fifty" by Neal Jensen
for only $24.95.

9ate?!K&SPire tatestones of Rynby Douglas G. Carlston
This is fantastic! "Galactic
Empire" opens up a three
dimensional universe for
exploration and conquest. While
travelling through space you
command the Imperial Forces of
Galactica, your ship's senior
officers and its computer. You
must plan you construction of
additional support craft and their
arrival at nearby planets.
Increase your strength by taxing
and enlisting additional troops
from the varied and unique planets
you conquer. Besides maneuvering
in a three-dimensional universe
which changes from game to game,
your use of time to travel between
planets is very important. Good
graphics and the sophisticated
strategy make this game much
different from any "Star Trek" or
"Star Wars." Explore the galaxy
for $14.95. You*ll love it!

from Automated Simulations
In this microquest you are Brian
Hammerhand on a mission into the
Haunted Mountains and Underground
lair of Rex the Reaver and his band
of thieves. A perfect introduction
into the Dunjonquest series which
started with "The Temple of
Apshai." 16k $14.95.
Also available "Temple of Apshai."
124.95.

Invader
arcade game with

TRS80 Disk&
Other Mysteries
by H.C. Pennington
We don't usually list books, but this
one is so unique that we thought you
would want to know about it. There are
over 100 pages about how DOS works, how
a disk is organized, and how to recover
from errors. This is THE technical
backup for NEWDOS+ with great
illustrations. $19.95.

Disk*Mod

Add a
touch

of MAGIC
with a Light Pen.
With only a few ISfies of BASIC, any
program can accept inputs by
touching the light pen on the video
screen. Hundreds of applications!
For only $19.95 you receive the
light pen, instructions on using it
in your programs, several sample
programs, and a cassette of three
light pen programs. This is the
standard pen which several software
companies support.

MARCH 1960

from Levex IV
Machine language
sound. $14.95

Adventure
by Gordon Letwin from Microsoft
The complete Adventure is the
ultimate fantasy game which allows
you to explore the "Colossal Cave."
This is the same as originally
written for the DEC PDP-10. It

fills an entire disk and requires
32k. For just $29.95

VideoSpeed Reading
from Instant •Software ™p
Using the scientific principle
behind the tachistoscope, a

mechanical device used to flash
characters or words on a screen,
this three-part package will train
your eyes and mind to quickly
recognize numbers, letters, words
and phrases. $7.95

Personal Inventory
.southern states Systems

Designed to allow you to develop an
inventory of your personal
possessions for insurance purposes,
you record for each item its
description, serial number and
value. Permits sorting, modifying
and other record manipulations with
storage on cassette tape. $12.50.

89

by Roy Soltoff from Misosys
This machine language program

modifies your copy of the Radio Shack
Editor/Assembler for use with your
minidisk and any disk operating system.
You can save and load both text source
and assembled object files. Unlike the
NEWD0S+ version you can read the
directory and the space used and
available while in the EDTASM. You can
also kill files. It is a complete disk
modification for one or more drives.

Other capabilities are also added
which are not found on NEWD0S+. The
block move command relocates a section
of text to any other area. The global
change command permits, for example,
changing a label throughout the text.
The pagination feature provides hardcopy
on 8 1/2 by 11 pages on either single
sheets or continous paper. In addition,
high memory can be reserved, like in
BASIC, for machine language routines
like printer drivers. You can also
display the amount of memory remaining.

The <CLEAR> key is functional, the
symbol table is sorted alphanumerically
and output 5-across, the scroll up/down
allows 15 lines on the screen, and the
'DEFM' assembly is improved. Lower case
input is now permitted and you can
branch to any address. Plus, it also
corrects the errors in the Radio Shack
tape version.

Save your time and make full use of
your disk system by upgrading your
Editor/Assembler today. $19.95

System Doctor
frofn The Bottom Shelf
Assure yourself that your TRS-80 is

working properly. The causes of
hardware problems are often hard to
detect, but you can now do a thorough
diagnostic check of your entire
computer. It checks the ROM, the RAM,
disk drives, video memory and display
and cassette recorder. Also provided is

a special test tape and a 12-hour test
with a recording of results to find
those occasional errors. $28. SO.
On disk $38.50

THE PROGRAM STORE
200 Wisconsin Ave NW

PO Box 9609 Dept R6
Washington, D.C. 20016

D ^^^-^ TH

YESplease send me these TRS-80 programs:

title price

name:

postage:
total:

$ 1 .00

ariri <-»•!
city, state

OCheck payable
DMASTERCHARGE
DVISA

to The Program
mc bank code

:

exp date:

Store

card number:
sianature:
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Secrets, cont'd

a floating point number is stored in

one byte, affording eight bits for the
value. If only positive exponents were
involved, a range from to 255 could
be accomodated but, because nega-
tive values are also required, this is

reduced to to 1 27 (or to 7F in hexa-
decimal). To represent both positive
and negative numbers a bias value of
128 (equal to 80 in hexadecimal) is

added to the binary value of the
exponent. The result is that decimal
values of the biased number from to
128 (0 to 80 in hexadecimal) represent
negative exponents (for the base of 2)
from -128 to 0, while decimal values
from 128 to 255 (80 to FF in hexa-
decimal) represent positive expo-
nents from to 127.

The sign of the number (which we
may think of as the sign of the frac-
tion) is represented in the TRS-80 in a
very ingenious way. Normally one
would expect that one of the bits
would be required to store the sign
information. However, advantage is

taken of the fact that the fraction part
is always normalized. "Normalizing"
means that the scale factor is

adjusted so that the leading bit of the
fraction is always non-zero. For
example, the binary fraction 0.00011
(equal to 3/32) can be normalized by
rewriting it as 0.1 1 x 2-3. If the number
has leading ones before the binary
point (as in 10.1, equal to 2 1/2),

The sign of the number
(which we may think of as
the sign of the fraction) is

represented in the TRS-80
in a very ingenious way.

shifting the binary point to the left

with a corresponding adjustment of
the scale factor g Ives 0. 1 01 x 22 as the
normalized form.

If the fraction part is always
normalized, the first bit of informa-
tion in the fraction is really redun-
dant; we know without looking that it

is a one. In the TRS-80 BASIC lan-
guage this first bit is left a one for a
negative fraction but is reset to a zero
if the fraction is positive. This pro-
vides one more bit of precision in the
fraction at the expense of slightly
more complex software that performs
the arithmetic operations on floating
point numbers.

In summary, floating point quan-
tities are stored with one byte repre-
senting the biased exponent for the
base of two, giving the scale factor.
Three bytes (for single precision) or
seven bytes (for double precision) are
used to hold the normalized binary

Determine the storage format of 4.25
Convert to binary

Normalize
Bias the exponent
Reset first bit

because positive
Storage form

100.01

4-0.10001x23
3 + 128 = 131 (83 hex)

.00001

08000083;8000^31
tract expt tract expt

hex decimal

(08 00 00 as 3 hex bytes)

Determine the storage form of

Convert to binary

Normalize
Bias the exponent
Leave first bit alone

because negative
Storage form

-0.125:

-0.001

-0.1000x2-2
-2 + 128 = 126(7Ehex)

.1000

8000007E
;

(80 00 00 as 3 hex bytes)
12800126

tract expt tract expt

decimalhex

If the storage form is 20 00 00 82 (hex), what is the value?
Write tract in binary
Number is positive so

set first bit to one
Determine exponent
Shift binary point
Convert to decimal

.00100000

.10100000
82-80 = 2 (hex) (130 -128 = 2)

+ 10.100000
+ 2.5 is the value

If the storage form is Co 00 00 7F (hex), what is the value?
Write tract In binary
Number Is negative,

leave first bit a one
Determine exponent
Shift binary point
Convert to decimal

.11000000

.11000000
7F - 80 =

-0.01100000
-(3/8) = -0.375

-1 (hex) (127 - 128 = -1)

Figure 2. Examples of storage format for floating point values.

value of the fraction, with the first bit

reset to zero if the number is positive.

Some examples are shown in Figure
2.

There is one final point needed to
complete the description of floating
point representation. Zero is a special
case because its fraction part cannot
be normalized. It is conventional, and
TRS-80 abides by the convention, to
store zero as all zeros in both the
fract ion and the exponent

.

As shown in Figures 1b and 1c,
single and double precision numbers
differ only in the number of bytes
used to store the fraction. Since only
one byte is used for the exponent in

either case, the range is approxi-
mately the same, from -1.7 x 1038 to
+ 1.7 x 1038 as decimal equivalents.
The smallest non-zero magnitudes
are +1.47 x 10-39. For single preci-
sion numbers the precision is equiva-
lent to about 7 decimal digits, while
double precision is equivalent to
about 17 decimal digits. (When func-
tions are generated, somewhat less
precision is given in most cases, due
to inaccuracies in the computational
routines.)

String Variables

After the rather involved way in

which floating point quantities are
stored, it is not hard to describe how

string variables are stored among the
list of variables. As shown in Figure
1d, a one byte type code (03) is

followed by two bytes for the name,
then a one byte length value and
finally a two byte address. Since only
one byte is allowed for the length,
string variables are limited to a
maximum of 255 characters. The
address bytes (stored as low address
followed by the high address byte)
point to the location in memory where
the defining characters are located. If

the definition is an assignment state-
ment or a DATA statement within the
BASIC program, the pointer points to
that location within the program. If

the value of the string is input from
the keyboard, the characters are
stored in the special reserved area
allocated to strings (at the high end of
memory just ahead of the space
reserved for machine language pro-
grams).

Note how the numeric type
indicator relates to the number of
bytes used for storage of each kind of
variable. In each case it is exactly
equal to the number of bytes
associated with the name. For nu-
meric quantities, these bytes hold the
value directly. For a string variable, it

equals the bytes used for the length
parameter and the address pointer.
Considering that there are additional
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Secrets, cont'd. .

.

bytes to hold the name and the type
designator itself, there are always T
+ 3 bytes used for each variable

where T is the numeric type code.
With subscripted variables (ar-

rays) space is allocated separately

from that for the simple variables and
this space immediately follows that

used by the simple variables. All the
values for the members of each array

are stored in a group, one after

another in order of ascending sub-
script value. (When more than one
subscript is used, the first subscript

goes through its entire range before

the next subscript is incremented.) At
the beginning of each set of array

values, a header is stored. Figure 1e

gives the contents of each byte of the
header.

The first byte in memory for an
array is the type indicator, and the
next two bytes hold the ASCII values

for the name, exactly as for simple
variables. The next two bytes give the

distance to the next array variable,

with the less significant byte coming
first. How this distance parameter is

determined is shown later. Now
comes a single byte that gives the

number of subscripts associated with

this variable. (In theory, one could use
255 subscripts).

For each of the subscripts, there

isatwo byte count of the size limit for

the subscript, ordered from the last

subscript to the first. (This would
permit each subscript to be dimen-
sioned to a size of over 1 ,000,000 if

there was memory space to hold

them). Note that the size associated

with each subscript is one more than

the value specified in the DIM state-

ment because the number zero is a

valid subscript. The dimension state-

ment DIM X%(1,3,2) would have 2,4

and 3 for the subscript limit values.

The distance measure stored in

bytes 4 and 5 of the header can be
computed as follows

:

Dist = :D1+1)(D2 + 1)(...)

(DN + 1)(T) + (2)(N) + 1

where D1, D2 DN are the

subscript sizes as specified in

DIM statement. T is the numeric
type code. N is the number of

subscripts.

In the above formula, the factor

(D1+1)(D2 + 1)(...)(DN + 1) gives the
number of members of the array. The
formula provides for T bytes for each
member, plus two bytes for each sub-
script to hold its limit value plus one
for the number of subscripts. For the

example in Figure 1 e, this distance is

(2 + 1)(3 + 1)(4) + (2) (2) + 1 = 53. It

is measured from the sixth byte of the

header. One can determine the total

memory space used by any array by
adding six to its distance parameter.

The headers for all four types of

arrays follow this same pattern. The
number of bytes associated with the
values for each of the members does
differ, of course.

You may not be surprised to learn

that the system keeps pointers asso-
ciated with the storage of values for

variables. There are four of them.
One, at locations 16633/4 (40F9/A in

hex), points to the memory location
where the first variable begins. This
happens to be three bytes beyond the
last text byte of the program itself. A
second pointer, at locations 16635/6
(40FB/C) points to the beginning of

the array variables, while a third,

located at 16637/8 (40FD/E) points to

the beginning of the array variables,

while a third, located at 16637/8
(40FD/E) points to the first byte after

the end of the last array variable. A
dynamic pointer, kept at 16607/8
(40DF/E0) is continually updated
during the execution of the program
to show the location of the last

variable accessed.
To some degree, the array begin-

ning and ending pointers are also

dynamic. Even though an array is

specified in a program (either through
an explicit DIM statement or impli-

citly by using a subscripted variable

that invokes an automatic DIM(10)),

no space is assigned until the DIM
statement is encountered during exe-

cution. Consequently, before a RUN
command is issued, the two array

If the value of the string is

input from the keyboard,

the characters are stored

in the special reserved

area allocated to strings

(at the high end of memory
just ahead of the space
reserved for machine lan-

guage programs).

limit pointers point to the same loca-

tion as the beginning-of-variables

pointer. As simple and array variables

are encountered, these array limit

pointers are continually changed so
they point to higher and higher
memory locations.

Variables Lister Program

Figure 3 lists a program that dis-

plays the name and type for each

simple variable, followed by the

name, type and dimension sizes for

each array. The dimension size values
are those that would be specified in a
DIM statement. The user can then
display the current values for each
variable by a succession of PRINT
commands. (A routine was written to

display these values automatically,
but when finished it was found to be
so slow and so long that it was judged
not useful).

Even though an array is

specified in a program
(either through an explicit

DIM statement or impli-

citly by using a sub-

scripted variable that in-

vokes an automatic DIM
(10)) no space is assigned
until the DIM statement is

encountered during exe-

cution.

The strategy behind the Variables

Lister Program is straightforward.

Beginning at the location of the first

variable, the name and type are picked

out and displayed. The program
advances to the start of the next vari-

able (the displacement is just the type
number plus three) and the process is

repeated. Displaying of simple vari-

ables is terminated when the program
finds the first variable within itself,

which is VL. Because of this, that

variable name should not be used in

the program whose variables are

being listed. (By modifying lines 2050
and 2520 to remove the IF condi-

tionals, the routine can be made to

include its own variables in the

listing).

After encountering its own first

variable name, the routine moves to a
listing of array variables. These are

each displayed in the order in which
they occur. Advancing from one array

variable to the next is made easy by
the distance parameter in bytes 4 and
5 of the header. The end of arrays

pointer shows when all the array vari-

ables have been scanned.
Using the lister program is prob-

ably best done by calling it as a sub-
routine. At any point in a program
where it is desired to list all variables

that have been used so far, or defined,

a call to the subroutine is inserted.

The routine can be made into a stand-

alone program by changing the
RETURN in line 2180 to STOP.

Figure 4 is a test program together

with the output from the lister pro-

gram. D
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Professional file access for

theTRS-80" microcomputer!
Introducing INSEQ-80 v (indexed
sequential access method—ISAM)
Finally a professional method of disk

access like those available for big

computers. Access any record in the

file based on a field defined as a key
(e.g. part number in an inventory file)

or read the file in ascending key order.

Access by the field defined as a key
is through an index maintained by
INSEQ-80. ,M Average access time is

2 seconds.

INSEQ-80"" contains 4 machine
language programs that can be called

from your BASIC program via GSR
functions, plus a reorganization utility

to consolidate files. Includes complete
user's manual with fully documented
example program and test files. Will

run under TRSDOS, NEWDOS, and
VTOS 3.0. $49.95.

ComputerCity
m

A division of CPU Industries. Inc.

1 75 Main Street. Dept.CC -3. Charlestown. MA
02129
To order call Toll Free I -800-343-6522.
Massachusetts residents call 61 7/242-3350.
VISA 6 Master Charge accepted.

•TRS 80 is a trademark ot the Radio Shack division of

Tandy Corporation

CIRCLE 128 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TRS-80 SOFTWARE
PACKER: Automatically adits all or pan ol your Basic

program to aasa editing, run taster, or save memory
Hat 5 sections 1. UNPACK — unpacks multiple state

Basic program lines into single statements main-

taining program logic. Also inserts spaces and re-

numbers lines for easier editing. 2. SHORT —
shortens your Basic program by editing out all REM
statements, unnecessary words and spaces. 3. PACK
— executes UNPACK and SHORT, than packs lines

into multiple statement lines. Maintains program
logic. 4. RENUM — renumbers program lines in-

cluding all OOTO's. etc. You specify increment.

5 MOVE — moves any line or block of lines to any
new location in the program and renumbers lines.

Written in machine language, supplied on tape in 3
versions for 16K. 32K. and 48K systems Works under

Laval II and Disk Basic. $2995
DISASSEMBLER: Read, write, and copy system tapes.

Display and modify memory contents. Disassemble

ROM. DOS. and system tapes into Z80 Mnemonics.
Search for strings in memory. Much more" Includes

32 pages ot documentation and other Information.

For 1SK Level II $19 95

SYSTEM TAPE DUPLICATOR: Copy your system format

tapes. Includes verify routine.

For any Level II $12.95

MICROSOFT FORTRAN: includes Fortran compiler,

loader, editor, and library of scientific functions.

For 32K Level II and 1 Disk $90 00
microsoft assembly language development
SYSTEM: includes EDIT-SO Text Editor. MACRO-80 As-

sembler. CREF-S0 Cross Reference facility, and
LINK-80 Linking Loader.

For 32K Level II and 1 Disk $90 00

MICRO-BACKGAMMON by Carl Fowler

For all Laval I or Laval II $19 95
MANY MORE items available Write or call for free

catalogue.

INSTRUCTION MANUALS for any program, except
Microsoft's and Micro-Backgammon, are available

for 20% of list price of program. Refundable when
program is purchased.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.
Kansas residents add 3% state sales tax

Can our 24 hour number 316-683-441 1 or write

COTTAGE SOFTWARE
•14 N. Harding

Wichita. KS 67204

CIRCLE 140 ON READER SERVICE CARD

2000 PRINT "LIST OF SIMPL2 VARIABLES"

2010 PRINT "NAT'S", "TYPE"

2020 VL«5=0: YS£=0i VP^=16633

2030 VA;S=PESK( VP^)*PiEX( VPTM )»256

201*0 VP2=PESX(i6635)*FEEK(l6636)»256

2050 G0SUB 2500 : IF VN$="VL" THEN 2080

2060 PRINT 1 VA>VA2*VT55+3

2070 IF VA,<<VP^ GOTO 2040

2080 VAJtxVPjt. VP5=PEEK(16637)*P2S::(16638)»256

2090 IF VA<S=>VPf< RETURN

2100 PRINT 1 PRINT 1 PRINT "LIST OF ARRAYS"

2110 PRINT "NAME", "TYPE". "DIM(S)"

2120 G0SUB 2500

2130 VSJ5=PEEK(VAJ*»5)

21 40 FOR VLJt-1 TO VSJJ

2150 PRINT PEEK(2»(VS«*-VL7»)*VA7»*6)*PEEK(2# (VS«;-VL*)+VA£*7) , 256-li

2160 NEXT VL^i PRINT

2170 VA5=VArt*PEEK(VA!«+3) + PEEK(VA55*4)*256*5

2180 IF VAf«VP^ THEN 2120 ELSE RETURN

2500 VT?J=PEEK(VA^)

2510 VN$«CHR$(PEE:<(VAJJ*2))*CHR$(PESK(VA£H))

2520 IF VN$="VL" THEN RETURN ELSE PRINT VN$.

2530 IF VT?S=2 PRINT "INT", 1 RETURN

?5*t0 IF VT2=3 PRINT "STR"i RETURN

2550 IF VT2=I* PRINT "SNG": RETURN

2560 IF VTJt=8 PRINT "DEL" 1 RETURN

?5?0 PRINT "ERROR. VARIABLE ";>?:$;" HAS TYPE NUTIEZR CF";VT^i STOP

Figures. A Variables Lister Program
Variables Used —

VL% for loop control
VS% number of subscripts in an array

VP% utility pointer
VA% beginning address of variable currently being processed
VN$ name of the variable being processed

10 RET: A TEST PROGRAM FOR VARIABLES LISTER

20 AA-2.22

30 K»M23«r

*M> C3$»"AAAAAA"

50 DIM XX(2,3)

60 DIM Y$(5)

70 XX(2.2)=12.3*»

80 PRINT "READY TO LIST VARIABLES"

90 INPUT "STRIKE ENTER TO LIST THEM" .A$

100 G0SUB 2000

110 STOP

Output when RUNi

LIST OF SIMPLE VARIABLES

MATE TY?E

AA SNG

K INT

C3 STR

LIST OF ARRAYS

N.V'E TYPE DIM(S)

XX SNG 2 3

Y STR 5

ltiza:' IN 110

Figure4. Test Program and Output

Note: If any key other than ENTER is hit to begin the listing, A$ will be
Included in the listing.
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YOUR TRS-80 IS

A VALUABLE TOOL
creative computing software

TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS

LFOR YOUR HOME, SCHOOL, OR SMALL

BUSINESS^ WHICH MAKE YOUR MICRO-COMPUTER

INVESTMENT WORTHWHILE!

HH l ?lijiiiilM ^

Graphing Package, CS-3301 (4K)
well be the

This package performs statistical tests never before available on small computers, and may

ultimate in statistical applications for the 16K TRS-80. Its cassette based data system allows you to store,

retrieve and transform data files for use in numerous tests. Detailed analysis of varience, correlation, multiple

linear regression, two variable statistics, and descriptive statistics are included. These complex capabilities

are complimented by the convenient user-oriented format. This package features a vinyl binder and

comprehensive manual. The Level II Package is $24.95.

Advanced Statistics, CS-3303 (16K)

Text and graphics are skillfully combined to plot a variety of graphics functions. Display your data in sleek

easv-to-read bar, line, or cartesian coordinate X,Y graphs. A polar coordinate graphing program automatically

scales and labels polar functions. The parametric graphing routine graphs X vs Y in terms of an independent

variable Two regression routines analyse data to see how well a series of points fit on a linear or quadratic

function so the information can be effectively entered into the graphing routines (for Level II) $795.

A Tape Manager/Graphics/Statistics package is also available for Level I, CS-2301 (4K)$7.95.

Sensational Savings! Take ad-
vantage of our $1 discount at

your local computer store with

the certificate on page 135
of this issue. If your favorite

retailer does not stock the

software you need have him
contact our retail marketing

department. Or order directly

fromCreative Computing. Send
your check plus $1 shipping

and handling per order to

Creative Computing Software,

Dept. 202, P.O. Box 789-M,

Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa,

MasterCharge, or American
Express are also welcome. For
faster service call in your bank
card order toll free to 800/631-

8112. In NJ call 201/540-0445.

Circle reader service #207 for

your FREE 20 page illustrated

catalog of micro computer
software.

Investment Analysis,

CS-3305(4K)

An investment specialists tool.

Programs in this package in-

clude regression analysis,

stock market simulations,

market/stock values, risk ana-

lysis, timerelated investments,

and tax analysis (Levels I and
II). $49.95

Text Processing,

CS-3302(16K)
This program turns your TRS-

80 and line printer into a line

oriented text-processing sys-

tem. A special business leter

format is included. You can

edit and modify your work.

Save text on cassette tapes,

and print out perfect docu-

ments every time. There are no
complicated new commands
to learn so anyone can insert

or delete lines with ease (for

Level II). $14.95

Checking Account,

CS-3304(16K)
Keep track of where your

money is going and how
effective your budget is. This

program helps you keep track

of individual and monthly
payments. Checks are auto-

matically sorted by payee,

date of payment, or other

catagories and all information

is saved on cassette (for

Level II). $7.95

seRsatioRal
software

creative
coiRpattng
software

For a FREE Sensational Software Catalog of over 400 programs for eight popular systems circle reader service #300.
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Extended Precision

Computation

Stephen J. Rogowski

How to compute to a practically
unlimited number of places with just
the memory your micro has on board.

No New Hardware

No black boxes are needed. No
new boards need be installed. The
ability to compute values beyond the
normal precision of BASIC, FOR-
TRAN—or any language for that mat-
ter is not a function of memory size or
even the sophistication of the
operating system or its com-
pilers/interpreters.

Your computer can carry out ex-
tended precision computations if you
simply teach it to. Consider the pro-
blem of computing powers of two up
to N, where N is very large. A simple
program comes to mind:

5 INPUT N
10PRINT21N
20 GO TO 5
30 END
Most machines might allow you to

go as high as 2" which is 67,108,864.
For 2" which is 134,217,720 you
would probably have to settle for

1.342177E+8. From there on you can
forget about accuracy, you'll have to
settle for being "in the ballpark."

Think About Doubling

If we think about the process of
doubling though, we should be able
to store the individual digits of suc-
ceeding powers of two in an array. It's

a simple matter to double the digits in

an array A and store them in 8. If the
digit is greater than 4, we must also
carry a 1 into the next place, since 2
times a number greater than 4 has
two digits, the first always a 1

.

PROGRAM 2 below will print out
powers of two until the "cow's come
home,"—actually until the value has

Stephen Rogowski, 6 Edward St., Cohoes,
NY 12047

more than 500 digits. The A array is

multiplied digit-for-digit by 2, then the
carry Cis added to produce a digit for
the B array. Lines 120-160 do the
computation. Line 140 computes the
product and adds the carry C. Line
150 sets the carry for the next digit. If

a power of two has D digits, a counter
is bumped in line 125 to keep track of
how many digits are in the final

answer. Leading zeros are suppress-
ed by making the contents of an array
negative until something is stuffed in-

to it—lines 165 and 167.

PROGRAM #2

40DIMA(500).B(500)

50A(1)= 1

60A(2) = -1

100L = 3
105M = 1

110C = D =
120FORK = 1TOL
125D= D + 1

13OIFA(K)<0THEN165
140EKK) = MOD(A(K)*2,10) + C
150IFA(K)>4THENC=1 ELSEC =
160 NEXT K
165 IFC =0THENB<K + 1) = -1 ELSE B<K) = 1

167 IFC = 1 THEN B<K + 1)=-1
200 PRINT '2 ••;M;' IS'

210FORG = D + 1TO1STEP-1
220A(G) = B(G)
240 NEXT G
250 FOR F = D TO 1 STEP -1

260IFB<F)<0 THEN 275
270 IF B(F) =0THEN PRINT ' ;B(F);

ELSE PRINT B(F);

275 NEXT F

280 PRINT
300l = D + 1

306M-M+1
307 IF M > 250 THEN STOP
310GO T0 110
400 END

Some implementations of BASIC
print zeros without a leading plus
sign—the spaces between numbers
in the printout are actually supressed
plus signs. Zero doesn't have a sign.
To prevent running significant zeros
into the other digits line 270 puts a
space in front of embedded zeros.

Now for Division

So much for multiplication! Let's
look at a division. I got into this pro-
blem while teaching about rational
numbers. Fractions either terminate
or repeat when expressed as
decimals. That's right, every rational
number is either a terminating
decimal or it repeats at some point.
To demonstrate we must be able to
express these fractions with more
precision than normal computer ac-
curacy permits. The solution is to
teach the computer to do long divi-

sion. Forget about successive sub-
traction, it's the hard way to divide.
You remember long division with

decimal points, and trial divisors and
all that. The program below will com-
pute any fraction's decimal
equivalent until it terminates or
repeats—it'll even say how many
places it took to repeat. It sometimes
requires patience for the repetition to
begin. Did you know that 1/4097
repeats only after 4096 places. The
program is simplified by the fact we
only compute denominators under 1,

hence the presence of 10s in lines
160 and 180. A simple modification
would allow all possible numerators
with the chosen denominator—
although mathematicians amongst
the readers will recognize
that the number of places
in the decimal expansion will remain
the same. The program can really be
reduced to lines 160 and 180 where
the divisions are done. The rest of the
logic is for orderly printing and place
counting. If you don't have a MOD
function—R = MOD(N,D) places the
remainder from N/D into R—use
R = N-INT(N/D)*D.

PROGRAM #3

100X = 1

110DIMA(100),N(100)
120 PRINT
130 INPUT NUMERATOR AND DENOMINATOR
140 INPUT N(X),D
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1 50 PRINT N(X);'/ D;' . .

160A(X) = INT((10*N(X))/D)

170 PRINT A(X);

1 80 N(X + 1 ) = MOCH10* N(X),D)

190 IF N(X + 1 ) = THEN PRINT ELSE 230
200 PRINT (TERMINATES AFTER X;

210IFX = 1 THEN ' DIGIT.) ELSE DIGITS.)

220 GO TO 100

230X = X + 1

240 FOR Y = 1TOX-1
250 IF N(X) = N( Y) THEN 260 ELSE 300
260 PRINT
270 PRINT (REPEATS AFTER;X-1

;

280 IF X-1 = 1 THEN DIGIT.)' ELSE DIGITS.)'

290 GO T0 100

300 NEXT Y
310GOTO160
320 END

Close scrutiny of the results pro-

duces some very interesting proper-

ties. The list below was produced by

a slightly modified (and simplified)

version of PROGRAM 3. It is listed

below in PROGRAM 4. Notice that

there are 16 separate fractional

equivalents for fractions with
denominators of 17. The expansion
has 16 places. Each expansion is a

cyclic permutation of the first, i.e. the

order of the digits never changes
they just start at a different but

predictable point. Since 05 is the

smallest possible starting point, .

must be assigned to 1/17. The next

smallest sequence begins with 1 1 , so
it must be assigned to 2/17, and so
on.

PROGRAM *4

100 PRINT INPUT DENOMINATOR
110 INPUT N
120FORT = 1TON-1
130LETX =
140 PRINT
150LETA= T
160 PRINT A;7;N, = .';

170IF(A*10)/N<1THEN240
180LETA = A*10
190 PRINT INT(A/N);

200LETX = X + 1

210IFX>=N-1 THEN 290
220LETA = A-INT(A/N)*N
230 GO T0 170

240 LET A = A' 10
250 PRINT 0';

260LETX = X + 1

270IFX>=N-1THEN290
280 GO T0 170

290 NEXT T
300 END

Some Observations

Even more interesting is a relation-

ship within each expansion. Split

each 16 place expansion in half. Con-
sider the first eight digits in order

against the last eight. Notice the first

half is the nines complement of the

second half—i.e. if you add the first

eight digits to the last eight, you'll get

all nines. This always happens when
the denominator is a prime N and the

decimal period is N-1. Using 1 /4097,
the first 2048 place produces 2048
nines when added to the second 2048
places. Even when prime
denominator expansions contain
fewer than N-1 digits, if the period is

even, both the cyclic
permutations—several in these
cases—and the nines complement
properties will appear.

1/17 = .0588235294117647

2/17 = .1176470588235294

3/17 .1764705882352941

4/17 = .2352941176470588
5/17 = .2941176470588235
6/17 = .3529411764705882
7/17 = .4117647058823529
8/17 = .4705882352941176
9/17 = .5294117647058823

10/17 = .5882352941176470

11/17 = .6470588235294117
12/17 = .7058823529411764

13/17 = .7647058823529411

14/17 = .8235294117647058

15/17 = .8823529411764705
16/17 .9411764705882352

No reason to miss the advantage of

extended precision because the
manufacturer didn't design it in. Pro-

gram it In! D

EVEN COMPUTERS GET THE BLUES
Has your TRS-BO been sluggish lately? Stow to respond? Hod
excessive keyboard bounce?

The problem might be tow voltage, or a BASIC misunderstanding or

IPON POOR SOFTWARE!

Do you serve your TRS-BOs meals on paper sheets? Do you
(shudder) write it yourself? Recent studtos indtoate that keyboard-

feeding causes MALIGNANT BUGS!

CLOAD Magazine is published monthly on a mognettc IRON OXIDE

tape, wound up inside a C-30 cassette. Now you may ask "Why
bother?", but I can assure you that our computer cassettes are

Directly readable. I repeat DIRECTLY readable by your computer

We hove Thrills. Voriety. and Absurdity. We have every program your

computer has ever wanted to run after a hard day at the job. We
even include our infamous "yeltow sheets" with every issue, filled with

lies about the TRS-BO computing scene.

12 Monthly cassette issues S36.CO'
(over 60 programs)

Single issues S 350*
BestofCLOAD SIO.OO*

(9 programs w/ listings)

* CA residents please add 6% to norvsubscriptton orders

Please write for overseas rates

Master Charge / Visa Welcome. Also Cash & Goto.

ULUHU MAGAZINE, mc • P.O. Box T267 • Goleta CA 93017 • (805) 964-2761

CIRCLE 123 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Are you missing any back issues of Creative Computing or
ROM magazine? The applications, programming techniques,
simulations, problems, commentary, articles and fiction are
practically timeless. Not only that, but the earlier issues are
actually increasing in value.

Prices are $2.00 each, three for $5.00, or ten for $15.00.
Postage $1.00 for up to 3 issues. $2.00 for 4 or more.
SUPER SPECIAL: One of everything we have plus 4 back

issues of Computer Notes — 32 magazines in all — for only
$40 postpaid!

I

I

creative GontpattRg
Vol. 3, No. 4 - Jul/Aug 1977
Guide to selecting a microcomputer.
Write your own CAL. Part 2. Computers
in medicine and health care. Dwyer "8-

Hour Course in Basic-Part 1." Thinking
Strategies-Part 3." Sherlock Holmes and
Charles Babbage Four new games.

Vol. 3, No. 5—Sep/Oct 1977
A dynamic debugging system tor 8080
assembly language, bibliography of
"limits to growth" models. Dywer: 8-

hour course in Basic-Part 2. Pro-
gramming approaches to solving com-
plex equations. Electronic intormation

exchange. Symmetric art with your
computer, in-depth reviews of S micro-
computer BASICs. software technology
music system. Games: Nomad. Rotate.

Lissajous

Vol 3, No. 6—Nov/Dec 1977
Programming techniques- Part 1. CAI.
Topics in Logic. Three 8080 8K BASIC
evaluations. Smart electronic game
reviews. How computers can write final

exams. Mastermind II and Othello
computer games Profile of the Alpha 1

and Alpha 2 for the TDL Xitan.

Vol. 4, No. 1—Jan/Feb 1978
File structures. 16-bit computers. LOGO
Language. Murphy's laws, review of

Radio Shack TRS-80 and Heath H8.
World model, biorythms. how to write a
simulation. Hart sort algorithm, 3
games. 8-Hour Basic Course - Part 4

Vol. 4. No. 2—Mar/Apr 1978
Parody of Datamation, Business Com-
puting: 5 inventory control systems.
ABCs of microcomputers, structured
software for micros, four computer
music systems, reviews of 2 Basic
interpreters and micro-APL. CAI-Part 4.

puzzles and games

Vol. 4, No. 4—Jul/Aug 1978
Reviews of Commodore PET. Apple II.

Atari computer, Video games, inter-

facing to the real world: 5 articles,

business computing: 4 word process-
ing systems. ROM section: 7 articles,

backgammon game, bar code.

Vol. 4, No. S—Sep/Oct 1978
Equipment profiles: TRS-80. Exidy
sorcerer. Bally Arcade. PolyMorphic
8813. Merlin Video Display preview of

nine new personal computers. Ac-
counts receivable systems. All about
PASCAL, real world games, a real time
clock to build. PET cassettes, special

education features, new software: Star
Wars. Hex

Vol. 4, No. 6—Nov/Dec 1978
Subject index and file index in BASIC,
consumer computers buying guide,
electronic game reviews, critical path
analysis, mailing label programs, robot
programming, experiment in teaching
strategic thinking, evaluations of North-
star Horizon, CP/M operating system
end backgammon computers, columns
on Apple II PET and TRS-80. plus game
section including "Corral". "Joust" and
Puzzle'

Vol. 5, No. 1—January 1979
Computers in fiction; Survey of
Educator's Attitudes; K-State: How to

Hide Your Basic Program: World Chess
Championship Computer; Compleat
Computer Catalog. Microchess for the
TRS-80; Exidy Sorcerer. Ohio Scientific

superboard II. Robots in Fiction; Help
for the Weary Taxpayer. A counterfeit

Cursor for your PET; Medical Audit
Time.

Vol. 5, No. 2—February 1979
Evaluations: Electric Pencil. Heathkit H-
8, Computer Music Records Computer
Games: Gold Mine, Atom-20. Com-
puterized Sports Predictions, Multiple
Regression Analysis Simplified, Value of

Computers in Education, Budget Man-
agement System. Help for the belea-
guered consumer

Vol. 5, No. 3—March 1979
Six articles on data base management;
Evaluations of TRS-80 and Apple Disk

Systems: Payroll system; the Game of

Go; Small business computing with the

Sourcerer; Judging of sports events:

Social Science survey program.

Vol. 5, No. 4—April 1979
Safeguarding your computer; Inter-

pretive programming; Elements of a

good computer game. Music com-
position; "What will happen if"; Vertical

graphs and bar charts: People Pro-

gramming: Home applications.

Vol. S, No. 5—May 1979
Word processing systems — buying a
system and 5 evaluations; Writing 2
user-oriented program; Tutorial on
PILOT; 3 new games: Amoritization
schedules, reading and comprehension
tests

Vol. 5, No. 6—June 1979
8 Articles on computer graphics and
plotting; Evaluations: HiPlot, NAD
System, ALF/Apple Music Synthesizer.
Copyright of Software; Sesame Place:

Probability Study; String Manipulations:
3 New Games.

native

I* txmlrmntinnal ami educational
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Vol.5, No. 10 October 1979

Battle of the Word Processors, The
Computer as a Gun. Computer Driven

Real 3-0 Display. Applications: RCA
VIP and COSMAC ELF* Graphics
Digital Clock. Evaluations: Perip-

hlcon 511, Compucolor II, Health H14
Printer, Atari Video Computer Cart-

ridges, Mountain Hardware Super-
Talker.

July 1977
SOL. The Inside Story: Braille and the

Computer Video newspaper: A Chip is

Born: The Care and Feeding of Your
Home Computer: Digital Foam — the

peripheral of the future.

August 1977
The Kit and I. Part I, by someone who's

never soldered before: Introduction to

the fundamentals of Computer Memory:
Tips for the do-it-yourself hardware

beginner. Binary clocks: APLomania.

September 1977
Xeroxes and other hard copy off your

CRT: Payroll Program: How Computers
Work: The Kit and I. Part II: or Power to

the Computer: CCD's How They Work
and How They're Made: A look at

PLATO, an Educational Computer
System: IBM 5100.

October 1977
Binary Arithmetic For the Beginner:

Microprocessor Aid for the Deaf and
Blind: The Kilobyte Card: Scott Jophn
on Your Sci-Fi Hi-Fi: Building a Basic

Music Board: Flowcharting: Payroll

Program.

November 1977
Solar Energy Measurement: A Begin-

ners Introduction to BASIC: The Kit and
I, Part III: More Music to Play on Your
Computer: Micro Maintenance: Solo-

mon and Viet: Putting Together a

Personal Computing System: Time
Sharing on the Family MICRO.

Vol.5, No. 11 November 1979
Comparison Chart of Six Popular
Personal Computers, Comparison of

Single Board Computers, Electronic

Toys and Games, Quick Printer II,

Interact Computer, TRS-80 Level III

Basic, Battle of the Word Processors,
lntrolX-10 Home Control System,
Adventure: Complete Listing in Ba-
sic, Build Your Own Telephone Dialer

and Joysticks.

Vol.5, No. 12 December 1979
More Electronic Games, Language
Translators, APFMP1000 Video Game
System, Buying a Word Processor

printer, Satellite Tracking Software,

Syskit for the 8080, Assemblers:
CP/M vs. TSC, Statistics for the

TRS-80. Part 2: Controlling House-
hold Devices, Computerized Biofeed-
back. Applications: The Microcom-
puter as an Investment Tool, "Turn-

key" CP/M systems, Animation for

the Apple. Digitized Video Images.

December 1977
A Beginners Guide to Peripherals: The
Best Slot Machine Game ever: Artificial

Intelligence?: An Electronic Jungle

Gym for Kids: File Copy Program. Better

Health Through Electronics: the Kit and
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January 1978
Synthetic Skin for Your Robot and How
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February 1978
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Flowgrams—A New Programming Tool:
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Send order to Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M,

Morristown, NJ 07960. Or save time and call your credit card

order toll, free to: 800-631-8112 (in NJ. 201-540-0445).



For magazine articles and whatever

Photographing Your

,4* Computer System

Donald Skiff

Whether you're using photographs to
illustrate an article for Creative
Computing, to make a record of a
new hardware design, to get hard
copy without a printer by shooting
the image on your CRT, or just to
send a picture to your Aunt Millie,

you can do a better job of it with a
little planning and a few hints from
the pros. .

.

Illustrations Add a Lot to Communi-
cating

Have you ever tried to describe
something complicated without il-

lustrations? I don't mean complicat-
ed in theory, either — just the
appearance of an object such as a
printed circuit board. We've come to
really depend on illustrations in

magazine articles and books to help
us understand the words, and if we
want to record or describe some
thing we've made, the simplest
means is often a camera.

We really depend on
illustrations in maga-
zine articles and books
to help us understand
the words.

It's easy enough to pop a flash-
cube into an Instamatic and grab a
quick snapshot of visiting relatives.

While we can't use the same tech-
nique to get a clear photograph of the
inside of our just-completed 64K
Turbobyte, with a little care we can
produce sharp, clear, well-lighted
photos of our equipment, for what-
ever purpose we choose. We're not
offering a course in photography
here, but some hints and sugges-
tions specifically aimed at the pho-
tographing of objects such as com-
puter components, in a controlled
setting, and without the need for a
lot of expensive gear.

Qood and Bad Photographs

In spite of what camera adver-
tisements suggest, the difference
between a poor photo and an
effective one is not the brand (or the
price) of the camera. If you can get
your hands on a moderately priced
35mm camera (the plastic lenses on
many "instant" cameras will not
reproduce sharply enough to be
useful in this kind of photography),
you don't need expensive features
such as automatic exposure control
and motor-driven film advance. What
does make the difference is control
by the photographer — control over
the amount and range of light used,
over the focus of the camera and over
what is included in the picture.

Light Makes a Photograph

A photograph is a two-dimen-
sional image of a three-dimensional
object. To make it look like three
dimensions, we must provide some
way to distinguish the depth of the
photographed object. Our primary
control is the way the object is

lighted; perfectly flat lighting tends
to obscure shape. As Photos 1 and 2
show, some directionality in the
lighting creates highlights and sha-
dows, and allows the flat page to
reveal three dimensions.

Donald Skiff, 7211 Scottwood Ave., Cincin-
nati. OH 45237

Photo 1 - "Perfectly flat lighting does not
shape very well."

We don't want too much, though.
Contrast is the amount of gradation
of tone values. A steep gradation
produces high contrast; the steps of

tone seem to go suddenly from light

to dark, without much distinction in

the middle tones. If your photo
contains important detail in those
middle tones, you'll lose that detail if

the contrast is too high.
A related aspect: Have you ever

tried to see clearly when your field of
vision included both a very bright

light and dimly-lit areas? You have to

shade your eyes against the light so
you can make out the detail. That
means the scene has too great a
brightness range for your eyes to
accomodate. To put it in numbers,
let's say your vision can handle a
100:1 ratio in brightness, without
losing the detail. Photographic film

can handle about 10:1; a normal
print, however, can reproduce only
about a 3:1 range. If you shoot a
scene that contains a greater range,
the photo will lose detail, either in

the highlights or the shadows,
depending on the amount of expo-
sure. If you expose to retain the
detail in the shadows, the lighter

areas will "wash out" like the
pasty-looking faces of people who
were too close to the flash camera at

last year's Christmas party. If you
adjust the exposure to keep detail in

the bright areas, the shadows will be
dull and dark. Unless you control
your lighting, you are taking a
chance that your photos will be
unusable.

When you've set up your Turbo-
byte to shoot it, don't trust your eyes
to judge the range of brightness;
measure it, if you can. We're talking
about lighting here, not light and
dark objects in the shot. If neces-
sary, put a medium-gray card in front

of the object, and take the light meter
readings from that, instead of the
object itself. Measure the brightest
and the darkest areas. Since that
makes the lighting job more compli-
cated, we'll describe some shortcuts
later.
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FUNCTION PLOT $2496
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All orders must include 3% postage and handling. California

residents add 6% sales tax. VISA and MASTERCHARGE
accepted.

Applt II is a trademark of Apple Computers. Inc.

See us at the West Coast Computer Fair*, Booth «506C
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INTERNATIONAL. Inc.
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(213) 3840579
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384 1117
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Photographing, cont'd.

Photo 2- "Directional lighting shows depth
and shape. Notice the detail in the shadows,
however, held by fill light. Shadows should
not be hard and dark."

Sharpness

If you are taking portraits, you
may not want wire-sharp images. A
portrait is usually an attempt to
suggest inner qualities, rather than
simply display external details. But
an illustration of a device will lose
effectiveness if one cannot make out
the detail in it. Use a camera with
adjustable focus and aperture set-
tings (f-stops). And some means of
accurately focusing the lens is

necessary; if you're not using a
single-lens reflex, measure carefully.

The degree of enlargement, from
negative to print, obviously will

affect sharpness. You won't gain
anything using a good camera if the
usable image size on the negative is

only a small part of the whole frame.
Decide before you shoot what the
limits of your final picture will be,
and fill up the viewfinder with that
part of the scene.

Focus-Depth of Field

A technical photograph should
usually be sharp throughout. How-

Photo 3- "Shallow depth of field, produced
with aperture setting of f2.8."

ever, the closer the camera is to the
subject, the shallower its field of
sharp focus will be. To overcome this

shallow field, stop the lens down
(use a higher f-stop number), as far

as you can.
For example, a 35mm camera

having a 50mm focal length lens
stopped down to f 16 and focused at

36 inches will give a sharp image of
objects from 7 inches in front of that
point to 13 inches beyond. The same
camera set at f2.8 and still focused at

36 inches will give a sharp image
only l-Vi inches in front, and less

than 2 inches beyond the point of
focus. Photos 3 and 4 illustrate the
difference.

Some cameras have a scale on
the focusing ring to show the range
of sharp focus at different stops. If

your camera has no scale, measure
the distances from lens to the
nearest point and the farthest point
you want sharp, then set the camera
to focus on a point one-third of the
way from front to back, as shown in

Figure 1.

Photo 4- "Stopping the lens down to f16
extends the depth of field to cover the
subject."

Stopping the lens down, of

course, means that you'll need a lot

more light, or longer exposures.

Backgrounds

When we see the world, we really

don't see the whole world. And when
we're looking through the viewfinder
of a camera we are seldom aware of

what is in the frame other than the
subject. That's how Uncle Joe seems
to have a telephone pole sticking out
of his head in those family snap-
shots. And that's how the corner of a
sandwich happens to show next to

the Turbobyte computer. When you're

Unless you control
your lighting, you are
taking a chance that
your photos will be
unusable.

all ready to snap the shutter, stop
and look carefully into the viewfinder
for things you don't want in the
picture. Backgrounds should be
plain. You may have a very pretty

rose garden wallpaper behind your
computer, but it will detract from the
point of the photograph.

Reflections, Texture, Surface Detail

We're getting down to the finer

points of our lesson. The careful eye
looking through that viewfinder can
see other things you might want to
subdue or accentuate. If a smooth
surface reflects a light or object
outside the frame, it may draw
undesired attention to part of the

Figure 1 : "Rule of thumb for close-up focusing: measure distance
across subject, in line with camera, then set focus at

one-third that distance beyond nearest point. Stop the lens
down as far as you can, to get maximum depth of fiels."
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Photographing, cont'd.

picture, or it may create questions in

the viewer about its origin.

A main light near the camera will

tend to reduce surface detail. Con-
versely, if you want to emphasize
texture, let a light skim across it from
one side. Watch for distracting

shadows, however.

Lighting Techniques

We've mentioned light several

times before now — contrast, range,

intensity and in handling reflections

and texture. Lighting a photograph is

not simply giving it enough light to

expose the film.

To show detail, generally a very

soft light (without sharp shadows) is

best. I usually point my lights at the

ceiling and one wall, and use the

relected light to flood the subject.

Even flash can be used this way, if

you think about angles and total

distance from source to subject. A
single light bounced off the ceiling

may well light a flat object, such as a

printed circuit board lying on a table.

However, it won't give very pleasing

results by itself it you're shooting
horizontally, especially if there are

people in the picture. You need an

additional light from one side, either

bounced off a nearby wall or shining

through a diffusion screen.

A technical photo-
graph should usually
be sharp throughout.

Caution: If you try to diffuse a

photoflood light with flammable

material, be very careful of heat.

Don't get the material close to the

light, and don't leave it there more

than a few seconds. Test the heat

with your hand at about the same
distance — that will give you an idea

of how long to leave the diffuser in

place. Most photographers use fiber

glass diffusers, but even with fiber

glass, use care, because usually the

glass is coated with a plastic, which
mav be flammable.

Another lighting method that

works well, although it takes some
practice to get uniform results is

"painting" with light. Holding the

lamp in your hand, open the shutter

and move the lamp in a circle,

keeping it at a constant distance but

in continuous motion. You must use
a long shutter speed, of course. The
effect is as though the light were a

very large source, and shadows are

softened, even though there will be a

definite direction to the lighting.

Remember the remarks about

brightness range? With two lamps of

equal brightness, if one is three-

fourths the distance from the subject

as the other, it will put twice as much
light on it. That's a 2:1 ratio. If you
use the closer light as a key light (set

it up by itself first, until it gives the

result you want), then fill in the

shadows with the other, one-third to

one-half farther away, you'll have a

brightness range that will reproduce

well. Usually, this fill light works

You may have a very

pretty rose garden
wallpaper behind your
computer, but it will

detract from the point
of the photograph.

best if it is close to the line of sight

from the camera, on the side of the

camera opposite that of the key light

(Figure 2). Diffusing both lights will

produce a usable brightness range
with soft shadows - a dependable

Photo 5- "A single light is seldom adequate.

This one is too close to the subject, as well-

notice the lack of detail in the lower left."

Photo 6- "A broad light source subdues
shadows, illuminates more evenly."

arrangement for most detailed pho-
tographs.

Aside from trying to work with

too great a brightness range, the
most common mark of an amateurish
photo is the presence of harsh,

confusing shadows. Keep the sources
of light broad. Compare Photos 5 and
6 for detail. Photo 5 was made with a
single light, undiffused and too close
for uniform exposure.

Closeups

A frequent complaint about non-
professional photographs is that

they are taken from too great a
distance. They include too much
area, de-emphasizing the main sub-
ject, and lacking important detail. If

your subject is small, get in close.

Use close-up lenses on your camera
if necessary (these are relatively

inexpensive attachments that fit in

front of the camera lens). Follow the

instructions that come with the

attachment regarding focus, depth of

field and field size. They don't affect

exposure.
Whatever means you use to get in

close, remember that the depth of

Figure 2: "Basic lighting arrangement with two lights. Key light is to

the side, three-fouths the distance of the fill light, to give

about 2:1 brightness ratio on the subject Keep fill light

close to camera line of sight."
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Photographing, cont'd...
field ~ the range of sharpness -
decreases markedly, the closer you
get. If you stop your lens down as far

as it will go (the highest f-stop),

you've done what you can about that,

and if the picture doesn't work, you
may as well think of another picture.
Depth of field is a function of
distance, lens aperture size and
image size - not lens quality.

Photographing the CRT

This is a side issue, relative to the
things we've been discussing so far.

But sometimes a photograph of a
video image is the only way a
permanent record can be made of the
results of a program, and even of the
program itself. If you need a photo of
your CRT, it's easy to do.

Set the camera on a tripod,
exactly in front of the screen. Check
the alignment (you may be able to
see the camera reflected in the center
of the screen). Move in close enough
to eliminate everything but the
screen and a little bit of the frame. If

you get too close, there will be more
distortion of the image from the
curvature of the screen. If you have a
telephoto lens, you can get the same
size image from farther back and
reduce that distortion.

Use an exposure time longer than
1/60 second. Otherwise, you may get
diagonal stripes across the image of
the screen, caused by the timing of
the screen refresh process. On some
video monitors, you may need as
much as 1 /30 second.

Depth of field — the
range of sharpness —
decreases markedly
the closer you get.

Unless you're photographing a
screen design that doesn't include
much blank screen, your light meter
won't read accurately from the screen
itself. You'll have to experiment with
exposure. One way to estimate
exposure is to place a gray card (the
back of a tablet will do) in front of the
screen. Under ordinary room light,
read the meter off the card. Then
move the card to reveal half the
screen. By eye, judge the difference
in brightness between card and
screen image. If the background
seems darker, and the image seems
lighter than the card, correct expo-
sure should be pretty close to that
indicated from the card itself (see
Photo 7). Some CRT's have controls
that will permit you to adjust the

brightness and contrast. Now - and
this is important -- turn off the room
lights before you make the shot.
Otherwise, you will get reflections of

your camera and yourself, and some
overall graying of the screen from the
room lights. If you must have the
lights on, make a hood to cover both
the screen and the camera.

Make several exposures of each
image, increasing and decreasing the
amount of exposure around that
indicated (this is called "bracket-
ing"), for safety. For example, if your
card reading indicated an f-stop of

f8, make one exposure each at f5.6,

f8 and f11. When you see your
negatives, choose the clearest one to
print.

Photo 7- "A medium gray card placed over the
CRT Image can give a reference tone value for

a light meter reading. Adjust screen bright-
ness and contrast to balance across the gray
tone, then shoot bracketing exposures for

Insurance."

What Kind of Equipment?

A single lens reflex is a popular
type of 35mm, since it allows you to
see, through the lens, exactly the
field of view to be included in the
negative. This is especially helpful
for close-up shots. Fixed-focus
cameras are designed to give an
acceptable sharp image at but one
distance; at any other distance, you
lose. So adjustable focus is a must;
likewise, adjustable f-stops. Some of
the new automatic cameras change
the aperture size to give a proper
exposure, without regard to your
need for depth of field - be sure you
can set the f-stop yourself.

A light meter, either separate
from the camera or built in, will save
a lot of wasted film.

A tripod permits extended expo-
sure times without camera move-
ment and makes composing the
picture much easier. Use a cable
release to operate the shutter.

When shooting black and white
lights can be almost any kind, from
ordinary household lamps to tung-
sten-halide photofloods or electronic
flash lamps. The main difference is

in the length of exposure you need to

get a good image. Some means of

diffusion is necessary. Remember
that the duration of a flash is so short

you cannot change exposure by
adjusting the shutter speed. You
must either change the distance of
the light from the subject, or change
the f-stop.

What Kind of Film?

Generally, slower films have finer

grain, although grain size depends
somewhat on development method
as well. Stay away from extremely
fast films, and special developers
that increase effective film speed.
Such things are useful for night

basketball games, but the price is

degraded picture quality. If your
subjects are stationary, exposures of

a minute or so will allow small
aperture settings even with 100-watt
lamps. Ordinary black and white film

from the drugstore, with a speed of

64 or 100 should do nicely. Kodak
Panatomic-X is a slow speed, ex-
tremely sharp film with beautiful

tonal rendition.

Conclusion

We've tried to give you some
pointers here, for getting better
photgraphs of your equipment, under
typical home conditions. Rules of
thumb are not meant to cover
everything, but if you are able to
make good photos with these hints,

then you can experiment to find

techniques for more difficult situa-

tions. Commercial photo labs don't
ordinarily take pains to get good
prints from marginal negatives. How-
ever, if your negatives are well

exposed and well framed, you won't
have to pay for custom lab services
to get decent prints.

Many people make the mistake of
writing directly on the back of a
photograph with ball point or felt tip

pens. The writing will bleed through
when this is done and using a
stick-on label is the solution. Ship
the photographs back to back to
prevent writing from transferring
from the back of one photo to the
front of another. Type all of the photo
captions on a sheet of paper to be
included with the text of your article,

book, or whatever. Do not put the
captions on the back of photos - the
back should have the photo identifi-

cation on a stick-on label, and that is

all.

And if you're submitting your
photos for reproduction with a
magazine article, you stand a better

chance that your manuscript will be
accepted if your photos are up to the
quality of your writing. Q
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SPACE

You re in command in SPACE WAR! Destroy your
opponents ship by forcing him to collide with the sun or to
explode upon re-entry trom hyperspace or challenge him
face to face with missile fire You're in command of the speed
and direction of your ship You control the timing of your
missiles You select the game mode from five options,
including Reverse Gravity, and the battle begins Accel-
erate to place your shots--and escape into hyperspace before
your opponent comes within range But be wary he (or she')
may circle out of sight and reappear on the opposite side of

the galaxy 1 (This is the classic MIT game redesigned
especially for the Apple )
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• Features superb high resolution graphics, nail-biting tension and

hilarious antics by the moon creatures!

• Self-running "attract mode" of operation for easy learning and
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As good in every way as the famous Invaders arcade game.

High speed action ! • Sound effects!
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Fifty-live aliens advance and shower you with lethal writhing

electric worms As you pick off the aliens, one-by-one. they

quicken their descent They whiz across the screen wearing away
your parapets, your only defense, coming closer and closer to your
level Super Invader is the original invader game, with original

on the market
Super Invader is available for only $19 95 on cassette (CS-4006)

for a 32K Apple II Space War is $14 95 on cassette (CS-4009) lor a

16K Apple II Space War and Super Invader are on one disk

(CS-4508)tor a48K Apple II $29 95

Send payment plus $1 00 shipping and handling to Creative

Computing Software. P O Box 789-M. Mornstown. NJ 07960 NJ
residents add $1 00 sales tax Bankcard orders may be called in toll

free to 800/631 -81 12 In NJ call 201/540-0445
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For a FREE Sensational Software Catalog of over 400 programs for eight popular systems circle reader service #300



Reader Challenge . .

.

DOMINO GAME
Al Weiss

This program places a standard

set of 28 dominoes (double to double

6) on a 7 by 8 array. H prints out the

numbers on the dominoes, but not

their edges. It is a puzzle for you to

determine the exact tiling. To the right

of the array, the program prints the 28
dominoes so that you may cross them
off as you locate them in the array. The
example below shows the output from
the program. Also presented is a
discussion of how to solve the sample
problem. A second sample set of

output is given with some hints to solve

it. Since the program produces the

patterns at random, some will be very

easy and some will be quite hard.

What we have not included is a

listing of the program. It is left up to

you as a programming exercise to

write it in whatever language you wish.

This is not a contest; there are no
prizes. And we don't want to see your
output unless you do the job in fewer
than 10 lines. (Yes, it can be done.)

We'll print the best one we get.

In the following description, the

notation D(A.B) will indicate the A.B
Domino and the notation L(M.N) will

indicate location M.N (where M is the

row, counting up from the bottom, and
N is the column).

1) The system says there is only
one possible location forD(1,1),D(1,2)

& D(4,4). Block them out in the array

and cross them off the list to the right.

2) Notice that the at L(5,7)

cannot be part of D(0,4) for then there

could not be any D(0,0) . Drawa vertical

line to the right of the at L(5,7).

3) The 4 at L(5,8) must therefore

be part of D(1,4) and any other
adjacent 1's and 4's must be part of

different dominoes. Draw a line below
the 4 at L(7,3). Block out and cross off

D(3,4) at that location. Now draw a line

above the 4 at L(2,1) and below the one
at L(6,5).

4) Notice that if D(3,6) were
located horizontally at L(3,4) then the 6
at L (4,4) would also have to be part of A
D(3,6). Draw a line to the right of the 3
at L(3,4).

5) Notice the 6 at L(1.1) which
must be part of D(6,4) or D(6,6); the 6 at

L(3,5) which must be part of D(6,5) or

Al Weiss. 10529 Oak Drive. Auburn. CA 95603.

D(6,6); the 6 at L(7,5) which must be
part of D(6,4) or D(6,5), therefore no
other 6 can be part of one of these
dominoes. Draw a line to the right of

the 6 at L(1 ,2), to the right of the one at

1.(2,5) and to the left of the one at

L(7,8). This last line establishes D( 1 ,6).

Block it out and cross it off. We can
now draw a line to the left of the 6 at

L(2,5). We have also established
D(1,4), block it out and cross it.

6) Notice that if the at L (4,7 ) were
part of the D(0,2) that would force the

at L (3.8) to be part of D (0,6) and the at

L(1,8) to be part of D(0,2) also. This

9) Since D(4,6) has been placed,

draw a line above the 6 at L(1,1). This

forces D(6,6) & D(2,4). Drawing a line

above the 6 at L(2,5) forces D(5,6),

D(0,2), D(0,6), D(2,2) & D(2,6).

10) There is now only one possible

location for D(5.5) which forces D(1 ,3).

The same for D(3,3) & D(2,3), this

forces D(2,5) & D(1,5) which com-
pletes the entire array.

This array had a unique pattern.

Some will contain sub-areas such as:

2 4

6 2

cannot be, so draw a I

L(4,7). Block out and
ine below the Oat
cross off D(0,0).

which contains D(2,4) & D(2,6) in

either of two says.
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3 2 4 3 6 5 2 04 14 24 34 44

4 2

6 6

3

5

1

5

6

2

4

2 2

2 05

06

15

16

25 35 45 55

26 36 46 56 66

UNIQUE DOMINOES
11 12 44

5

5

5

5

4

3

6

3

6

S

5

4

4

2

3

6

00

01 11

6 3 3 6 1 2 02 12 22

6

3

3

6

1

4

2 5

1

6

4

i

l

2

2

03

04

13

14

23 33

24 34 44

3 4 5 1 2 6 1 05 15 25 35 45 55

2 12
UNIQUE DOMINOES:

4 4 06 16 26 36 46 56 66

13 44

FIGURE 1

7) Notice the lower right corner of

the array, this must contain an even
number of cells. Draw a line to the right

of L(1,4).

8) If we re-examine the array there
is only one possible location for D(0,1 )

.

Block it out and cross it off. Do the
same for D(0,3), D(0,5) and D(0,4).

This forces D(4,5), D(4,6), D(3,5) and
D(3,6).

After you have done the obvious,

here are some hints:

What do you know about the location

of D(0,0), D(1,1), D(2,2) & D(5,5)?

What can you tell from the 3's in L(3,1

)

& L(6,4)?

When you place a domino, notice what
possibilities you have eliminated.
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CROMEMCO is the company that offers total systems from one source Rated number one in reliability,

too You can be sure that informed buyers choose only CROMEMCO. Floppy disk based systems using

high-density technology and even Multi-Megabyte hard disk systems. CROMEMCO is the one that

delivers the most powerful systems for the lowest cost They offer software like word processing data base

management, or choose from a wide selection of their higher-level languages like 32 K Structured BASIC,

RATFOR, COBOL FORTRAN, Z-80 Assembler- and even a Multi-User BASIC for applications needing up
to seven terminals.

Choose from three different systems

• Z2-H COMPUTER HARD DISK
• SYSTEM THREE COMPUTER
8" DUAL FLOPPY

• SYSTEM TWO COMPUTER
5" DUAL FLOPPY

Take your choice of peripherals:

• HIGH-SPEED MATRIX PRINTER
• LETTER-QUALITY PRINTER
• LOW-COST PRINTER
• DELUXE CRT- VERY INTELLIGENT!

When selecting a computer system, make sure you get the best - get CROMEMCO. Whether your

application is:

** Business •* Education ** Industry ** Sophisticated personal use

When you purchase a CROMEMCO System you become a member of the most select group of

computer owners - CROMEMCO SYSTEM Owners.

The best place to purchase your CROMEMCO Computer System is from Sunshine Computer, Inc

Whether you are in Southern California or like to purchase your computer products by mail, we offer total

system support, starting at the time you select your own CROMEMCO System from us. Our support just

begins at purchase time and extends to complete warranty and maintenance plans by our factory-trained

technicians. Become a satisfied CROMEMCO System owner of ours, like many businesses, major

corporations, government offices, well-known universities and colleges, and individuals have done

Sunshine Computer inc.

20710 South Leopujood Ave.*Corson, California 90746 (213) 515-1736
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Basketball Stats & the

School Computer

Douglas W. Green

&
Dr. Jeffrey Hering

How many basketball coaches have
seen their teams lose a close game
due to lack of teamwork? Certainly
any fan has seen more examples of
selfish play on the courts than they
care to admit, and little wonder. With
the emphasis placed on the number of
points scored by each individual, high
scorer, and scoring average, who can
blame the players for trying to maxi-
mize their scoring output? This is not
to say that many coaches avoid keep-
ing track of other meaningful statis-

tics, but how often has any fan seen a
report on the number of assists, re-

bounds and steals for each player
after a game?

Coach meets computer

When John Jackson, the basketball
coach at Cortland High School, Cort-
land, New York, discovered that the
school had a Wang microcomputer,
he came to us to see if we could
program his basketball stats so the
players and the fans could see how
well each player has performed in a
number of statistical areas important
to team play as well as point totals.

The idea of providing this type of re-

inforcement to the players and this

type of information to the fans was
appealing, so we got to work and
prepared the program that is listed
here (Program A). It was used suc-
cessfully during the 1978-79 season.
In addition to reporting the statistics

recorded during the game, the pro-
gram calculates shooting percentages
and per game ratios for each piece
of data. It then adds the totals to those
from the other games and prints out
a year-to-date stat sheet. The re-

Douglas W. Green, Dr. Jeffrey Hering,
Cortland Jr-Sr High School, Valley View
Drive, Cortland, N.Y. 13045.

sponse from all concerned was posi-

tive and we expect to continue its use.

Gathering the data

You can employ student managers
during the game to record data or you
may even find interested students
from math classes. It will save time if

you run off forms that list the names
of the players along one side and the
types of data being recorded along
another. One person might be as-

signed to record the number of shots
attempted and made along with per-

sonal fouls and the time each player

entered and left the game. The other

recorder would then be responsible

for recording rebounds-assists, steals

and turnovers. The ability of your re-

corders can be assessed in a scrim-

The players and the
fans could see how
well each player has
performed in a number
of statistical areas im-
portant to team play.

mage so that you have capable people
who aren't overloaded with responsi-

bilities ready for the opening tip-off.

If your games are filmed or video-
taped, you can have your staff prac-
tice on one of last year's tapes and
you can also evaluate their perform-
ance while viewing the game. It will

also be necessary to locate and train

a student to operate the computer. If

your school has a computer program-
ming class this should not be too
difficult. Perhaps the teacher will al-

low this type of effort to count in lieu

of an assignment or as an extra credit

project.

Program requirements

Data storage space for this program
is about 5,000 bytes. Additional core
required for the program brings the
memory requirement up to about
7,400. More space could be made
available if some of the program docu-
mentation is deleted. The program as
shown accommodates data for thir-

teen players along with totals for the

home team and the opponent. It is

also necessary to utilize a second,
smaller program in order to set up
data files at the beginning of the sea-
son (Program B). Since the main pro-

gram gives instructions to load the
year's totals and the names of the
players at the beginning of the run,

you must see to it that this information
is placed immediately after the main
program on your magnetic storage
device. After you have entered Pro-
gram A and saved it, enter Program
B into the memory and run it. It will

ask for the names of players, num-
bered one through fifteen. The 14th,

or next to last player, will be the op-
ponent's totals while the 15th, and
last, player will be designated as the
home team totals. After you have sup-
plied the names, the program will re-

cord this list, B$(), and also save room
for the table that stores the statistics,

B(). Since no numbers have been en-
tered yet, this will be a table of zeros.

After this data has been saved, you
should clear the memory and back-
space to the beginning of Program A.

After you load this program you can
run it. The first thing that should hap-
pen is the loading of your name list

and data table into the memory loca-
tions that have been saved for them
by statement 20.

Inside the program

We begin by saving space for two
15 by 12 tables and the list of names.
Table A, or matrix A if you prefer,

receives the data for each player from
the most recent game. Table B re-

ceives the totals from all of the previ-
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.

ous games. We begin by loading Table
B and the list of names into the mem-
ory from the magnetic memory which,

in this case, in a cassette tape. It is

also necessary to back up to the be-

ginning of this file so the new totals

can be stored in the same place. This

is the purpose of statement 90.

The program calcu-
lates shooting per-
centages and per game
ratios for each piece of
data.

Once the old totals are in place, it

is time to input the results from the
most recent game. If the sheets that

your data are originally recorded on
are set up in the same order as the
input prompts, this can be accom-
plished in five to ten minutes. If you
make an error during the input pro-

cess, make a note of it so it can be
corrected when the system arrives at

statement 310. This STOP statement
places you in immediate mode so you
can change any of your inputs. Sup-
pose you entered a 5 instead of a 6 for

the number of field goals attempted by
player Number 9. All you need enter

to correct this is: A(9,2) = 6 and RE-
TURN. Any program that provides for

correction of inputs should have a
STOP in it somewhere.
When you finish your corrections,

enter CONTINUE and RETURN and
the computer will do the rest. It first

adds the home team totals for the data
in Table A. It then proceeds to the out-

put section of the program located in

statements 390 to 740. The HEX state-

ments you see here are a group of

codes that Wang Basic uses to fa-

cilitate output. HEX(OA) tells the
printer to skip a space while HEX(OE)
expands the print.

Processing the data

The bulk of the "number crunching"
in this program is accomplished
within the PRINTUSING statements.

Before any work can be done on the

data for a given player, it must be

NAME MO. FCM FCA rex FTH FTA FTX PTi F/C ORO DM rut Tft/C
ATCHCSON 20 SI 128 39,,t 33 46 71, , 7 IM 7.1 19 28 47 2.5
DAOAM 1 13 o ,0 2 2 100,,0 2 0.3 2 4 4 0.9
OIFPOL1T0 30 2 9 22, , 2 2 4 SO ,0 6 0.5 1 4 0.5
FOX 10 12 SB .'0.

. 7 9 24 17,,i 1.9 9 20 29 1-7
FRANCIS 35 123 25? *?, •> 35 67 , 2 ?ei 14.8 74 83 8.3
GUZMAN IS I 3 13, 3 1 0,,0 2 0.4 2 1 3 0.6
MACKMORTM 1? SO 106 * \.2 17 20 8'.,,0 11 ' 6.2 S 10 IS 0.8
HART IN 22 74 202 1*. t 42 58 .4 I9f> 10.0 94 4.9
MULLEN u 1 9 n. S 0, i> 4 0.0
PAL NCR 40 20 52 in. 11 17 64, t 51 2.7 20 35 55 2.9
RYAN 32 33 •9 U. 1 13 24 '.4. 79 4.4 47 57 104 5.8
SCALES S IS 57 26. i 22 68. «: 2.4 8 20 I.S
SCI ERA 44 23 66 34. H 10 20 c> U 74
OPPONENT TOTAL 448 1049 *..'. ? 256 408 62. 7 60.6
CORTLAND TOTAL 407 1048 tn. P 109 62. 1003

NAME NO. STLS S/C ASST A/r. TO TO/C rr HP rtfvr. cr
ATCHCSON 20 7 . * 2 0.1 0, ,

J Afl 2.1 19
0AOAMI0 52 ,0 1 0.1 0,,0 3 0.4 14.4 2.1 7

DlfF-OLITO 30 1 . l 0.0 r , 2 3 0.3 32.4 11

FOX 10 12 .7 24 ,0 3? 1.9 272.4 16.0 17
FRANCIS 3S 34 1 ,fl 23 65 \.

,
*> 65 19

GUZMAN 15 1 ,2 0.0 1 0, 1 0.2 1.3 S
MACKyORTH 1? 1& 0.,| 13 0.7 23 l. 71 1. 1 16.1 1?
MARTIN 22 17 0, 9 12 0.6 44 3 4« IV
MULLEN 2S 1 0, 2 1 0.2 3 0. A ' 0.6
PALMER 40 A 0. . | 0. 1 20 1

,

1 in 0.9 11.9
RYAN 32 16 0, f 16 0.9 1. 9 u 2.0 294.0 18
SCALES S IS 0, v 1.7 3. 1 50 2(10.4 14.8
SCIERA 44 8 0, • • 0.4 1. 0.9 244.5 13.9 19
Off UN* NT TOTAL 154 8. 1 173 9. 1 It. 1 2A5 15.0 3070.0 161.6 19
CORTLAND TOTAL 136 7..2 136 342 IS. o 17.7 3070.0 141.4 19

FG.F1CLD COALS FT.FfctE THftOUS HtHAOF A-ATTFH*TrD f'TS FOINV,
RO-ftCMUMD 0-OFFENSIVF O'DCFtN^lvt T. TOTAL 8TLS.STCM :STS
TO'TUFtNOVCRS FF.F-CRSOMAl FOUt S fir-MINUUS riATfO CF>GAHC*i PLATED

VARSITY STATISTICS 1978 79

determined if he played or not. If

someone has not played, the game
counter for that individual, column 12
in the matrix, will read zero and at-

tempted division by zero will result.

The same holds for players who

played but did not shoot. Statements
470 to 560 are designed to avoid these
problems. They check to see if there
are zeros in columns 2, 4, or 12. If so,

the numbers being output are set to

zero. If not, the calculations are car-

ried out. If a player has not played,

PRINTUSING statements numbers 600
to 690 are used to print zeros. If a
player has played, the percentages
and ratios are calculated and printed

using statements 570 and 660. Please
note that the functions defined in

statements 40 and 50 are used to

expedite rounding and percentage
determination.

Matrix manipulation

It is now time to add the totals in

matrix B to those from matrix A. This

is accomplished by statement 760.
This sets matrix B equal to the sum of

A and B. Every element in matrix A
is added to its corresponding element
in matrix B. B(1.L) is set equal to

B(1,1) + A(1,1), etc. The new totals

are then saved on tape along with the
list of players' names. The counter S
used in statements 750 and 820 is

used to make sure this only happens

one time even though the output state-

ments are executed twice. Before the

new totals can be output, however,
they must be transferred to matrix A.

This is accomplished by statement
850 and is necessitated by the fact

that only matrix A is used in the out-

put section of the program. After the

output is printed using the new totals,

statement 750 causes the program ex-

ecution to terminate.

It is great incentive to

see your positive con-
tributions mentioned,
even if they do not
center around the
scoring column.

Propagation of your output

The first task of the coach is to an-

alyze the output. It should be clear

from this information why the game
was won or lost and who on the team
is making the greatest positive con-
tributions. A look at a sample of the

output provided by this program will

illustrate this. Next in line are the

players. They will be eager and in-

terested to see how they measure
up in all of the areas listed. It is great

incentive to see your positive con-
tributions mentioned, even if they do

10 REM •••••THIS PROGRAM CAN BE USED TO ESTABLISH YOUR DATA FILE«««»«
20 REM •••••RUN IT ONCE AT THE BEGINNING OF THE SEASON TO INPUT THE NAMES OF YOUR PLAYERS«»«««

REM »»««»PLAYER NUMBER 14 IS OPPONENT T0TALS»««««
••PLAYER NUMBER 15 IS THE HOME TEAM T0TALS»«««»

SO DIM B*< 1S),B< 15, 12)
60 FOR N = 1 TO 15
70 PRINT "ENTER THE NAME OF PLAYER NUMBER" ;

N

80 INPUT B»(N)
90 NEXT N
100 DATA SAVE OPEN "B-BALL"
110 DATA SAVE B«(),B<>
120 DATA SAVE END

30
40 REM
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10 REH «*«»*THIS STATEMENT SAVES SPACE FOR THE NAMES AND DATA*****
20 DIM A<1S,12),B(1S,12>,B»<1S>
30 REM **«»«FUNCTIONS R AND S ARE DEFINED HERE. THEY ROUND OFF AND CONVERT TO X'S.**»»*
40 DEFFN S(X> = INT( (X + . 0S>*10>/10
SO DEFFN R<X> = INT( (X+. 0005)«1000)/10
60 REM «»«»«THESE STATEMENTS LOAD THE NAMES AND DATA FROM PREVIOUS GAMES FROM THE TAPE DRIVE***"
70 DATA LOAD "B-BALL"
80 DATA LOAD B»(),B<>
90 BACKSPACE IF
100 INPUT "WHO UAS THE OPPONENT (INITIALS) AND WHAT WAS THE DATE OF THE GAME (NUMERIC DATE)",F«
110 REM «*»*»HERE IS WHERE YOU ENTER THE DATA FOR THE GAME THAT UAS JUST PLAYED***"*
120 FOR N= 1 TO 14
130 PRINT B*(N)
140 INPUT "DID HE PLAY Y OR N" r C*

="N"THEN 290
"FIELD GOALS MADE" , A(N, 1

>

"FIELD GOALS ATTEMPTED" , A(N, 2)
"FREE THROWS MADE",A(N,3>
"FREE THROWS ATTEMPTED" , A(N, 4

>

"OFFENSIVE REBOUNDS", A(N,S)
"DEFENSIVE REBOUNDS" , A(N, 6)
"STEALS", A(N, 7)
"ASSISTS" ,A(N, 8)
"TURNOVERS", A(N, 9)
"PERSONAL FOULS", A(N, 10)
"MINUTES PLAYED", A(N, 11)

ISO IF C»
160 INPUT
170 INPUT
180 INPUT
190 INPUT
200 INPUT
210 INPUT
220 INPUT
230 INPUT
240 INPUT
250 INPUT
260 INPUT
270 REM """""THIS STATEMENT UPDATES THE NUMBER OF GAMES PLAYED FOR EACH PLAYER"****
280 A(N,12) A(N,12) 1

290 NEXT N
300 REM **»«»THE STOP ALLOWS YOU TO MAKE CORRECTIONS IN IMMEDIATE MODE*****
310 STOP "ENTER YOUR CORRECTIONS THEN PRESS CONTINUE"
320 REM *»*»«HERE IS WHERE THE HOME TEAM'S TOTALS ARE DETERMINED"***"
330 FOR M = 1 TO 11
340 FOR N 1 TO 13
3S0 A(1S,M) A(1S,M> A(N,M>
360 NEXT N
370 NEXT M
380 AC1S, 12) = 1

390 REM «««««THIS NEXT GROUP OF STATEMENTS CONTROLS THE OUTPUT***"*
400 PRINT HEX(OAOAOAOE); " CORTLAND HIGH BASKETBALL STATS"
410 REM *««*«HEX OA SKIPS ONE LINE AND HEX OE EXPANDS THE PRINT IF YOU ARE USING WANG BASIC*****
420 PRINT HEX(OAOA)
430 PRINT F*
440PRINT
4S0 PRINT "NAME ";" NO.";" FCM";" FGA";" FGX" ;

" FTM" ;
" FTA" ;

" FT*";" PTS";" P
/G";" ORB";" DRB";" TRB";" TR/G"
460 FOR N = 1 TO 15
470 REM ***««THESE STATEMENTS PREVENT DIVISION BY ZERO FOR PLAYERS WHO DIDN'T PLAY"""*"
480 IF A(N, 12) THEN 600
490 IF A(N,2> THEN 540
500 F • FNR(A(N, 1)/A(N,2)>
510 IF A(N,4) THEN 560
520 Fl FNR(A(N,3)/A(N,4>)
530 GOTO 570
S40 F =

550 GOTO 510
560 Fl =

570 PRINTUSING S90,B«(N>, A(N, 1 >, A(N, 2> , F, A(N, 3) , A(N, 4) , Fl, ( A(N, 1 )«2+A(N, 3) > , FNS( ( A(N, 1 )«2+A(N, 3) )/
A(N,12)>,A(N,5>,A(N,6>, ( A(N, S)+A(N, 6) ), FNS( < A<N, 5>+A(N, 6) >/A(N, 12)

)

580 GOTO 610
590 ZNttttNtttttttttttttttttttttt WMtt tttttttt tttttt.tt tttttt tttttt tttttt. M MMNM MM.tt tttttt tttttt tttttt tttt.tt

600 PRINTUSING 590, B*(N) , 0, 0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
610 NEXT N
620 PRINT HEX(OAOAOAOA)
630 PRINT "NAME ";" NO.";" STLS" ;

" S/C ";" ASST";" A/G" ;
" TO " ;

" TO/G";" PF ";"
PF/G ";" MP ";" MP/G ";" GP"
640 FOR N = 1 TO IS
650 IF A(N,12) = THEN 690
660 PRINTUSING 680, B«(N> , A(N, 7), FNS( A(N, 7)/A(N, 12) ) , A(N, 8> , FNS( A(N, 8>/A(N, 12) ) , A(N, 9) , FNS( A(N, 9) /A
(N, 12)>,A(N, 10),FNS(A(N,10)/A(N, 12>),A<N, 11>,FNS(A(N, 11)/A(N, 12)>,A(N, 12)
670 GOTO 700
680 ZMttttttttttttttttllttMtttttttt tttttt NN.tt tttttt tttt.tt tttttt tttt.tt HttN tttt.tt tttttttt. M NMH.N tttt

690 PRINTUSING 680, B* (N ) , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
700 NEXT N
710 PRINT HEX(OAOA); "FG=FIELD GOALS FT=FREE THROWS M=MADE A=ATTEMPTEO PTS=POINTS /C=PER GAM

720 PRINT "RB-REBOUNO 0=OFFENSIVE D=DEFENSIVE T-TOTAL STLS=STEALS ASST«ASSISTS"
730 PRINT "TO=TURNOVERS PF=PERSONAL FOULS MP=MINUTES PLAYED GP=GAMES PLAYED"
740 REM """""THIS STATEMENT ADDS THE CURRENT TOTALS TO THOSE OF THE PREVIOUS GAMES"""""
750 IF S = 1 THEN 870
760 MAT B A+D
770 PRINT HEX(OAOAOA)
780 REM »»»**THESE STATEMENTS SAVE THE NEW TOTALS ON TAPE*****
790 DATA SAVE OPEN "B-BALL"
800 DATA SAVE B«(),B()
810 DATA SAVE END
820 8-8*1
830 REM «««»«THIS PLACES THE NEW TOTALS INTO MATRIX A«*»«»
840 REM """""AND REPEATS THE OUTPUT USING THE NEW TOTALS"****
850 MAT A « B
860 GOTO 400
870 END
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not center around the scoring column.
To be sure, there are negative aspects
to this report card as well. Low shoot-

ing percentages should help to con-
trol the players who consistently take

bad shots. Turnovers and personal

fouls will also highlight the players

who are not concentrating on the

coach's instructions. Perhaps, at the
end of the season, awards can be
given for the player who has the best

record for each of the columns on the

printout.

Finally, your efforts should be made
available to the fans. By placing a

copy of the output in the game pro-

gram, you give them the opportunity

to become more knowledgeable about
all of the game's aspects. This will

also be further incentive to the play-

ers to concentrate on increasing their

positive contributions and decreasing

their negative behaviors.

Further suggestions and other

applications

One idea we would like to try in-

volves a change in the calculations of

the per game ratios. Instead of using

the number of games in which a
player participated, it might be inter-

esting to try using the number of

minutes played divided by 32. Since

32 minutes is the maximum number of

minutes a player can play, it represents

one entire game. This would make the

comparisons more meaningful since

they would all be based on the same
amount of time played. The current

program does not take into account a

situation in which one player having

4 personal fouls and 5 turnovers

played almost the entire game, while

another player had 2 fouls and 3
turnovers in 5 minutes.

Any team sport where
all or most of the
players have the same
basic objective could
profit from this type of

analysis.

Perhaps there are other sports that

would lend themselves to this type of

analysis. Certainly the baseball coach
would like to know a lot more about a

player than just his batting average. It

seems that any team sport where all

or most of the players have the same
basic objective could profit from this

type of analysis. D
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creative
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EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Learn French in One Easy ADVENTURE

Take your students to an enchanted land filled with
French speaking characters and send them on a
treasure hunt. They direct their computer puppet in
French with two-word commands like "climb tree" or
"go north." They try to find their way from a small brick
well-house to underground caves. They'll meet up with a
giant clam, nasty little dwarves, and other hazards. If
the situation gets too rough to handle they can switch to
Kn^lish at the push of a button. Fvenso.it will take your
students months of enjoyable games playing to unravel
the mystery. BON VOYAGE! Bilingual Original
Adventure (CS-9004) runs in 48K CP/IVC the 8" disk is
available for $24.95.

Creative Computing offers a wide variety of un-
complicated user-oriented educational programs. Study
Made Easy for the PET (CS-1202) will create study drill
tapes for any subject automatically. The computer guides
you, step by step, through the entry of questions and
multiple choice answers. The package includes three
prepared drills. From U.S. Presidents to Lacrosse rules, the
versatile programs of Study Made Easy will create study
drills for you automatically. It's well worth the price of
$14.95.

CAI Programs offers a diverse group of study aids. U.S.
Maps uses high resolution graphics to help students learn
the states and their capitols. Spelling increases its pace as
you progress. Math Drill and Add with Carry will help you
with mathematics basics at your skill level. The Know
Yourself package (CS-4301) helps you investigate society's
effects on your behavior, how your life style affects your life
expectancy, and how your attitudes are affected by society's
concept of sex roles. CAI Programs and Know Yourself are
available individually on cassette for $7.95 each or on one
disk (CS-4503) for only $14.95. Cassette versions will run in
16K and the disk requires 32K.

Computer Assisted Instruction Programs

U.S. Map

S 1= 9
UOU ! !

!

Math Drill
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EFFECTIVE,
AFFORDABLE

The Social, Economic, and Ecology Simulations
Unique Educational Tools

The director of a malaria control program works
within a $500,000 budget over 5 years. A war breaks out
and suddenly the supply of curative and preventative
drugs is cut off— ifthere is no treatment4% ofthose who
are ill will die . .

.

What happens??? In an ordinary classroom situation
the student speculates haphazardly on the outcome and
turns the page to find out.
The student using the Malaria program of the

Social, Economic, and Ecology Simulations series
actively designs his plan for the deployment of field

hopitafs, pesticides, remaining drugs for the ill and
preventative medication. Then in a highly realistic

simulation he carries out his strategy and receives
prompt feedback about the effectiveness of his treat-

ment. Because the student is personally responsible for

economic, political, and scientific decisions he returns to

his textbooks with renewed interest.

The series (/which is based on models developed by The
Huntington Two Computer Project) exposes students to

problem solving in real world situations. Ecology
Simulations- 1 (CS-3201) explores methods of popula-
tion management. Students can cooperate to save the
Wild West bison from extinction in Buffalo. The
comprehensive introduction to modeling concepts is

completed in Pop, Sterl, and Tag.
Ecology Simulations-2 (CS-3202) explores

problems in environmental and health sciences. In
Malaria, Pollute, Rats, and Diet the user can attempt
to end water pollution, rats in a city slum, or to design a
healthy diet. Social and Economic Simulations (CS-

3204) allows students to experiment with a micro;
computer version of the well-known "limits to Growth"
project in Limits or compete against each other in the
bicycle industry in Market; U.S. Pop lets students
investigate demographic concepts.
The series is designed for the 16K TRS-80 Level II and

is attractively packaged in a vinyl binder. Included is a
study guide which relates the material to current

AND FUN!
"In the classroom, this should be an ideel

learning tool. Not only cen students work on the
mathematical effects of population growth but
they can also see the social end ecologicel effects

of eny decisions they make. .

.

"The manual is extremely well done. It provides
necessary background information on eech pro-

gram and encourages the student to think about
the social aspects of eech program rather than just

the methematicel processes."
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controversies, stimulates classroom discussion, and
provides sample exercises. The series is also available
on disk: Ecology Simulations-1 (CS3501 ) Ecology
Simulations-2(CS-3502),and Social and Economic
Simulations (CS-3508). At a modest $24.95 each, with
quantity discounts available, the series becomes an
affordable necessity.

Apple Gradebook (CS-4506) brings the speed and
accuracy of the computer to the teacher's traditional

grading and record-keeping procedures. Gradebook
stores and maintains all student records on disk. The
package includes ten interlocking programs which lead

you step by step, through setting up a class file and
storing it on disk. These invaluable programs sum-
marize the state of the class as a whole and then let you

check on the progress of any individual. Apple
Gradebook runs in 32K on Apple II and costs only
$24.95.
IQ Test conducts a reliable intelligence test for ages

1 and over. A sophisticated machine language program
does the scoring and makes cheating almost impossible.
The test consists of 60 graphically presented questions.
Only $14.95 on cassette for the 16K TRS-80.

Creative Computing Software offers the educator,
small businessman and home user outstanding
applications programs at modest prices. A FREE
Sensational Software Catalog ofover 400 programs,
on 70 tapes and disks, is available' upon request.
Sensational Software has the programs educators
need to make microcomputers in the classroom
worthwhile . . . children can compose poetry, learn the
role of an air traffic controller, or simply make music
with software from Creative Computing.

Sensational Software should be available at

your local computer store. If your favorite retailer

does not stock the software you need, have him
call our retail marketing deportment at the

number below. Or you can order directly from
Creative Computing Software, Dept 301. P.O.Box
788-M, Morristown. NJ 07360. Visa, MasterCharge,
or American Express are also welcome. For faster

service, call in your bank order toll free to

800-631-8112. In NJ call 201-540-0446.

MARCH 1980
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Keyword
Access System

Phil Hughes

The keyword access system is a
set of programs designed to store
information about magazine articles

and allow this information to be
retrieved in various ways. The data in

the file used by KAS consists of Article

Name, Author, Magazine Name, Date,
Page Number and up to ten keywords
or descriptors.

The purpose of KAS is to access
information more easily either by an
on-line inquiry using a terminal, or by
looking through a printed report. The
on-line inquiry program allows the
user to qualify a search by any or all of

the following:

• Magazine Name
• Author
• Up to 10 keywords
A printed report of all the data is

available sequentially in the order the
information is stored in the file and,
also, sorted by keyword.

KAS is implemented on a SWTPC
MP-68 computer using BASIC 3.0. It

should be relatively easy to transport
the system to any other BASIC which
supports sequential disk files.

Program Operation

To use KAS it is only necessary to
run the menu program. All other
program invocations are handled by
use of the CHAIN statement within the
programs. When each program ter-

minates normally it returns to the menu
program. Figure 1 shows a typical

session with KAS. The operations
performed are as follows:

1. The menu program is loaded
and run.

2. As a select is desired, SEL is

entered in response to the menu
display. This causes program
SELECT to be loaded and run.

3. CREATIVE COMPUTING is

entered in response to the
MAGAZINE NAME prompt be-
cause only articles which have
appeared in Creative Comput-
ing are desired.

4. Only a carriage return is entered
in response to the AUTHOR
NAME prompt because we are

Phil Hughes, PO Box 2847, Olympia, WA
98507.

not looking for specific authors.

5. In response to ENTER KEY-
WORDS, GAME is entered on
the first line, MUSIC on the

second, and a carriage return

on the third. This indicates that

we have two keywords to look
for, GAME and MUSIC.

6. In response to the ANY KEY-
WORD MATCH OR ALL KEY-
WORDS prompt,we enter ALL.
This indicates that in order for

a record to be selected it must
have both GAME and MUSIC in

its keyword list.

7. KAS now searches the data file

using the specified criteria and
prints out three records which
match.

8. Another search is now per-

formed for articles by M
OGLESBY and two are found.

9. A third search is performed
using only the keywords BIBLE
and CAI (for computer aided
instruction). One record is

located.

10. Finally a search for a match on
either the keyword MUSIC or
the keyword ART is performed
by answering the ANY KEY-
WORD MATCH OR ALL KEY-
WORDS prompt with ANY.

11. Control is returned to MENU by
answering N to the EOF - AN-
OTHER SEARCH prompt. The
ADD program is then selected.

12. Using ADD, three new articles

from July 1979 Creative Com-
puting are added to the data
file.

13. Next a printed report is re-

quested by answering REP to
the menu. Printer output was
requested and the result of this

request can be seen in Figure 2.

14. Finally a list of part of the file is

requested using the program
LIST.

Program Description

The data file used by KAS is COM-
PUTER.KAS. The string variable Z$ is

set to this value so it is easy to change.
Also, the programs could be modified
to ask for the file name so multiple files

could be handled on each disk.

Each logical record is generated

by two BASIC writes and therefore is

considered two records by the system.

The first of these records is the list of

the ten keywords. Unused entries

contain no characters but are still

delimited by a comma. The second
record contains Article Name, Maga-
zine Name, Date, Page Number and
two Author Names.

These date files are compatible
with the file format for the TSC Text

Editor and therefore you can use the

editor to make corrections. For this

reason there is no update program in

KAS.
Internally, KAS consists of six

programs. The program MENU uses

the CHAIN command to load each of

the five programs that either write to or

inquire on the data file COMPUTER.-
KAS. When a program terminates
normally, it returns control to MENU.

CREATE is a program that initial-

izes the data file. It prompts for a file

name so that a live data file will not be
inadvertently initialized.

ADD is the program that adds new
entries at the end of the current file.

Because mini-FLEX does not allow

updates to existing files, the data file is

read and written out as a new file

named WORK.KAS. New records are

then added at the end of WORK.KAS.
When all adds are complete the old

data file is deleted (KILL) and WORK -

KAS is renamed.
LIST allows you to print out all or

part of the data file in the order the
records were created. The only input

consists of the first and last record

numbers to be listed. Entering a large

number as the last record number will

cause all records from FIRST to the

end of file to be listed.

SELECT is the on-line inquiry

program. It allows you to search for

records which have a particular maga-
zine name, author name and key-
word^) up to ten. In operation, it

prompts for the selection criteria and
then searches the data file sequentially

for records that match the specified

criteria. All records that match are

formatted and printed. When a search
is complete it asks if you want to do
another search. A yes (Y) response
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Now—interact with your computer with
WILEY SELF-TEACHING GUIDES

Popular, inexpensive paperbacks for homes, offices, and schools

Over 150.000 copies sold!
BASIC 2nd Edition
Bob Albrecht, LeRoy Finkel. & Jerald R. Brown
Readers of all ages have used this manual to teach themselves

BASIC and apply it to decision making and problem solving in

many fields including business, data processing, economics,

statistics, education, psychology, and the humanities. This

popular guide requires no special math or science background

nor even access to a computer.

325 pp. 1978 $7.95 paper

"May possibly be the best bargain in the computer industry:'

—Computers in Education

BASIC FOR HOME COMPUTERS
Bob Albrecht. LeRoy Finkel, & Jerald R. Brown
In just days you can get right down to programming in micro-

soft BASIC—and perform both practical applications and fun

and games. 336 pp. 1978 $7.95 paper

"Takes youfrom knowing almost nothing to knowing almost
everything. . . .Albrecht et al. have done it again!"—Kilobaud

INTRODUCTIONTO DATA
PROCESSING, 2nd Edition
Martin L. Harris in consultation with Nancy B. Stern

Here's a clear introduction to how computers work, what data

processing is. how it's organized, types of equipment used, and
how a data processing system is designed. This new updated

edition incorporates all recent advances in telecommunica-

tions, microcomputers, integrated circuits, and intelligent

terminals as well as full discussion of computer system uses.

352 pp. 1979 $5.95 paper

nppLcs
HATC JUnK FOOD!!
Finally your Apple II or Apple Plus can have low

cost Business and Professional Software worthy

of its Great Capacity and Quality. Ask your local

Dealer about our Software Products

BASIC Teaching Programs

Word Processing & Office Management
"Business Payroll & Accounting

Scientific & Professional Systems
Medical. Dental & Legal Systems

AVAILABLE FROM 650 DEALERS WORLDWIDE-

For Product Information or your nearest Dealer

please write or call.

CIMRIES fflnnn & AttOOftTCf
Micro Software Division

7594 San Remo Trail

Yucca Valley, California 92284

(714) 365-9718

Dealer Opportunities Available

Cowling InApril—
TRS-80 BASIC
Bob Albrecht. Don Inman, & Ramon Zamora
Packed with games, graphics, and practical applications, this

eagerly awaited guide leads you step by step to maximum use

and enjoyment of your new TRS-80.
336 pp. April 1980 $8.95 paper
"The book is OUTSTANDING. ...the best thing to happen to

LEVEL II owners!'—TRS-80 Monthly Newsmagazine

STRUCTURED COBOL
Ruth Ashley
This new guide to the computer language most widely used in

business emphasizes structured programming to help make
programs easier to understand and check . . .and less costly to

debug. Covers the structure of COBOL, use of unit record files,

control logic, tape and disk files, sequential files, random
access files, and many other programming techniques.

320 pp. April 1980 $8.95 paper

Wiley Self-Teaching Guides also teach FORTRAN. Job Control

Language. Flowcharting, ATARI BASIC, and Background Math
for Computer Problem Solving.

Look for them at your favorite bookstore or computer shop or

write to Pam Byers. Dept. A 7601.

JOHN WILEY& SONS, Inc.
605 Third Avenue
New York. NY 10016

In Canada: 22 Worcester Road. Rexdale, Ontario
Prices subject to change without notice. 0-7601

CIRCLE 154 ON READER SERVICE CARD

<*"
a*
4*
TRS-80* PEOPLE'S PASCAL

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

"Tiny" Pascal, run* on any 16K level It system, include* the

programming structuring capabilities of full Pascal, but not data

structuring.

Compiled People's Pascal programs run about five-times faster than

Level II Basic — graphics run eight-times faster. Tape 3 compiler

written in Basic; tape 6 in machine language (FASTER).

People's Pascol Tape 3 $15.00

People's Pascal Tope 6 $23.00
Tape t Level II, 34 business, educational programs $7.50

(Level I version, 24 programs—separate tape)

Tape 2 Level II, 77 programs from Osborne book, "Some

Common Basic Programs." $7.50

Tape 4 Level I, business and educational $7.50

Tape 5 Level II, business and educational $7.50

Add 50« each tape for postage and handling.

California residents add 6% tax. Dealer inquiries invited.

COMPUTER INFORMATION EXCHANGE
Box 158

San Luis Rey, CA 92063

CIRCLE 132 ON READER SERVICE CARO——

—

CIRCLE 122 ON READER SERVICE CARD See us at the West Coast Computer Fairs, Booth #328
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KAS, con't.

restarts the selection criteria prompt-
ing sequence. A no (N) response
results in a CHAIN back to the menu
program.

REPORT is the program that
generates a printed report of the data
file sorted by keyword. Each record
can have up to ten keywords, therefore
it could generate up to ten entries in

the report. This program is more com-
plicated than the others because of the
sort, therefore, I will explain its

operation in detail.

First, I'll explain its subroutines.
The READ RECORD subroutine (Line

180) uses the value of variable Z8 as a
file number and reads the next record.
This routine is used to read both the
data file and the temporary sort files.

The WRITE RECORD subroutine (Line
230) uses the value of variable Z7 as a
file number and writes a record. This
routine is used to write the temporary
sort files. Both of these routines uses
variables as follows.

• K$(10) Keywords
Article Title

Magazine Name
Magazine Date
Page Number
Author Name(s)

The PRINT KEYWORD REPORT
subroutine (Line 1160) reads the
temporary sort files and prints the
report. It uses the READ RECORD
subroutine and the REPORT PAGE
HANDLER.

• A$
• M$
• D$
• P
• W$(2)

Dotn MEM KEYWORD ARTICLE STORAGE MENU PROGRAM
U002 REM SSC 1-22-79
JU1U
0020

P0KE( 62,40>:REM STRING LENGTH*40
L-5:REM NUMBER OF SUdSYSTEMS MENU Program

0030 DIM TS(L),PS(L>
0040 DATA ADD, ADD, REP, RE PORT, LIS, LIST, SEL, SELECT ,CRE, CREATE
0030 FOR I«1 TO L:REAU TS C 1 ) ,P* C I

>

:NEXT I

0100 PRINT :PRINT "KEYWORD ACCESS SYSTEM - ¥1.1"
0110 PRINT
0120 PRINT TAB(10);"MENU" :PRINT 0210 AS«LEFTS(A$,3>
0150 PRINT "ADD - ADD ARTICLE TO FILE" 0220 FOR 1«1 TO L
0140 PRINT "REP - REPORT SORTED BY KEYWORD ' 0230 IF AS»T*U> THEN 300
0150 PRINT "LIS - LIST ENTRIES" 0240 NEXT I
0160 PRINT "SEL - SELECT ENTRIES" 0250 IF AS«"END" GOTO 9000
0170 PRINT "CRE - CREATE A NEW DATA FILE" 0260 PRINT "INVALID SUdSYSTEN,
0180 PRINT "END - TERMINATE PROCESSING" 0270 GOTO 200 TRY AGAIN"
0190 PRINT 0300 CHAIN PKI)
0200 INPUT "ENTER SUBSYSTEM DESIRED", AS _vuuu_ END

0U01 REM CREATE DATA FILE
0002
0U60

REM SSC 1-22-79 ------ >
EI.»..." CREATE Program

0070 F$«""
0080 PRINT "DATA FILE CREATE - V1.1":PRINT
0090 INPUT "ENTER FILE NAME", 2$
0100 OPEN »1,ZS
0110 WRITE »1,ES,F$,FS,FS,F$,FS,FS,FS,F*,FS
0120 WRITE *1,F*,FS,FS,F,FS,F*
0130 CLOSE «1
0140 CHAIN MENU

The REPORT PAGE HANDLER
consists of three subroutines and
handles page titles, subtitles and page
length. The following variables are

used:

• T$
•S$
• L6

• L7
• L8
• L9

Page Title

Subtitle

Minimum space
required to print an
entry
Current line on page
Current page number
Lines per page
(including margins)

Variable L6 is used to prevent printing

a subtitle on the bottom of a page when
there is insufficient room for at least

one entry.

A call to the INIT subroutine (line

1310) initializes the report handler and
allows you to set up the paper position.

A call to the SET SUBTITLE subrou-
tine (line 1470) spaces one line and
then prints the subtitle in S$ if there is

enough room on the page for a
complete entry as specified by the
value of L6. If there is not enough
space, a new page is started and both a
title and subtitle are printed.

READY
•LOAD MENU

READY
•RUN

Fig.1: Sample run of MENU and SELECT

KEYWORD ACCESS SYSTEM - VI.

1

MENU

ADD - ADD ARTICLE TO FILE
REP - REPORT SORTED BY KEYWORD
LIS - LIST ENTRIES
SEL - SELECT ENTRIES
CRE - CREATE A NEW DATA FILE
END - TERMINATE PROCESSING

ENTER SUBSYSTEM DESIRED? SEL

SELECT/LIST SUBSYSTEM

ENTER ONLY 'RETURN' IF YOU DONT WANT TO SELECT ON
THE CRITERIA LISTED.
OTHERWISE ENTER MATCH STRING

MAGAZINE NAME? CREATIVE COMPUTING
AUTHOR NAME?
ENTER KEYWORDS
? GAME
» MUSIC
?

ANY KEYWORD MATCH OR ALL KEYWORDS' ALL

A MUSICAL NUMBER GUESSING GAME
by K INMAN

CREATIVE COMPUTING
PAGE 110

MAR APR 1977

MAR APR 1977

MAR APR 1977

iWARPH t FLATS
b* J KUYPER

CREATIVE COMPUTING
PAGE 114

MUSICAL MAGIC SOUARES
bw F HOFSTETTER

CREATIVE COMPUTING
PAGE HA

EOF - ANOTHER SEARCH
> Y
MAGAZINE NAME?
AUTHOR NAME? M OGLESBY
ENTER KEYWORDS
?

DODGEM
bw M OGLESBY

CREATIVE COMPUTING
PAGE 117

WATCHMAN
bw M OGLESBY

CREATIVE COMPUTING
PAGE 74

EOF - ANOTHER SEARCH
? Y
MAGAZINE NAME?
AUTHOR NAME?
ENTER KEYWORDS
? CAI
T BIBLE

ANY KEYWORD MATCH OR ALL KEYWORDS'* ALL

MAR APR 1977

SEP OCT 1976

BIBLE QUIZ
bw S WENTWORTH

CREATIVE COMPUTING
PAGE 124

MAR APR 1977
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c-io SHORT
CASSETTES

50 FT.

Al

A 50

M«»>M111 t< L 777 Pda»i •—..it* C*l MM

Qty. Price

1 $1.00

10 $0.75

50 $0.65

Premium tape and cassettes acclaimed
by thousands of repeat order microcom-
puter users. Price includes labels, cas-

sette box and shipping in U.S.A. VISA
and M/C orders accepted. California

residents add sales tax. Phone (415)

968-1604.

MICROSETTE CO.
475 Ellis Street

Mt. View, CA 94043

CIRCLE 167 ON READER SERVICE CARD
See ua at the Waal Coast Computer Fair*. Booth H406C

Z-80/TRS-80 T" Users

BOOK YOU'VE WANTED NOW CAN BE YOURS
THE Z-80: HOW IT WORKS

(THE PROGRAMMERS PERSPECTIVE)
By Monte Corum

Best Most Complete Reference Yet

cpu Operation Explained

Addressing Modes Demystified

Register Functions Described
Instructions Defined

Interrupts Diagrammed
Cycles Outlined Formats Described

Execution Described in Text,

Notation and Diagrams
Meaningful Analysis of 698 Commands

in Formatted. Usable Tables

Simple, Consistent Notation and Formats

A Programmers Book, Beginner or Experienced

Ideal Text for Class Instruction

Pricse: $17.95 Plus Tax and Shipping

VISA & MSTRCHRG-NUMBER AND EXP. DATE
PREPAID WE SHIP

MICROWARE ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED
9301 N. 58th St. DPT. BBB
SCOTTSDALE, AZ. 85253
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

TRS-80 IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP.

CIRCLE 170 ON READER SERVICE CAR0
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CAX/C ON ADD-ONO/W C PRODUCTS FORTRS-80
The largest family
of disk drives from
the largest supplier,

drives come
complete with

power supply and
cabinet.

MTM0 Disk Drive, 36 & 40 track $369
TF-1 Pertoc FD200. 40 track, use both sides $389

TF-3 Shugort SA400. 35 track, same as tandy $389

TF-5 MPI B51. 40 track $379

TF-70 Micropenis. 77 trock with 195K of storage $639
TDH-1 Dual sided drive. 35 trock $499

Maxi Disk 2 10 Megabyte (fixed)

Winchester Technology $5349

NEW PRODUCTS
16K Memory $86
Modem $179
Expansion Interface 32K $499
AC Isolator $47.95

PRINTERS
DP800 Anadex. 80 column. 112cps $949
LP779 Centronics 779 $1099
LP730 Centronics 730 $950
LP700 Centronics 700 $1395
LP701 Centronics 701 $1759
LP702 Centronics 702 $1995
SPW-1 Spinwriter-NEC $2525

NEW! LINE PRINTER
BASE 2

Base 2 Pr.nter 80. 132 col . graphics
60 LPM with tractors. $599
* DRIVES FOR ANY MICROCOMPUTER*

Does not include power supply & cabinet.

MOD II DISK DRIVES NOW AVAILABLE
Perfec FD200 $262
Perfec FD250 (dual head) $399
Shugart SA400 (unused) $206
Shugort SA800
MPI B52 $349 B51

$479
$279

SOFTWARE
Disk Drive Motor Speed Test $19.95
New DOS* with over 200 modificofions and

corrections to TRS-DOS $99
New DOS- 40 trock $110
AJA Word Processor . $75

AJA Business Program • $250
Racet infinite Basic $49.95

Disk Drive Alignment Program $109
Radix Data Base Program $99.95

Electric Pencil $150

ALL PRICES CASH DISCOUNTED. FREIGHT FOB/FACTORY

A

Euk
/VKROCaVPOTER
TECHOLCX3Y
INCORPORATED A pparat, Inc.

3304 W. MacArthur
Santa Ana. CA 92704

(714) 979-9923

7310 E. Princeton Ave.
Denver, CO 80222
(303) 758-7275

CIRCLE 181 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See us at the west Coast Computer Falra, Booth #1 1 09C



KAS, con't. . .

The third entry in the report page
handler is the LINE COUNT subrou-
tine (line 1570). It must becalled before
each print statement. If the current
page is full, it starts a new page printing
the title and the subtitle followed by
"(continued)."

Now let's look at the program flow
of REPORT. First the data file is read
and all new keywords are put into the

string array V$. Once an end of file is

reached, all the keywords in V$ are
sorted. Now scratch files are estab-
lished (A.KAS, B.KAS. . . .) for selecting
records that contain the keywords. If

there are more keywords than scratch
files (there probably are, only ten

scratch files are set up), then only the

first 10 (value of F9) keywords are

selected on the first pass. Records
which contain any of these keywords
are saved in the appropriate scratch

file (or files for multiple keywords).
Once a complete pass is made of the

input data file the files are rewound and
each scratch file is printed with its

associated keyword using the RE-

UU8U
0090
0100
0110
0120
01 JO
U14U
0150
0160
0170
0180
0190
0200
U210
0220
0230
0240
0250
0260
0270
0280
0310
0320
0330
0340
0350
0360
0370
0380
U390
0400
0410
•0420
I
0430
U44U
0450
0460
,04 70
0480
.0490
0500
0510
.0520
i0530
0540
,0550
'0560
U570
0580
0590
0600
0610
0620
U630
0640
0650
0660
0670
0680
0690
0700
0710
0720
0730
0740
0750
0760
0770
0780
0790
0800
0810
0820
0830
0840
0850

REH REPORT SUdSYSTEH
REH Version 1.5 7-12-79
REM SSC, P.O. Bo> 2847, Olyapia, UA 98507
LINE= 132
INPOT "00TP0T TO PRINTER", Z$
Z9=1

IF LEFTS(ZS,1)="Y" THEN Z9»7
60TO 310
REM
REM I/O BLOCK ••
REN • • READ RECORD CGOSUB]
READ *Z8,KS(1>,KS(2>,K$(3>,K*(4),KS(5>,K$(6)
Z6*Z6*1

READ *Z8,AS,H»,D*,P,WS(1),W$(2>
RETURN
KEM •• WRITE RECORD CGOSUdJ
WRITE »Z7,KS(1),K.(2),KS(3),KS(4),KS(5>,KS(6
WRITE «Z7,AS,HS,DS,P,WS(1 ),WS(2)
RETURN
REN END OF I/O BLOCK *•
REN
ZS»"COHPJTER.KAS"

REN KS-KEYWORDS, AS=ARTICLE NAME, H*«HAGAZIN
REH 0S=DATE, P=PAGE NUHdEK, WS'AUTHORS
DIN KS(10),W*(2)
F9=9:REH SCRATCH FILE COUNT

REH Z6*READ RECORD COUNT
REH Z7 IS OUTPUT FILE NUNBER FOR WRITE GOSUB
REH Z8 IS INPUT FILE NUNBER FOR READ GOSUd
DIN VS(<!55>: REH KEYWORD LIST
Z8 =

REH GET ALL KEYWORDS IN V*
OPEN *Z8,ZS
GOSUd 180:REH READ RECORD
IF EOF(Z8>=1 GOTO 550
FOR 1=1 TO 10
IF «»(!)"" GOTO 430
FOR J=1 TO V

IF K$(l)=V$(J> GOTO 530
NEXT J

V=V*1
IF V>255 STOP
VS(V)=KS(I)

NEXT I

GOTO 430
CLOSE «Z8
PRINT V;"
PRINT Z6;
REH SORT KEYWORDS
IF V<2 GOTO 700
C«0:REH CHANGE FLAG

FOR 1=1 TO V-1
IF VKI)«K|t|) GOTO 650
C = 1

T*=VS(I):VS(I)«VS(I+1):VS(I*1)=TS
NEXT I

IF C=1 GOTO 600
REN >>
REN BUILD A REPORT FILE FOR EACH KEYWORD
REH IF WE HAVE HORE KEYWORDS THAN FILES G
F6 = V
TS="KAS INDEX 6Y KE YWOR U" : G0SU3 1310
F7«1
F8«F9

IF F6<F8 FB»F6
Z8«0

OPEN «0,ZS
REH OPEN WORK FILES (A.KAS, B.KAS, )

FOR 1=1 TO F8
Y*«CHRS(ASC("A")*I-1>

OPEN *I,YS
SCRATCH «I
NEXT I

REH >>
GOSUB 180:REN READ RECORD
IF EOF(Z8)=1 GOTO 960

REH TOO NANY UNIQUE KEYWORDS

UNIQUE KEYWUMOS READ FRON
" RECORDS READ"

•;zs

0860
0870
0880
0890
0900
0910
0920
0930
0940
0950
0960
,KS<7
0970
0980
0990
1000
>,KS(
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1255
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410

IT

1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
15 70

FOR J«F7 TO F7+F8-1
FOR L«1 TO 10
IF K*(L>="" GOTO 940
IF VS(J)<>KS(L) GOTO 930
REN WRITE RECORD TO CORRECT FILE
Z7«J*1-F7

GOSUB 230
NEXT L

NEXT J

GOTO 840
CLOSE «0
>,KS(8),KS(9),KS(10)
REH >>
REH REWIND FILES
FOR 1=1 TO F8:REST0RE #I:NEXT I

GOSUB 1160: REH PRINT REPORTS
/>,KS(8),KS(9),KS(10>
REH DELETE WORK FILES
FOR 1=1 TO F8
YS=CHRS(ASC("A">*I-1 )

CLOSE «I:KILL YS
NEXT I

REPORT Program

1580 IF L7<L9-5 GOTO 1630
1590 REH NEW PAGE & PRINT TITLE
1600 GOSOd 1400

(continued)"

F7=F7*F9
F6=F6-F8

IF F6>0 GOTO 740
PRINT :PRINT

1610 PRINT IS;'
1620 L7«L7*1
1630 L7«L7+1
1640 RETORN
1650 REH END OF REPORT PAGE

HANDLER
PRINT " END OF KEYWORD REPORT"
REH
PORT* 1

CHAIN NENU
REH END OF HAIN PROGRAH • ••
REH
REH • • PRINT KEYWORD REPORT CGOSUBJ
L6=3:L9=66

FOR 1=1 TO F8
Z8«I

REH PRINT SUBTITLE
S$*V*(I*F7-1):G0SUB 1470

GOSUB 180:REH READ RECORD
IF E0F(Z8)'1 GOTO 1280
GOSUd 1570
PRINT TAB(5);AS;" by " ; WS ( 1 > , WS ( 2

)

GOSUB 1570
PRINT TAB(8);Ht,DS;TAB(50);"P»ge ";P
GOTO 1220
NEXT I

RETURN
REH * REPORT PAGE HANDLER CGOSUdJ
REH INITALI2E ENTRY
REH TITLE'TS, SUBTITLE'S!, L INE S/PAGE =L9 , CURRENT PAGE*L8
REN CURRENT LINE=L7, NIN SPACE

/

ENT R Y=L6, SCRATCH'LS
REH - INIT
L8 =

INPOT "POSITION PAPER", S»
PORT* Z9
GOTO 1410
REH NEW PAGE AND THEN TITLE
FOR L5=L7 TO L9 :PRINT : NE XT L5
L8=L8*1

AGAIN
PRINT TS;TAB(70);"- ";L8;"-"
PRINT :PRINT
L7-4

RETURN
REN
REH - SET SUBTITLE
PRINT :L7«L7*1
REH IF NO ROOH FOR 1 ENTRY THEN PAGE EJECT
IF L7KL9-5-L6 GOTO 1530
REN NEW PAGE I PRINT TITLE
GOSUB 1400
PRINT SS:REH SUBTITLE
L7=L7*1
RETURN
REH
REN - LINE COUNT
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Fig. 2: Sample run

9080

Of REPORT
i-i i-i i

BRAIN TEASER by H KNIPPENBERG
A MUSICAL NUMBER GUESSING GAME by K INMAN CREATIVE COMPUTING JULY 1979 Page 104

CREATIVE COMPUTING MAR APR 1977 Page 11U ZONE X by J MADEHEIM
CREATIVE COMPUTING JULY 1979 Page 106

ART NICHE by J LEHMAN
PASART by C LUND CREATIVE COMPJTING JULY 1979 Page 87

CREATIVE COMPUTING MAR APR 1977 Page 122
HORSE

BAGELS DELMAR by R MORGAN K RODERICK
HASTERBAGELS by H HAMILTON CREATIVE COMPJTING SEP OCT 1976 Page 76

CREATIVE COMPUTING JAN FEB 1977 Page 84

HP200U
DANNER SCALES by M THOSTENSON

POSTER by B HUNTRESS CREATIVE COMPUTING MAR APR 1977 Page 112

CREATIVE COMPUTING NOV DEC 1976 Page 84 SHARPS t FLATS by J KUYPER
CREATIVE COMPUTING MAR APR 1977 Page 114

BASIC
SWARMS by R MILLER

DRAG by
CREATIVE COMPUTING JAN FEB 1977 Page 83

CREATIVE COMPUTING MAY JUNE 1977 Page 113
LOGIC

EUCHRE by V RAYBAUD MASTERBAGELS by H HAMILTON
CREATIVE COMPUTING MAY JUNE 1977 Page 120 CREATIVE COMPUTING JAN FEB 1977 Page 84

TICKERTAPE by B GARDNER
CREATIVE COMPUTING MAY JUNE 1977 Page 126 MASTERMIND

MASTERBAGELS by H HAMILTON
CREATIVE COMPJTING JAN FEB 1977 Page 84TWO-TO-TEN by

CREATIVE COMPJTING NOV DEC 1976 Page 88

HAIKU GENERATOR by P EMMER MOON
CREATIVE COMPJTING SEP OCT 1976 Page 34 LEM by B COTTER

PREJUDICE ANALYSIS by R KAHN n GROSS CREATIVE COMPJTING NOV DEC 1976 Page 86

CREATIVE COMPUTING SEP OCT 1976 Page 67

WATCHMAN Oy M OGLESUY MUSIC
CREATIVE CUMPJTING SEP OCT 1976 Page 7* A MJSICAL NUMBER GUESSING GAME by K INMAN

BRAIN TEASER by H KNIPPENdEHG CREATIVE COMPJTING MAR APR 1977 Page 110

CREATIVE COMPJTING JULY 1979 Page 104 SCALES by M THOSTENSON
ZONE X by J MADEHEIM CREATIVE COMPUTING MAR APR 1977 Page 112

CREATIVE COMPUTING JULY 1979 Page 106 SHARPS & FLATS by J KUYPER
NICHE by J LEHMAN CREATIVE COMPUTING MAR APR 1977 Page 114

CREATIVE COMPUTING JULY 1979 Page 87 MUSICAL MAGIC SQUARES by F

CREATIVE COMPJTING
HOFSTETTER
MAR APR 1977 Page 116

BIBLE
BIBLE QUIZ by S WENTWORTH PAPER TAPE

CREATIVE COMPJTING MAR APR 1977 Page 124 TICKERTAPE by 8 GARDNER
CREATIVE COMPUTING MAY JUNE 1977 Page 126

BOARD
BRAIN TEASER by H KN1PPENBE PASCAL

CREATIVE COMPJTING JULY 1979 Page 104 PASART by C LUND
CREATIVE COMPUTING MAR APR 1977 Page 122

C Al
BIBLE UJIZ by S WENTWORTH PDP-8

CREATIVE COMPJTING MAR APR 1977 Page 124 TICKERTAPE by B GARDNER
PREJJDICE ANALYSIS by R KAHN M GROSS CREATIVE COMPJTING MAY JUNE 1977 Page 126

CREATIVE COMPJTING SEP OCT 1976 Page 67
PUETRY

CARD HAIKU GENERATOR by P EMMERICH
EJCHRE by V RAYBAJD CREATIVE COMPUTING SEP OCT 1976 Page 34

CREATIVE COMPJTING MAY JUNE 1977 Page 120

TWO-TO-TEN by POSTER
CREATIVE COMPJTING NOV DEC 1976 Page 88 POSTER by B HUNTRESS

CREATIVE COMPJTING NOV DEC 1976 Page 84

CHANCE
TWO-TO-TEN by QUIZ

CREATIVE COMPJTING NOV DEC 1976 Page 88 BIBLE QJIZ by S WENTWORTH
CREATIVE COMPJTING MAR APR 1977 Page 124

DICE
STRIKE9 by B GREMBOWSKI RACE

CREATIVE COMPUTING JAN FEB 1977 Page 88 DRAG by
CREATIVE COMPJTING JAN FEB 1977 Page 83

EASY DAYTONA SOU by G CHURCHILL
FLIP by J JAMES CREATIVE COMPUTING JAN FEB 1977 Page 86

CREATIVE COMPUTING MAR APR 1977 Page 126 DELMAR by R MORGAN
CREATIVE COMPUTING

K RODERICK
SEP OCT 1976 Page 76

ECOLOGY SIMULATION
NICHE by J LEHMAN SWARMS by R MILLER

CREATIVE COMPJTING JULY 1979 Page 87 CREATIVE COMPUTING
NICHE by J LEHMAN

MAY JUNE 1977 Page 113

FORTRAN CREATIVE COMPUTING JULY 1979 Page 87

DELMAR by R MORGAN K RODERICK
CREATIVE COMPJTING SEP OCT 1976 Page 76 TRIANGLE

PASART Oy C LUND

GAME CREATIVE COMPUTING MAR APR 1977 Page 122

TWONKY by H CAPELLA
CREATIVE COMPUTING MAY JUNE 1977 Page 110 UNIVAC

SWARMS by R MILLER EUCHRE by V RAYBAUD
CREATIVE COMPJTING MAY JUNE 1977 Page 113 CREATIVE COMPUTING NAY JUNE 1977 Page 120

EUCHRE by V RAYBAUD
CREATIVE COMPJTING MAY JUNE 1977 Page 120

TICKERTAPE by B GARDNER END OF KEYWORD REPORT
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KAS, con't
PORT PAGE HANDLER subroutines.
If there are more keywords in V$ then
the next ten are selected and the input
file is passed once again. This process
is repeated until all the keywords have
been processed.

Wrap Up
To insure that the selective search

capabilities perform as desired you
must be careful to spell keywords the
same. For example, if you use GAME
as a keyword for some of the articles

about games and GAMES for others,
then you will have to do two searches
to locate all games. The same type of
problem exists for author names.

To prevent this problem I have
been using the following conventions
when building files:

1. Only use singular forms of key-
words (e.g., GAME not
GAMES).

2. Enter author names as first

initial, space, last name (e.g.,

P HUGHES).
3. Establish standard magazine

names (e.g., DR DOBBS and
KILOBAUD not Dr. Dobbs and
KILOBAUD Microcomputing).

4. Use upper case letters only in

all fields.

5. Delete all punctuation except
space.

You are also better off to create
many small files rather than one large
one. This will save a lot of search time.
For example, the file I have been
using in this article contains only
articles from Creative Computing and
those articles all contain programs.
Happy searching.

000

1

REM KtYWOKD LIST 0J60 IF N<S bOTO 3 'JO

0002 REM SSC 1-22-79
oin Ks<i2>,ws(2> list Program

0370 IF N>E GOTO 1000
U080 0400 REM PRINT ENTRY
0090 ZS="C0MPUTER.KAS" 0410 PRINT :PRINT" . . .",N," "

0100 PRINT :PRINT "LIST SUdS Y

S

TEM" : PR INT 0420 PRINT AS
U110 PRINT "FILE IS ";ZS 043'J PRINT "by "; WS(1 >;" "; WS<2)
0120 PRINT 0440 PRINT " ";MS,DS,"Paye ";K
0200 OPEN *1,ZS 0450 FOR I«1 TO 10
0210 INPUT "START, END RECORD NUMBERS", S,E U460 IF «(!)"• (iOTO 500
0300 REM PRINT THE FILE U47U PRINT KS<1);" ";
0310 N*N*1 041)0 NEXT I

U330 READ »1,KS(1>,KS(2>,K$(3>,KS<4),KS(5>, osou PRINT
KSC6),KS(7>,KS<8>,KS<9>,KS<10> 0510 GOTO 30

J

0340 IF E0F(1)=1 GOTO 1000 1000 CLOSE *1
0350 READ *1.AS.MS.DS.P.WS(1).WS<2> 1100 CHAIN MENU

ADD Program

0001 REM ADD ITEM SUBSYSTEM
0002 REM SSC 1-22-79
0050 ZS«"COHPUT£R.KAS"
0100 REM KS»KEYW0R0S, A$*ARTICLE NAME, HS'MAGAZINE NAME
0110 REM 0S*DATE, PIPAGE NUMBER, WS«AUTH0RS
0120 DIM KSC10),WS(2>
0200 OPEN #0,ZS
0210 OPEN #1, WORK. KAS
0220 SCRATCH *1

0250 REM COPY OLD FILE TO WORK FILE
0260 READ »0,KS<1),KS<2),KS<3>,KS<4>,KS(5),KS<6>,KS<7),KS(8>,KSC9>,KS<10>
0270 READ »0,AS,MS,DS,P,WS(1>,WSC2)
0280 IF KSC1)»"**«" THEN 500
0290 IF E0F(0)«1 GOTO 500
0300 WRITE «1,«n>,KS<2>,K*<3),K*<4>,Kt<5>,K*<6)-,K*<7>,KS<B),K$C9>,K$<10>
0310 WRITE *1,AS,M$,0S,P,WS(1>,WS<2>
0340 R«R*1
0350 GOTO 250
0500 REM ADD NEW RECORDS AT END OF FILE
0510 INPUT "ARTICLE NAME", AS
0520 IF AS*"" GOTO 1000
0530 INPUT "MAGAZINE, DATE, PAGE " ,MS, DS,P
0540 FOR I«1 TO 1 : KS ( I ) «""

: NE XT I

0550 INPUT "AUTHORS <2 ) ",WS< 1 > , WS (2)
0570 FOR I«1 TO 10
0580 INPUT "KEYWORD",KSU

)

0590 IF KSU)*"" GOTO 700
0600 NEXT I

0700 REM WRITE A NEW RECORD
0710 WRITE *1,KS(1),K*(2),KS(3),K*(4),K*(5>,KS(6),K*(7),KS(8),K*<9),K*(10)
0720 WRITE *1,AS,MS,DS,P,WS<1 >,WS<2>
0750 GOTO 500
1000 REM CLEAN UP THE FILES
1010 CLOSE «0,*1
1020 KILL ZS
1030 RENAME WORK. KAS, ZS
11040 CHAIN MENU

UJU1
0002
0020
0030
0040
0050
0090
0100
020U
0210
0220
0230
0240
0300
0305
0310
0320
0330
0340
03S0
0360
0370
0380
0390
0400
0410
0420
0430
0440
0450
0500
0510
0520

05*0

REM KEYWORD SELECT/LIST
REM SSC 7-12-79
DIM KS(10),WS<2>
REM LS-KEVWORD MATCH LIST
REM YS*AUTH0R MATCH
REM NS'MAGAZINE NAME MATCH
ZS="COHPUTER.KAS"

OPEN *1,ZS
PRINT :PRINT"SELECT/LIST S UBS YSTEH" : PR INT

ENTER ONLY 'RETURN' IF YOU DONT WANT
CRITERIA LISTED." TO SELECT ON THE'

'OTHERWISE ENTER MATCH STRING'

SELECT Program

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
REM GET SELECTION CRITERIA
B1*0

INPUT "MAGAZINE NAME",NS
INPUT "AUTHOR NANE",YS
FOR 1*1 TO 10
PRINT "ENTER KEYWORDS"
FOR 1=1 TO 10
INPUT LSU)
IF LSU)*"" THEN 390
NEXT I

B2*I-1
IF 82*0 GOTO 500
d1*1

IF B2*1
INPUT
B1=1

IF BS*"ALL" B1=B2
REM READ FILE
PRINT
READ *1,KS<1),KS<2),KSC3),KSC4),KS(5),KS<6),

KS(7),KS<8),KS(9),K*(10)
IF E0F<1)*1 GOTO 200Q

GOTO 500
'ANY KEYWORD MATCH OR ALL KEYWORDS", BS

0540 READ «1,AS,MS,DS,P,wS<1 ),WS(2)
0600 REM 00 WE HAVE A HATCH?
U610 IF NS*"" GOTO 650
0620 IF NS*MS GOTO 650
0630 GOTO 520
0650 IF Y*«"" GOTO 720
0660 IF WS(1)*YS GOTO 720
0670 IF WS(2)«YS GOTO 720
0680 GOTO 520
0720 REM
0800 REM KEYWORD MATCH
0810 C1=0
0830 IF B1*0 THEN 1000
0840 FOR 1*1 TO B2
0850 FOR J"1 TO 10
0860 IF LS(I)=KS(J) THEN 900
0870 NEXT J

0880 GOTO 910
0900 C1«C1*1
0910 IF C1>-B1 THEN 10UU
0920 NEXT I

0950 GOTO 520
1000 REM IT MATCHED - PRINT IT
1010 PRINT AS
1020 PRINT TAB<5);"by ";WS<1>;
1030 IF WS(2)<>"" PRINT " 8 ";WS(2>;
1040 PRINT
1050 PRINT MS, DS, "PAGE ";P
1060 PRINT :PRINT
1200 GOTO 520
2000 PRINT :PMINT"EOF - ANOTHER SEARCH"
2005 RESTORE *1
2010 INPUT BS
2020 IF LEFTS(BS,1 )«"Y" GOTO 300
9999 CHAIN MENU
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APPLE II DISK SOFTWARE
DATA BASE MANAGER

IFO PROGRAM

The IFO (Information File Organizer) can be used for many applications

such as sales activity, check registers, balance sheets, client/patient rec-

ords, billing, information retrieval and much more. This can be accom-
plished easily and quickly without prior programming knowledge.

Up to 1000 records with a maximum of 20 headers and 10 report formats

can be stored on a single diskette. Information can be sorted and searched

(3 levels). Mathematical functions can be performed to manipulate the In-

formation. Subtotals and totals can be calculated on any numeric field.

Many error protection devices provided.

Program diskette and instruction manual $100

MAILING LIST PROGRAM
Print labels sorted or searched by 6 fields. Data lines include: ACCT *,

FIRST NAME, LAST NAME (CO.). ATTN, ADDRESS #1, ADDRESS #2. CITY,

STATE. ZIP (9 digits). PHONE *. On-screen editing. ••COMPANY NAME**
option on first line. Line up and variable spacing routines and more. Many
error protection devices provided.

Fast and quick label generation.

Program diskette and Instruction manual $40

INVENTORY PROGRAM
2 disk drive, menu-driven program. Inventory categories include: STOCK*.

DESCRIPTION, VENDOR ID, CLASS, LOCATION, REORDER PT, REORDER
OTY, COST, SELLING PRICE. # ON ORDER. ORDER DATE. OTY ON HAND.

All records can be entered, changed, updated, deleted or viewed. Reports

can be sorted in ascending/descending order by any category. 7 search

categories (3 automatic). Calculates $ VALUE of Inventory and YTD, MTD
and period items sold. Accumulates inventory over a 13-month period. Plus

much more. Requires a 132-column, serial/ parallel printer. Complete turnkey

operetion with bootstrap diskette.

Program diskette and instruction manual $140

All programs require 48K and Applesoft II on ROM or Apple II Plus. Com-

patible with Pascal systems. Run from any port of the computer and work

with serial/parallel printers. Require 1 disk drive unless noted otherwise.

Write for information on PAYROLL PACKAGE.

SEND CHECK/ MONEY ORDER TO:

SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY for COMPUTERS
P.O. BOX 428, BELMONT, MA 02178———- CIRCLE 197 ON READER SERVICE CARD——

—

z
T
O
R
A

S
Y
8
T
E
m
s

N

r

Call above our linuuk price on

k 4-dtlvc complete system.
le.rllllk J4W.IO
level 16k S7SO.OO

(w/o num. keypad)

Ispanslon Interlace » '69.00

Espanslon Interlace 16k $411.00

Ispanslon Interface 31K $f!7.M
16k IMJemory KM lot TRS-SO or Apple

$•0.9*

TRS 80 6 NORTH STAR ADD-ON DRIVES

CUSTOM
ENCLOSURE

CABLE
INCLUDED

Shuoon SA 400 at BASF 6106 tingle drive system in custom enclosure$4 1 S.00

Double drive system In custom enclosure $•* *».00

AW 4106 40 track, drive only $190.00

Shugort (A 400 $110.00
Seaman 4" drive $*90.00
HoierHne 1400. erhlte supply kjtt.l (IS month warranty, $440.00

Centronics »1 printer (tet SO add-on) $190.00

Centronics 770-1 tractor (Its SO add-on) $1040.00

Tl primer $1000.00

rlorlion 1 Kit $1119.00

Single Her walnut Formica enclosure lor SA 400 or Mtf drive . . . $27.00

Two Met wolnul enclosure lor SA 400 or IAU drive $4i.00

IPfCIAll Mtm floppy disks, bos el 10 <wMt. plastic bos) only .... $10.00

Bos of 10. S " disks $»-0i pet disk

ATAM 400 $040.40

ATAM 000 $004.40

* * MAIL ORDER ONLY * *

INTERTUBE TERMINAL
S784.00

V£ ACCEPT BANK AMERICARD. VISA. MASTER CHARGE

29-02 23RD AVENUE ASTORIA. NEW YORK 11105

(212)728-5252 TELEX 420001ETLX

SIMUTEK PRESENTS

• TRS-80•
GAMES

WHOLESALE!!!

> PACKAGE ONE
tim* game It lull o* 'est. •tiling action' Exploding

„ nuSt .Clu-Hy navigate tho enterprise to dock With |M
want SPeco stations a* we" • to avoid kiinfon totptdoai' Mat shields, galactic memory foofloui, o.-n#o$

reports, ton* ranrje sensors, Otd Me* 3 Msvels to* beginning, average, or e«pert players' * INVASION
MONO - Time: 30«. Place; EattfVt Solar Syttam Mimon: At general of tarth't forces, your |0b >t to

ttop the Worg invasion ana destroy their out Posts on Mart. Venirt. Satu-n. Neptune. MCl Ei/lftl ForcOt:

Android* - Space f ightert - Law Cannon - NojuH.no Blatiert* Worg F<xe« Robots - Saucers -

Disintegrators - Proton Destroyers' Muiti level time Mitt you advance to a mora com plicatad Same *V°°
•at better' • STAR WANS - Manuever your space lighter deep into we nucleut ol the Daatn Star

'
Drop

your oomp. ttvan atcapa via tna only or.it. Tnit grapn.es g-ma it rea»v lu-v May tna Force pa w.tn

you- * SPACE TARGET - Shoot at enemy Ships with VO*Jr rn.ttl.Ot H thay eject in a parachute,

capture mom - o* If you're cruet, destroy tnam' F«ii graph.es. raai time gome' * SAUCERS - Thi* fail

action graphic* game hat a time limit' Can you Pa WO cornrnandpr to win ttvo, dittinguitheo cross

Require* spin second timing to win' Watch out'

PACKAGE TWO
CHECKER.* 2.1 Finally' A chKktn proorarr mi chaiianga everyone' f apart at wail at amateur'

Uio*Vp~y'troo\ooren To'lind b*»t" possible moM. Pick* randomly between equal movo* to attura you of

never having identical gama. * fOKIR FACE - Ttva compute* use* psychology at wall at lo»>c to try

and bavjt you at poker. Cardt ore displayed using TRSIO't full grapn.es Computar rait*t. can*, and

sometimes oven folds* Grool practice lor your Saturday niojpit pokar maun* (Play* J €*rd

draw) • PSVCHic - Tail tit* computar a littia about yourtoif and he'ii pradict thing* about you. you

won't believe! A raai mind bdndor' Oraat amutement ipr parties * TANOlE MANIA - Try and »orc«

your opponent into Mft immobiM potitipn. But walcn out. tlsay'ra doing tna Mm* to you' Tnit arjph.ct

gama it »or 3 paopia and nat O—n usad to mo stup.d atgumanis (And occasionally tt*>rtt

tham') a WORD SCRAMBLE - Tn.t gama it fpr two or mora paop'a On* parson mputt a word to thd

computar wfilia tna otnort loo* away. Tl»a computar tcrampoat tna word. tl*»n kaapt track p» wrori«

PACKAGE THREE
roiTRV - Tmt program tau you cnoosw tna tuPract at won «t tno mood ot tno poam you want Vou

w-a TRS-EOcartain nount or namat. them tna mood, and it dodt tna mtf it nat a ICrOO-word * vocabulary

o» nount. y»rb». adtactivM and adv«*bf • ELECTRIC ARTIST - Manual draw, arata. »"«••» •**'
*i

Auto: draw, arata and mowa. Utot graphics b<t» not bytat. S*»rr#t drawing on tapa 0* disk' • OALACTIC
battle - Tha Swinaut ontrny nava long ranga pnatart Put cannot tra»»i at warp tpaad' vou can. put

only nava *nort ranf> pnatdrt^ Can you bUtikrtoa. tha anamy without sotting dottroyod' Full graph.es -

roal tima' • WORD MANIA - Can you fuont tna computor't words uting your human intuitivo and

iog*cai abintiot' Vou'ii no«d to. to boat tha computor' o AIR command - Battio tno KamikoH ptiott.

Raquirot split tacond timing. Tm* n a FAST action orcado gama
^

PACKAGE FOUR <

LIFE - Tnit Z-«0 macnma languaga program uton full grapnict' Oiror 100 oonarationt p*w mmuto mako N

truly animatod' Vou maka your starting pattarn, tno computor doot tno rott' Program can bo stoppod and

cnanraat mada- Watch it grow' o SPACE lander - Tnit full graph.es emulator *ot» you W. -m(mi

planot attoroid or moon you witn to land on' Hat 3 tk.n Mvolt that mako it fun for avoryona • OREEO
II - Muiti lovoi gama it fun and chaiianging' Boat tha computor at tnit dica gama uting your knowtadga of

odds and luck' Computar kaapt track of nn winning* and yourt Qurck fatt action This gama is not

•My' a THE PMARAOM - Ruto tno ancionl city ol Alonandna' Buy or toll land. Koop your paopia from

oit.ng' Stop tho rampaging rait. Roguirot a truo poiilKal porsonai.ty to boxomo good? • "OBOT
INTER A group of ronodado roPots nava otcapod and ara tpottod >n an old ghott town on Mort' Your

-" any mora tdttlort' Enciting!
HUNTER
rob at "Robot Muntor
Cnaiianging 1 Full graphics

to dostroy tho plralo m*cnin«t boforo tnoy kii

i PACKAGE FIVE

SUPER HORSERACE - Mako your bats lust i.ko at tno raai racotrock' • hortas rata in this tpoctacuiar

graphic display' Up to 9 paopia can play' Uto* roal odds but nat tnat aiamant ol chanco you too m root

Ufa' Kaapt track of a-oryono't winnings and lotto*. Tnit >t ono of tno tow computor timuiationt that can

actually got a room of poopia choonng' • MAZE MOUSE - Tho mousa with a mind' Tno computor

gonoratot random maxot of whatovor tixa you toaKify. Ihoi loorchoi for a way outi Tho tocond Umo. no'il

always go 'attast routo! A truo display dt arlifKial intoillrjonco 1 F«n graphics, maiot A
mousas 1 • AMOEBA KILLER — Vou command a ono m»n submarino that has boon sftrunkon to tho ttto

of bactaria in tnit ascting graphic advonturo' inaactod into tho pros.don ft Moodttroam. your mission .$ to

dottroy tho doodly amoobo mfoction ravo*n« nit body' • LOGIC - Tim popular gom» n botod on

Mattormind but utlluot tactics that maka it mora aaciting and chailongmg - hat 2 lavolt of play to mako

it fun lor avoryona. • SUBMARINER - Shoot to'podoot Ot ltd anomy ships to got points Fatt action

graphics, arcado typo gama it OKCitlng and fun for avary body '

PACKAGE »IX

20 HOME FINANCIAL PROGRAMS - Fi«urot amortization, annuities, doprociation tat as, mtorast

Ubfos. aarnod intorotl on savings and much, much mora These programs will got used agam and agam. A
mutt for tba contcront.out. inflation minddd porton.

PACKAGE SEVEN

BACKGAMMON l« - 2 dilforont tkill levels mako thit «omo a challenge to average or advanced pi avert,

(Not recommended tor beginners) Looks for boat possible move to boat you" FANTASTIC GRAPHICS
Plays doublet and use* international -u.es • SPEED READING - Increase* your reading ipood aisc

checks lor comprehension of material. Grodt tor toonegort and admit to improve reading skills • PT IM
- Drop depth charges on moving tub*. Lowe* depths got hiorter points m thit fe*t action graphic)

game • VAMTZEE — Ploy Venuee with the computer. Tnit popular game it even more fun and

challenging egoinit a TRS-EOf • WALL STREET - Can you turn your SS0.OO0 into a mi

Thafs tno obiect ol thit groat gome. Simulate* an actual tiock market?
lion dollars'

ALL PROGRAMS GUARANTEED TO LOAD

CASSETTE PACKAGES REQUIRE 16K LEVEL II

PACKAGES ON DISKETTE (32K) $5.00 EXTRA

Send chock. Money Order or Bonk Card #

TO: SIMUTEK. P.O. BOX 35298
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85740

(602) 882-3948

PHONE ORDERS WELCOME!
I POSTAGE

(MORE PACKAGES GET
*cffl?l^STOr5TEADErt^ERvic^A

,

R[>
1

DISCOUNT
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John Armstrong

This program was inspired and
adapted from 'Mailer' program which
is part of the North Star user library

and written by K. Randazzo. It was
developed as a name and address
retrieval system but could possibly
be used as a general-purpose data
base system in other applications.
With modifications and enhance-
ments it could definitely be made
into a good general-purpose data
base system.

My requirements were derived
from a need to search through a
number of records using a "descrip-
tor" or alternatively, a surname. A
detailed list of requirements include
the ability to:

1

.

Search by Descriptor word.
2. Search by Surname.
3. Search by any Keyword contain-
ed in the file.

4. Alphabetize entire file by De-
scriptor or Surname.
5. Add records to the file.

6. Update, examine, or delete a
record.

7. List the entire file.

The program was written utilizing
North Star BASIC and DOS. The
flexibility and power in the string
variable commands, used to format a
printed record and put data into the
fields of the records, was a joy to
use.

Searching is accomplished by
descriptor or surname (specifying
letter or word) or by a KEY string

which can be any alphanumeric
combination believed to be in the
file. A display of the record in which
they are contained follows each HIT.

The speed of searching is quite
fast when using the descriptor or
surname. It's quite slow when using
the KEY string search but still useful
in finding a record containing a
unique string.

This type of program could be
adapted to file library items. It would
allow rapid access to specific Key-
word items for such things as
notebooks, magazine articles and
books. Another adaptation of the
program could be in the rapid access
of real estate listings containing key
requirements from a client or a
salesperson. By using multiple files

one could initiate multiple key string
searches. Suppose, for example, the
real estate agent was interested in

finding a listing containing a 3
BDRM, Pool, ELM ST, < 100,000,
corner lot, Detached Garage. This

©Creative Computing

John Armstrong, 8035 Cole St., Downey, CA
00242.

"Well, concrete computers are defin-
ately not the answer.

"

would result in possibly six searches
eliminating several listings with each
pass. Then, on the final pass the
resultant printout would reveal the
listings that met the description or
even if no printout resulted it still

would be useful information indica-
ting that, at present, no listing met
all the requirements.

Before running this program a file

must be created of the proper length
and type to run with North Star
BASIC/DOS or whatever BASIC sys-
tem you're using. The number of
blocks assigned determine the num-
ber of records the file can contain. A
little thought should be given to your
own particular needs.

A menu list assists the user in

selecting the proper module and full

prompting after accessing the mod-
ule will be displayed. D

Glossary

File - Consists of a number of records.
Record - Consist of Descriptor word, Sur-

name, Fomame, Address, Town, State,
Zlpcode and Telephone number. All of
which are contained within their own
fields.

Field - A specified and fixed number of bytes
assigned to each of the functional words
or groups of words.

Alphabetizing - Sorting of records in a file In

alphabetical order using the descriptor
or surname of each record as the object
of the sort.

Random Access of a file - Accessing a record
in a file directly.

Descriptor - A word selected to best describe a
person or a company's relation to you
(e.g. .PLUMBER,ELECTRICIAN, FRIEND,
ENGINEER, etc.)

120 CREATIVE COMPUTING



ROLODEX LIST PROGRAM THIS IS THE UPDATED ENTRY.

ENTER FILE NAME >LIST9.2

• 1 ADD TO LIST
•2 LIST ENTRIES
•3 EXAMINE ONE ENTRY
•4 UPDATE AN ENTRY
•5. ...DELETE AN ENTRY

SELECT NODULE >1
DESCRIPTORi AIR CONDX REPAIR
SURNAME! MCCLELLAN
FORENAME! U.P.
• AND STREET! 11076 ALONDRA
TOWN! PARAMOUNT
STATE! CALIF
ZIPCODEl 90706
TELEPHONE • - AREA CODE NUMBER! 213 867-3717

ADD ANOTHER' (Y/N) Y
DESCRIPTOR! REALTY BOARD
SURNAME! COMPTON/LYNUOOD
FORENAME! REALTY BD
» AND STREET l 8003 FIRESTONE 8LVD
TOWN! LYNUOOD
STATE! CALIF.
ZIPCODEl 90262
TELEPHONE • - AREA CODE * NUMBER! 213 638-1189

•6. . . . KEYWORD SEARCH
•7.. ..DESCRIPTOR SEARCH
•8 ALPHABETIZE LIST (BY SURNAME)
•9.... ALPHABETICAL SEARCH
•10. ..EXIT PROGRAM
• 11.. .ALPHABETIZE LIST (BY DESCRIPTOR)

• I ADD TO LIST
•2.... LIST ENTRIES
•3 EXAMINE ONE ENTRY
(4 UPDATE AN ENTRY
•3 DELETE AN ENTRY

•6 KEYWORD SEARCH
•7.... DESCRIPTOR SEARCH
•8 ALPHABETIZE LIST (BY SURNAME)
•9 ALPHABETICAL SEARCH
•10. ..EXIT PROGRAM
•11... ALPHABETIZE LIST (BY DESCRIPTOR)

SELECT MODULE >2
THIS MODULE PRINTS THE FILE

START WITH ENTRY NUMBER! O

PRINT WITH SURNAME FIRST?(Y/N)>N

•AIR CONDX REPAIR MCCLELLAN .W.P.

11076 ALONDRA
PARAMOUNT CALIF 9O706
213 867-3717

•REALTY BOARD COMPTOH/LYNWOOD .REALTY BD
80O3 FIRESTONE BLVD
LYNUOOD CALIF. 90262
213 638-1189

•BEES
2961 SANTA ANA ST
SOUTH GATE
213 387-3039

•TECH BOOKS
213 E REGENT
INOLEWOOD
213 673-7191

LEWIS .T.A.

CALIF. 90280

CALIF TECH BOOK SUP .T.A.

CALIF. 90286

PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE

•1....ADD TO LIST
•2 LIST ENTRIES
•3.... EXAMINE ONE ENTRY
•4 UPDATE AN ENTRY
•3.... DELETE AN ENTRY

SELECT MODULE >3
EXAMINE ENTRY NUMBER! 2

LEWIS T.A.
2961 SANTA ANA ST
SOUTH OATE CALIf
213 387-3039

EXAMINE ANOTHER ENTRY' (Y/N)

•1. ...ADD TO LIST
•2 LIST ENTRIES
•3 EXAMINE ONE ENTRY
•4 UPDATE AN ENTRY
•3. ...DELETE AN ENTRY

SELECT MODULE >4
ITEM TO UPDATEl 2

•6..
•7..
•8..
•9..
• 10.
• 11.

•6..
•7..
•8..
•9..
• 10.
• 11.

.KEYWORD SEARCH

.DESCRIPTOR SEARCH

.ALPHABETIZE LIST (BY SURNAME)

.ALPHABETICAL SEARCH

.EXIT PROGRAM

.ALPHABETIZE LIST (BY DESCRIPTOR)

•BEES

90280

.KEYWORD SEARCH

.DESCRIPTOR SEARCH

.ALPHABETIZE LIST (BY SURNAME)

.ALPHABETICAL SEARCH

.EXIT PROGRAM

.ALPHABETIZE LIST (BY DESCRIPTOR)

LEWIS T.A.
2961 SANTA ANA ST
SOUTH GATE CALIF.
213 387-3039

UPDATE THIS ENTRY? (Y/N> Y

DESCRIPTOR!
SURNAME!
FORENAME!
• AND STREET!
TOWN!
STATE!
ZIPCODEl 90281
TELEPHONE • - AREA CODE

•BEES

9028O

LEWIS T.A.
2961 SANTA ANA ST
SOUTH GATE CALIF.
213 387-3039

IS THIS CORRECT' (Y/N) Y

•1....ADD TO LIST
•2 LIST ENTRIES
•3 EXAMINE ONE ENTRY
•4 UPDATE AN ENTRY
•3 DELETE AN ENTRY

SELECT MODULE >6

•6..
•7..
•8..
•9..
• 10.
• 11.

ENTER KEY- OATE

T.A.LEWIS
2961 SANTA ANA ST
SOUTH GATE C
213 387-3039

PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE

• 1 ADD TO LIST
•2 LIST ENTRIES
•3 EXAMINE ONE ENTRY
•4.... UPDATE AN ENTRY
•3 DELETE AN ENTRY

SELECT MODULE >7
DESCRIPTOR SEARCH!

•6.
• 7.
•8.
•9.
• 10
• II

•BEES

90281

.KEYWORD SEARCH

.DESCRIPTOR SEARCH

.ALPHABETIZE LIST (BY SURNAME)

.ALPHABETICAL SEARCH

.EXIT PROGRAM

.ALPHABETIZE LIST (BY DESCRIPTOR)

•BEES

90281

. . KEYWORD SEARCH

..DESCRIPTOR SEARCH

..ALPHABETIZE LIST (BY SURNAME)

. . ALPHABET I CAL SEARCH

..EXIT PROGRAM

..ALPHABETIZE LIST (BY DESCRIPTOR)

SEARCH BY <L>ETTER OR <W>ORD? L

DESCRIPTOR WORD BEGINNING WITH! R

COMPTON/LYNUOOD REALTY BD
8003 FIRESTONE BLVD
LYNUOOD CALIF.
213 638-1189

PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE

• 1 ADD TO LIST
•2.. ..LIST ENTRIES
•3.... EXAMINE ONE ENTRY
•4 UPDATE AN ENTRY
•3 DELETE AN ENTRY

SELECT MODULE >7
DESCRIPTOR SEARCH!

•REALTY BOARD

90262

•6. .. .KEYWORD SEARCH
•7 DESCRIPTOR SEARCH
•8 ALPHABETIZE LIST (BY SURNAME)
•9.... ALPHABETICAL SEARCH
•10.. .EXIT PROGRAM
•11.. .ALPHABETIZE LIST (BY DESCRIPTOR)

SEARCH BY <L>ETTER OR <W>ORD? W

DESCRIPTOR WORD SEARCHING FORI REALTY BOARD

COMPTON/LYNUOOD REALTY BO
8003 FIRESTONE BLVD
LYNUOOD CALIF.
213 638-1189

•REALTY BOARD

90262

10 REM •PROGRAM ROLODEX*
20 A«12\REH ASCII FORM FEED
30 Z»»CHR«(A)VZ»\REH CLEAR SCREEN
40 DIM N0»(20>.N»(20>.NI»(20>.S»(40>.T»(20>.Sl»(13>.Zl«(7).Tl»(13)
30 DIM X»(40)
60 Sl-20*20*2O*40*20»13*7*l3*2\REH ENTRY SIZE
70 DIM E»(SI ) .E1»(S1) ,W«(Sl).B»(40)\REM STRINGS USED TO HOLD ENTRY
80 B»-"
90!TAB( 13). "ROLODEX LIST PROORAM"\!V
100INPUT-ENTER FILE NAME >".F»\'
110 OPEN »O.F»\REAO «0.N
120!\ REM SELECT MODULE
130 !••!.,
140 •"•2.,

130 "»3.
160 •"•4.
170 '"•3.

180 .
»

190 INPUT

..ADD TO LIST «6.

.

..LIST ENTRIES »7. .

..EXAMINE ONE ENTRY «8. .

..UPDATE AN ENTRY *9. .

..DELETE AN ENTRY »10.
• 11.

"SELECT MODULE >".M
200 IF M<1 OR M>11 THEN 190
210 IF M-l THEN 320
220 IF M-2 THEN 440
230 IF M-3 THEN 370
240 IF M-4 THEN 630
230 IF M-3 THEN 820
260 IF M-6 THEN 1440
270 IF M-7 THEN 1340
280 IF M-8 THEN 1740
290 IF M-9 THEN 2280
300 IF M-10 THEN 2480
310 IF M-ll THEN 1730
320 REM • ADD •

330 IF N<185 THEN 360

..KEYWORD SEARCH"

..DESCRIPTOR SEARCH"

..ALPHABETIZE LIST (BY SURNAME)"

..ALPHABETICAL SEARCH"

..EXIT PROORAH"

..ALPHABETIZE LIST (BY DESCRIPTOR)"



.A*

ELSE 700

3«0'
350' -FILE FULL"\GOT0 120

2t2 "-B»*B»*B»*B»*B»*B»\REH INITIALIZE E* TO BLANKS FOR EDITTINO370 OOSUB 1090VREM COLLECT ENTRY TO E*
380 WRITE *0XN«S1*S.E»
390 N«N*1
400 '\ INPUT -ADD ANOTHER' (Y/N>
410 IF A*-"Y" THEN 370
420 WRITE 40X0. H. NOENDMARK
430 GOTO 120
440 REM • LIST •

430'TAB<20).-THIS MODULE PRINTS THE FILE"V
460 INPUT-START WITH ENTRY NUMBER: ",L\'
470 INPUT -PRINT WITH SURNAME FIRSTS Y/N>>". Y»
480 B-0
490 FOR J-L TO N-l
3O0 READ »0XJ«S1+3.E»
310 IF Y*-"Y" THEN 320 ELSE 330
320 OOSUB 1340VOOTO 340
330 OOSUB 1360
340 NEXT J\'
330 OOSUB 2470
360 GOTO 120
370 REM • EXAMINE •
380 INPUT "EXAMINE ENTRY NUMBERi ",J
390 IF J>-N THEN 120
600 REAO *0XJ«S1+3.E*
610 OOSUB 1340
620'UNPUT "EXAMINE ANOTHER ENTRY' (Y/N) ",A*
630 IF A»- MY" THEN 380
640 GOTO 120
630 REM • UPDATE •

660 INPUT "ITEM TO UPDATEl ",JV
670 IF J>N THEN • -THERE ARE".N." ENTRIES ON THE FILE"
680 '\INPUT "TRY ANOTHER? <Y/N) ",A*
690 IF A»-"Y- THEN 630 ELSE 120
700 READ *0XJ*S1»3.E*
710 GOSUB 1340V
720 INPUT -UPDATE THIS ENTRY? (Y/N) -,A«\'
730 IF A*-"Y" THEN 760
740 INPUT "TRY ANOTHER? <Y/N) ".A*
730 IF A*-"Y" THEN 630 ELSE 120
760 >\GOSUB 1090
770 WRITE *0XJ«S1*3.E*, NOENDMARK
780 >\'"THIS IS THE UPDATED ENTRY. -\"
790 GOSUB 1340V
800 INPUT -IS THIS CORRECT? (Y/N) -,A»
810 IF A4--Y- THEN 120 ELSE 760
820 REM • DELETE •
830 INPUT -DELETE WHICH ENTRY? "

. D\

'

840 IF D>N THEN '"NO SUCH ENTRY. THERE ARE"
830 IF D>N THEN GOSUB 2470
860 IF D>N THEN 120
870 J-D
880 REM CALL UP DELETE
890 REAO »0XD»S1*3.E»
900 OOSUB 1340
910 INPUT "DELETE THIS ENTRY? (Y/N) ",A«V
920 IF A*-"Y" THEN 960
930 INPUT "TRY AGAIN? (Y/N) -

. A*
940 IF A*-"Y" THEN 820
930 GOTO 120
960 INPUT "PRESS -RETURN' TO DELETE ".R«\'
970 READ *0X(N-1)*S1»3.E1*
980 FOR J-N-2 TO D STEP -1
990 READ *0XJ«SI*3,E»
1000 WRITE »0XJ«S1*3. El*. NOENDMARK
1010 El»-E»
1020 NEXT
1030 N-N-l
1040 IF N<0 THEN N-0
1030 WRITE *0XO.N. NOENDMARK
106O INPUT "DELETE ANOTHER ENTRY' (Y/N) ",A»
1070 IF A*-"Y" THEN 820
1080 GOTO 120
1090 REM • SUBROUTINE TO GET ENTRY TO E» •
1100 INPUT "DESCRIPTORi ",NO»\NO»-NO»»B»
1110 IF N0*(1.1>-- - THEN N0*>E»(1.20>
1120 INPUT"SURNAME l

- ,N»\N»-N«»B»
1130 IF N*(l,l)-- " THEN N*-E*(21.40>
1140 INPUT "FORENAME! "

. N1»\N1»-N1»*B»
1130 IF Nl*(l.l>--'- THEN 1120
1160 IF Nl»(l.l)-- " THEN Nl*-E*(41.60>
1170 INPUT-* AND STREETI " S»\S*-S»*B*
1180 IF S*(l,l)-"-" THEN 1140
1190 IF S*(l,l>-" THEN S*-E*(6l . 100)
1200 INPUT-TOWN! -

, r»\ T»-l »<-B»
1210 IF T*(l, !>-"-• THEN 1170
1220 IF T*(l.l>-" THEN T*-E»(101. 120)
1230 INPUT "STATE! " .S1*\S1*-S1*«B*

THEN I2O0
THEN Sl*-E*(121.133>
>Z1*\Z1*-Z1**B*
THEN 1230
THEN Z1»»E*<134. 140)

AREA CODE * NUMBERI "
. T 1 »\T 1««T 1 «&»

.N. "ENTRIES ON THE FILE"\

1240 IF Sl*(l, 1).
1230 IF Sl»( 1.1)-"
1260 1NPUT-ZIPC0DE!
1270 IF Zl»(l.l).-'
1280 IF Zl»(l.l)>-
1290 INPUT "TELEPHONE
13O0 IF Tl*( 1.1 >."-•• THEN 1260
1310 IF Tl*(l,l>-" - THEN Tl*-E*( 141 . 133)
1320 E*-N0»*N»*N1»»S*»T»*S1»»Z1«*T1»
1330 RETURN
1340 REM « PRINTING SUBROUTINE - W/PHONE -SURNAME FIRST •
1330 'VE»(21.40>." ".E»(41.60)."«".E*(1.20>." ",J\GOTO 1370
1360 ' V".".E»(1.20>." -.E*(21.40>.-.~.E«(41,60>." ".J1370'" ".EX61.100)
1380'" -.E»(101.120).- ".E»(121. 133),
1390'" -,E*(141. 133)
14O0 B-8»l
1410 IF 8-9 THEN 1420 ELSE 1430

•E»( 124. 140)

1420 'Z»\B-0
1430 RETURN
1440 INPUT -ENTER KEY- ",X»
1430 X-LEN(X«)
1460 FOR J»0 TO N-l
1470 READ»0XJ»S1-»S.E»
1480 FOR 1-1 TO 136-X
1490 IF E»II. I»(X-1))-X« THEN 1300 ELSE 1310
1300 GOSUB 1340M-136-X
1310 NEXT I

1320 NEXT J
1330 OOSUB 2470VG0T0 120
1340 REM • DESCRIPTOR SEARCH ROUTINE •
1330 '" DESCRIPTOR SEARCH! "VV
1360 INPUT-SEARCH BY <L>ETTER OR <W>ORD? ".A»V
1370 IF A»-"W- THEN 1630
1380 INPUT "DESCRIPTOR WORD BEGINNING WITH! -,L»V
1390 FOR J-0 TO N-1VREAD (0XJOSK-3.E*
16O0 IF E»(l, 1 >-L»(l. 1) THEN GOSUB 1340
1610 NEXT J
1620 '

1630 OOSUB 2470
1640 OOTO 120
1630 REM DESCRIPTOR WORD SEARCH
1660 INPUT "DESCRIPTOR WORD SEARCHING FOR! ".W»V
1670 FOR J-0 TO N-1VREAD «0XJ*S1«3.E*
1680 W»-W»*B«
1690 IF E*(l,20)-W*(1.20) THEN GOSUB 1340
1700 NEXT
1710 '\ GOSUB 2470V00T0 120
1720 REM • ALPHABETIZING MODULE •
1730 A-1\B-20\OOTO 1730
1740 A-21VB-40
1730 REM INITIALIZE BEGIN AND END POINTS TO ENTIRE FILE
1760 P-0
1770 L-l
1780 B(L)-N
1790 M-0
1800 REM SET END OF FILE SEGMENT
1810 J-B(L)
1820 REM SET START OF ARRAY SEGMENT
1830 I-M-l
1840 REM IF ONLY 1 OR 2 ELEMENTS HANDLE SPECIALLY
1830 IF (J-MX3 THEN 2160
1860 M1-INT( (I*J)/2)
1870 REM FIND A LARGE ELEMENT AMONG THE SMALL ONES
1880 1 = 1*1
1890 IF I-J THEN 2040
1900 READ*0XI<S1+3.E*\READ40XM1*S1+3.E1*

i

1910 IF E«(A.B)OEl*(A.B> THEN 1880
1920 REM FIND A SMALL ELEMENT AMONG THE LARGE ONES
1930 J-J-l
1940 IF I-J THEN 2040
1 930 READHOXJ»S 1 *3 . E» \READ«OXM 1 «S 1 +3. E 1

•

1960 IF E*(A.B)>-E1*(A.B) THEN 1930
1970 REM EXCHANOE OUT OF PLACE ELEMENTS
1 930 READHOX I «S 1 »3 . E« \READHOXJoSl t-3 .El*
1990 W»-E*\E*-E1»\E1*-W»
2O0O WRITE»0XI*Sl*3.E*.NCCNDMARK\WRITE*0XJ*Sl*3.El*.NOENDMARK
2010 P-P+1MP,
2020 GOTO 1880
2030 REM FILE NOW DIVIDED. MOVE COMPARE ELEMENTS BETWEEN
2040 IF I>»M1 THEN I-I-l
2030 IF J-Ml THEN 2110
2060 R6AD»0XI»S1*3.E»\READ»0XMI»SH-3.E1*
2070 W»-E»\E*-E1»\E1*-W»
2080 WRITE*0/U.Sl*3.E».NC!ENDMARK\WRITE*0Xm«Sl*3.El».r«>ENDMARK
2090 P-P*1VP,
2100 REM SAVE STARTING POINT FOR FILE SEGMENT OF LARGE ELEMENTS
2110 L-L-M
2120 B(L)-I
2130 REM REPEAT QUICKSORT OF FILE SEGMENT OF SMALL ELEMENTS
2140 GOTO 1810
2130 REM THE FOLLOWING HANDLES THE 1 AND 2 ELEMENT CASES
2160 IF J-MC2 THEN 2230
2170 READ*0XM»S1»3.E»\READ»0X(M+1)«SI*3.E1»
2180 IF E*(A.BXE1*(A.B> THEN 2230
2190 W*-E*\E»-E1*\E1(=U*
2200 WR I TE*OXM»S 1 *3 . E» . NOENDMARK \WR I TE»OX ( M* 1 ) «S I *3 . E 1 * . NOENDHARK
2210 P»P*1\'P
2220 REM SET BEGIN AND END POINTS FOR FILE SEGMENT OF LARGE ELEMENTS
2230 M-B(L)*1
2240 L-L-l
2230 IF L>0 THEN 1810
2260 REM END OF SORT
2270 GOTO 120
2280 REM • ALPHABETICAL SEARCH ROUTINE •
2290 'Z»\' "ALPHABETICAL SEARCH!"\'\'
2300 INPUT-SEARCH BY <L>ETTER OR <N>AME? ".A»V
2310 IF A*-"N" THEN 2390
2320 INPUT "LAST NAMES BEGINNING WITH! ",L»\'
2330 FOR J-0 TO N-1VREAD »0XJ»S1*3,E»
2340 IF E*(21.21)-L*(l. 1) THEN GOSUB 1340
2330 NEXT J
2360 !

2370 GOSUB 2470
2380 OOTO 120
2390 REM NAME SEARCH
2400 INPUT "LAST NAME SEARCHING FOR! ".W»\'
2410 FOR J-0 TO N-1VREAD »0XJ»SH-3,E»
2420 W*-W*+B»
2430 IF E*(21.40)-W*(l,20) THEN GOSUB 1340
2440 NEXT
2430 ' \GOSUB 2470
2460 OOTO 120
2470 INPUT "PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE" ,R»\RETURN
2480 WRITE »OXO.N, NOENDMARK \r.LOSE »0\END
READY
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Over SO programs lor CI, C2, C4 4 Superboard, on tape and disk. All

come with listings and compete documentation.

GAMES - «K - Tape UTILITIB*

C1P CURSOR CONTROL $9 95

gives real backspace, one key

screen clear, and midline editing

RENUMBERER 5.95

SUPERUTILITY 12.95

Haa Renumberer, Variable table

maker and Search

BUSINESS
SMALL BUSINESS ANALYSIS 1S.95

Does prolit and loss, quick ratio,

breakeven analysis and more. 13

pages ol documentation.

STOCK PORTFOLIO 6 95

Keeps track ol your Investments

CHESS FOR OSI -

specify system $1995
STARFIGHTER 5.95

Real time space war.

SEAWOLFE 5.95

Floating mines, three

target ships, etc.

LUNAR LANDER 5 95
With lull graphics

TEN TANK BLITZ 9.95

A sophisticated real time
tank game.
8K GAMES
BACKGAMMON 9.95
BLACKJACK 6 95
Plays all Vegas rules

Add $1.00 each for Color/Sound

Our $1.00 catalog has tree game
and utility listings, programming
hints and a lot of PEEKs and
POKES and other stuff that OSI

forgot to mention - and a let more
programa for sale.

DISKS 5' COLOR/SOUND $29.95

DISK 1. STARFIGHTER, ROBO-
TANK, SEA WOLFE. BOMBER.
TEN TANK BLITZ
DISK 2 BREAK THROUGH, LUNAR
LANDER, ALIEN INVADER, KILL-
ERROBOTS. SLASHBALL

AARDVARK
1690 Bolton, Walled Lake, Michigan 48088 • (313) 624-8316

CIRCLE 101 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECT
PRICES!
Computerteare Offers:

• Full Factory Wananty
• Immediate Delivery

• Dependability - as a stocking

Centronics distributor for 2 yrs

• The latest models at affordable prices

Computertcare 1 900 Choice*:
List Computerware

• Model 7SO $995
upper/lower case. 100
cps 80 char line, roll-

single sheet - or tractor

feed, parallel

• Model 704 $2390
upper/lower case, 180
cps, 132 char line. 9x9
matrix with descenders

i>*****«ftft« NEW MODEL 737

*

»

£-

S3-

$725

$1875

• Proportional Spacing

• Right Justification

• High Density Dot Matrix

(Nx9 free flight print

head) (18 possible hon
sontal dot places)

A)

»

0)

• Bidirectional Paper

Motion for superscript-

subscript

• Underline & Expanded
Print

would you believe

UNDER SI. 000?
•HUt-tfti-aittr-tfa CALL FOR DETAILS iHftiiiftSiiO

COMPUTERWARE
1512 Encinitas Blvd . Box 668

Encinitas. CA 92024

(714) 436-3512

CIRCLE 135 ON READER SERVICE CARD I

UNIQUE SOFTWA

OR YOU AND YOUR APPLE

"COMPU-READ
Increase your reading speed and maintain a high level of

comprehension, at your own pace. Four separate programs in

this package permit you to establish your own level of chal-

lenge. The computer adjusts its speed to your responses. At
you progress through the 4 programs, the computer confirms

your correct answers, and provides corrections for wrong
answers. The 4 programs are "Character Identification", "Syn-
onyms and Antonyms", "Sentence Comprehension", and
"High Speed Word Recognition". Two file builders are includ-

ed for Synonyms and antonyms, and a word record, so you can
add your own vocabulary. COMPU-READ is fun and easy to
use . . . ideal for people with far too much to read, and for

students who want to stay at the top (or gat there). Requires
an Apple with Disk and 32K with ROM, or 48K without ROM.
0» Disk $24.95

EDU-PAK

I

Get COMPU-READ and two more programa in one econ-

omy diskette. PERCEPTIONS: 3 games to challenge your vis-

ual skills, test your powers of observation, and pit your visual

memory against the computer. STATISTICS: perform statisti-

cal calculations ordinarily found in FORTRAN $39.96

II
Our original SPACE program has a successor. SPACE II is

compatible with SPACE I and includes two programs.

PSYCHODELIA: Your character is on a planet in which drugs

are used to explore his inner state of mind. Experience both

the risks and benefits of using psychodelic drugs in a safe com-
puter environment. SHAMAN: Your character is marooned
on a planet in which various religious cults predominate. You
must work your way up from Witch Doctor to High Priest thru

a variety of religious experiences. Includes both programs plus

s game to create your own characters. On Disk $24.96

Available at your local Computer Store
EDU WARE SERVICES. INC (213) 3464783

22635 Burfcank Blvd., Suite 223 •Woodland Hills, Cs 91367

ORDER YOURS TODAY!—
QTY. NAME PRICE TOTAL

COMPU-READ $24.95

EDU-PAK 1 34.95

SPACE II 24.95

Sub Total

Calif. Res. add 6% Sales tax:

Add Shipping & Handling $1.00

Check enclosed for TOTAL
Ship to: D Send free catalog to:

Name

Street

City

State Zip

123 L
EDU WARE SERVICES, INC.
22035 Burbank Blvd., Suite 223 • Woodland Hills, Ca 91367
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Another new game from Creative Computing . .

.

Lost & Forgotten Island

Bruce Hicks

Lost and Forgotten Island is a
survival game involving cooperation
and decisions between different

values. It's played by one, two or three
people.

You're all stranded on a desert
island. On each turn, you can indi-

vidually work on the boat (to escape
from a coming storm) or mine for gold.

Each player also has tools to help
accomplish the different tasks; tools

can be traded with other players. At the
end of the game you are told if you
made it off the island and how much
gold you have.

This program was passed along to

us by Ken Modesitt of Texas Instru-

ments and converted to Microsoft
BASIC by Jeffrey Yuan. q
Bruce Hicks, School ot Secondary Education,
University of Illinois, Urbana, IL, 61801.

RUN
WELCOME Tl THE LOST AND FORGOTTEN ISLAND.

UtULI TOU LIKE SOKE INSTRUCT IONS' YES
LIST ANI F0R60TTEK ISLAND IS A SURVIVAL DONE IASE1 ON
CIOPERATION. IT CONTAINS A MIXTURE OF LIFE'S VALUES.
IIAS1NC:

TOU NAVE SEEN SHIPWRECKED ON A RENOTE ISLAND.
TIU HAVE INE CNOICE OF D1661N6 FOR SOLO ANI/OR BU1LDIN6
A SNIP TO SURVIVE THE APPROACHING HURRICANE.
CAM TOU SURVIVE? IF SO, UITH HOU MUCH 6010?

1001 LUCK

DO ANT OF TOU UISH TO TRADE TOOLS? TES

UNO (ONE MM1E ONLT PLEASE) WISHES TO IRAK'' EMERSON

UNO ELSE MISHES TO TRAIE? HAUTHORNE

ERERSON, ARE TOU 6IVIR0 ANY GOLD IN THIS TRADE' NO

ERERSON, ARE TOU 6IVIN6 AINY) TOOL(S) IN THIS TRADE? YES

ERERSON, HOW MANY TOOLS ARE YOU 6IVINS? 1

ERERSON, WHAT IS THE NAME OF A TOOL THAT YOU ARE 6IVIN8 IN TRADE? PICKAXE

HAWTHORNE, ARE YOU GIVING ANY GOLD IN THIS TRADE' NO

HAWTHORNE, ARE TOU GIVING A(NT) TOOL(S) IN THIS TRADE' YES

HAWTHORNE, HOW MANY TOOLS ARE YOU SIVING? 1

HAWTHORNE, WHAT IS THE NAME OF A TOOL THAT TOU ARE GIVING IN TRADE? CHISEL

THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE TO CALL OFF THE TRADE. IF YOU

UANT TO CALL IT OFF TYPE -f OTHERWISE TYPE ANY OTHER LETTER AFTER

THE QUESTION MARK.

t J

01 ANY TUO OF YOU UISH TO TRADE NOW' NO

ERERSON, WHAT ARE TOU GOING TO WORK ON TODAY? DOAT

ERERSON HAS EARNED 2 MORE WORK POINTS.

EMERSON HAS IEEN INJURED DT THE PICKAXE. HIS(HER)
TOOL PROFICIENCY WILL NOW IE CUT IN HALF.

HAWTHORNE, WHAT ARE YOU 60IN6 TO WURK ON TODAY' DOAT

HAWTHORNE HAS EARNEI 1 MORE WORK POINTS.

HOW HAHY PEOPLE (1,2, OR 3) ARE PLAYING? 2

PLAYER I WHAT NAME ARE YOU USING ? EHERSON

PLATER 2 UNAT RARE ARE TOU USING ' HAUTHORNE

TRIS IS IAY I

EHERSON HAS DOLLARS UORTH OF OOLD, A TOOL
PROFICIENCY OF 5 , WORK POINTS, WHICH
II PERCENT OF THE TOTAL, AND THE FOLLOUING TOOLS:

PICKAXE
AXE

LUMDER

PICKAXE

JUST HIT RETURN UNEN YOU ARE READY TO GO OR.f

HAWTHORNE HAS DOLLARS WORTH OF SOLI, A TOOL
PROFICIENCY OF It , WORK POINTS, WHICH
II PERCENT OF THE TOTAL, AHI THE FOLLOUIHG TOOLS:

PICKAXE
CHISEL
NANNER
CHISEL

JUST HIT RETURN WHEN YOU ARE READY TO GO UN.'

TIE SUM OF EVERYONE'S WORK POINTS IS .

HAWTHORNE HAS IEEN INJURED IT THE PICKAXE. HIS(HER)

TIOL PROFICIENCY WILL NOW IE CUT IN HALF.

THIS IS IAY 2

EMERSON HAS DOLLARS UORTH OF GOLD, A TOOL
PROFICIENCY OF 3 , 2 UORK POINTS, UHirH
IS 34 PERCENT OF THE TOTAL, AND THE FOLLOUING TOOLS:

CHISEL
AXE
LUHIER
PICKAXE

JUST MIT RETURN UHEN TOU ARE READY Tfl GO ON.?

HAWTHORNE HAS DOLLARS UORTH OF 60LD, A TOOL
PROFICIENCY OF 6 , 3 UORK POINYS, WHICH

IS 44 PERCENT OF THE TOTAL, AND THE FOLLOUING TOOLS:

PICKAXE

HAMMER
CHISEL

PICKAXE

JUST HIT RETURN UNEN YOU ARE READY TO SO ON.?

THE SUN OF EVERYONE'S WORK POINTS IS 3

TNE STORM IS AIOUT TO Nil

UO ANT OF TOU WISH TO TRADE TOWS' N»

124 CREATIVE COMPUTING



TRS-80 . _ „A™R™ RESl TRY THE BEST TRS'80
INVADERS ^u

hn^7
K~ou

"Alien INVADERS from deep space are now approaching our planet in

great swarms to colonize on Earth. The invaders feel they must destroy all

life forms . .

."

This MACHINE LANGUAGE Arcade Game will be the best in your library!

ONLY $14.95 Cassette
from

LEVEL IV PRODUCTS, INC.
Michigan (313) 525-6200
Outside Michigan 1-800-521-3305

10% DISCOUNTON FIRST200 ORDERS

•—##—
<x> <x> <x> <x> <x> <x> <x> <x>
<x> <x> <x> <x> <x> <x> <x> <x>
<x> • <x> <x> <x> • <JO <x>
<x> <x> <x> • <x> <x> <x>
<x> <x> <x> <x> <x> <x>
<x> <x> •

i

<x> •

<x>
1

<x> <x> <x>
i 1

>0!0<

32238 Schoolcraft, Suite F4, Room C • Livonia, Ml 48154
•SEND FOR THE LATEST FREE CATALOG • OVER 250 DIFFERENT ITEMS IN STOCK FOR THE TRS-80

*
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O

y
a

;
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INCOME TAX

For The TRS-80*

TAX PROGRAM BOOK
Many Tax Programs — Helpful

Programming Hints for New-
comers — and How to Handle
Your Own TRS-80, Taxwise.

The book that lets you program your own Income Taxes In-

cludes Form 1040A. Form 1040. Schedules A. B, C. D, E. F G.
R and SE. Form 2210, Investment Credit. Minimum Tax.

Maximum Tax. Depreciation, 10- Year Averaging and others

How to take advantage of tax credits and a chapter that will help

all newcomers Written tor easy learning $-1495 npn

See Your Dealer, or write to —
Gooth Software
931 S. Bemiston
St. Louis, Mo. 63105

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

•TRs-ao«
TM Rag
Tondy Corp.
Fl Worn. TX 7610?

-CIRCLE 150 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Radio /hade

,

COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

15% Discount
on

TRS-80's - I

ANDACCESSORIES

POPULAR 16K LEVEL2SYSTEAA $722.00
FAST 100 cps Centronics 730 PRINTER... $800.00
HIGHLY RELIABLE LOBO DRIVES $375.00

MJCRQ MANAGEMENT SVSTEMS
DOWNTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

115 C SECOND AVE. S.W.
CAIRO, GEORGIA31728

912-377-7120

'TRS-80 is a Registered Trademark of Tandy Corp."

CIRCLE 165 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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tfitK50!>, DMA! ARE IOU (J'.'IH'. 10 U0«K ON II

KRtKSU" I 1 MUM UUP*' mPIS.

EKftSW HAS ltt« I8JUIEI ht iHt AXt..

iCSL PR0F1CIERC1 HILL ROU II

HAUIHURHE, U«A1 Ml YOU 60INb llJ UOHC UN lUllrtr' UU! |r

tRERSUN HAt •

HAUlNUKNt HAS JUSI flAUt »»55 N
<M1S IS |IA! 3

.M" MILLARS UURIH lit Mil, A IUUL

PRUflClERCT Of 2 , 3 UORK POIHlb', UHMH
IS 48 PERCEH1 Ut IHt IUIAL, AN!.' IHt fULIOUlHU lUlllS:

CHISEL

AXt

LU-!

PICKAXE

JUSI MM RtlUKN UHtlt IUU AKt. KLAIIf 10 l>'l M.l

HAUIHOKHl HAS 4WJ I'OLLAR'i VORIH l)t GUI II, A 1001

PRUtllltNCI Of IIS, UH1LH

IS 5.' KtRCHI! Ul IHt IOIAL, AN!' IHt F0LL0V1M IUULS:

PICKAXE
HA--

CHlStl
' AXt

1051 Mil n\ i 10 00 OH.'

no too

IMt sur Of tvtf

IKE SIORn IS AIOUI 10 HI I

00 AM Of TOO UISH 10 IPAOE 10WS' NU

tflEKSON, UHA1 Aft TOO 00118 10 MURK ON llll'Ar' tJUrtl

KHfRSUN HAS lAflHEl) NOKt III

HAUIKIIKNt, UHftl ARt tWI UU1MU ID UIJKI' UN IUMT" BUAI

HAUIHOKRL MAS EOfMt.t' J HOME UIJKK P01NIS.

IM1S IS DAY 4

hUEHSON HAS 24.'.' MILIARS UOKIH l)f liOI.O, A

PROFICIENCY Of 2 , 4 MORK POINTS, UHH.K

IS 4.' PERCENT Of IHt 10IAL, AND 1HE FOLIOUIMIJ 10ULS:

CHISEL

AXt

LUflKtR

PICKAXE

JOT I Hll RtVJRH UHIN TUO AKt. Rt:ADY 10 03 UN.'

HAUlMum HAS 4»bS DOLLARS UI1KIH OF 6UID, A IOUL

PROFICIENCY OF 6 , 5 UORK P01NI5, UH1CH

IS 58 PEKIENIOF IHE 1CIAI, ANU 1HL fOU'lUlHG I0OLS:

PICKAXE

HA--

CMi

PICKAXE

JUS I Hll KEIURN UHKN YOU AKt Kt.ADT 10 UO DM.'

IHt SOH Of EVERYONE S UOSK P01NIS

IMF KESULI'. 'UK t.SKKSUH:

tfltRSIlK, till) SCIIf II lACr HUI IHt HOAI HEARLT SUAflftl'.

SO, HALF Ul TOUR GOLD HAS 1HRCVN OVERBOARD.

miS REANS TOO HAVE !?.18 I'ULLAKS HOPIH Of liULtl LEFT.

IHE RESULIS FOR HAUIMURNt

10 til! !- I V •
. I,V1,R»(3»,C1' 1)

2» 111 .
II 11,82(11

10 IIH •

10 Rtn »ti- ••>

5» RED AlAPltl M - VOL. ' NIJ.J, fALL,1».'«

AC Rtn
;'» PRIRl-MElCOflt lo INI toil , 'k island."

UO PRI' $ORI IM IRW i MM ":

vo ihpoi it

100 it M»"TES" IHt f

110 IF »»'»0" IHt

«

120 PRIM "IRVAI IP! . Yf'i OH MP
110 IOIOTC
140 PRIRI"LOS! AHf fUPCOIIlN 1 St ftflt IS A SURVIVAL HAHE BASED OM"

150 PI '
I IFE'8 VALUES."

140 PRI!ll"IFlA81tH:"

l?0 PRIKI- OR (1 HtHOlE 1SLAMD."

180 PRIUl'TOO H.V.'S IMl 6HI.I ARB'OR IUILDIRB"

ItO PRIR1"« SHIP "IPO HUKRICARt."

joo Ptmi'CRi . vim t»ui! holh kolu'"

.MO PRIR1

L>?0 PR1RI-

:'io Pfii"

.'40 II

::so f in i
•

i

•.'0 fOR J^'

_'70 1 .

:i8i.' U(I,J)--0
:'?o sin,'
300 VII I, I

.110 HI' I '

320 Rt> l I

.130 F Of 1-1

.14C R1(I)»«
150 MIX I 1

J60 FO

.170 V

310 611

1»0 (..

400 C!

410 CI

420 I".

430 M
440 fOR !=

'

450 RtAI' II

4S0 M '

470 PRIPI

480 REI4

<1»C '

"-,00 PRIR1-H0V nfti'i pi •'Aims*;
310 FOP Ol'l 18

SIO FUR B2»1 !U ?

MO F7(MI,U2l't

S40 HE XI U.'

b50 RFXI Ul

540 IRPU1 "1



WHO ME?!
Our surveys indicate thst for every subscriber to

Creative Computing, there ere two pess-slong
readers who have to wait until Reeder 1 is finished.

Now we're all for sharing, but isn't it about time you
pass-along people started a subscription of your
own?

Doesn't it bother you to

watch your friends and co-

workers wrinkling our beauti-

ful full color covers?

Don't you feel guilty about
tearing out someone else's

reader service card when you
want to get more information

on an ad quickly and easily?

Aren't you worried every
month that you'll find regular

features like TRS-80 Strings,

Apple Cart or PET transac-
tions torn or pilfered? Or the
Trivia Contest coupon clipped

out?

Ever wake up in the middle of

the night longing to re-read

that terrific article on Artifi-

cial Intelligence or Computer
Carpooling or Kids and Com-
puters?

Haven't you been frustrated

because you wanted to play
Adventure with your compu-
ter but forgot that you didn't

own the November issue with
instructions and a complete
listing? Or Eliza or Oregon
Trail or Gold Mine or any of 89
other games?

Well if you want to take your computer to lunch,

to bed, or to the train station, why not invest in your
own subscription to Creative Computing? 12 issues,

$15, 36 issues, $40. Foreign surface, add $9/year.

Use the handy order form in the back of this issue. If

someone's beet you to it call in your Visa.

MasterCharge or American Express number to
800-6318112 (in N.J. 201/540-0446).

Now your only problem will be keeping your
Creative Computing to yourself I

creative computing
P.O. Box 789-M Morristown, NJ 07960

Applc-Doc
By Roger Wagner

An Aid to the Development
and Documentation of Applesoft Programs

This 3 program set is a must to anyone writing or using programs

in Applesoft! It not only provides valuable info, on each of your

programs, but allows you to change any element throughout the

listing almost as easily as you would change a single line!!

With Apple-Doc you can produce a list of every variable in your

program and the lines each is used on, each line called by a GOTO,
GOSUB, etc , in fact, every occurence of almost anything!

You can rename variables, change constants and referenced line

»'s, or do local or global replacement editing on your listing.

In fact, we guarantee that after purchase, if you don't feel

APPLE DOC is one of the most valuable programs in your library

we will even refund your money! (Upon return of product.)

Unheard of? Yes! But that's how good APPLE DOC really is!

That's not all!! Send for free info, or visit your nearest Apple

dealer.

Only $24.95 Please specify diskette or tape.

(Calif, residents add 6% Sales Tax)

Sas us at the Wast Coast Computer Fairs, Booth #16

Available from your local computer store or:

Southwestern Data Systems
P.O. Box 582-C2
Santee, CA92071
(714) 562-3670

(Dealer inquiries invited)

CIRCLE 202 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SORCERER* SOFTWARE!
All programs on cassette. Only 8k of memory required.

new 1 TANK TRAP by Don Ursem A rampaging tank tries to run you down You try to trap

it by building concrete walls around it Four levels ot play 111 95

new' Inquire about our SMART TERMINAL program

PLOT by Vic Tolomei Now Apple owners will be envious ot now easy you can get good

graphics on your SORCERER PLOT includes both a super high resolution mode and a

quick low resolution mode Both are accessible from your BASIC programs using simple

commands Hi res & to res eiamples included on tape $14 95

SHAPE MAKER" by Don Ursem Construct special characters and fancy shapes with

ease using this on screen character editor Detailed 12 page instruction booklet

includes example applications 514 95

DEBUG by Bob Pierce Debug machine language programs by stepping through one

instruction at a time Relocatable Several display options Multiple break points

Modify memory and registers J 14 95

1 80 DISASSEMBLER by Vic Tolomei Decode machine language programs, including

SORCERER'S monitor and ROM PAC's. with this I 80 Disassembler written in BASIC

Prints out machine code. Zilog mnemonics, and ASCII $14 95

FASTGAMMON" by Bob Christiansen A fast backgammon opponent $19 95

MAGIC MAZE" by Vic Tolomei A challenging maze game $11.95

SOFTWARE INTERNALS MANUAL FOR THE SORCERER by Vic Tolomei A must

tor anyone writing software lor the SORCERER Seven chapters Indued

Includes diagrams and software routines 64 pages $14 95

QUaLITY SOFTW7IR6
6660 Reseda Blvd . Suite 103. Reseda. CA 91335

Telephone 24 hours seven days a week (213) 344-6599

WHERE TO GET IT: Ask your nearest Sorcerer dealer to see Quility Softwares Sorcerer

programs Or. if you prefer you may order directly trom us MasterCharge and Visa

cardholders may telephone their orders and we will deduct $1 trom orders over $19 to

compensate tor phone charges Or mail your order to the address above California

residents add 6°> sales tai Orders outside North America add $5 tot registered airmail.

pay in US currency

•The mmf "SORCERER" run been UMkmarkeO by EiKly lie

MARCH 1980 127
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,2, OR 3 PLAYERS."

570 PRINT

580 IF HO IHEN 400
5*0 IF Hl<=3 IHEH MO
600 PRINT"Y00 MUSI PLAY U1IH
610 PRIRI

420 601U 500
630 E=0

440 FOR M») 10 N1

450 BHHl'fl
460 C3(H)«0
470 CI(H>»0
480 U(H!

4*0 NEXT "

'00 C2=0
'10 FOR l«1 10 Nl

220 priri-playeh •;•.; uhai nare are you usino ";

'30 INPUINtt I)

'10 PRIRT
,'50 FOR J' I 10 1

.'60 IF J=I IRER 820

.'70 IF NIUIONKJ) THEN 820

.'SO PRIRI-SOHEORE ELSE ALREADY HAS THIS HARE SO PLEASE CROOSE"
7*0 PRIRI- ANOTHER."
H00 PRIRT

mo soio 730
420 REX I J

030 HEX! I

040 FOR 03=1 10 3

050 FOR 04=1 10 »

B40 12(03, U4)=l
S70 !2(UJ,IJ4>-»!2<U3,U4>»(-10>

080 REXI 04

0*0 REXT UJ

VOO RER
710 FOR 1*1 fO 3
720 Hit, If!
V30 REX! I

740 13(1,4)»2
750 13(2,7)=!
760 13(2, t) = 1

970 13(2, *>»2
*80 E=4-H1
•7*0 FOR l«1 II) R1

1000 FOR J=l 10 E

1010 R1=IHI(RN«<1)«**!)
1020 T2(l,J!=RI
:030 V1<I,J>-|'<1,H1)
1040 V2(I,J)«!.i<2,Rl>

1050 REXI J

1040 C1(I)=INT(»ND(!>»1!»2>
lO.'O REXI I

1080 60SU8 1130

10*0 OATA"AX£", "CHISEL", "HAHHERV'NAtLS ARU SCREUS" ,-SAU"
1100 OAIA'LURIER", "SHOVEL", "PICKAXE", "EXPLOSIVES"
1110 S10P
1120 RER
1130 RER »»«• S08R0UIIRE LAFIS2I •»»«•

1140 RER
1150 RER THIS IS LAFIS 21

1160 RER ««•«» IRADIN6 TOOLS »•««•

1170 IF Mt-1 IHER 1270

1180 II Nl=3 THER 1200
1190 N«(3)="S!0RAli£"

1200 Jl(l)="A"
1210 J»(2)«"AH0THER"
1220 FOR 1*3 TO »

1230 J»(I)=J1U-1>
1240 REXI I

1250 UU) = "'JHO MIRE RARE 0NL1 PLEASE) UISHES 10 IRAUE"
1240 tl(2)="UH0 ELSE WISHES 10 IRAOE"
I 270 S»4

1280 FOR A=l 10 5

12*70 NER »>tt» UH!i:H BAT' ft».»

1300 PRIRT-TRIS IS OAT -;r
1310 PR1R!

1320 SOSUI 4040
I3S0 PRIRI
'340 PRIRI

1350 IF S = l IHER 1040
I340 IF S>3 THER 1120
1370 S'S-1
1380 PRIRI" IHE SIORR IS AROOI 10 HIT"
13*0 PRIRI

1400 IF Rl»1 IRER 2*70
1410 6010 1460

1120 IF R=J THEN 1450
1430 X = lHI(RN0U)t4»ll
1140 IF X->4 THEN 1440
1450 J«J
1150 IF Rt«1 IHEH n?%

f IRI"tlO ART Of YUU DISH 10 IRAOE I0OLS";
1480 IRPOI A>

14*0 PRIRI

•;r«i2);"-, or ";h»(3>

1500 IF A«="YES" IRER 1550

1510 IF AI="HO"tMEN 2*70

1520 PRIR1-PLEASE IRY AUAIN. lUI) RUSI ANSWER YES OR "HU

1530 PRIRT

1540 6010 1460

1550 FOR 1=1 10 3

1540 FOR J = 1 10 »

1570 !3<I,J>«12(l,J>
1580 V3U,J)=V!(I,J>
15*0 V4(l,J)=V2U,J)
1400 REXT J

1610 62(I)=(il(!>

1620 REXT I

1630 FORJ'1 IU 2

1640 R3IJI-1

1650 REXI J

1660 FOR I'l 10 2

1670 PR1R!I»U>;
1680 IHPOT80U)
16*0 PRIRT

1700 IF B1U)=N1M) fHEN l.'*0

1710 IF 8«(I)»R»(2)IMEN 1,'UO

1720 IF »»<I)«R1(3> IHEH l.'.'O

1730 PRIRI-YOO RUST ARSUER UllH ";H1(1>;
1740 PRIRI PLEASE TRY AliAIR."

1750 PRIRI
1760 6010 1470

1770 H3(I)=H3(l)»1
1780 R3(I)=R3(I)»1
I 7*0 REXI I

1800 FOR 1=1 HI 2

1810 R4 = 1

1820 PRIN1B»(I);", ARE YOU 61VINU ART 6OL0 IR IRIS IRAUE";

'830 IRPUIC1

1840 PRINT

1850 IF C»="X"THEH 28*0

1840 IFC1="N0" IRER 2110

1870 IF C«=-YES" THEN 1*80

1880 IF C»="T" IHEN 1*40

18*0 PRIR1-PLEASE TRY AliAIN. YOU HOS I ARSUER YES', 'HO,"
1*00 PRIRI" X- (10 CALL OFF THE IRAOE), OR I 110 SEE IHE LIS! OF

1*10 PRIRI'IOOLS WHICH EVERYORE HAD BEFORE IRE SIARI OF IRIS IRAOE)."

1*20 PRIRT
1*30 6010 1820

1*40 PRIRI-YOOR SITUATION »T IRIS IIHE"

1*50 PRIRT
1*40 6OSU841I0
1*70 60T0 1820

!*80 PRIHIMU);", HOU MJCH. liOt.l (IR ODLLARS) ARE YOU 60IHU TO 6IVE";

1**0 INPUT A7

2000 PRIRI

.?010 IF 61(H3(IM>=A7 IHER 2050
2020 PRIR1-Y0U HAY ROT 6IVE RORE IRAN YOU HAVE ( -;01 (Ri< 1 1 );- DOLLARS"

2030 PRINT

2040 6010 1*80
2050 IF A7>=0 IHEN 20*0

2040 PRINI-YOU RAY ROT INPUT A NEGATIVE NURBER. IRY A6A1N."
2070 PRINT

2080 60T0 1*80

20»O 62<N3(l))=61(N3(I>>-A7
2100 62( N3( 3- I U =61 (N3( i-l)!»A7

2110 PRIHIBK!);", ARE YUU OIVIRIi A<NY) TOOL(S) IR THIS IRAOE";

2170 IRPOI 04

2130 PRINT

2140 IF 0«="X- IHER 28*0
2150 IF D»="RC"rHER 2730

2140 IF D4'"YES" THEN 22/0

2170 IF 04="T- IHEN 2

2180 PRIRI-1RY AUAIN. YUU RIIS! ARSUER ' ?ES , HU , I (10"

21*0 PRIRT-SEE IHE TOOLS EVERYORE RAO BEfORE THIS IRAOE"

2200 PRIRT-SIARIEO), OR "X' (TO CALL OFF IHE TRADE)."
2210 PRIRT

2220 60T0 2110

2230 PRIRT"YOUR SITUATION AT THIS HUE"
2240 PRIRI

2250 60SUI 4110
2240 6010 2110
2270 PRIR1BKI);-, HOU NARY TOOLS ARE YOU RIVIM";
2280 IRPOI R5

22*0 PRIRI

2300 FOR J=1 10 R5

2310 PRIRT»»(I);-, UHAI IS IHE RARE OF ";.)«<));" I0OL IHAI "J
2320 ?R:R'-Y00 ARE 6IVIR8 IR IRAOE";
2)30 IRPOI E1

2340 PRIST

M50 IF EI="X"THER 28*0
2340 IF E»="B"THEN 2.M0

2370 If £$»"!- IHEN 2)80
2380 FOR R=1 10 *

2!*0 IF rt<R>*E*THEfl 2480
2400 REX! R

.'410 PRIRI"PLEASE "St IHE MAKE 01 A I0OL, USE ~f IF YUU UAR1 TO"

2420 PRIRI-80 AHEAD UITR IRE IRAOE V1IHUUI 61VIR0 hORE TOOLS,"



PARLEZ-VOUS
ESPANOL, NEIN?

LANGUAGE
TEACHER
by Cindy and Andrew Bartorillo

Learn the basics of a foreign language with the

Language Teacher.

Using your TRS-80* with a single disk drive,

you do the essential vocabulary study in a manner

more satisfying and interesting than the traditional

manner. You can currently choose among French.

Italian, German or Spanish.

Each Language Teacher offers hundreds of

word combinations, verb conjugations and

phrases. You choose the topic of the drill and

whether it is foreign language to English or vice

versa (e.g., phrases, Spanish-to-English). There is

an option of having multiple choice answers as

well as being retested on missed items. The pro-

gram gives a running percentage of correct

answers
Full printer capability and maximum use of

INKEYS further enhance the program. Teachers

will appreciate being able to print a quiz and the

ample documentation.

Acorn produces several foreign languages in

the Language Teacher series These include

French. Italian. German and Spanish. Each is avail-

able at only $19.95 for a TRS-80 with one disk

drive and 32k of memory. Ask for these and other

quality Acorn programs at your local computer

store.
• TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp

G DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Acorn
Software Products, Inc.

634 North Carolina Avenue. S.E.. Washington. DC 20003

DYNACOMP
Quality software for: Apple II Plus

TRS-80 (Level II)

North Star

AH software is supplied with complete documentation which includes clear ex-

planations and examples. Each program will run with standard terminals (32

characters or wider) and within 16K program memory space. Except where

noted, all software is available on North Star diskette (North Star BASIC or

Microsoft BASIC for those North Star systems running under CP/M), TRS-80
cassette (Level II) and Apple cassette {Applesoft BASIC). These programs are

also available on PAPER TAPE (Microsoft BASIC).

FLIGHT SIMULATOR
(as described in SIMULATION. Volume II)

A realistic and extensive three-dimensional simulation of take-off. flight and Landing.

The program utilizes aerodynamic equations and the characteristics of a real airfoil.

You can practice instrument approaches and navigation using radiak and compass

The more advanced flyer can also perform loops, half-rolls and similar

maneuvers.

Price: $17 95 postpaid

SIMULATION. Volume II (BYTE Publications)- $6.00

VALDEZ
A simulation of supertanker navigation in the Prince William Sound and Valdu
Narrow*. The program use* an extensive 256X256 element radar map and employs

physical models of ship response and tidal patterns. Chart your own course through

ship and iceberg traffic. Any standard terminal may be used for display.

Price $14.93 postpaid

BRIDGE 2.0
An all-inclusive version of this most popular of card game*. This program both BIDS
and PLAYS either contract or duplicate bridge. Depending on the contract, your com-
puter opponents will either play the offense OR defense. If you bid too high the com-
puter will double your contract! BRIDGE 2.0 provides challenging entertainment for

advanced players and is an excellent learning tool for the bridge novice

Price: $17.95 postpaid

HEARTS 1.5
An exciting and entertaining computer version of this popular card game. Hearts is a

trick-onented game in which the purpose is not to take any hearts or the queen of

spades. Play against two computer opponents who are armed with hard-to-beat play-

tag strategies.

Price: $14.95 postpaid

MAILUSTI
A many-featured mailing list program which sorts through your customer list by user-

defined product code, customer name or Zip Code. Entries to the list can be con-

veniently added or deleted and the printout format allows the use of standard size

address labels. Each diskette can hold approximately 900 entries.

Price: $16.95 postpaid (available for North Star only)

TEXT EDITOR I (Letter Writer)
An easy to use. line-oriented text editor which provides variable line widths and simple

paragraph indexing. This text editor is ideally suited for composing letters and is quite

capable of handling much larger fob*.

Price: $14.95 postpaid

COMPRESS
Make your BASIC programs run faster and use less memory! In many cases you can

reduce the size of your programs by 30% or more, while improving execution speed by

a comparable amount. Save money by storing more programs on each diskette or

Price: S»95 postpaid

GAMES PACK I

Seven entertaining games for less than a dollar a kilobyte! Play CATAPULT. CRAPS.
SWITCH. HORSERACE. SLOT MACHINE. BLACKJACK and LUNAR LANDER.
This is an excellent way to introduce your children to computers.

Price: $10.93 postpaid

All orders are processed within 41 hours. Please enclose payment with order. If paying by

MASTER CHARGE or VISA, include all numbers on card. Foreign orders add 10% for

nipping and handling.

Write for detailed descriptions of these and other programs available from DYNACOMP.

DYNACOMP
P.O. Box 162 Dept C

Webster, New York, 14580
New York Stale residents please add 7% NYS sales tax.

CIRCLE 103 ON READER SERVICE CARD 129
CIRCLE 144 ON READER SERVICE CARD



2430 PR1N1"USE T' It YOU UAH! 10 SEE IHi L1SI 0' -UNI"
2440 PR!HI"HAD BEtOPE IHIi Ifftllf StMlff,*
2430 prihi-or use r if rau uahi iu con off ihe trabe."

2460 PR Id!

2470 6010 2310

2480 FOR K»l 10 »

2490 IF 12(H3(I),: '-fTHtK 2420
2300 HE XT K

2510 PP1HIP1!!);-, YOU :m Mil HAVE THIS II1UI.. PLtASI IK) AMIR."
-:hi"tuu Mill use '«t wflnt of a loot run HA'.'i

2530 Plmi'AHtAB Klin IH' IRAtt HIIHUUl IIVIM TIP! I0OIS, 1181

2340 PR1H1"IAU Ott IHI IRABE, Oft USE »!' 10 SEE IHt L1SI Ul 1 Otll •: UHICM
EVERYOHE"

2550 PR1HKHAB BEtURE IHE S1AP.I Of IH1S IRA!

2540 PR 1 1(1

2370 6010 2310

2560 PR1HI"YUUR SMUAIIOH A! IH19 lift"

2390 PK1H1
•2400 60SU8 4110

2610 6010 2310

2420 T3(f»JU),K>*-10
2430 03<H3<II,KMO
2*40 V4I«1( !),«>••
2450 FOR L-K1 10 »

2440 If IJCHil 1-1), L >--!« IHEN 24H0
2470 HEX! L

2480 I3<R3(3-1>,L1«R
2490 V3tH3(3-I),l >"VU Nil !','"

2700 »4<l3t3-I) t L)*V2(IIJ<l .

2710 M"l«I
2720 HEX1 J

2730 HEX1 1

2740 PKIHT'IHIS I' '.HAS'!. II) CM. I Of I IHI: 1KAUE. If YOU"

2730 PRIRl-IIAKI 10 CAll I! OFf 1IPI *X' UlHEKUlSt IYPE ANY OTHER LtllER
AFTER"

2740 PRIHI"IHE 0UESI10R HARP."

2770 IHPUI 61

2780 PRIHI

2790 IF 6I="X"IHE» 2890

2100 FOR 1=1 103

2610 FOR J*! TO 9

2820 T:m!,J) = !J'1,J)

2830 VI'1,J)"V3U,J)
2840 02(l,J)«04(I,J>
2850 REX I J

2840 6H I >->BZ«ll

2870 HEX1 I

2680 REM

Ztn PR1H1"BI) AN) IUO lit YOL' UISH 10 IHABl HUM";

2900 IHPUI HI

2910 PRIRI

2920 If H»="YES"IHER 1550

2930 If H1-"H0"TH1N 29/0

2940 PP.IH1 "PLEASE TRY AtiAIN. YOU HIJS1 MSUtH Its I1R MO'."
:>»5o ffi-T

2»40 6010 2890
?T70 FOP l»l 10 HI

2980 If CJdl'I IHEH 4000
2990 PI -CI (I)

JOOO REH *«»*« UMAI URt Of UORK TODAY* mil
3010 PRIHIRMI);", UHAI ARE YOU UOIHL 10 UOKf: UN IllllAY";

3020 INPUI At

J030 PRIHI

3040 If AI="BOA!" IHEH 3430
21050 If AI»"60LD" IHEH

1040 PRIHI "PLEASE AHSUEL' DUAI It YOU UAN1 10 UORK OH IHt »UAI"
3070 PRIHI'OR '60LD IF YOU UAH! 10 HIHE 6ULD."
3080 PtlH!

.1090 6010 3010

3100 REH »•»»« M0RP.IH6 OH SINE 60LP *****

3110 FOR J'l 10 9

3120 IF 12II.JKM IHEH 32S0

3130 PRIH1RK1!;", 110 YOU IIISH 10 I1SK IKt AXt IU HIHE 61)10'"

3140 PRlHfREfltHBEP THAT IHI AXE DROPS 6REAUT IH VALUE"
3150 PRIHIMF II IS USEO 1U HIHE 60LD."
3140 IHPUI C»

3170 PRIHI
•-I80 It C«-"HO" IHtN 1280

lift If C»«"TES"1HEH I

3200 PRIH1-PLEASE TRY A6A1R. YOU HUS 1 USf. T18' UK HO."
3210 PRIHI

3220 6010 3130
3230 V21I,J)«Vt(I,J!
3240 P1=PHV2(1,JI»C1(I>
3250 V1ll,JI»(IH1((V1<i, D/2M10'. 5)1/10
3240 V21I,J>*0
3270 6010 3290

.1280 P1=PI«V2( 1 , ll»C1(I>
3290 HE XI J

3300 28=RHD(!)«2«1

3310 FOR K'l TUN!

3320 !f C3(K)«1 THER .110'!

3330 14--0

.'.340

1390

3400
'410

3420
• (.,..

344C
KV.'

3460

.1480

1490

3500
1310

3520

1530

.'.540

3360

3570
.'.580

,S5°U

1600

.1410

3430
1440

.1450

3440
34/0
.1480

3490

3700

.1710

3720

3730
3740
.1750

3740

17/0

3780
3790
3800

.1810

1820

3830
3840

3850

3860

3870
.1880

1(190

3900

.1910

3920
3930
3940
3950

.1940

19/0

3980

3990
4000
40IO
•102O

1030

104O

4030

1060
1070
1080

1090
4100
1110

1120
4130
1140

4150

4160

41/0

4180

4190

4200

4210

4220
1231

4240
4250
4240

HOLLARS flORE 1)0111.

";im<28>;" HOKt. 'JURK PDIHIS.

I!

C4-.23

14--C.

'f.S JOS I HALM •';IH!(29>;-

lt(tO<61(t>*29

PRIHI

6010 359C

REH Mill WURK1H6 UP IHE KCA>

l(l)«1
10 9

II

IS 9

It 12< 1,P >• '1 IHEN 3310

pi -pi 2»viu,.mi;i(i)
601U J!

HEX! r.

Pl'PMVI' [,2>«C1l 1!

HEX I J

PR1HIHKI.';" HAS EARRL1'

«(l"l!i'i;i

I-1H1<RH1I11)»(9»11(II)I1!

10 9

If U'l I,J)"I TMtH 3440
!t 1 2 ( I , J ) = 3 IMt.H 3440

If 12U,l)->8 1KEN 3700

1211, J) IHU 3990
PRIHTHt(I);" HAS HEtH INJURED 8Y IHt ";IH 121 1, J ! ", ".

PKIHI-IOOL PPOf 1C11HC1 HILL HOU HE CUI IH HALF."

PRIHI

'.I' I)'1MI<(C1(1)/2H.! '

J'»
If 12(1, J)<>9 THEN 1990

If Y l.'M.J) IHtH .1990

PRIHilHCl;- HAS >Lt.H K1LLEH HY IHE MTCHEdM."
PRIHI-l'I^tHAPCE Of SUHE Of IHE EXPLOSIVES. PLEASE"

PR!HI"HOIItY H1S1HIP) fRltHOS AHt RELAIH'tS It 9UU HAKE II BACK.

PR1HT

CI « 1 1'

1

I IHEH 3800
HJ(I) = "Sl(lRA6E"

87=1

Bill 1=0

62(11*0
IF HI't IHEH 4030
FOR PM 10 9

IF 12(I,K)«-H IHtH 39/0

K3MR!(RHD(1!»HM1I
It R3=l IHEH ISSO

fUR L-1 10 9

If !2<KJ,I.) -•(.' IHEN 3940

T2(ltJ,l)*T2l

01(R3,l)'V1(I,K)

V2(R3,l)*V.'

12<I,K)»-10
V1(I,K)>0

L = 9

H1S1MEK)"

Ptfl IHI FULLOUim IS IHt SU6RI1UIIHE S1A1E

10 3

fUK J=1 10 9

IJM,J)»I2U,JI
HEXI J

K(l 1

C4-C2
fOR Hil 10 1*1

PRIHI

PR1N1

IF C3(H)=1 IHEH 4340

IF C7'.^0 IHIH 4180

C2=1

E«I«T((U(H>/C2)*1tO».5)l
PRlHlHtlH);" HAS ";lH!lli!<H)>;" BOLI.ARS UUKIH Ut BJOLI, A I08t*

PRIH1-PR011C1EHCY Of - ; C 1 < M
I

; " , "; IHKUIHM ;" UI1RK PD1H1S, UHICH"
PR1H1"1S "Jt;" PERI.EI!' OF IHE 10IAL, AHD IHE FIILLDU1H6 IOULS:"

fOR J2M IU 9

K1-" "

IF I2(H,J2)»-10 THIH 4290
It l2(H tJ2)'13(H tJ2) IHEH 4280



eKlNllAB(6!;Ki;[1( I2<H,J2!>

42?0 KtXI J2

1300 PRINT

1310 PRINI"JUST Hit RETURN UHEN TOU ARE READY TO 80 OK.";

4120 1NPUI Fl

4330 PRINT

4340 NEXT H

1340 PRUT
4360 PR1N1"THE SUB Of EVERYONE'S IIIWK POIKIS IS "JINKCD;"
4370 PRINT

4380 C2^(.«

43?0 RE I URN

4400 BAIA'AXt". "CHISEL", "HAHHER" , "NAILS AND SCREUS" ,"SAU"

4410 DAI A'LUHDER", "SHOVEL", "PICKAXE", "EXPLOSIVES"

4420 KEIURN
4430 »»«

4440 KER »»t«« SUBROUIINE IAF1S31 »»*••

4450 RED

4460 DEI- FNE<Z7)*2./1BZ7
1470 DEE FNC<Z8)*FNE</.8.'+FNE(-Z8>

4480 OFF FNS(Z»)-FNE<ZV>-FNl< ZVI

44»0 C4-C2
4500 IF C2O0 IHEN 4320

1510 C2*1

4520 IF IUI 1HEN 45W
4530 C4=0

1540 FOR l»t TO Ni

1550 IF C3(I)'I IHF.N 45.'0

4560 IF UU.'/C2<.23 IHtll 43U0

45,'0 C4=C4»U(I)
4580 HEX I I

45?0 FUR 1 = 1 II) »1

4600 IF C3(I)'1 IHEN30JO

4610 PRIM
4620 PRINT

4630 Rtn

4640 REM »«*» THE RE Sill IS ••«*•

1650 Pin

4660 PRINI

46/0 PKII4ITHE KESUIIS FOR ";(•»( 1
1

;":"

4680 PRINT

46»0 PRINT

IZOO IF M(I)/C2<.25 IHtN 4/20

4710 U(lt*C4

4720 ZI = INT(60fJ.,'18 "(<-M( I ))/«))

4730 Z2-INT<50«<1»((FNS(</-U(I>)/8.S>>/FNC<<.,-U<II>/8.S>>I!

4740 Z3'lNT(50»<1«<FNS(<l4-U<I>>/S>/FNCU14-UU>>/3>))
4750 R5=INI(RND(t>»10i;
4760 IF ItllOUNEI 4»60

4770 IF R5>Z1 THEN 4820

4780 PRINI "PROPER CONDOLENCES UILL IE SENT TO THE FRIENDS"

47»0 PRINT-AND RELATIVES OF ";NIU>;" UHO ORUUNEB DUR1NU"

4800 PRINI"TTPHOUN URSULA."

4810 60T0 5030

4820 IF R5>Z2 THEN 4860

4830 NUITMfll;*, TOU HADE II HACK TU HUNOLULU BUI A"

4840 PRINT"LAR6E UAVE WASHED YOUR 60LD 0VER80AR0. SORRY."

4850 60T0 5010

4860 IF Rb>Z3 THEN 4?20

48/0 PRINTNKI);", TOU HADE II BACK BUT THE 80AT NEARLY SUAHPED."

4880 PRINT-SO, HALF OF YOUR 60LD UAS THROUN OVERBUARD."

48V0 PRINT-1H1S HEANS YOU HAVE "
; INM 111 I )/2 I

;

4T00 PRINT" DOLLARS UORTH OF 6ULD LEFT."

4410 8OT0 5030
4420 PRINTN4U);", C0N8RATULAI 1UNS

4430 PRIN!"YUU HADE II UI1H All YOUR 6ULD,"; INI (lil (1 1 )

;

4440 PRINT" DOLLARS UORTH."
4450 60T0 5030
4460 IF R5>«»7 THEN 5000

4470 PR1NIN4II);" DIB HUT Ul I OFF THE ISLAND AND UAS "

4480 PRINT"K!llE» IT TYPHOON URSULA."

4»?0 60T0 5030

SOOO PR1NIN4U);", YOU SURVIVED TYPHOON URSULA, BUI 10SI ALL YOUR HOLD'

)0!0 PRINT'AND HAD DET1ER START HAK1NG SHOKE SIGNALS BECAUSE YOU UEPI."

b020 PRINT-LEFI IEH1ND."

',CJO NEXTI

tiCIO PRINT

1)050 PRINT'DO TOU UISH TO PLAT ANOIHIR UAHE";
3060 INPUT C»

3870 PRINT
3880 PRINT
30»0 PRINT

3100 PRINT

3110 PRINT"*t*ffttt«tt»tt»*1»*'MMt*t*##tt***tf**fMtt*t"

3120 PRINT

3I30 IF CI'"NO" THEN 3190

3I40 IF C«'"YES" THEN 70

3I30 PRINI'YOU HUST ANSUER YES OR 'NO'. PLEASE TRY AOAIN."
5I60 PRINI

3I70 80T0 5050
3180 RETURN

5t»0 END

(Ik

Creative's own out-
rageous Bionic Toad in

dark blue on a light blue

shirt for kids and adults.

Computer Bum — black

design by cartoonist
Monte Wolverton on gray
denim-look skirt with

black neck K ind and
cuffs.

I'd rather be playing

spacewart — black
with white spaceships
and lettering.

Plotter display of PI to

1 362 Places i n dark brown
on a tan shirt.

Creative Computing —
Albert Einstein in black on
a red denim-look shirt

with red neckband and
cuffs.

T-shirts available in adult sizes S, M, L, XL; and in chil-

dren's sizes (Bionic Toad and Spacewar) S, M, L. When
ordering, specify design and size. Made in USA. $5.00

postpaid in USA ; $6.00 postpaid, foreign.

In a Hurry? Creative Computing T-Shirts
Call your Visa or Master/Charge order in to P.O. Box 789-M
800-631-81 12 (In NJ, call 201-540-0445) Morristown, NJ 07960

creative GompubinQ
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Liven up your game

Is speed chess your game? Well,

don't go out and buy a chess clock
when you can use your computer to

time moves.

Chess is an interesting intellectual

game, but it lacks action. Many people
do not play chess simply because it

takes so long. Well, if you want to put
real action into your chess game, then
this program is for you.

A chess clock is basically two stop
watches connected in such a way that

exactly one of the stop watches is

running at any instant. While a player is

deciding on his move, his clock is

running. As soon as he moves his

piece, and is happy with his chosen
move, the player presses a button
which 6tops his clock and starts his

opponent's clock.

Unlike regular chess, a player may
alter a move which he has made, so
long as he hasn't pressed the button.
The game ends with a checkmate as in

regular chess, or when someone runs
out of time. By alloting a weaker player
more time for his game, a chess clock
can effectively handicap a game.
However, a chess clock is also used in

speed chess. To play speed chess,
allow each player four minutes of

playing time. You will find that this time
limit puts action into a chess game. It

also drives some players mad.
Mechanical chess clocks have

been in existence for many years, but
are expensive enough that I couldn't
justify buying one at my level of play.

Then, late (after the Tonight show) one
Friday evening, the need for a chess
clock again arose as Jeff, Dave and I

simultaneously developed a craving
for a game of speed chess. Fortunately,
one of us (exactly whom is lost in the
mists of time) noticed that in that very
room was a general purpose, stored
program, electronic digital computer.
We greeted the rising sun with a
working chess clock. The version
presented here is almost totally re-

written, but the basic ideas and
algorithms were developed that night
by the three of us.

This program is written using

Apple's Integer Basic, and takes

Christopher Howerton, 13572 92 Ave., Surry BC
CANADA V3V 1H7.

advantage of that language's low-

resolution graphics facilities. Integer

Basic is a simple language, so there

should be no trouble converting this

program to other Basics, provided
these differences are taken into ac-

count:
1. Variable names in Integer Basic

are allowed to be more than 2 charac-
ters long. You will have to shorten
variables such as PLAYER.

2. CALL -936 clears the screen
and homes the cursor.

3. Lines 560-570, 1560-1570 and
1470-1480 are equivalent to GET (re-

ceiving input without hitting the
RETURN key).

4. PEEK(-16336) is used to make a
little beep on the Apple's speaker.

5. In low-resolution graphics
mode, the screen is broken into a 40 x

40 grid. The top left-hand corner is

(0,0). The top right-hand corner is

(39,0). The lower right-hand corner is

(39,39). PLOT is used to color in a
single grid square. VLIN n,m AT z

draws a vertical line from (z,n) to (z,m).

HLIN n,m AT z draws a horizontal line

from (n,z) to (m,z).

6. In low-resolution graphics
mode, all the graphing described in (5)

is done in whatever color the variable

COLOR currently represents. It should
be an integer between and 15.

The digits displayed on the clock

are represented using a 7 segment
display. Lines 820-880 "light'' the
correct segments for a given digit "N."

Figure 1 shows which segment each of

these lines light.

FIGURE 1

Segment Program Line Drawn at:

1 820

2 830

3 840

4 850

5 860

6 870

7 880

I believe that the program is quite
understandable and "trick" free. It is

quite long at first glance, but you will

notice that one half of the program
consists of REM statements to help
you understand it. When you make
your copy, please retain the credits in

lines 390-520.
I hope you enjoy it. D

>LI5T
10
20
38
46
59
60
70

80
90

100
110
120
130
14S
150
160
170
180
190
200

210
220
230
240
258

263
270

2S0
252
388
310

320

330
340
350
360
370

380
390

488

410

420

438

440
450
460

470

ches
REM

rem

REM
REM
REM
REM

REM

mi

VE MCHTY CHESS CL i

IF THERE ARE ANY PF

rioic CON

JEFF B0MWCAS7LE
12881-99 AVE
SURREY 3. C. i>'

V3T-1E5

NO* .FIRST PLAYER'S NAME
Nif . OTHER PLAYER'S NAME
L# : STRING VARIABLE

GATHERING INPUT AND
PF.

COLOUR: 15 FOR ONE PLAY!
8 FOR THE OTHER ONE

YPCS :V POSITION OF THE
TWO TIME DISPLAYS

TIME .SECONDS REMAIN!
FOR EACH PLAYER

CL00-: HCLDS THE 10 DIGITS
CURRENTLY DISPLAYED

f-fZ 5 DIGITS
For 2 OF THE
PLAYER WHOSE CLOCK

)

DIM CC riME(

1>,CL0C
REM

EN, PRINT CPE:

REM
CALL •

VE HIGHTV CHESS

'•INT .- PRINT
1Z IN THE DEAD OF

NIGHT, WIT
: AT THE

OTHER BEASTIES AL
READY INSIDE,

"

PRINT "S't
"

: PRINT "CHRISTOPHER E. HC
MERTC
TAB 5 PRINT "ALLAN D. BOOTH"

480 TAS 9: PRINT "JEFFREV J. BONNVCA
STLE"

490 PRIT
500 PRINT "WE (LMCST DIDN'T MAKE IT.

510 VTA3 28
520 Fr

NUE"
HIT ANY KEY TO C0NT1
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Clock, cont'd

538 REM
546 RQ1 HRIT FOR flNV KEY TO BE HIT
556 R~M
566 IF PEI 127 THEN

569
570 POKE -1636&
580 GOTO 968
590 REM

m
610
620

630
640
650

660

678

680

690
790
710
720
736
746
756
?6Q

770
730

7so

300

810
828

836

846

890

3£0

876

886

898
960
910

520

5:0

948
950
968
976

938

550

1810
1820
1030
1048

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

DIGIT "N" AT POSITION
USING fi 7 SEGMENT DI<

FIRST ERfiSE ALL 7 SEGMENTS
REM

-<
V* Y+8 fl' X

VLIN Y,Y+S fiT X+4
HLIN X,X+4 fiT V
HLIN X.X+4 AT V+4
HLIN X,X+4 fiT V+8
REM
REM NOU PRINT THE DIGIT RT THE
REM CORRECT POSITION. WITH THE
RE" correct col

PLfiYER)

N=2 OR N=3 OR H-
5 OR t06) THE-'. HLIN X, X+4 fiT

V
IF (N=0 OR N»4 OR N=5 OR N=
6 OR 107) THEN VLIN V,V+4 fiT

X
IF (N.

1

THEN VLII

V+3 AT X+4
IF (HE »7) THEN HLIN
X+l,X+4 FiT V+4

IF (N-0 OR N=2 - N=
8) THE'. A.IN V+4,

IF CN#2> THE:. VLIN Y+4,Y+8 fiT

X+4
IF <N=C OR N=2 ! N=
5 OR N"6 OR N»
X.X+4 m V+8

INITIflLIZflTJ

NICE SLOE BfiC

.INE

GR

:>o
VLIN

r 2

- .<•

plot 7,

10: plot 7,11: plot 24,7: pi

24, s. plot 24, 10. plot 24, 11

1058 Hi. IN 1,38 AT 15
1060 COLOR=CC-
1078 HLIN 1,38 fiT 20
1088 PLOT 7,20: PLOT 7,29- PLOT

7,31: PLOT 7,32: PLOT 24 .

: PLOT 24, 29: PLOT 24, 31: PLOT
24,32

1098 REM
1100 REM

1120
1136
1140
1158

1166

1170
1188

1198

1268

1218

1228
1238

1240
1258

1268
1278
1288

12?:

1000

1318
1320

1338
1340

1356

1360
1376
1388
1390
1400
1418

1428
1430
1440
1458
1468
1470

1490

1300
1518
1528
!?:•:

1548
1558

156C

1570
1580

1590

1680
1610
1628

1638
1640

1650
1668
1670

16S8
1690
1788
1718

1720

1700

WORE
REM GET THE PL

REM 'HEIR RESPECTIVE GflME T
:

I«6 TO 9.aOCK(I)=-l: NEXT
I

FOR PLP'/ER=0 TO 1
PRINT • PRINT : PRINT

"MHO'S PL
HYING WHITE? ",N6J

JlVER»i THEN !'• 5 PL
Nl*
TIME DC

PRIM

if h:=o (wo ;•:-: then :..

PR IN'

AVE 3 HOURS"
GOTO 1220
PRINT

;-, m

IF M>8 SNj (K«59 T

: "VO-J MUST HAVE BETWEEN 8 fl

ND 55 MINUTES"
1270

PRINT

5",S
IF S>=8 AND S0=5?

'-

" HflVE BETWEEN fl

ND 55 SEC

:

1320

riME<PLflVER «S+68*H+360<
2620

£ IT PLflVER

PRINT "HIT ANV KEY TO STflRT THE
TIMER": P;

:

-

REM WRIT FOR fi KEY TO BE HIT
"HE: CLE:""

REM
'.'

IF I PEEX (-16384)<=127) THEN
1470

;o,0

1600

REM
RE : IF fiW KES' HftS BEEN HIT,

:.£. EEE :'.

REM THE
: :-

EN

GOTO 1710

>. ro 8 n» pee- i-i:\

)+ PCD: (-1633: - PEEK -i:-

>: NE

5+1

ho'vl n

"; (MO

REM
> 1

•••: SEE IF ri •-: --. -

LEFT IF HE DOESN'T, BE: :

REM E HflS

M' THE ::--£

REM
-l

1740 L*»NK
1758 IF PLfiYER»0 THEN Lf«N
1768 PRINT Lt<L LENO*»;" LOSE: ON

TIME fiT I 3£S MMCVES+
l)/2

1770 PRINT .
:•

ER GfiTE? *,L*
1780 ;

1798 IF L*<i,l)»*Y" THEN 508
1888 Tz-'S : CfiLL -936

.". ";

N0«, " AN

1826 VTflS 20: Tfl3 0: P r
I

NYWRY. . .

"

1330 e-.:

134*"

1850 -

[F fl

1878 REM TO E

:

3 ONE
1SSS

1890
198-1

;5*o
1928 REM
1938 RE

'

1948 RE.! THIS .
:.-:

1958 Rtn fl

1968 re;; sec:

1978 REM
1938 :

1990 REM OF the PLfl

2888 ?.£', DIGITS SHCCU 3E.

2010 P"'l

2820 T«TIH£
2830 J6CC
20-0 CLCK2<1>»

680
2050 :

l)*l

i>*8 ?V10

1>*
*10>

REM '-':

REM T 3IT
-•::- -i- CHfiNSK,

IF r.e;

FOR >1 TO 5& .

20'EC

2000

2100

2128
2130
2140
2150
2160

2170

2288

2220

22*:

2250
22C0
2278
2200

2258
2300
2318

232£

2338
2340
zzr.

23C0

:<=5- :.=:.: 2 -

:- .-,=

690

:- ni

650

IF NfCLCCl«P+3
690

t-0 TO 4

-ST USE SC

REM
FOR M rc

EN
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^Sensational
^Software

Sorcerer Software

Graphics Games (CS-5001) Six Exciting

graphics games. Bombard an atom with

protons and neutrons in Nuclear Reaction.

Calculate the trajectory on your Pie Lob In

this comical game: LEM is a real time

lunar landing game and Dodgem Is a

checker-type strategy game. Bonus: an

intriguing graphics demonstrator. Bounce.

(8K)$7.95

^ss^^ V S Sports Gan

Smart Alec (CS-5002) Are you a genius?
Test your expertise in 7 catagories: Sci-

ence, Geography, History, Computers, T.V.

and Movies, English, and Trivia. Over 200
questions in all. (8K) $7.95

Five Sorcerer Adventures

Fantasy, mystery and sorcery for your

personal computer. Machine language

cassettes for only $14.95: Adventureland

(CS-5003), Pirate Adventure (CS-5004),

Mission Impossible Adventure (CS-5005),

Voodoo Castle (CS-5006) and The Count
(CS-5007). All will run in 16K. Check our

Adventure listings on Page 49 for details

on Adventure for six popular systems.

Apple II Software

Space Games (CS-4001) Three challeng-

ing galactic games. Get the TIE fighters in

your blaster sights and zap them with

your lasers in Star Wars. In Rocket Pilot

you're in control of launching and landing

your craft; an advanced real-time game.
Repel the Saucer Invasion with your mis-
siles (high resolution graphics) Bonus:
Dynamic Bouncer demonstration. (16K)
$7.95

Sports Games-1 (CS-4002) Take the field

the Great American Computer Game: Base-

ball. Also featuring Slalom ski race, Tor-

pedo Alley, and Darts. (16K) $7.95

Strategy Games-1 (CS-4003) Blockade is

the popular arcade game of skill and sus-

pense. Defend your space vessel against

UFO's. Checkers is a beginners game and
Genius is for trivia experts — over 7

categories to choose from. (16K) $7.95

Brain Games-1 (CS-4004) Bombard an
atom with protons and electrons in Nu-
clear Reactor. Parrot and Dueling Digits

challenge your ability to mimic sequences
of letters, tones, ann digits. Two oppontnts
battle it out on a checker board in Dodgem.
Bonus-, two graphics demonstrations Mid-

points and Lines. (16K) $7.95

Haunted House (CS-4005) A nightmare
simulation game. Search for the secret

passageway if you dare. Watch out! With

sound effects. (16K) $7.95

CAI Programs (CS-4201) Spelling helps

you progress quickly. U.S. Map covers the

50 states and capitals. Two individualized

math programs. Math Drill and Add With

Carry, work with you on the basics (16K)

$7.95

Know Yourself(CS-4301) Compare your life

style and life expectancy, investigate

your attitudes and your sex role, your

mental health to "the norm" and your

physical response to alcohol. Four an-

alytical programs. (16K) $7.95

Super Invader (CS-4006) Features high re-

solution graphics and antics by the moon
creatures. A field of 55 aliens march

across the screen showering you with

lasers. As you pick them off one-by-one,

your parapits wear away, and they whiz

across the screen coming closer and
closer to your level, with the original moon
creatures and action twice as fast as any

other invader game on the market. (32K)

$19.95 Also runs on Apple II Plus

Space War (CS-4009) The object is the de-

struction of the opponents ship by missile

fire, by collision with the sun, or by ex-

plosion upon re-entry from hyperspace.

Space war offers you 5 different modes of

operation including reverse gravity. Ships

can circle behind the screen and reappear

on the other side of the galaxy. All the

features of the arcade game on your micro.

(16K) $14.95

Apple II Software on Disk

Space Games and Sports Games (CS-

4501) (32K) $14.95

Strategy Games and Brain Games (CS-

4502) (43K) $14.95

CAI Programs and Know Yourself (CS-

4503) (32K) $14.95
Haunted House and Outdoor Games (CS-

4504) (32K) $14.95
Space War and Super Invader (CS-4508)

(48K) $29.95

Apple Gradebook (CS-4506) Apple Grade-
book brings the speed and accuracy of the

computer to the teachers traditional grad-

ing and record keeping procedures.

Gradebook stores and maintains all stu-

dent records, summarizes the state of the

class as a whole, and lets you check on
the progress of any individual. (32K)

$24.95
For a FREE Sensational Software Catalog of over 400 programs for eight popular systems circle reader service #300.
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et Pet Software

Graphic* Games- 1 (CS-1004) Five action

packed graphics contests. Pursue your op-

ponent through "Zap doors" in Chase or

attempt a prison break in Escape. Includes

Sweep, Dart, and Snoopy, (8K) $7.95

Graphics Games-2 (CS-1005) Bombard an

atom with protons and electrons in Nu-

clear. LEM is a real time lunar lander

game. Shoot it out in Artillery. Also fea-

tures Dodgem and beginner's Checkers

(8K) $7.95

Study Made Easy (CS-1202) These pro-

grams create study drills for any subject

automatically. The package includes three

sample drills and the program needed to

create interactive easy-to-use study drills

(8K) $14.95

Action Gaines (CS-1008) Battle it out with

torpedoes, depth charges, and parachut-

ists in Subs, Tank, and Splat. Breakout is

the popular arcade game of skill and
suspense (8K) $7.95

Sensational Simulations (CS-1201) Rule

ancient Sumeria in Hammurabi or be

a Fur Trader. Make your fortune at the

Stock Market or just have fun with Animal

or Word (8K) $7.95

ConversationalGames-2(CS-1006)Testyour

wit in 6 unusual games. Compose poetry

with Haiku . Eliza plays psychoanalyst.

Hexletter and Hurkle are intriguing strategy

games. Hangman will keep you on your

'.toes. (8K) $7.95

Board Games (CS-1007) The classics:

Yahtzee, Backgammon, and Blackjack.

Trek-3 is a Star Trek spectacular (8K)

$7.95

CP/M Software

Original Adventure (CS-9004) One of the

most innovative and challenging game
simulations available for your CP/ M
system. As you search underground
caverns for hidden treasures you'll have
to cope with a giant clam, nasty little

dwarves and other perils. If you wish you
can even speak to the characters in

French! (48K) $24.95 8" disk

Adventureland and Pirate Adventure (CS-

9003) In these suspense filled Adventures
you'll encounter wild animals, magical

beings and the pirate himself. Challenge
your courage and ingenuity. . .(48K)

$24.95. 8" disk

Basic Games-1 (CS-9001) 51 action and
strategy games from the first half of the

celebrated Basic Computer Games book.
$24.95 8" disk
Basic Games-2 (CS-9002) 51 delightful and
diverting games from the second half of

the book. $24.95 8" disk

Basic Games-3 (CS-9005) 50 programs for

games freaks from the sequel, More Basic

Computer Games book. $24.95 8" disk

Basic Games-4 (CS-9006) Hours of diver-

sion with 38 games from the latter half of

More Basic Computer Games. $24.95

Basic Games 1 and 2 and the Basic Com-
puter Games book (CS-9000) 102 games
complete with the illustrated sourcebook.

$50.00
Basic Games 3 and 4 and the More Basic

Computer Games book (CS-9007) The
latest releases from Creative Computing
Software. $50.00
Basic Games 1 through 4, Basic Computer
Games, and More Basic Computer Games
books. The definitive games library from

Creative Computing Software. $95.00

Creative Computing Software

offers the educator, small business-

man, and home user outstanding

applications programs at modest
prices.

We offer a comprehensive selec-

tion of over 400 programs, on 70

tapes and disks for Apple II, TRS-80,

Sorcerer PET, Sol-20, Challenger,

and CP/M Systems.
Now, Creative Computing Soft-

ware brings you Sensational Savings!

.;.«. M J.1

Sensational Software should be available at your
local computer store. If your favorite retailer does not
stock the software you need, have him call our retail

marketing department at the number below. Or you can
order directly from Creative Computing. Send your
check for merchandise plus $1.00 shipping and
handling per order to Creative Computing Software,
Dept301, P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa,

MasterCharge, or American Express are also welcome.
For faster service, call in your bank order toll free to

800-631-8112. In NJ call 201-540-0445.

DISCOUNT CERTIFICATEA-g uiz>%^uuim i i/CnuriL/iii: a-|
^•k II This discount certificate Is worth one dollar off your next purchase of Creative Computing Software at any ^% I

Sr II retail store. Not valid for mail order sales. Limit One Coupon Per Package. Void where prohibited by law. \ ^,
1 ' ^^ OfferexplresJuly15,1980.

SENSATIONAL SOFTWARE SAVINGS
Customer's Name

.

Address -CHy- _ State. ap-

Package Title
. Package Code Number

.

Attention Dealer: Please Include this coupon with your next order and credit will be applied to your

purchase. II you are not presently carrying Creative Computing Software contact our retail marketing

department at 800/631-8112. In NJ call 201/540-0445. Or write Creative Computing at P.O.Box 789-M.

Morristown NJ 07960. Thank you for your time and cooperation. ___
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Programs
For

Small

Children

Jay P. Lucas

At what age should one introduce
his child to the wonders of the blink-
ing light machine? The question is

really an academic one, since the at-
traction of the flashing screen and all

those bouncy buttons on the keyboard
makes the computer irresistable to
kids from the moment they become
aware of them. Possibly a more prac-
tical article would be one addressed
to fencing methods for keeping kids
out of the computer room. But, alas,
they do toddle in and even become
quite annoyed at your monopolizing
what obviously is a neat toy that
should be theirs.

This article presents three programs
designed for those rank novices in

life. They were constructed as much
to protect the computer as to en-
lighten the young child, for they de-
liver only specific responses to the
infinite stimuli that a toddler can sub-
ject a machine to. If you somehow
guard your on off switch and reset
button, plus the deposit/examine tog-
gles, if you have them, then your ma-
chine should be safe in their sticky
little hands.

Th« "Baby Sitter"

The first program is little more than
a playful machine sentry. It was writ-
ten for a child who has just learned to
crawl or walk over to the terminal and
only knows that when he touches the
keys he deserves a stimulating re-
sponse. This he gets, in sight and
sound, but no more (unless he finds
Control-C, to crash into the system).
It's the type of simple minded pro-

gram I recommend everyone load in

and run just prior to walking away
from the terminal for a moment. The
use of the WAIT statement in line

10 means the child does not have to

remember to push the 'RETURN' but-
ton, even if he could find it. This pro-
gram, plus some wet wipes to clean
off the keyboard, is all you need for

a child up to about the age of two.
The second and third programs are

variants of each other, the second be-
ing by far the more versatile. These
were designed for two to four year
year olds, the younger half of the
Sesame Street set. And, like the TV
show, these programs emphasize
teaching the kids the alphabet as
well as having fun.

Character and Shape Recognition

The basic idea behind both pro-

grams is to display an alphabetic
character on the screen, and then
wait until the child pushes the proper
key with that character on the key-
board. If an adult or older child is

present, he can sound out the letter

while it is being displayed and thus
help the child work on pronunciation.
Program 2 derives its versatility by its

ability to actually draw out the char-
acters in large strokes on the screen.
To perform, though, it requires a ter-

minal with absolute (sometimes called
direct) cursor positioning, such as the
Soroc, the Intertube, the new SWTPC,
one of the integrated computer/termi-
nal units, or the like. I discovered my
used Delta Data airline-type terminal
had this feature three years after pur-
chasing it while stumbling around the
user's manual looking for another con-
trol character code. If your device is

Jay P. Lucas, 3409 Saylor PI., Alexandria,
VA 22304.

5 'THIS IS PROGRAM #1, for the Youngsters
10 WAIT 16,1 WAIT UNTIL ANY INPUT IS SENSED FROM TERMINAL
20 OUT 17,16:N=3"t:OUT 17,18'CLEARS DELTA DATA SCREEN
30 PRINT"HI ZACK":PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
<40 FOR N = 1 TO 20
50 PRINT"BO0"
60 NEXT
70 GOTO 10
80 'EXIT, OF COURSE, BY A C0NTR0L-C
OK
LIST

10

20
30
<40

50
55
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
1«5
150
OK

REM THIS IS PROGRAM #3 TO PRINT LETTERS NORMAL SIZE ON THE SCREEN

I

PRINT CHR$(16);CHR$(18) ' THIS CLEARS MY SCREEN
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT TAB(20);"HI Z A C K"
FOR M=1 TO 900:NEXT M
t

I

FOR N = 65 TO 90 ' THE ASCII CODES FOR THE CAPITAL LETTERS
PRINT CHR$(16);CHR$(18) ' CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT STRING$( 1 0, 10 ) ;TAB( 20) ; CHR$( N) • 10 line feeds, tab, then letter
T= I NP (1/)
T=T AND 127' zeroes the 8th bit
IF TO N AND TO N*32 THEN 110" small or capital letter
PRINT :PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT "VERY GOOD"
FOR M= 1 TO 10 :PRINT CHR$(7):NEXT M 'bell
NEXT N
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Children, cont'd.

1 REM THIS IS PROCRAM 2, WHICH WRITES LARGE LETTER FORMS ON THE SCREEN
5 PRINT CHRK 16);CHR$( 18) ' This clears ay screen
6 •

8 ' SAMPLE DATA LETTER, No. of strokes, Z,X1 , Y1 ,X2, Y2(all for first
stroke), Z.X1 , Y1 ,X2,T2( for second stroke) etc.
10 DATA A, 1,0, 3, 7, 3, 16, 0,3, 10, 11,10, 0,11, 7, 11, 16, 1,3, 9, 11,

9

20 DATA 8,6,0,3,7,3,16,0,3.7,8,7,0,3,16,8,16,0,3,10,8,10,1,8,7,8,10,1,9,
10,9,16
30 •

10 '

50 •

399 DATA t
100 PRINT"SCREEN WRITER OF LETTERS, KNOWN AS 'SCREEN'."
115 PRINT "I WILL NOW PRINT OUT LETTERS. PRESS THE CORRESPONDING LETTER
ON THE KEYBOARD AFTER I FINISH MINE."
118 PRINT CHR$(16);CHR$(18) ' THIS CLEARS MY TERMINAL'S SCREEN
119 READ L$
121 IF L$="&" THEN PRINT "B.YE BYE" :END
500 READ ST 'No of strokes
510 FOR A=1 TO ST
520 READ Z.X1.Y1 ,X2,Y2
530 GOSUB 1000
510 NEXT A

550 X=1 :Y=25:G0SUB 1500:PRINT " PRESS THE LETTER."
560 F=INP(17):IF F>127 THEN FsF-128
570 F*=CHR$(F):IF F>32 THEN FF$=CHR$(F-32) ELSE FF$=F$
575 IF L*=F* OR L» =FF$ THEN PRINT "GOOD BOY" : GOTO 118
578 GOTO 560
600 X=30:Y=25:GOSUB 1500:END
998 '

999 '

1000 ' THIS IS SCREEN = A SUBROUTINE FOR WRITING FORMS ON THE SCREEN
1002 INPUT : XI, Y1 beginning coordinates; X2.Y2 ending coordinates of

the stroke. Z=0 means straight stroke, Z=1 implies arc up or to

the right, Z= -1 Implies arc down or to the left.
1010 IF ZOO THEN 1320
1020 IF XI <> X2 THEN 1100
1030 X=X1
1010 FOR N= 1 TO (ABS <Y1-Y2))*1
1050 IF YKY2 THEN Y = Y1 -1 *N ELSE Y =YU1-N
1060 GOSUB 1500
1070 NEXT N
1080 GOTO 1180
1090 •

1100 IF Y1 <> Y2 THEN 1180
1110 Y=Y1
1120 FOR Nsl TO (ABS (X1-X2))+1
1130 IF XKX2 THEN X = X 1 -UN ELSE X=XU1-N
1110 GOSUB 1500
1150 NEXT N

1160 GOTO 1180
1 170 '

1180 IF ABS(X1-X2)>ABS(Y1-Y2) THEN 1260
1190 FOR N= 1 TO (ABS(Y1-Y2))»1 'for every Y line
1200 IF YKY2 THEN Y = Y1 -1 *N ELSE YsYUI-N
1210 IF X\<X2 THEN X = X 1 INT( (X2-X 1 )/ (Y2-Y 1 )•( Y-Y 1 )

)

ELSE X=X1 - INT((X2-X1)/(Y2-Y1)»(Y1-Y))
1220 GOSUB 1500
1230 NEXT N

1210 GOTO 1180
1250 '

1260 FOR N= 1 TO (ABSCX1-X2)) 1 'for every X row
1270 IF XKX2 THEN X:X 1 -1 *N ELSE X = X 1 *1 -N
1280 IF Y1 < Y2 THEN Y= Y1 * INT( (X-X 1 )•( Y2-Y 1 )/ (X2-X 1 )

)

ELSE Y= Y1 - INT((X1-X)»(Y2-Y1)/(X2-XD)
1290 GOSUB 1500
1300 NEXT N

1310 GOTO 1180
1315 '

1320 IF XI <> X2 THEN 1100
1330 R=(ABS(Y1-Y2))/2
1310 FOR N=1 TO (ABS(Y1-Y2)> 1 'for each Y

1350 IF YKY2 THEN Y = Y1*N-1 : DY = ABS( YUR-Y > ELSE Y = Y1-N*1 : DY = ABS( Y2*R-Y )

1360 DX=INT(SQR((R-2>-(DY"2)))
1370 IF Z>0 THEN X=X 1*DX ELSE XrX 1-DX

1380 GOSUB 1500
1390 NEXT N-.GOTO 1180
1100 IF Y10Y2 THEN PRINT "ERROR. Points must be horiz or vert for circu
lar joining. ":ST0P
1110 R = (ABS(X1-X2))/2
1120 FOR N=1TO (ABS(X1-X2))*1 'for each X

1130 IF XKX2 THEN X = X UN-1 : DX = ABS(X HR-X ) ELSE X=X 1-N*1 : DXr ABS(X2*R-X )

1110 DY=INT(S0R(R"2 - DX*2))
1150 IF Z>0 THEN Y=Y1-DY ELSE Y=Y1 DY
1160 GOSUB 1500
1170 NEXT N

1180 RETURN
1190 '

1500 B=18t10:0UT 17 , 16:B=7T 15:OUT 17, 11:B=5t 11:OUT 17,X:B=8f 10:0UT 17, Y:

B=3t15:OUT 17,12 'This subroutine places a • at position X,Y
1510 FOR J=1 TO 225:NEXT J

1520 RETURN

so equipped, then Program 2 will draw
lines or arcs on the screen between
any two points you specify within a
matrix 40 characters across and 21

lines down from the traditional (upper
left) home position. The letters are
each formed from a number of these
lines put together in a single data
statement. If you do not have absolute
cursor positioning, the same affect

can be accomplished with PRINT
statements and the judicious applica-

tion of the TAB function.

They toddle in and
become quite annoyed
at your monopolizing
what obviously is a
neat toy that should be
theirs.

The potential application of Pro-
gram 2 are actually much broader
than the display of only alphabetic

characters. The subroutine at line

1500 will join any two points in the

screen matrix by a straight (or

straight-as-possible) line, or a circular

arc, if requested. If you indicate the

arc drawing option, the two points

must be either mutually horizontal or
vertical; however, the arc can be spe-
cified to be either concave up or

down, or right or left. Thus, the pro-

gram can be adapted to draw large

circles, squares, airplanes or what-

have-you, and respond to spelled out

descriptions of the figure. Of course,

the INP statement on line 560 would
then have to be replaced with an IN-

PUT statement to accept the whole
word responses, in which case older

children can be taught to end their

answers with 'RETURN' to effect the
word comparisons.

More Character Recognition

Program 3 is a smaller version of the

character seeking Program 2. It was
designed to present the alphabet se-

quentially in regular character size

figures, rewarding the child in sight

and sound when correctly pushing the

key with that character printed atop.

It is a no-nonsense, no-frills program
that is quick and easy to enter and
easy to implement on any system.
The three programs were written in

ALTAIR Disk Basic, 4.0, and run on
an Altair 8800 a using a standard CRT
terminal on channels 16 (control) and
17 (data). The system has been child

tested on American models, 1.6 and
2.7 years old, meeting with great suc-

cess. The kids learned the alphabet
and the computer survived.
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1 year subscription to The
Eighty, monthly magazine for

TRS-80* owners, with
any order!

1-800-258-1790

TOLL FREE

2 DATA BASE
MANAGERS!

TheSoftware
Exchange

CATALOGS
HardSide Hardware (24 pgs.)

TSE Software (64 pgs.)

6 SouthStrvet,Box 68, Milford,NH 03055

Dynamic Data Base by k« kmcm

Easy to use, flexible data base
system on diskette. $39.95.

CCA Data Management
horn Personal Software

More powerful system with 100

page manual and many options.

$79.95 (add S3, shipping)

GAMES
TRS-60 Opera Theatre Magnificent sound! by

Richard Taylor $9 95

Allan Invasion by Roy Nlederhoffer. $9 95

X Wing II by Chris Freund. Laval II. 16K $995

Talpan by An Canllll. Laval II. 16K $9.95

•Sargon II by Dan and Kathe Spracklen. Laval II.

16K $29.96

Amailn' Maias by Robert Wallace. Level II. 16K

$7 95

Android Nkm by Leo Christopherson With

sound. Level II. 16K $14.95

Bee Wary by Leo Christopherson. with sound

Level II. 16K $14.95

9 Oamee tor Preschool Children by George

Blank Level II. 16K $9.95

Space Battles by Level IV. Level II. 16K Tape or

32K Disk. Tape $14 95. Disk $19 95

Star Trek 111.4 by Lance Mlcklus Level II. 16K

$14.95

Adventures on Tape by Scott Adams. Level II.

16K Choose one: Adventureland. Pirate's Cove.

Mission Impossible. The Count, VooDoo Castle.

Strange Odyssey, Pyramid ot Doom, and Fun

House$14.9S each. Adventure Sampler. 16K

tape. $5 95

Adventures on Disk by Scott Adams. 1) Miasion

Impossible. Pirate's Cove. Adventureland; or, 2)

VooDoo Caatle. The Count. Strange Odyssey.

Either set. $39 95

Pore Barrel by George Blank. Level II. 16K $9.95

Mean Checkers Machine by Lance Mlcklus.

Level II. '6K. tape. $19.95; disk $24.95

Kriegsplel by Ron Potkln. Level II. 16K. $7 95

Galactic Empire and Galactic Trader (a sequel)

by Doug Carlston. Level II. 16K, $14 95 Both on

disk. 32K. $29.95

NOV
VTOS 3.1

Randy Cook (add $$. shipping)

With 100 page manual -$75.

.With extended BASIC and
|

manual -$99.

Manual
(separately)

-$30.

ST-80 Smart Terminal
Communications Program
CONTROL key, ESC key, REPEAT

key, a RUN key, and a functioning

BREAK key. List incoming data on
your lineprinter. Level II, 16K
Reprogram RS232C from

keyboard, on tape $49.95.

•A trademark ol Lance Mlcklus. Inc

Original Adventure by Microsoft 32K. 1 disk

$29 95

Pigskin (Football) by Acorn Software Level II.

16K $995

PERSONAL
Typing Tutor by Roger Robitaille. Sr Level II.

16K $19.95

Secrets ot the Tarot by John T Phillipp. Level II.

16K $9.95

Advanced Personal Finance by Lance Micklus

for 32K disk systems $24.95

I Chlng by John T Phillip Level II, 16K $7 95

UTILITIES
T Short by Web Associates Level -II. 16K $9 95

File Manager to by Nepenthe $49 95 32K

Directory 16K Disk $9 95

Automated Disk Directory $14 95 32K Disk Re-

quires NewDOS.

Spool Print ASCII files $19.95 (Will not work with

NewDOS.)

STAD Trace and Debug Monitor tor tape and

disk systems 16. 32. and 48K on one tape. $24 95

NEWDOS by Apparat $49.95

NEWDOS + by Apparat $99.95

VTOS 3.1 by Randy Cook with 100 pp Manual

$75. Manual alone $30 With BASIC $99

RSM2 by Small Systems Software Level II. 16K

$26.95

RSM2D by Small Systems Software Disk tor 16

through 48K (all In one) $29 95

KVP by Lance Micklus. Tape $29 95. Disk $34 95

SUPPLIES
Diskettes Dysan, (premium quality) box of 5

$29.95 plus $1 00 shipping; nationally known
brand, box of 10 - $3995 plus $2. Diskette

APL 80 by Phelps Gates

ST-80D (Enhanced Disk

Version) adds:
Transmit any type of TRS-80" ASCII

file, including BASIC programs
stored in ASCII frormat, and most
BASIC data files. ST-80 D has been

used on a variety of timesharing

systems. For 32 K disk systems, on
disk, $79.95.

BUSINESS

APL for the TRS-80" at a bargain
price! Level II. 16K. $14.95 or disk ver-

sion with SAVE and LOAD and printer

output, plus 4 work spaces of self-

teaching lessons, plus APL: An In-

teractive Approach for only $49 95.

Inventory System 11.3 by M. Kslleher. Improved

version, $79.95

Inventory 'S' by Roger W. Robitaille. Sr. Level II.

16K Tape $24 95; 32K Dlsk.(wlthlnvolclng)

$59 95

Payroll by Stephen Hebbler. For disk systems.

32K $59 95

Accounts Receivable II by S Hebbler 32K disk

systems $79 95

Mell List II by SBSG 32K disk systems $99 95

Smell Business Bookkeeping II by R. W.

Robitaille. Sr Level II. 16K. With journal $36 95

disk. $31 95 tape. $29 95 disk. $24 95 tape.

SPECIAL PURPOSE
Electric Pencil by Michael Shrayer Powerful

machine language word processing system.

Level II. 16K tape - $100; Disk version $150

Level III BASIC by Microsoft $4995

Level I In Level II by Apparat Level II. 16K $15.00

Fortran by Microsoft 32K - 2 Disks New low

price $150.00 add $5. shipping

RX Basic Cross Reference XREF RENUMX. by

Lance Micklus RX (disk. 32K] $24.95; XREF, L II,

16K $19.95; RENUMX. L II 16K. $2495;
RENUMBER. $7.95

BOOKS
Z 80 Soltwere Gourmet Guide and Cookbook.

Irom Scetbi $14.96 plus $1 postage

TRS-M Disk and Other Mysteries, by Harvard

Pennington. $1995 plus $1 handling

-•^-^-^
MICRO TAX

'Time saving programs help
you with your 1980 Income
tax. Cassette: Micro Tax I,

$25.; Micro Tax II, $35.; Micro

I

Tax III, $50.

,
Add $2

shipping and

handling.

I Radio Shach and Tandy Corp



6 South Street - Mllford, New Hampshire 03055 -(603) 673-5144

^±-4 I ISIII

A

1 hi— I ^11 4 ^H \ / 1 1-2...

This high speed, high density, dot matrix printer (180 CPS) features

an 18 x 9 dot matrix and proportional spacing. 132 characters per line.

Ideal for word processing and all business uses. Includes connecting

cable. |
'

List price $3295 oo HardSide Price $2795.00

TCENTIQCNICS 73C,

This "is the same printer as the new Radio Shack "Line Printer II".

Prints at 100 characters per second, 8 inch lines of 80 characters each.

Features upper and lower case letters, with wide letters under software

control. Operates as both a friction feed and a pin feed printer. Uses
paper up to 9 1/2 inches wide. Can also handle a single sheet of paper.

Includes connection cable. .^a^^^^ust price «999.oo HardSide Price $899.00

CUICK » ^ LQINTELQ II...

A "mini" line printer pricedlb fit everyone's budget. Connects direct-

ly to the keyboard without an expansion interface. Software selectable

for 16 or 32 character lines of both upper and lower case letters.

Automatic "wrap-around"so no data is lost.

List price $219 oo HardSide Price $197.00

EXPANSION INTERFACE:
.... OK

16K
32K

DISK DRIVES:
Percom, TFD-100, 40-track

Percom, dual TFD-100
Percom, TFD-200, 77-tracK

2-drive cable
4-drive cable
Radio Shack,
Radio Shack,

-0

-1,2,

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

$299 $269
$448 379/403

$597 479/537

$399
$795
$675
$29
$39

$499 $469
$399 $459

ACCESSORIES:
Telephone Interface

16K Memory Kit

16K Memory Kit for E.I.

RS232-C Interface

TRS-232 Interface

Data Dubber

$199

$99

$179
$99
$95
$89
$49
$49

TRS-60 COMPUTERS:
Level-I 4K
Level-I 16K, w/keypad
Level-ll 4K
Level-ll 16K
Level-ll 16K, w/keypad

PRINTERS:
Line Printer III

Centronics 779-2

Line Printer II

Centronics 730
Centronics P1

*

Quick Printer II

OP-II Exp. Int. Cable
* Cable required

LIST
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

$499 $449
$729 $659
$619 $559

$669
$849 $769

$1999
$1598
$999
$999
$499
$219
$20
$39

$1849
$1095

$899
$419
$197
$18
$35

^CPrices do not include shipping

^C COD orders require

25% cash deposit



Better than Adventure?

The Temple of

Apshai
Roxton Baker

XJ

S9£

"The Temple of Apshai" is the
third major game from Automated
Simulations. Like its two predecess-
ors, Starfleet Orion and Invasion
Orion, it is available for both the
TRS-80 and the PET. My direct
experience with the Temple is on the
TRS-80, but I believe the PET version
is very similar.

The Orion games have, as of this
writing, remained relatively

unknown. They are not heavily
promoted, have recieved little atten-
tion in magazines and are somewhat
expensive. The Temple, being priced
even higher, less familiar in concept
and less well advertised, may suffer
the same result.

This is unfortunate, as these are
all games of unusual quality and
significance. The three could more
fairly be called "supergames" in

company only with Scott Adams'
excellent Adventure series. All of
these, the Temple in particular, are of
great internal complexity and detail.

Though not in itself apparent to the
user, this sophistication results in a
game action inherently more satisfy-
ing than that of the Star Treks,
arcade shoots and graphics extrava-
ganzas that form the body of light
TRS-80 software.

This review will discuss how the
game is built, how it works internally
and how well it plays. It is impressive
in all of these aspects, though its

pacing suffers from some speed
limitations discussed later.

It is not surprising that all of the
supergames make use of a similar
structure. One "master" program
creates and manages the fantasy
world in which you play. The master
finds data for this scenario in one of
several available data files. Thus,
there are several available worlds. In

each world, or adventure, the juxta-
position and attributes of locations,

EL

Roxton Baker, 56 South Rd., Ellington CT
06029

treasures, monsters, etc., can be
totally different. However, the ob-
jective of the game and the structure
(if not the detail) of the commands
you issue stay the same. This
technique allows the creation of
many different games without re-

quiring the authors to rewrite, and
the players to relearn, the basic
rules. One would hope for the further
advantage, yet to be seen, of not
requiring the customer to repurchase
the master program.

The Temple of Apshai, then, is

comprised of a master program
("DUNJONMASTER") and four data
files. The vendor assures us that
"dunjon" is an archaic form of our
"dungeon," and not some "lo-klass

kwikee" spelling. In fact, one of its

meanings is "labyrinth," which app-
lies here to the four different scenar-
ios (Levels 1-4) that DUNJONMAS-
TER can create from the data files.

Each level is a maze of connected
rooms and hallways. Distributed
throughout are various treasures,
traps and monsters. These four
separate labyrinths provide you with
the opportunity to build the wealth
and character of the adventurer
whoseidentityyou'veassumed. Build-
ing up this character is, in fact, the
entire object and purpose of the
Dunjonquest system ; the four-level-
ed Temple of Apshai is the first

available exercise-ground.
Readers familiar with the popular

game of "Dungeons and Dragons,"
and its derivatives, will recognize the
idea immediately. The manual ex-
plains that the Dunjonquest system
is a mechanization of D&D wherein
the computer assumes the most
important duties of the "Dungeon
Master." These involve creating the
dungeon and managing both the
attributes of the characters, and the
results of their play. Although lack-
ing the full panoply of D&D, and its

interplay of a multitude of character
types, the computer simulation is

complete enough to allow the rough

HP--. rr
translation of individual characters

from the standard game into the
Temple.

The concept of the player's

"character" is most important to this

game. Character is defined in terms
of six numerical parameters, the
values of which can range from 3
(abysmal) to 18 (super). These pa-

rameters are:

Intelligence

Intuition

Ego

Strength

Constitution

Dexterity

Each of these bears in its own way on
the outcome of any event or action
involving the character.

A seventh parameter, "exper-
ience," permanently modifies the
effect of the six defining values.
Experience points accrue from your
character's exploits in the dungeon,
and are used as a positive weighting
factor. Thus, as you adventure, your
character seems to become a little

more intelligent, a little stronger,

etc. This is the primary way that a
character is built.

Also, while in the dungeon, you
search for money, magical items and
anything else that might help you.
You may find a healing potion that
will cure your wounds, or a magic
sword more deadly than your factory
piece. All of these can make you a
stronger adventurer but they can be
lost. Many treasures have a defined
monetary value. At a central location
(the Inn) you can sell them in order to
buy better (but heavier) arms and
more medicine. There you must deal
with the Innkeeper.

INNKEEPER is a seperate pro-
gram that runs on a startup and
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"Intelligent Computer Products
TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS

AND
MARKET OPPORTUNITY

This indepth 250 page report describes the application of

microprocessors, alphanumeric displays, keyboards,

voice synthesis, and high density memory with plug-In

configurations to create innovative intelligent computer

products. It is estimated that hundreds of new individually

used and generally hand-held computer products will be

introduced in the next five years, representing a $2B
market by 1985.

The report contains examples for improving currently

available products and ideas for creating new ones.

The report also provides a list of companies supplying

components, design manufacturing, software engineering,

marketing services, and a list of consultants specializing

in the area of intelligent computer products.

For your copy, send check or purchase order to:

Electronic Trend Publications
10080 North Wolfe Road

SW3 Suite 200

Cupertino. CA 95014

IJ ».'.« M

Price: $575.00 plus California sales tax.
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Apshai, cont'd. .

.

whenever you leave the dungeon. If it

is the beginning of a new game and
you do not have a character, the
Innkeeper will create one. Your new
character will be endowed with a
random set of six defining values,

and with a small amount of silver. Or,

you may have left the dungeon in

mid-game, to cash in your booty. In

either case, it is at the Inn that you
are able to bargain your available

money for arms and equipment. A
shrewd merchant, the Innkeeper will

size up your character and deal

accordingly. Don't be surprised at

anything he says or does.
Upon leaving the Inn, you have a

choice of dungeon levels to enter.

New characters, inexperienced and
ill-equiped, should venture only into

the first level dungeon of the Temple
(the Gardens). Good treasures are

scarce here, but the monsters of this

level are not as dangerous as on the
other levels. It is when you enter the
first room of the dungeon, and begin
to meet monsters, that the action

begins.
The TRS-80 screen display within

the dungeon is schematic in form: a
top view of the room around you and
the connecting halls. A marker
indicates your position and heading.
You may also see the symbol of a
treasure. On the right is displayed
your current fatigue, wounds and the
weight you carry. A number of

single-keystroke commands are av-

ailable for turning, movement and
other actions.

The eye-popping instuctional
manual ("Book of Lore") details the
appearance and contents of each of
the fifty-odd rooms(!) on each of the
four levels (!!). It tells you of the
many possible traps, and of the
twenty treasures of each level and
their value. It describes the twenty-
three exotic monsters, differing in

ferocity and toughness, that may
attack you in the temple. And it

includes everything else you would
normally expect of a manual, in

spades. This book even surpasses
the high standards of the rest of the
game— an excellent effort by the
authors.

The mechanics of running the

Temple programs on a TRS-80 should
be mentioned. As of 9/79, the
version you receive is on tape. You
must load INNKEEPER to define
your character, and then DUNJON-
MASTER to begin play. Both of these
are lengthy Basic programs. INN-
KEEPER loads in nine data blocks
(comprising one data file) with which
DUNJONMASTER creates the dun-
geon level you requested. This all

takes about ten minutes, just for tape

loading. My copy was perfect, but

tapes deteriorate with use. To make a

backup copy you must be able to

duplicate the 36 (total) data blocks.

This will require utility software such
as CLONE from Mumford. These are

not complaints; there is a price to

pay for running such a complex
system of programs from tape.

Disk users must load the pro-

grams and data files onto disk. The
necessary utility software is listed

(but not supplied on tape). Then
changes must be carefully made to

INNKEEPER and DUNJONMASTER
to allow for disk I/O. Disk users can
save the state of dungeons that they
leave in a new data file. Tape data
files are hard to use, so the ability to

create them was left out of the
already crowded (16K) tape versions.

My TRS-80 Disk Basic would not
read the Basic programs on the
original tape. I had to first load them
in under Level II Basic, and save
them off to a blank tape. Then I read

these new copies in under Disk

Basic, and put them on disk. This
procedure took time and created

bugs. You are likely to have the same
problem. If you want a true disk
version of the Temple, contact
Automated Simulations. They may
make one available if there are

enough requests.

Is this supergame a good game?
Yes. In fact, it is one of the best

games available for the TRS-80. It is

interesting to learn, and both fun and
challenging to play. The complexity
of the action and the scenarios is

beyond simple description, but is

simply presented.
I might suggest a few improve-

ments to the actual implementation
of the Temple on the TRS-80. A
higher-speed graphics technique
(such as poke graphics) should be
used in the drawing and redrawing of

rooms. This occurs often and takes

about thirty seconds each time,

resulting in a significant decrease in

overall game speed. The use of a
TRS-80 clock speed-up kit (as offered

by Mumford or Archbold) helps, but
even when cut by one third, the delay
is too long. Compare this with
Adams' machine-language adven-
tures, where location changes are

instantaneous and you move as fast

as you type.

Another nice addition to the
Temple would be cassette-port sound
effects for traps, monster attacks,

etc. This would add to the fun, but
there may not be room for such
programming in 16K.

The documentation for the Tem-
ple needs no improvement. The

beautiful 56-page manual explains

everything, and does it well. This

adds great value to the game.
Beyond that, the friendly people at

Automated Simulations are available

by phone for questions and com-
ments. And, they can spell— a skill

unheard of in programmers.
That this is such a nice package

indicates that the authors are game-
players first, and computerists sec-

ond. Today's serious gamers expect

their wargames, role-playing games,
etc. to be carefully designed, thor-

ougnly researched, adequately test-

ed, well-documented and handsome-
ly produced. Today's computer
hobbyist merely hopes for a game
not totally dull, with a legible page of

instructions. Both pay the same. The
disparity in products arises from the
twenty-year lead that the gamers
have.

The price is high, but the Temple
stands up well in a value comparison
with the competition. You could
easily do much worse. Computer
game authors too often confuse
programming effort with programm-
ing worth. The consumer discovers

this error in judgement at his own
expense. I would like to see lower
prices on all these programs, partic-

ularly those supplied without such
fine documentation. People just

cannot afford all of the good soft-

ware that they should have.

The Temple of Apshai is available

for TRS-80 (reviewed here) and for

PET. It is priced at $24.95. The
TRS-80 tape version runs in 16K; the
disk version in 32K. They are

identical. The PET version requires
32K. Dealers may have it, or you can
order directly from:

Automated Simulations

P.O.Box 4232

Mountain View, California 94040

415-964-8021

Other vendors mentioned in this

review are

:

Scott Adams' Adventures
Creative Computing Software
P.O.Box 789-M
Morristown, NJ 07960
201-540-0445

Mumford Micro Systems
Box 435-C
Summerland, California 93067
805-969-4557

Bill Archbold
TRS-80 Speed-up Kit

105 SnyderDrive
Mather, California 95655
916-363-3627
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GET HIM!
Kill Morloc The Wizard, the evil master of mayhem and illusion.

He's threatening the village of Hagedom and the beautiful maiden
Imelda.

She's desperately waiting for you to rescue her and the village.

But, first, you'll kill Morloc in this exciting and provocative

REALTIME computer game from Automated Simulations.

Morloc lives in a 30-room Tower, where his minions and monsters
do his bidding to create chilling hazards for any intruder. He will

try to throw a host of them at you—Ogres, The Creeping Crud,

Fire Elemental, Vampire Bats, Salamanders and his personal Genie.

The fiend will even resort to his dread Fireballs. And, to avoid

capture and death, will teleport himself away at crucial moments.
How will you get Imelda and save Hagedorn? By finding the

magical treasures in the Tower that you will turn against Morloc.

That is, after you decipher their meaning,
and learn how to use them.

GET HIM!! And, Imelda
is yours. So is the entire

village.

But, HURRY! You're in

REALTIME and the inno-

cent Imelda is about to

be violated!

If you have a 24K PET,
16K TRS-80, or 48K
APPLE, you can play the

exciting "MORLOC'S
TOWER" and have
Imelda for your very own.

Act now. Imelda can't

hold out much longer.

T.M.

HERE'S HOW YOU CAN TOUCH
YOUR FANTASIES: Ask your dealer or

rush SI4.95 in check or money order to

Automated Simulations, Dept. Ml
P.O. Box 4232. Mountain View,
CA 94040.
Or, call our FANTASY LINE, toll free.

800-824-7888, Operator 861 to place

your order and to tell us what other fan-

tasies you would like to touch. (Caji-

fomia.call 800-852-7777,Operator 861 ..

.

Alaska and Hawaii, call 800 824-7919.
Operator 861).

A AUTOMATED
SIMULATIONS

I WANT TO TOUCH MY FANTASIES...

Rush me "MORLOC'S TOWER" for $14.95

(plus 6% for California residents)

Payment enclosed Bill my VISA MX. D
Account p

2
I

GUARANTEE
If I'm not completely satisfied,

I will send "MORLOC'S TOWER" back

to you in 10 days for a full refund.

Name

Address

City. Slate - Zip

apple tv & computing
2606 South Robertson Bivd

LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA *X>3«

(213) 559-4268

CBM MEANS BUSINESS!!

The new COMMODORE CBM
with Intelligent Dual Minifloppy
and Tractor impact printer is taking

the lead in its price class!

CBMWORD PROCESSOR

is a FULL FEATURE Direct Cursor
Editor, with features like auto
repeat, auto insert and delete,

global search and find, scrolling,

full justification.

It's superfast formatter and out-

put section gives you capabilities of

tremendous throughput at lower

cost!

Couple one to our Centronics
753 printer and you have 130 to 150
CPSH

Also available for theCBM

:

CEN'L LEDGER, A/P-A/R, PAYROLL
Based on Osborne & Assoc, books,
these are well documented, effi-

cient programs.

MasterCharge, Visa Welcome
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EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE
TRS80 & Pet

Elementary

Math

Business

Accounting

Social Studies

Economics

Biology

Games

Write for catalog

Micro Learningware

Box 2134

N. Mankato, MN 56001
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puzzles & problems
et's start right out with a puzzle from Merlin's new
book entitled "Merlin's Puzzler 3." In this latest

excursion to Merlin's Isle we have the opportunity

to visit the yearly puzzle convention. In The Hall

of Talking Statues there is a bust called "The
Kitchen Sink." Merlin's court artist, Ector Pen-
dragon, raided the kitchen one night in a fit of

artistic creation and made off with just about every
utensil in the place. The next day Merlin found this bust on his desk.
Artistically, it speaks for itself, (see the figure at the right). If you press

the button at the base of the figure it will propound a puzzle in rhyme
for you to solve. Let us see if we can solve its latest profundity.

With thieves I consort,

With the vilest, in short,

I'm quite at my ease in depravity:

Yet all divines use me,
And savants can't lose me.

For I am the center of gravity.

2*
Crossing The Desert

The Kitchen Sink

he famous explorer, Wayland Fenel, will soon be
crossing the Sahara Desert in a four wheel truck

with specially designed and built tires. Each tire is

guaranteed for 12,000 miles. The total length of the
trip will be 27,000 miles. Explorer Fenel does not
want to run any of the tires for more than 12,000
miles and, since weight is an important factor for

him, he doesn't want to carry any more tires than
necessary. What is the minimum number of tires he
can use to safely accomplish his goal?

This puzzle is from Mr. Henry Rakoff of Peoria,
Illinois. A copy of one of the "Merlin Puzzler" books
will be sent to Mr. Rakoff for his effort.

The Flatland Puzzle
ttention, puzzle fans, the lad on the right is trumpeting
the praises of a new exercise in Flatland befuddlement.
The problem is simple enough. On the banner hanging
from his trumpet is a design made up of three interlocking

squares. You must duplicate this design by drawing one
continuous line without lifting your pencil from the paper. The zinger is that

at no point may one part of the line cross over any other part of the line.

(This puzzle is from Merlin's Puzzler 2).
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Dot's Enough
n the October issue of Creative Computing Merlin presented a

problem that challenged the reader to draw six connecting

straight lines that would pass through all sixteen dots depicted

in the diagram to the right. One of our valued readers, Professor

James R. McGraw of Livermore, California, has come up with a

solution that goes Merlin not one, but two better. Professor

McGraw has solved the puzzle by using only four connecting

straight lines. Professor, a copy of "Merlin's Puzzler" is on the

way! And now, puzzlers, see if you can come up with the

Professor's answer.

WOOD
JOHN

ENGLAND

A Postal Puzzle
he following letter is said to have been sent to a
gentleman in Great Britain. True to this kind of
"Ripley" oddity the letter was promptly delivered
to the addressee. Can you decipher the complete
address?

The Plate Problem
rom Merlin's neighbor, Bill lorio, a scion of

the famous lorio glass founding family of

Flemington, New Jersey, comes an inter-

esting problem. In the illustration above I

have laid out eight glass plates. There are
several connecting lines between them.
Your puzzle is to arrange the numbers 1

through 8 on the.plates in such a manner
that no two consecutive numbers will be joined by any one of

the lines. If your thinking cap is on straight you should solve this

one in five minutes. (This puzzle is from Merlin's Puzzler 1).

An Aggravating Uncle
n uncle with a turn for figures presented his

youthful nephew with a box of soldiers, but

made it a condition that he should not play

with them till he could discover, on arith-

metical principles, how many the box con-

tained. He was told that if he placed them

three in a row, there would be one left over; if he placed them

four in a row, there would be two left over; if five in a row, three

left over; if six in a row, he would have four left over. The total

number was under 100.

How many soldiers did the box contain? (This puzzle is

from the book "Puzzles Old and New" by Professor Hoffmann).

emember, readers, if you have a favorite puzzle that you would like to

share with the other readers of Creative Computing then send it along

to Merlin. If he uses your puzzle he will send you a free copy of one of

his books.

Answer* on page 1 92

.

Your Editor, Charles Barry Townsend ^Z^&z^Xi J?
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Correspondence is welcome.
Letters with Interesting quest-
ions and ideas will be used in the

column along with a response.
No personal replies can be
made. Send to: David Levy, 104
Hamilton Terrace, London NW8
9UP, England

Two-Person Games

Two-person games, such as

chess, backgammon and checkers, are

usually more interesting and challeng-

ing than one-person games, and it is to

these that we shall be devoting most of

our studies. The introduction of a

second player creates manifold diffi-

culties that do not exist in a one-person
game, but fortunately for today's pro-

grammers these difficulties have been
extensively analyzed in the computing
literature and the problems are now
rather well understood.

The Two-Person Game Tree

Game trees become more com-
plex structures when an opponent
appears on the scene. Let us consider a
relatively simple game, noughts and
crosses (tic-tac-toe to our American
cousins), and examine how its tree will

look after a move or two of look-ahead.

We shall assume that "cross" moves
first.

From the initial position there are

three essentially different moves:

1) e (the centre)

2) a,c,g, and i (the corners)

3) b.d.f, and h (middle of the edges)
On the first move, any of group 2 is

equivalent to any other, since all four

moves are merely reflections or rota-

tions of each other. Similarly, within

group 3 all moves are equivalent. This

technique of utilizing symmetry to

reduce the magnitude of the problem is

worthwhile when programming a

game that lends itself to a symmetrical

analysis. By reducing the number of

moves that need to be examined at any
point in the tree you will be cutting

execution time dramatically, because
the combinatorial effects of tree

growth are enormous. The savings in

time that can be achieved through
using symmetry can be extremely
valuable when improving the perform-
ance of the program by making its

evaluation function more sophisti-

cated (and slower).

If we so decide, our program can
terminate its search of the tree after

looking at each of its possible moves
from the root. This is called a 1-ply

a b c

d e i

9 h i

program
to mc

s turn

ve

PASA ^"^ P,(S,)/

M3

P3<S3 )

v * six symmetrically
s

n^ equivalent moves

X

X X

[1•re-
search because the program only

looks one "ply" deep. (The term "ply" is

used to denote a single move by one
player.) In order to decide which move
to make, out of m,, m 2 , and m3 , the

program will then apply its evaluation

function to the three positions at the

lower end of the tree (these are called

the terminal positions). Whichever
position had the best score will then be
assumed to be the most desirable

position for the program, and the

program will make the move leading to

that position.

How should we set about design-

ing our evaluation function? This is

one of the fundamental problems in

game playing programming because a

good evaluation function will help the

program to make good judgements,

and hence to play well, even though
the depth of look-ahead may be
shallow. A poor function, on the other

hand, might well result in poor play

even with a deep and time-consuming
search of the game tree. It is therefore

worthwhile to put some careful

thought into the design of the evalua-

tion function, and the following

example should illustrate the type of

thinking that is necessary.

The object of the game is to create

a row of three of your own symbols. We
shall call this a "3-row." The next most
important thing is to prevent your
opponent from making a 3-row, which
means that he should not have a 2-row
after you move (a 2-row has two
symbols of one player and one empty
space). Next most important is the

creation of your own 2-rows; then it is

important not to leave your opponent
with 1-rows (one of his symbols and
two empty spaces); and finally you
should try to create your own 1-rows.

All of these features could well be
incorporated into a noughts and
crosses evaluation function.

If we denote the number of

cross' 3-rows by c3

the number of nought's 2-rows by n2

the number of cross' 2-rows by c2

the number of nought's 1-rows by n,

and the number of cross' 1-rows by c,

then one measure of the merit of ay
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Games, cont'd . .

.

position from cross' point of view

would be
C3 ~ n2

"*" C2 ~ n 1
"*" C 1

but this measure has one obvious
drawback. It does not allow for the fact

that the term c3 is more important than
n 2 , which is more important than c2 ,

and so on. This can be done by
multiplying each of the terms in the

evaluation function by some numerical
weighting, in such a way that the

weightings (hopefully) reflect the
relative importance of each feature.

The evaluation function then becomes

<k3 x Cj) - (k2
- x n,) + <k2 X d - (*,' x n,) + (k, x c,)

where k3 , k2
', k 2 , k,' and k, are the

numerical weightings. Since one c3 is

worth more than all the n2s in the

world, i.e., a winning row is more
important than any number of 2-rows,

we can set k3 to be some arbitrarily

high number, say 128. By studying the

game for a few minutes it is possible to

see that if one side has a 3-row, the

other side may have at most two 2-

rows, so to reflect the relative impor-

tance of one's own 3-rows and enemy
2-rows it is necessary to ensure that

k3 > 2 x k2'. We can therefore try k2
* =

63. (If one side has a 3-row and his

opponent two 2-rows, the opponent
will not have any 1-rows to upset this

scoring mechanism.)

If there are no 3-rows, but one side

only has a 2-row, his opponent cannot
have more than three 1-rows, as in the

following situation:

So k2
* > 2 x k, and k2 > 2 x k,'

and we can try k 2
= 31 , k,' = 15andk,=

7. Remember that we can modify these

values in the light of experience with

the program, the values 128, 63, 31, 15

and 7 are merely our first estimates.

Having made these estimates we
should then ensure that the score for a

noughts and crosses position will

never cause an overflow, and we do
this by setting up positions which will

have the largest and smallest possible

scores, and counting the number of 3-

rows etc. in each. This is a very

important part of evaluation function

design, and I remember a chess
programmer who could not under-

stand why his program crashed when-
ever it was winning or losing by a great

margin — he had forgotten to allow for

the possibility of one side being two
queens ahead and when that hap-
pened his evaluation calculations
created an overflow.

If we now return to Figure 1 we can

see that each of the three possible first

moves results in the creation of a

different number of 1-rows. Applying

the evaluation function

128 '' c 3
- 83 x n, + 31 X c 2 15 n, f 7 c,

to the three positions P,, P2 and P3 we
find that in each case c 3=n2=c2=n,=0,

and therefore:

S, 128 - 63 x * 31 < - 15 ^ • 7 < 4 28
Sj 128x0-63x0 + 31 xO - 15 xo • 7 < 3 21

Sj - 128 - 63 x + 31 • 15 • * 7 < 2 14

and Si is the most desirable of these

scores so the program would make the

move m, to reach position P, (i.e. it

would play in the center).

The 2-Ply Search

The 1-ply search is the simplest

form of tree search in a two-person
game, but it does not take into account
the fact that once the program has
made its move there is an opponent
waiting to reply. It may be the case
that a move which, superficially, looks

strong, is seen to be an error when we
look a little bit further into what may
happen. The 2-ply search will "see"

more than the 1-ply search and so
moves made on the basis of a 2-ply

search will be more accurate (pro-

vided the evaluation function is not a

disaster area). How can we take into

account this extra dimension of the
opponent's move?

I!

opponent
to move

' «« not examined because
of symmetry

P3(S3 )

(S31 ) (S32 ) (S33 ) (S34 ) (S35 )

# ##*## ##
FIGURE 2.
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Games, cont'd. .

.

Let us look at the same tree, grown
one ply deeper, i.e., to a total depth of

two ply — one move by the program
and one move by its opponent.

If "cross" plays in the center,

"nought" has two essentially different

replies, in a corner or on the middle of

an edge (represented by positions P
1t

and P, 2 , respectively). If "cross" makes
his first move in a corner (P2 ), "nought"
will have five different reply moves
(m 21 m 22 m 23 m 24 and m25 ) leading to

positions P2 , P22 P23 P24 and P25 . After

"cross" plays move m 3 , "nought" again
has five replies. It is easy to see how
the tree grows. In last month's
example, the 8-puzzle, the branching
factor (number of branches from each
position on the tree) was never more
than three. Here it is more, even allow-
ing for symmetry.

Let us consider how the program
might analyze the situation. It uses its

evaluation function to assign scores
to the terminal nodes P,, and P 12 . In

each case c3=n2=c2=0. In position

Pn , c, = 3 and n, = 2. In position P 12 ,

c, = 3 and n, = 1.

We now have:

S,,=(-15x2)+(7x3) = -9

S 12 =(-15X 1)+(7X3) = 6

This information indicates that if the
program is sitting in position P,, with
its opponent to move, its opponent
may choose between moves m,

,
(lead-

ing to position P,, of value -9) and
m 12 (leading to position P, 2 of value 6).

The program's opponent wants to

minimize the score and so it would
choose move m, , , for a score of -9, and
so the real value of position P,, rep-

resented by S,, is this backed-up score
of -9.

If we apply the evaluation function
to positions P21 . . . P25 we will get:

521 =(-15 x 3) + (7 x 2) = -31

522 =(-15 x 2) + (7 x 2) = -16
523 =(-15 x 2) + (7 x 2) = -16
S24 =(-15x 1) + (7X2) = -1

S25 =(-15 x 2) + (7 X 3) = -9

Wishing to minimize the score when
making its move from P2 , the program's
opponent would choose move m 21 ,

leading to position P21 and a score of
-31.

Similarly, when applying the eval-
uation function to positions P3 , . . . P35 ,

we get:

S3 i
-38

S32 -8

S^ = -31

534 = -16

535 = -23

so the program's opponent, when
making its move from P3 , would
choose move m 3 , for a score of -38.

We now have the following situ-

ation. If the program makes move m,,

its opponent, with best play, can
achieve a score of -9. If the program
plays m 2 then its opponent can achieve

a score of -31. If the program plays M3

then its opponent can score -38.

Just as the program's opponent
wishes to minimize the score, so the
program wishes to maximize the
score. The program must now choose
between m, (for -9), m2 (for -31) and
m3 (for -38). Since the maximum of

these three values is -9, the program
will play move m,, and the backed-up
score at the root of the tree will be -9.

This represents the score that will be
achieved with best play from both
sides.

This procedure of choosing the
maximum of the minimums of the

maximums of the minimums . . . etc. is

known, not surprisingly, as the
minimax method of tree searching. It

is an algorithm that finds the move
which will be best, assuming correct
play for both sides, providing that the
evaluation function is reasonably
accurate.

Memory Requirements for a
Minimax Search

One of the great advantages of

the minimax type of search is that it

is not necessary to retain the whole
tree in memory. In fact it is necessary
to keep only one position at each level

of look ahead, together with a certain
amount of information about the
moves from each of these positions.

Let us see how this works for our
2-ply tree.

From the initial position P , the

program generates the first move for

cross, to position P,. Before proceed-
ing to the other moves that cross can
make, the program generates the first

reply move by nought, m,,, reaches
position P„ and assigns it the score
S,, (-9). This is the first terminal node
to be evaluated, so the score of -9

represents the best score found so far

and this is the score that is assigned to

S,. Since P, is the first move at 1-ply

to be examined, this score of -9 also
represents the best score found so far

at the 1 -level, and this is the score
assigned to S .

The program now looks at P, 2 ,

which we sometimes refer to as the
brother of P,, (and P, is father to both
of them). The program determines the
score S, 2 , compares this value (6) with
the best score found so far at this level

(-9) and finds the -9 preferable, so
the scores St and S need not be
adjusted at this stage. The program
next looks for another brother to P,,,

but finding none, it goes back up the
tree and looks for a brother to P, .which
leads it to position P2 and then to P21 .

On the way down this part of the tree

the program assigns to P2 a score of -9,

since this is the best that can be
achieved so far. When looking at P21

the program finds a score of -31 , which
is better for the program's opponent
than -9 and so S2 is now set to -31.

Note that as this process con-
tinues, the brother nodes that have
been examined in the past no longer
serve any useful purpose and so they
can be discarded. At the present point

in our search we no longer need the
brother of P2 that has already been
examined (P,), so P, and its successor
nodes are not kept in the tree at this

time. The tree, at this moment, com-
prises only P , P2 and P2t .

Having evaluated P2 , we throw it

away and look at P22 , which has a score
of -16. The program's opponent would
not prefer this to the -31 already dis-

covered, and so no change is made to

S2 . The program discards P22 and
replaces it with P23 for a score of -16,

also of no value to the program's op-
ponent, and this is replaced in turn

with P24 and P25 which also produce
no change in S2 . Since S2 (-31) is less

attractive for the program than the best
score found so far (-9 at S ), the score
at P2 is not backed-up. P2 itself is

discarded to make way for P3 , and the

same process continues, with the
program looking in turn at the scores
of P31 . . . P35 .

Task for the Month

The evaluation function for

noughts and crosses which we have
been using in this example has five

features. Try to devise evaluation
functions with as few features as
possible, for playing noughts and
crosses with (a) a 2-ply search; and
(b) a 3-ply search, and test your
functions by writing a program to play
the game using a minimax search.
The fact that deeper search will

sometimes compensate for a less

powerful evaluation function may
make it possible for you to reduce the
number of features while still writing

a program that can play perfectly. If

you complete this task, or even if you
do not, you might like to think of a way
to make the search much faster. This
will be the subject of next month's
article.
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(•APPLE )

APPLE II or
APPLE PLUS $995.00

• DC HAYES MODEMS 339.95
• FLOPPY DISK w/cont. 529.95
APPLE SOFT CARD 159.95
PASCAL CARD 459.95
ALF MUSIC
SYNTHESIZER 249.95

10 MEGA-BYTE DISK
DRIVE (for APPLE) 4695.00

UCATAN
COMPUTER STORE

•cross from Ramada Inn

PO Box 1000
Destin. Florida 32541

(904) 837-2022 or (904) 243-8565

CIRCLE 210 ON READER SERVICE CARD

/ / / /i / |V \ / v v v

(fra'kas) n.l. a noisy

dispute or fight; loud

quarrel or disturbance;

brawl; 2. a fantastic

computer adventure

challenging any number
of players to explore a
secret maze packed with

hidden treasure, guarded
by wily adversaries...

Available NOW for

APPLE II with 16K
RAM...ONLY $19.95

(postpaid)
(CA residents pteaee add mHc tax)

QUALITY SOFTWARE
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

Computersmiths
Box 755

Meadow Vista.CA 95722

(916) 878-2591

CIRCLE 133 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WRITE-ON!
Low Cost WORD PROCESSING for APPLE

Effortless to use. With simple commands you can
format pages, individualize form letters, maintain
updated manuals, and quickly prepare long docu-
ments. Requires Apple II, Disk, Applesoft and 32K of
memory.

Enttr nama & add
rets for form laiti

during printing..

Paragraph indant;

Skip linn

Automatic tabl.

Movt, dtlafT. insert,

change any text

Global March S
changa taut

Page numbering

Canter titles Rape
each page w/op to

20 titles

margins for right,

,
top and bottom

Even right margins

Single than or con-

tinuous form.

Chain files to print

hundreds of pagas

inone run.

Low Price-only $99.50. Dealer discounts available.

When ordering, add $2 shipping. Calif, residents add
6% sales Tax. Visa & Mastercharge accepted.

RAINBOW COMPUTING, INC.

9719 Reseda Blvd., Dept. C2, Northridge, Ca. 91324
Telephone (213) 349-5560
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Your Full Service Computer Store

We Have
It All!
•HARDWARE
•SOFTWARE
-PERIPHERALS
•ACCESSORIES
'SEMINARS
-BOOKS, MANUALS, MAGAZINES -DISK DRIVES
•PRINTERS 'MONITORS 'FURNITURE

All the famous brand names, including:

APPLE Alpha Micro Soroc
ATARI Alpha Pro Hazeltine
EXIDY/Sorcerer Cromemco Settlor

Kim/Commodore Xerox PET
Texas Instruments Lear Siegler Shugart

VISA • BankAmericard • Master Charge

ComPuierWorld
WESTMINSTER- 6791 Westminster (714) 891-2584

IRVINE - 270 South Bristol (714) 957-5874
VAN NUYS - 5848 Sepulveda (213) 786-7411
LAWNDALE - 15818 Hawthorne (213) 370-4842
BURBANK - 3808 West Verdugo (213) 848-5521

CIRCLE 136 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Apple-Cart
Chuck Carpenter

Correspondence is always welcome and a
response will be made to those accompanied
by a SASE. Sand your letters to: ChucK
Carpenter, 2228 Montclalr PI., Carrollton, TX
75006.

Put it There

Using the POKE command to put a

byte of data into memory is quite

useful. Examination of a variety of

Apple programs will illustrate the
point. Some programs which include
musical segments for instance, use a
series of POKEs to poke in the machine
language routine that controls the

pitch and duration values. This tech-

nique is fine for setting and resetting

various program pointers and control

bytes. But for longer routines, there are

a couple of other techniques that are

useful. One way is to use a combina-
tion of READ and DATA statements.

Another is to use a string parsing

routine to separate and POKE the data
into memory. The economy of coding
your program using a simple series of

POKEs, or one of the other methods,
will depend on how much work you
want to do (or how much memory can
be saved).

Just Plain POKE*

Using the tone generating routine

as an example, the POKE statements
required would take two program lines.

Not too bad, but this routine is only 19
bytes long. Here's an example.

1300 REM
1310 REM ••« RANDOM TOr.-

1320 REM •.«•.•••«.•..«......
1-530 REM
1340 poke 2.173: poke 3.48: poke

4.192: poke 5.136: poke 6.208
: poke 7.4: poke 8.198: poke
f.t: POKE 10.240

1550 POKE 11.8: POKE 12.2021 POKE
13.208: POKE 14.246: POKE 13
.166: POKE 16. 0: POKE 17,76
: poke 18.2: poke 19. o: POKE
20.96

1560 CALL -936: ".'TAB 12: TAB 14:
PRINT "RANDOM TONES"

1370 IF PEEK (-16286) 127*1 THEN
RETURN

1580 IF PEEK (-16287) >127«1 THEN
1600

1590 GOTO 1370
1600 P' RND (100)*20:D» RND (100

)*20
1610 poke o.p: poke i.o: call 2
1620 GOTO 1570

The program segment first loads
the machine language routine from the

series of POKEs starting at memory
location 2. Each POKE uses a data pair

representing the decimal value of the

memory location and the data byte to

be put in that location. Note that it is

necessary to convert hexadecimal
values to decimal with this method.

Program lines 1560 to 1580 are

used to control the routine. Line 1570
examines pushbutton 2. If it's off then

button 1 is examined in line 1580. If

neither button is pressed, the program
loops back to line 1570 and keeps
checking. If button 2 is pressed the

program ENDs or RETURNS if it's used

as a subroutine. Line 1600 generates a

random value for the pitch and dura-

tion of the tone to be played. The
values have been adjusted so that

extremes are held to a reasonable
audio range. Line 1610 then POKEs the

values for pitch and duration into

memory locations and 1 and CALLs
the machine language program at

memory location 2.

As long as button 1 is held down
and button 2 is not pressed, random
tones of random duration will be heard
from the speaker. A listing of this

program from the Apple II dis-

assembler looks like this.

0002- AD 30 CO LDA SC030
0003- 88 DEY
0006- DO 04 BNE OOOC
0008- C6 01 DEC SOI
OOOA- FO 08 BEG S0014
oooc- CA DEX
000D- DO FS BNE S0003
000F- A6 00 LDX SOO
0011- 4C 02 00 JMP S0002
0014- 60 RTS

If you use this range of memory for

other than integer Basic programs
you can clobber some routines. Locate

the program in page 3 starting at

address $300 (decimal 768). There is

usually space available here (after

DOS is loaded) for short programs. To
use this program with Applesoft,
change the random value generators

to: P=INT((RND(1)*100)+20) and
D=INT((RND(1)'100)+20).

READ and DATA

To do the same thing with the

Applesoft READ . . . DATA combina-
tion, write the program something like

this:

1000
1010
1020
1030

•• POKE DATA ••

1040
1050
1060
1070

1080

1090
1100

REM
REM
LET MEMRY « 768
READ BYTE: IF BYTE 236 GOTO
1100
POKE MEMRY, BYTE
LET MEMRY « MEMRY 1

GOTO 1030
DATA 173.48,192.136.208,4,
198.1.240
DATA 8.202.208.246.166.0,

76.0.3.96
DATA 236
RESTORE : RETURN

With this technique, the DATA state-

ments contain the machine language
program. Memory start is specified in

line 1020 and incremented in line 1050.

(Note the use of MEMRY as a variable.

MEMORY would have looked like

MEM OR Y because OR is a reserved

word.) As long as no Byte value is

greater than 255 ($FF) then the
program continues to loopat line 1060.

Only one POKE statement is used at

line 1040. The advantage of using this

method is in the addition of more
Bytes of data. It is only necessary to

add more DATA statements to in-

crease the program to any size. Don't

forget to RESTORE the READ . . .

DATA pointer. An OUT OF DATA error

would result when you tried to use the
routine again. Another way to write this

type of routine is shown below.

1000 REM •• POKE DATA ••
REM
FOR I • 760 TO 786
READ J

POKE I.J
NEXT I

RETURN
DATA 173,48,192.136.208.4.
198.1.240
DATA 88.202.208.246.166.0.
76.0.3.96

With this variation, you need to

know the start and end addresses.

Only the start address is needed with

the first routine. Remember toconverf
the hexadecimal values in the program
to decimal before including them in the

DATA statements. Also, it is not
necessary, except for clarity, to leave

the escape value (256) on a separate

line. A disadvantage is not being able

to POKE in random with this routine.

1010
1020
1030
1040
1030
1060
1070

1080
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String Parsing

Another way to put machine
language programs into memory
involves the use of strings. Again,

using the tone generating program as

an example, here's a way to write the

program; first in Integer then in

Applesoft.

1000 REM •• Parte a POKE •*

1010 REM
1020 LET LOC « 768
1030 DIM H«(32)
1040 LET H« » "AD30C088D004C601F

008CAD0F6A6004C

"

1050 GOSUB 1100
1060 LET H» » "000380"
1070 GOSUB 1100
1080 RETURN
1090 REM POKE H» ualuts into att

Mor y

1100 FOR I » 1 TO LEN <H*> STEP
Z

1110 LET HI = ASC <H»<I)> - 176

1120 IF HI « > 9 THEN HI » HI -

7
1130 LET HZ ASC (H»(I 1)) -

176
1140 IF HZ > 9 THEN H2 « HZ - 7

1150 POKE LOC. HI • 16 HZ
1160 LET LOC LOC 1

1170 NEXT i: RETURN

For Applesoft, the string H$ does not

have to be dimensioned so line 1030
will not be needed. Down to line 1090,

the program otherwise remains the

same. The string parsing routine has a

couple of changes. This is how it looks:

1100 FOR I 1 TO LEN <H«> STEP

Z

1110 LET HI • ASC < MID* (H«.I.
1 ) ) - 48

11Z0 IF HI » > 9 THEN HI HI - 7

1130 LET H2 ASC < MID» <H».I
1.1)) - 48

1140 IF HZ > 9 THEN H2 • HZ - 7
1150 POKE LOC. HI 16 + HZ
1160 LET LOC + LOC 1

1170 NEXT i: RETURN

In both examples, the beginning
address called LOC is $300. Additional

program lines are needed to provide

the pitch and duration values. Store

these at two memory locations at the

beginning or end of the machine
language routine. I left them at 00 and
01 in this program.

The parsing-POKEing subroutine

does a number of things for you. First,

it converts each character to the ASCII
value in lines 1110 and 1 130. Next, the

value is adjusted to keep the number
within the HEX range of Oto 15. This is

done in lines 1120 and 1140. In line

1150, the ASCII pairs are converted to

HEX numbers and POKEd into mem-
ory at location LOC. The difference in

the numbers subtracted in lines 1110
and 1120 comes from the way each
version of Basic handles the key-

board strobe bit. Integer leaves it on
the ASCII value; Applesoft does not.

The process continues until all the data

pairs represented in string(s) H$ are

put in memory.

This routine has all the advantages
of the READ . . . DATA routine. You can
easily change the program being put in

memory by changing the contents of

the strings. Also, you do not have to

convert the HEX values to decimal; the

program does all conversions for you.

Be careful when entering the data into

the strings. It's easy to get mixed-up
because of the compacted form used.

Enter one string of 32 characters at a

time. Then check it carefully before

you press RETURN to enter it.

Using a technique like this, you
can overlay the same small area of

memory with a variety of programs.
CALL a subroutine and RUN it as an
option within your main program. Each
one would run from the memory space.

Of course, you could just link the

machine language program to your
Basic program . . . but that's another
story.

Hold it There

Reviewing a long list of data
requires using some technique to keep
the data on the screen from passing by
too fast. One way is to count the

number of data lines printed. Then
stop the program after 20 or so lines

are printed. Something like this:

SUPER SPECIAL
Apple II 16K

$999.99
<r\Y

* The Paper Tiger

* $950.00
With Graphics $1090.00

DISK II

with controller

without controller

MICROMODEM

PASCAL

ROMPLUS
with keyboird llltir

$545.00

$465.00

$325.00

$425.00

$149.00

16K RAMS for

APPLE II

TRS-80

> IUI

$65

YOU BOUGHT THE BEST! NOW LEARN TO USE IT!

AT LAST!
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THE APPLE SHOPPE WILL TEACH YOU HOW TO

DO ALL THOSE FANCY THINGS ON THE APPLE.

LEARN HOW OTHERS ARE USING THEIR

APPLES IN THE HOME. SCHOOLS AND BUSI

MESSES

CHECK THESE FEATURES:

*f Feature Articles on Apple Applications

S^'" Program of the Month— How To rfttl Luting*

*X New Products Review— Primers. Pascal, etc

\S Language Lab— Learn Basic. Pascal. Forth Lisp. Pilot

\S Future Projects— Participate In a new program design

lor "Circuit Analysis"

•*/ Graphics Workshop— Learn secrets formerly known only

to Super Programi

I I YES I want to learn how to get the most out of my Apple. Send me a one year

subscription (8 issues) I enclose $12 00. (Canada & foreign enclose 124.00).

ADDRESS

CITY
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r 1000 READ D»<I>: IF D» ( I ) < "END
" GOTO ....

1010 PRINT D»(I)
1020 C » C 1

1030 IF C < > 20 GOTO 1030
1040 VTAB 221 PRINT "PRESS RETUR

N TO CONTINUE": GET A*: IF A
• < > CHR» (13) GOTO 1040

1090 NEXT I

This Applesoft routine assumes you
have initialized a FOR . . . NEXT loop to

READ a list of DATA statements. The
statements in line 1040 use the GET
command to halt the program for an
input. To insure that only the RETURN
key is used, use CHR$(13) to accept
only that key. An equivalent halt

feature in Integer Basic, uses PEEKs
to read the keyboard strobe ($C000)
and then POKEs to reset the strobe
($CO10).

1180 X • PEEK < - 16384): IF X <

128 THEN 1180
1180 POKE - 16368.0
Another possibility in Applesoft would
include the SPEED command. If the
output needs to be read while being
listed, then slow the printing speed
down by using — 990 SPEED=150.
Don't forget to set SPEED=255 after

the list routine is completed.

T#«t Typer

To do an equivalent print speed
control in Integer Basic, use a string

parsing routine to print each character
separately. A delay between printed
characters will provide the desired
speed control. Here's a short routine to

illustrate one way to do it.

too Din txt*(40) :s=-i633b: rem scKr
110 CALL -936: GOTO 210
120 REM •• Taxt Tvp»r ••
130 REM
133 FOR D'l TO 200 : NEXT D
140 FOR I'l TO LENITXT*)
130 PRINT TXT4(I.I> !

160 IF TXT«<I.I>«" " THEN 180
170 SOUND- PEEK It)- PEEK (S)
180 FOR D>1 TO SO: NEXT D
180 NEXT I

200 RETURN
210 REM •• I«ki Strinai ••
220 TXT»«"Th« UKt unr print* th«»

I strinat"
230 PRINT
240 GOSUB 120
230 TXT»«"on« character at a tint wi

th tound."
260 PRINT
270 GOSUB 120
280 VTAB 22: END
Lines 100 and 110 initialize the pro-

gram parameters, clear the screen and
direct the program to the text strings.

The strings are identified starting at

line 210. Each string calls the typing
routine at line 120 after being identified

(or reidentified). Add as many strings

as desired at this point. The text sub-
routine uses a FOR . . . NEXT loop to

parse the string one character at a
time. Line 160 checks for spaces, and if

the character is not a space, line 170
toggles the speaker to make a tapping
sound. A short delay is produced in

line 180 to give the desired typing

effect. Line 190 goes back for more
characters and line 200 RETURNS to

the main program when all strings have
been printed. To use the same program
in Applesoft, change lines 150 and 160
like this:

ISO PRINT HID* <TXT«.I.1>;
160 IF HID« <TXT«.I,1> « " "

THEN 180
Also, you can use strings that are
subscripted variables in Applesoft. A
loop outside the print loop can then be
used to call the strings. If you want to
direct the output of these programs to

a printer, be sure to cancel the effect of

these routines. Otherwise, the already
slow printer will become even slower.

More Stoppers

The buttons on the game paddle
can be used as program stoppers too.

To do this, use a program line some-
thing like this:

300 IF PEEK < - 16287) > 127
THEN 300

Put this line at the beginning of the
loop that reads and lists your program.
Each time you press and hold the
button on paddle 1, the program will

halt. You might want to make it halt

with one push and start on another.
One more way to halt a program

uses the Applesoft WAIT command.
Insert this routine in your listing

program and use any key to suspend
and start the listing.

410 IF PEEK ( - 16384) > 127 THEN
POKE - 16366.0

420 WAIT - 16384,126.0: POKE -
16368.0

Sargon II

If you have been looking for an
excellent chess program, try Sargon II.

Several problems were reported with

Sargon. There was no evidence of

them during the games played on this

version. Version 2 has 6 levels of play
ranging in time-to-make-a-move from
several seconds to several hours. I only
tried levels 2 and 4. The playing time at

these levels was quite acceptable. Not
being a world-rated player, I won't

judge playing skill. Several other
reviewers however, have rated Sargon
II above average. I know I had to work
quite hard and found it could be beate"
by multi-pronged offense. Sargon II

plays what I consider an aggressive
game and no vague moves were made
(by Sargon anyway).

Implementation is good. Graphics
are well done and use the entire

screen. Moves are entered on a text

page and become a log of game moves.
The ESCape key is used to switch from
text to graphics. There were twothings
I didn't like. There is no sound made
when 'check' occurs, and you can't

make a back-up copy of the tape.

Hayden uses a scrambled load-and-go

technique with the tape. I'm not in favor

of programs I can't copy. As for the

non-audible check, it's a matter of

paying attention. The text page shows
that check has occurred and check is

obvious by the position of the pieces. A
little 'beep' would be nice though.

After playing a few games, moves
were quite easy to make. The algebraic

system is used and reference to a grid

map became only occasionally neces-

sary. Entry mistakes and illegal moves
are audible. Evidence that the program
is working is included on the text page.

Gives you that 'warm feeling' that all is

OK when the computer is doing a long

deep search. Board set-up for trying

those 'mate-in-two' challenges is

provided, and correction of moves is

possible if you made the wrong choice.

The choice of moves being considered
by Sargon II is displayed on the text

page. Sargon II by Dan and Kathe
Spracklen is available at $29.95 from
Hayden Book Co. and most computer
stores. I found Sargon II quite enjoy-

able, and I think you will too.

[Ed. Note — Be sure to watch for the

second Creative Computing Micro-

computer Chess Tournament which
will include both Sargon II and Z-
Chess II. Early reports are that Sargon
has met its match in Z- Chess.]

A 6502 Book

The book, 6502 Assembly Lan-
guage Programming, by Lance Lev-

enthal, is part of the Osborne series. It

is the latest entry into the list of books
for 6502 assembly language program-
ming. Lance Leventhal has also written

several other books in the Osborne
series. His technical reputation was
previously established by an industry
standard — Introduction to Micro-
processors: Software, Hardware, Pro-
gramming; a Prentice Hall publication.

Of particular significance is the fact

that all programs in the book were
tested on an Apple II.

My negative comments are few.

There is not enough descriptive
material for the beginner who is trying

to learn outside a classroom. The
Osborne-influenced style of presen-
tation is sometimes difficult to read.

And, as with most other 6502 books, an
assumption is made that the reader
already knows how to begin a pro-

gram. Another area, indexing, is more
thorough than other books on the 6502
but assumes the reader is familiar with

the concept. Beyond these minor
complaints, I found the book to be
quite acceptable.

Extensive data is provided for

programming the 6502. Although the
book isn't intended for hardware
design, the techniques of program-
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ming 6502 devices and the related
interface components are thoroughly
described. For the hardware person
who programs, there are plenty of

useful how-to-do-its. For the software
person, an equally diverse range of

information is provided. The patient

beginner can eventually find answers
to most any 6502 programming ques-
tion. (Especially if some questions can
be answered by associates in a users
group.)

Because this book contains such
an in-depth and wide ranging coverage
of 6502 programming, no short review
like this one, can be too effective.

However, here is a brief summary of

the contents of the 16 chapters of this

book.
• Chapters 1 and 2 — These chapters
contain information on the basics of

assembly language programming
and support systems used for the

development of programs.
• Chapter 3 — All the 6502 instruc-

tions, including address modes,
flags and special features are dis-

cussed here.

• Chapters 4 through 10 — Develop-
ment of a wide range of programs
and techniques are included in these

chapters.
• Chapter 11 — I/O techniques for the

6502 and all the related I/O devices
are covered in this chapter.

• Chapter 12 — The most extensive
development of the 6502 interrupt

capabilities I know of is provided
here. All the devices used with the

6502 are covered, too.

• Chapters 13 thru 15 — Programming
tasks, development, documentation
and redesign are the subject of

these chapters.
• Chapter 16 — Sample projects con-
clude the coverage of 6502 Assembly
language programming.

This is one of the better books on 6502
programming. It will make a worthy
addition to your technical library.

The Source

Apple owners with modems can
take advantage of a national informa-

tion network. This network called The
Source is available over the telephone
system. For a one-time hook-up
charge of $100.00 and small charges
for connect time and memory use, you
can benefit from these features:

• UPI and NY TIMES, BIZDEX and
misc. data bases.

• Text editor and formatter (80
columns).

• Inter-user messages (mail box).

• Public bulletin board.
• Chatting with other users.
• Disk storage @ $.033/2K/day.
• Applications programs (141).
• Languages: Ext. Basic , Fortran,

Cobol , RPG-II, Pascal.

A variety of other features are planned.
Users claim all sorts of benefits from
financial advantages to camraderie
and friendship. For more information
contact: Telecomputing Corporation
of America, 1616 Anderson Road,
McLean, Virginia 22102.

Mensa

A new Special Interest Group has
been formed within American Mensa.
The Group, The Apple Cart, is pri-

marily for owners of Apple Computers.
It publishes a newsletter and operates
a software exchange for its members.
Annual dues are $4.00 for Mensa
members and $6.00 for those who are
not members of Mensa. For more infor-

mation send a stamped and addressed
return envelope to:

C. Brandon Gresham,
National Coordinator
The Apple Cart

23 Van Buren Street

Dayton, OH 45402

Jr.

STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS PROGRAM
DJI WEEKLY AVERAGE 1897-1980

ANA1* (ANALYSIS 1) is a set ol BASIC Programs which enables the user to

perform analyses on the Dow Jones Industrial weekly average data From 6

months to 5 years ol user selected DJI data can be plotted on the entire screen

in one of S colors using Apples High Resolution capabilities The DJI data can

be transformed into different colored graphic representations called transforms

They are user specified moving averages a least squares linear fit (best straight

line): filters for time magnitude, or percentage changes: and user created rela-

tionships between the DJI data, a transform, or a constant using •.-.»/ operators

Colored lines can be drawn between graphic points Graphic data values or

their dates of occurrence can be displayed in text on the screen Any graph or

text can be outputted to a users printer The Grid Scale is automatically set to

the range of the graphs or can be user changed As many colored graphs as

wanted can be plotted on the screen and cleared at any time The user can code
routines to operate on the DJI/transform data or create his own disk file data

base ANAf commands can be used with his routines or data base An Update

program allows the user to easily update the DJI file with current DJI weekly

data.

The ANAf two letter user commands are CA Calculate, no graph CG - Clear

Graphs, leave Grids CK Checking out program known data CO - Color ol next

graph (red. green, violet, white, blue) CS - Clear Screen OL - Draw Line between

points Fl = Filler data for time, magnitude, or percent change FU Data, trans-

form, or constant Function with •,-.«,/ operator GO Graphic mode, display

all Graph Data on screen GR Graph data to screen GS Set Grid Scale HE - Help,

summary of any commands usage LD Load Data from disk file Irom inputted

date to memory LG - Leave Graphs, automatic Grid reseating LO - Look, select

a range of the LO data and GR. All commands can now be used on this range

LS Least squares linear fit ol the data MA Moving Average of the data NS
No Scale, next graph on screen does not use Grid Scale NT No Trace PR User

implimented Printer routine TO Text mode, display Text Data on screen Tl

Time number to date or vice versa TR = Trace TS = Text Stop lor number of lines

outputted to screen when in TO U1/U2 User 1/2 implimented routines VD
Values of Data outputted in text VG Values of Grid, low/high/delta VT Values

of Translorm outputted in text

APPLE" II. 48 K. APPLESOFT
ROM CARD. DISK II DOS 3.2

ANA1 DISK & MANUAL . . . $49.95

(CA residents add 6% sales tax)

GALAXY
DEPT. CC1
P.O. BOX 22072
SANDIE60. CA92122

* Software Review in Call A P P L E (2/80) An example of an excellent piece of

software exploiting most of Apple Ms maior features Overall Rating 92 1
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strings

Stephen B. Gray

For this sixteenth go-around,

let's look at three light pens that

open a whole new world of game and
graphics programming, a short

graphics program that may give you
some ideas and three clever game
cassettes.

Light Pens

One of the more fascinating

computer peripherals is the light

pen. It doesn't just sit there and hum,
like a disk drive. You can do
something with it, in fact, a great

deal.

With a light pen, you can play a

game on a CRT without ever touching
the keyboard. No need to memorize
which key does what in a game. Just
touch the pen to the screen.

Many other applications may
come to mind, such as menu
selection, graphics, even computer
music.

Four Level-ll 16K light-pen cas-
settes were advertised by Quality
Software in the Dec. 1979 Creative (p
181). The programs, which can also

be used without a light pen, are

Sketch-80, poker, rummy, Match
Cards (Concentration) plus Bank
Shot and Fastgammon.

Let's look at three light pens now
on the market. By the way, the name
is a misnomer. You don't write

anything on the screen. You point,

and the computer figures out just
where you're pointing.

3G Light Pen

The light pen from 3G Company
Inc. (Rt. 3, Box 28A, Gaston, OR
97119) has, like the other two pens,
the shape of a slim felt-tip pen. The
3G pen has a cord connected to a
small circuit board, 2 by 2 3/4 inches
in size. The board contains an
amplifier, covered by a potting

compound to prevent shorts. A
connector is attached, to plug into

the expansion port at the left rear of a
Level-ll TRS-80 keyboard. The con-
nector is double-ended, so that it fits

between the expansion port and the

cable that goes to the expansion
interface, like a link in a strand of

pop beads. The 3G light pen gets its

power from the TRS-80.
You plug the card in, then load

the program provided by 3G on
cassette. With RUN 8000, you get the

short demo program that shows in

the photo. It asks WHICH IS THE
CAPITAL OF OREGON? and gives
three choices, each followed by a
white square. If you point with the
light pen to the square following
WINSTON, the display tells you NO,
THAT'S A CIGARETTE. If you point
at the GASTON square, the response
is NO, BUT THANKS FOR THE
THOUGHT, if you aim at the SALEM
square, you get YOU ARE RIGHT!

You don't even have to touch the

light pen to the screen. It works as

much as a quarter of an inch away
from the glass.

On a RUN, you get tic-tac-toe,

with the computer getting smarter

(and harder to beat) if it loses a

game. On the game grid, a white

cursor flits from one of the nine

squares to the next, in sequence,
waiting for you to touch one of them.
Once a square has an X or O in it, the

cursor no longer stops at that

square.

A minimum of paper comes with

the 3G pen (which is $34.95 plus

$1.50 for postage and handling). One
sheet tells how to use the pen, and
how to create your own program. To
create your own, you use two
GOSUBs, provided on the other

sheet. One "initializes things," the
other "makes sure the correct light is

detected." The nub of it all is,

"Wherever you want to select an
answer by pointing the 3G pen to the

screen, create a graphics block for

each choice in a FOR loop. . .If INP
(99) > 127, the pen has detected
light—this is when we GOSUB 2000.

PP = 1 is returned from GOSUB 2000
if the light detected was actually one
of the graphics blocks."
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INP(99) means the computer is

reading the light-pen input at input

port 99. See page 8/4 of the TRS-80
Level-ll manual for more details.

3G also provides a printout of the

"capital of Oregon" demo program.
No printout of the tic-tac-toe pro-

gram is provided, as it is quite long,

about 200 lines, some them multiple-

statement lines.

Micro Matrix PhotoPoint

The $19.95 PhotoPoint light pen
from Micro Matrix (Box 938, Pacifica,

CA 94044) comes with three pages of

information, a cassette with three

games (backgammon, tic-tac-toe,

word sampler) and a 9-volt battery

that plugs into a battery clip con-

nected to the light-pen cable.

The cable also has a plug that

connects to the cassette recorder's

AUX jack for low sensitivity (ignores

text, looks only at graphics) or the

MIC jack for high sensitivity (pen is

sensitive to any light from the

screen, but is mostly insensitive to

ambient light).

The PhotoPoint uses the ampli-

fier in your tape recorder, which is

why it is $19.95. To turn on the

amplifier, remove any cassette from
the machine, then hold in the

record-interlock pin and at the same
time press down the Record and Play

buttons.
The pen has a hollow tip that is

removable, providing a choice of

either a 1-mm or 2-mm aperture. To
play the backgammon game you
need to use the MIC jack, and to

remove the tip. To move the back-

gammon men, you point at selection

dots, one of which is located at the

inner end of each point. If you try to

make an invalid move, the computer
will tell you so. When you touch any
of the selection dots, they flicker in

rotation as though a black dot were
circulating among them. The selec-

tion dot turns to an X when you
select a FROM—and also when you

select a TO—

.

Many other applications may
come to your mind, such as menu
selection (picking, from an occa-
sional on screen list, the next thing

for a program to do), graphics, even
computer music.

In the tic-tac-toe game, you have
to aim rather precisely at a point 1/8
inch to the right of one of the
numbers in each of the nine game
squares for your choice to be sensed.

Word Sampler is more of a
demonstration than a game. You
write a short sentence, or else the
computer chooses THE QUICK
BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER THE
LAZY DOG. You point to any of the

words, and the computer displays

that word above the sentence, start-

ing at the left margin, and continuing
with further words, so you can
construct a new sentence from the
old one.

The instruction sheet includes

two programs for the PhotoPoint.
One is called the Cube Chase. When
you point the pen at the white square
(not really a cube) on the screen, it

quickly moves elsewhere. The pro-

gram is quite simple, and is re-

arranged and edited here to be easier

to understand:

PHYSICIANS TRS-80

BOBWHITE MEDICAL SOFTWARE (C) Is offering a number of

programs designed to get your TRS-80'started being useful in

your office right now.

You do not have to spend the many hours initializing patient

accounts to disc, or even finding the space to do this on discs.

You can start right out doing highly useful and important tasks

on your computer, in your office, with a minimum of prepara-

tion and start up time.

Programs range from a "Business System" which handles all

of your daily financial figures each day and keeps track of all

totals, gives you up to the minute accounts receivables, dis-

plays trends, allows you to provide yourself with daily printed

financial totals, and a month end report, to an insurance form

writing capability which actually makes filling out insurance

forms "Fun".

The operation of the program(s) offers no difficulty to the

novice computer operator, provides full error trapping, allows

you to review and/or change entries even after the fact. And for

utter ease of correcting what has just been entered there is a

display of what it was on the screen. For visual delight the pro-

gram gives you a histographic (computerese for a graph) repre-

sentation of your daily financial totals. All programs have been

debugged by virtue of many months of actual daily use in an

active office practice.

Programs will run with either NEWDOS or TRSDOS but you

must specify which DOS you are using or prefer to have the

program run with (the NEWDOS — open "E" — makes the

programming more versatile).

Requires 48K RAM and two disc drives

At $350 for the whole package vou can't afford to be without it.

WRITE OR CALL FOR A FREE CATALOG
For further information write:

BOBWHITE MEDICAL SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 742, La Canada Flintridge, CA 91011 • (213) 790-0383

'TRS-80 is a registered trademark of the Tandy Corp.
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The world's most popular microcomputer, with 16K of

memory and Level 1 1 basic for only $750, complete with

full 90 day Radio Shack warranty. We accept check,
money order orphone orders with Visa orMasterCharge.
(Shipping costs added to charge orders).

Disk drives, printers,

peripherals, software
and games . . . you
name it, we've got it

(Both Radio Shack &
other brands). Write
or call for our
complete price list.

u
ELECTRONICS MART

AUTHORIZED
DEALERSHIP Radio /hack

32E.MainStreet«MilanMichigan48160«(313)439-1400
CIRCLE 119 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Strings, cont'd. .

.

100 CLS
110REM ** A$ = THECUBE**
120A$ = CHR$(191) + CHR$(191)
130 PRINT "PUT THE PEN ON THE

CUBE"
140 REM "RANDOM LOCATION **

150R = RND(959) + 64
160 REM ** PRINT CUBE**
170PRINT@R, A$;
180 REM **

I = SAMPLE OF THE
PEN **

190I = INP(255)
200 REM ** PRINT SAMPLE**
210 PRINT@50,"INP (255) = "

; I

;

220 REM * * RESET PORT * *

230 OUT 255,4
240 REM * * IF I IS GREATER THAN

130, THE**
250 REM * * PEN SEES LIGHT;

RELOCATE CUBE**
260 IF I >130PRINT@R, "";

: GOTO 150
270 REM * * KEEP LOOKING * *

280 GOTO 190

You might think line 260 could be
separated into two lines, since it

contains two statements. Try it by
deleting the last nine characters of

line 260 and adding
265 GOTO 150

which will make quite a difference.

Why? (Hint: IF )

Micro Matrix says one of the
software companies (Instant Soft-
ware) will sell a variety of light-pen
programs for the PhotoPoint, at

$7.95 to $14.95. Also, if you change
the INP number from 255 to 99, you
can use PhotoPoint programs with
the 3G pen, and vice versa.

Esmark's Vidiet-Stik

Slimmer, longer and more ex-
pensive than the other two light

pens, the Vidiet-Stik at $62.95 plus
$1.50 for p&h from Esmark Inc.

(507Vi E. McKinley Hwy., Mish-
awaka, IN 46544) has both a built-in

amplifier and a switch in the tip, and
comes with a demo tape that

includes three games.
The switched tip makes the pen

easier to use, says Stephen Tous-
saint, President of Esmark, because
"it never misfires, and you don't have
to be so careful about moving the
pen around."

To use the Esmark pen like the
two others, so it's always on, put the
cap on, make a hole in it and put a
1/8-inch piece of plastic tubing
inside the cap to depress the switch
tip. As of the beginning of 1980, all

Esmark pens have been supplied
with this cap.

The Vidiet-Stik consists of a 6
3/4-inch pen connected to a small
junction box to which is also
connected a cable with a jack at the
end. The box and cable-with-plug
connect between the recorder's EAR
jack and the TRS-80 cable.

After putting jacks into plugs,
you protect an area of memory for the
machine-language light-pen routine
to be loaded into. The number you
use for memory protection depends
on how much memory you have.

The Demonstration Tape instruc-
tions tell you how to first load a test

program that enables you to set your
monitor's "contrast and brightness
levels until accurate operation is

achieved."
Then you can go on to the

TOWERS game, which is Towers of

Hanoi, and which is a natural for a
light pen. Each of the three towers

has a white square beneath it. To
move a disk, you point first to the
square beneath the tower from which
the disk is to be moved, and then to

the square under the tower to which
the disk is to be moved. Although in

theory you should push the Vidiet-

Stik against the glass until the
switch clicks on, you need only push
until the switch contacts meet, at

which moment the square under he
tower disappears.

If you try to put a disk on top of a
smaller disk, ILLEGAL MOVE is

displayed.

With seven disks to be moved,
the minimum number of moves is

127, which takes awhile. If you rest

your light-pen-holding hand on the
top rear of the keyboard, you might
just depress the BREAK key. Care-
ful...

The TOWERS game is a much
more interesting game when played
with a light pen than with a keyboard,
because all your attention is on the
screen, and you can play much
faster. The computer keeps score of

how many moves you take to transfer

the seven disks. After you learn the
trick, it's merely a matter of trying to
do it in 127 moves, which isn't easy if

you're tired or distracted.

The second game, AWARI, is the
old Egyptian game of transferring

beads from one pit to another, and is

made much easier with a light pen. In

the Esmark version, you can let the
machine play against itself, or a-

gainst you, or you can play against
another person and let the computer
keep score. Once you've learned how
to beat the machine, from then on it's

only a matter of figuring out how to
do it faster.

STIK-TAC-TOE is a standard tic-

tac-toe game, on a 3-by-3 grid. The
test program fills the screen with
numbers from 1 to 255. When the
brightness and contrast are set

properly, touching any number with
the light pen causes all other numbers
to disappear momentarily from the
screen.

Using the pen and the software,
you can select "any one of up to 255
unique items presented on the CRT
at one time," which in the test

program is 255 numbers.
Vidiet stands for Video Integrated

Electronic Tracking. The 33-page
manual explains how the tracking
software works, by causing "all 255
selectable positions on the screen to
blink on and off in such a way that

each emits, one bit at a time, a binary
number which is equal to its position
on the face of the screen." This
binary number "precisely identifies

where the Vidiet-Stik is pointing."
This Signature Coded Target

Recognition routine is proprietary,
and has a patent pending on it. It's

used only in the test routine, not in

the three games.
The test program and STIK-TAC-

TOEgame are given in Basic,and both
include the assembler code required
for the light pen. Also Included is an
assembler listing of that code, called
LINKED/VIDIET. along with machine
language listings of the Vidiet-Stik
driver software for the TRS-80.

J
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VIDIET contains seven subrou-

tines, such as for detecting the
incoming light pulse, and for lo-

cating the pen's relative position on
the CRT and then returning this value
in the HL register pair to the
mainline routine. These programs
can also be used with TRS-80 disk
Basic under DOS.

Esmark offers Level-ll "Light-

Ware" tapes each month, with "up to
five new games, puzzles, drills and
educational quizzes or simulations."
One of last year's tapes contains a
four-peg jump puzzle, Othello "with a
twist," and a game of LIFE with
mutations, at $19.95. Only the cali-

bration program and STIK-TAC-TOE
work with Level-I.

Short Program #8

David Riley, of Ferndale, Mich-
igan, sent in a short program whose
"overall effect is to produce an
everchanging picture just above the

center of the screen

:

5 CLS
10 B = RND(192)-1 : IF B<129 GOTO10
11 U = RND(192)-1:IFU<129GOT011
12 S = RND(192)-1 : IF S<129 GOT012

13 S1 = RND(192)-1 : IF SK129 GOTO
13

14 D = RND(192)-1 : IF D<129 GOTO
14

20 POKE 15580,U:POKE 15643.S:
POKE 15644,B:POKE 15645.D:
POKE15646.S1

30 FOR X = 1 TO 500 : NEXT

:

RANDOM: GOTO 10

"Lines 10-14 set their variables to

the TRS-80 graphics codes. Line 20
pokes these values into the screen
positions right around each other.

Line 30 is a timing loop and restarts

the sequence."
The program creates a cluster of

five graphics characters, four across
and a fifth one on top of the second
of the four.

Can you shorten the program by
simplifying the method of generating
five random numbers between 129
and 191? Can the repetitiveness of

lines 10-14 be reduced or eliminated?
How can this program be used to

create patterns of a decorative na-

ture?

By the way, if you'd like to see
which graphics characters are actu-

ally used to make up the cluster, you
could add a line

21 PRINT@464,U;S;B;D;S1

which will print the five character
codes under the cluster. You could
go even further and show the
individual characters that make up
the cluster, since it's often difficult

to figure out what they look like

separately

:

22 POKE 15889, U
23 POKE 1 5895,

S

24 POKE 1 5900,

B

25 POKE 1 5905,

D

26POKE15910.S1
which puts each of the five graphics
characters under its corresponding
code. If you do this, you may want to
lengthen the timing loop to provide
more time for examining the five

parts that make up the main cluster.

Micro-Fantastic Programming

Three fascinating Level-ll 16K
games are available from Micro-Fan-
tastic Programming (Box 2307, Grand
Central Station, New York, NY
10017).

In WORDO ($14.95) you guess the
word chosen by the computer, with
clues furnished by your TRS-80
about letter position. But instead of
guessing a letter at a time, as in

Hangman, you guess an entire

five-letter word. The computer tells

you how manv letters in your word ,

TRS-80/NORTH STAR
SOFTWARE

By J. Roehrig as seen in Byte, Kilobaud and
Personal Computing Magazines

i Basic BMt> Mcrochess

ScraM* — makes your compuMr a Scrabble

I—baaed on Major League results, li»ap»

al statistics Players perform true lo Me Sean m
July 1978 Personal Computing and November

1979 Byte

7 Basketball- |ust like Baseball Cover article from

January 1979 Personal Computing

8. Horse Racing — unproved version of December
and January 1980 Byte article Graphics, horses
run true to form, past performances maintained

Reaksnc win. place and show payoffs.

Trotters— same as above but tor Trotters

tics Seen in June 1978 Kilobaud

Taiee — al new tax rates Long torm, short torn.

Schedules A, B. C and Income Averaging Seen m
March 1978 Personal Computing

Accounting — double entry system produces

Journal Entry Log. Balance Sheet and Income

— a
wagers at the Track or OTB

30 TIC TAC TOE as in April 1978
Kilobaud. Boxing as in January 1978 Personal

Computing and Football as in February 1978

Personal Computing.

nacagammon — a challenging opponent who
uses the doubling cube Very graphic

NEW NEW NEW— TRS-80 Graphic Skill Games for 2 players or 1 against the computer:

13. Baseball 14. Boxing IS. Football 16. Golf 17. Bowling 18. Horse Racing

All programs have been improved; each has itsown instruction booklet and
sells for: Cassettes $7, 6 for $40, 12 for $75, 1 8 for $105
Diskettes $1 0, 6 for $55, 1 2 for $1 00, 1 8 for $140

SEND ORDERS TO:

JJR DATA RESEARCH
Box 74 Middle Village. NY 11379

or CALL C.O.D.'s TO: (516) 643-1931 (C.O.D.s shipped within 48 hours)
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TRS-80
SAVE 10%, 15%
and more on computers, peripherals, soft-

ware, and other Radio Shack® products.

Offered Exclusively By

PAN AMERICAN ELECTRONICS, INC.

A

Radie/haeK
Authorized Sales Center

1117 CONWAY MISSION, TX 78672

EAST 212/283-0534
WEST 213/564 5463

NORTH CENTRAL 312/666 6098
SOUTH CENTRAL 512/581-2765

pjjjjjjj (mam telephone number) , ,~ H
NO TAXES on out-of-state shipments.

FREE delivery available on minimum orders.

WARRANTIES honored by Radio Shack®

.
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Strings, cont'd. .

.

match those in the word selected by
the computer from its bank of just

over 1000 words.
For example, if you enter the

word STORE, and the computer's
word is TORCH, the display will be
STORE 3. If you then enter STOVE,
the display is STOVE 2, so you know
R is one of the letters in the

computer's word, and V isn't.

The computer keeps track of how
many words you had to enter to

guess the secret word, displays the

number of games played so far, the

total words you chose and the
average per game.

You can play against the com-
puter, or against another player. The
computer furnishes a "scratchpad"
in the form of a displayed alphabet.

As you guess letters that you know
definitely are, or are not, in the

computer's word, you can delete

them from the alphabet. There's also
a place to display "letters known."

The basic concept of WORDO is

not original with this comany (a

simple version, WORD, is in Crea-

tive's "Basic Computer Games"). But
what makes this version interesting

is the very convenient display you use

in playing the game, plus the huge
store of words. You're supposed to

use only real five-letter words, al-

though the computer has no way of

knowing you're cheating if you enter

ABCDE. Although it is programmed
to label as NOT VALID any combin-
ation of five letters that doesn't

include a vowel or a Y.

The wordbank includes WAXEN,
MOXIE, VIDEO, LYRIC, and BAYOU,
in addition to ordinary words such as

BLANK and CANDY.
While WORDO is a mental chal-

lenge, WHEREAMI? is test of quick

reflexes, and I found it just as much
of a challenge.

The basic idea is simple. The
playing area for this "penny arcade

game for two" is a large rectangle. A
small box appears now and then at

various locations, either with a

number in it to show the points you

get if you hit it before your opponent
gets there, or question marks to

show it may be a plus or a minus
score, revealed upon being hit.

When the playing area appears,

two arrows start moving upward on
either side of the field. You control

one, with four keys making your

arrow go up, left, right or down, and
your opponent controls the other. All

FUN FOR YOU FUN FOR TWO
THE STOCK EXCHANGE • Stock Trading for 1 or 2 $15.95

"The best by tar of the Stock Market games we've seen"
80 SOFTWARE CRITIQUE

WORDO - The Ultimate Word Game for 1 or 2 si 4.95

"Much more tun and more 0/ a challenge than Hangman and similar word games"

WHEREAMI
80 SOFTWARE CRITIQUE

Penny Arcade Race To Hit Score Boxes for 2
"Good for an Arcade game"

80 SOFTWARE CRITIQUE

$10.96

SEE REVIEW BY STEPHEN GRAY IN TRS-80 STRINGS
MARCH ISSUE OF CREATIVE COMPUTING

TRS 80 LEVEL II

AVAILABLE AT THESE FINE DEALERS
16K

ARKANSAS
Computerland Little Rock

CALIFORNIA
Computtflind. San Francisco

Compulerland. Sin Bernardino

Compulerland. San Diego

Compulerland Sacramento

Coaoyojiorlind, San Rataei

Compulerland Santa Rosa

Compulerland Belmont

Computerland Walnut Crook

C0L0RA00
Compulerland Colorado Springs

CONNECTICUT
Computtrlind. Fatrtretd

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Tht Program Store Washington

FLORIDA
Adventure International Longwood

ILLINOIS

Computerland. Mundelem
Computtflind. Oowntrs Grove

Computerland. Oaklawn
Compulerland Niles

Computtrlind. Peoria

MARYLANO
Computerland. Rockviiie

MASSACHUSETTS
Tht CPU Shop Charmtrmn
Computerland Wellesley Hills

MICHIGAN
Level IV Products Inc.. Livonia

MINNESOTA
Computerland. Hopkins

Computerland Bioommgton

NEW HAMPSHIRE
ITSEI Soltwart Eichangt. Millard

Compulerland. Nashua

NEW JERSEY
Computerland. Cherry Hhi

NEW YORK
Aristo-Crilt New York

Computerland Carle Place

HAE Computrontcs Now City

NORTH CAROLINA
Computerland. Columbus

Computerland. Maytieid Heights

OKLAHOMA
Computerland. Oklahoma City

UTAH
Compulerland. SHI Lako City

WASHINGTON
Compulerland. Tacoma

Compulerland. Federal Way
CANADA
Computerland Toronto. Canada

Or send orders to:

© MICRO-FANTASTIC PROGRAMMING
OEPT: CC • P.O. BOX 2307 • GRAND CENTRAL STATION • N.Y., N.Y. 10017

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED •mao»,„«w. tHB,,^c.,
CIRCLE 163 ON READER SERVICE CARD '

you have to do is to change the

direction in which your arrow is

moving, so that it hits the box.

But if you go in direct reverse,

such as trying to go north when just

before you were heading south, your

opponent scores any plus points that

happen to be in the box. If you hit

your opponent's arrow, he scores. If

you hit the border, he scores. And if

you hit the mystery box and it

contains a minus score, it's sub-

tracted from your score.

So WHEREAMI? is not all that

easy, because you don't have time to

stop and think, as in WORDO. You've

got to hit the box before your
opponent does, and he's heading

right for it, and there's no time to

lose, and. .

.

For only $10.95, you too can wear
your nerves to a frazzle trying to hit

boxes with arrows. Or are you quick

on the draw?
The third game, THE STOCK

EXCHANGE, is meant for someone
very familiar with investing in stocks,

or someone who wants to learn all

about it.

The object of this game is to

increase the value of either of your
two $100,000 portfolios of ten stocks
each, or to play against someone,
with a portfolio each.

You can buy and sell, long or

short. The display shows the DJII

index, and arrow indicating whether
the market is higher than the
previous day's closing, and a number
showing exactly how much. The
display also shows the day of the

week (you start on Monday morning)
and the time (you start at 10:00). The
time changes every two minutes,
"corresponding to about four sec-

onds in real time."

A list of ten stocks and their

current price is displayed. With each
time change, the stock prices also

change. You can't just sit and think

about what to do. The market is

moving, and you've got to move with
it, buying and selling to increase the

value of your portfolio(s).

There's a 1V2 -percent commis-
sion charge when you trade stock,

and you have to be careful not to buy
or sell short beyond your available

cash. You can stop at the end of a
day's trading, or go on.

This is highly complicated, and I

won't tell you how much I lost. If

you're in the market, or would like to

try your luck with no investment
other than $15.95 for the cassette,

this game might be just the thing to
drive you nuts. Or do you think you
really know how to play the mar-
ket?
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CP/M 2.0 FREE
Expand the horizons of your TRS-80

model II with the industry standard oper-

ating system, CP/M version 2.0, and get

these advantages over TRSDOS:

• compatible with hundreds of existing

software packages

• wide choice of programming

languages: BASIC, PASCAL, FORTRAN,

COBOL, C, ASSEMBLER, and others

• faster disk access

• more storage per diskette

• assembler, editor, file handler, and

dynamic debugger included with

the operating system

Introductory price: $175 including manuals

For full details about how CP/M 2 can

improve the performance of your TRS-80
model II. contact:

H
30

00o

O
D

TroijT
PICKLES & TROUT

PO BOX 1206. GOLETA. CA 93017. (805) 9679563

DATA PROCESSING SUPPLIES &
ACCESSORIES CATALOG

NEW CATALOG FROM ALPHA SUPPLY CO.
FEATURES . . .

• RIBBON SELECTION GUIDE
• MAGNETIC MEDIA STORAGE SYSTEMS
• DISKETTES
• MAJOR BRAND NAME MERCHANDISE

See us at the Watt Coast Computar Faire. Booth # 61 SC

To request a catalog, write or call

CP/M la a trademark of Digital Research Inc TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp

CIRCLE 180 ON READER SERVICE CARD

OClptii iuDDlyCompany
9625 Mason Ave., Chatsworth. Ca. 91311 / (213) 882-9818^/

CIRCLE 105 ON READER SERVICE CARD

^IMALL
k-JYSTEM

PRODUCTS ?8 t TRS-80 fiS«k-JYSTEM

MACHINE LANGUAGE GAMES
aib mis, mrricabe or rsl-1: - sio.oo each, ail 3 tor s».oo

SIR MIS: * super shooting gallery; our aost popular gaao. Ground based

atssfle launcher shoots high speed aircraft! Hours of fun!

BASItlCSSC: "BREAKOUT" for the TRS-80! Break through 5 walls with

high-speed ball and keyboard controlled paddle! 96 different options!

RSL-1: Enter patterns with repeating keyboard! Save patterns on tape t*

furnished). Play John Conway's Lift. FAST - about 1 second per generation!

ABVtNTURE ! SI*.95 each, (3 or sore, S12.50 each)

7 versions: 1-»dventurelend, 2-Pirate's Sdventure, 3-H1ssion Impossible,

i-Voodoo Castle, 5-The Count, 6-Strange Odyssey, 7-Hystery Fun House.

UTILITIES
RSte-2: MACHINE LMfOIACE MONITOR FOB IoK ISS-aO'S - S26.95

RSM-2a: THREE urailOMS OF BSH-2 FOB Disk SYSTEMS - 29.95

RSte-2 REL0CAT0R: BUT RSH-2/2D AMTWf.«t IN MEMORY - 9.95

Machine Language eonitors with 1-80 disassembler !
HEX and ASCII aeaory

dueps; EDIT, B0VE, EXCHANGE, VESIFY, FILL, IER0, TEST, or SEARCH aeaory,

read/. rite SYSTEM tapes, enter BREAKPOINTS, PSINT with TRS2S2 or Centronics,

read/write disk sectors directly! RSH-2 tape loads at top of 16* LEVEL I or

II; RSH-2D disk includes 3 versions for 16*, 32K and 48K.

BCV-1: CONVERT SYSTBI PMOeHAMS TO BISK FILES -S9.9S. E.ecute Adventure,

Air Bald, SSL-1, ESP-1, T-BUS, etc. froa disk, even if they interfere with

TRSDOS! He* version works uith TRSDOS 2.3.

SMIC-1P: LfeTL-1 aaSIC NITH PSINT1M! - S19.95. Run any LEVEL-I BASIC

prograa on your 16* Level-2. PLUS LPRINT and LLIST with our TRS232 or

Centronics. Furnished on tape; can be used froa disk.

OTHER PtOBOCTS fOR THE TRS-80
-

ESP-1: S2B.VS. Asseebler, Editor, Nonitor CS080 aneaonics)

LST-1: S.00. Listing of Level-1 BASIC uith soae coaaents

See your dealer or order direct froa Saall Systea Software!

CALIFORNIA residents please include »» for stete sales te».

SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE P.O. BOX 366 NEWBURY PArK. Ca 91320

MODELII TRS-80*
CP/H" VERSION 2.0 FOR THE NOBCL-II - SirO.00. Latest version froa Digital

Research. Runs both single and double density disks! "Standard" version

runs nearly any CP/N software, including Cobol, Fortran, C-Basic, ".-Basic,

business and accounting packages, etc. Hundreds of prograas available!

RSM1I: ENHAHCEB BSD NOBITOB FOB THE M0BEL-I1 - SJ9.9S. Relocatable version

of RSN-2D plus screen editor for aodifying either aeaory or disk sectors in

both Hei and ASCII, split screen scrolling, and foraatted serial or parallel

printing. Sold on self-booting disk; directions to save as TRSDOS file.

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
MICROSOFT MCRO ASSEMBLER - S80.00. Editor, Linking Loader, Editor, Cross

Reference utilities. Produces relocatable code! Requires 32R, 1 disk.

MICROSOFT FORTRAN - SIO.OO. Fortran Coapiler, Editor, Library. Linking

Loader fores Fortran, Asseably and Library aodules Into one prograa! 32k, 1

disk. SAVE! Order both Macro-Asseabler and Fortran for S150.00.

THE ELECTRIC PENCIL EOB THE TRS-80: TAPI-S99.9S. BISK-S150.00. Popular

video editor for creating and saving te.t files. Prints formatted copy with

right justification, page titling > nuebertng, etc. Upper case only, or

lower case with aodif ication. 14R Level-1 or 2 (tape).

CP/H" OPCMTIHS SYSTEM FOB THE H0BEL-I - S145.0O. The 8080/180 "Software

Bus for the Model-1 TRS-80. Includes TRS232 and RS-232-C software,

lower-case support, debounce, DCV-2 and other unique utilities. Allows use

of eeny available prograas written for CP/M.

PRINTER SUPPORT
TBS232 PRINTER INTERFACE - 8*9.95 (S2.00 shipping). Asseableti and tested

printer Interface for RS232 or 20-ail current loop printers. E.pansion

interface not required. Print froa level-11 BASIC, CP/H, BASIC-IP, ELECTRIC

PENCIL, etc. Standard cassette softwere included.

TRS232 "FOBajATTER" sofTWARE PACMSE - SI*. 95. Adds page and line length

control, printer pause, "swart" line terainatlon, etc. to TRS232.

RSM232: Adds RS-232-C capability to RSM-2/2D - S9.95

KM232: RS-232-C for cassette Electric Pencil - 9.95

EBT232: TRS232 and RS-232-C for disk/tape EDTASM - 9.95

CP/n ta Digital Research, Inc. TRS-80 ta Tandy Corp.

SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE
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fersonal

Electronic

Transactions
by Gregory Yob

I am happy to hear Irom you. and encourage
your correspondence I will try to acknowledge all

correspondence, and a SASE makes things easier

tor both ol us Please send your letters to

"Personal Electronic Transactions" c/o PO Box
354. Palo Alto. CA 94301

Belatedly I Mention:

As a columnist, I am supposed to
be up on everything concerning the
PET, and in practice this ideal is rarely

met. Amid the many fine PET products
are those which I intend to mention
"next month" and then forget to, or
those I learn about and then fail to
check out immediately.

Conrlecticut microcomputer of-

fers a line of analog-to-digital and
digital-to-analog interfaces for the
PET (Just the thing if you are into

controlling things at a higher level than
just 'on' or 'off'.) I won't describe these,

as CMC almost always has their adver-
tising next to this column (Just turn a
page or two.)

Cursor (PO Box 550, Goleta, CA
93017, 12 issues for $36.00) is a
cassette-magazine for the PET. Each
monthly issue has six programs for

your pleasure and an insert sheet with
gossip and other information in teeny
reduced type. Cursor is one of the
treasures in PET-land, and if you
haven't got it, go get it. Cursor
definitely gets my mark for having
good and original software. Many of

their programs have sound, and the
interface mentioned in my columns on
Music (Jan 79) works just fine.

Quickies Revisited

In January ('80) I mentioned some
hex-to-decimal and vice versa routines
as examples of "Quickie" programs
which did a lot in 10 lines or less. You
were invited to send me examples of

other neat "Quickies" — the result? I

now have lots of two and three line

hex/decimal/gumbo conversion rou-
tines! What I meant was to see other
ideas, not better versions of hex and
decimal!!!

Is the PET Logical?

Turn on the PET, and enter:

PRINT 12 AND 7

Now try:

PRINT 12 OR 7
15

PRINT NOT 12 AND 7

3

PRINT NOT 12 OR 7
-9

Odd, isn't it? Let's start by looking at

the Boolean truths first.

Enter this small program to see
how the PET determines if a number is

TRUE or FALSE:

10 INPUT N

20 IF N THEN PRINT "TRUE": GOTO *0
30 PRINT "FALSE"
1*0 PRINT
$0 GOTO 10

RUN
7 1

TRUE

7 t

FALSE

7 -I

TRUE

As you play with this, you will discover
that:

ZERO IS FALSE
EVERYTHING ELSE IS TRUE

When the PET is deciding if an I F is

to be executed or not, the expression
following the IF is evaluated, and then
checked for TRUE vs FALSE. TRUE (of

course) executes the following state-
ment or jump, and FALSE doesn't.

If you are sharp, this brings a
deduction: Relational operators pro-
duce numbers! Let's see if this is so:

NEW

10 INPUT "X.Y"; X,Y
20 PRINT X">"Y"spVALUE:"X Y
30 PRINT X"- "Y"spVALUE:"X- Y
*0 PRINT X"<"Y"spVALUE:"X V
$0 PRINT
60 GOTO 10

Here, two numbers, X and Y, are
entered. In Line 20. their valuesand the

relation being examined, >, are dis-

played, and then the value of the
expression X>Y is shown. Lines 30 and
40 act in a similar manner. Here's a
RUN:

RUN
X,Y7 1,2

1 > 2 VALUE : t
1 - 2 VALUE: t

1 < 2 VALUE :-1

X.Y? 2,1
2 > I VALUE :-1

2 - 1 VALUE: P

2 < 1 VALUE : t

X.Y7 2,2
2 >2 VALUE:
2-2 VALUE:-1
2 < 2 VALUE : »

Ah, so — When a relational expression
is TRUE, the PET uses the number -1,

and when a relational expression is

FALSE, (zero) is used.
This leaves you with two inter-

esting flexibilities with the PET. First,

you may use an expression without a
relational operator in an IF test. For
example, IF X is the same as IF X <>0.
This saves space and runs faster.

Second, relational expressions can be
used in assignment statements, ie.

Y=X>3. Here are a few legal PET
statements:

IF X+5/Y THEN PRINT "HELLO"

IF 2+A$<B$ THEN PRINT "WHACK0"

Z-A-B-C

H-(AS>BS)*2-(AS<BS)
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PET, cont'd...
When brewing these concoctions, the
PET might get confused — and you will

see a ?TYPE MISMATCH ERROR. Use
parenthesis to separate numbers from
string comparisons.

On rare occasions, these may be
used to save some effort. For example,
suppose you have.

100 IF X<I0 THEN Y-2: GOTO 1*0

110 IF X>20 THEN Y-5 GOTO 1*0

120 Y-0
U0 REM

This can be replaced by:

100 Y— ((X <I0)*2*(X>20)*5)

Take care to use parenthesis as
needed. The relational operations are

performed after the arithmetic ones.

For example, 1+2=3 will result in -1

rather than zero. 1+2 is evaluated,

giving 3, and then 3=3 is checked,
giving TRUE, or -1.

To understand how AND, OR and
NOT work, we need to take a short

detour into:

Two's Complement Tutorial

Most of you probably already

know how to count in binary. As a
refresher, here are a few numbers:

is 0000 0000 0000 0000
1 is 0000 0000 0000 0001

2 Is 0000 0000 0000 0010

3 is 0000 0000 0000 0011
It is 0000 0000 0000 0100

7 is 0000 0000 0000 0111
6 is 0000 0000 0000 1000

255 is 0000 0000 1111 1111

256 is 0000 0001 0000 0000
32767 Is 0111 1111 1111 1111

broken into groups ol 4 lor clarity )

There is a reason for looking at

these as 16 bit numbers — the PET
does its logical operations on 16 bit

integers. If you wanted to use all 16

bits, the largest number would become
65535. However, if you did so, the

smallest number would become zero,

and there wouldn't be any negative

numbers.
In the 6502 (and almost every

other computer too), the convention of

a sign bit is used. In the case of the

PET's integers, the highest bit (the one
on the left) is chosen for the sign. A
positive number has a sign of 0, and a

negative number uses 1 . If a short table

of numbers were now created, it would
look like this:

oooo oooi oooo oooo
oooo oooo 0011 1111

0000 0000 0000 0010
0000 0000 0000 0001

oooo oooo oooo oooo
1000 oooo oooo oooo
1000 0000 0000 0001
1000 0000 0000 0010
1000 0000 0011 1111

1000 0001 oooo oooo

This method of making negative

numbers has the odd property of two
values for zero, Plus Zero, and Minus

256 Is

63 is

2 is

* 1 is

is

- is

1 is

- 2 is

- 63 is

-256 is

Zero. If you try a few additions and
subtractions, this gets to be very

clumsy, very fast.

To simplify addition and subtrac-

tion with negative numbers, the opera-
tion of subtraction is changed to

addition with negative numbers. For
example, 15-7 is converted into

15+(-7). The new form of a negative

number consists of 1) Make the Sign
Bit a 1 , and 2) Flip all of the bits— make
1 into and vice versa. The Table

above would now become:

(+1 and up the same as before)

+0 is 0000 0000 0000 0000
- Is 1111 1111 1111 1111
- 1 is 1111 1111 1111 1110
- 2 Is 1111 1111 1111 1101
- 63 Is 1111 1111 1100 OOOO
-256 Is 1111 1110 1111 1111

This system is called One's Com-
plement, and it still suffers from two
values of zero. Here is a sample
subtraction:

15 0000 0000 0000 1111
mi mi mi looo
oooo 0000 0000 0111

(Remember we add these!)

(The carry goes into limbo to the left.)

Oops! We are one short — the true

answer is 8. The solution is to always
add one after doing subtraction.
Another solution is to make the
number negative, and then to add one.

Our table now looks like:

+256 is

63 is

2 Is

+ 1 is

is

- 1 is

- 2 Is

- 63 is

-256 Is

0000 0001
oooo oooo
oooo oooo
oooo oooo
oooo oooo
1111 1111
1111 1111

mi mi
1111 1111

oooo oooo
0011 1111

0000 0010
0000 0001
oooo oooo
1111 1111

1111 1110
1100 0001
oooo oooo

This is known as Two's Complement,
and is the PET's method for doing
integer arithmetic. Note that the Zeros
problem has vanished. One way to

visualize Two's Complement is shown
below: (Just for 4 bits this time)

15 is 1111

lit is 1110

13 Is 1101

12 Is

Is

1100

12 1 0100
13 Is 1 0011
14 Is 1 0010
15 is 1 0001

16 is 1 oooo

First, the smallest number in Two's
Complement is one larger in magni-
tude than the largest number— in the 4

bits shown above, the largest number
is +15 and the smallest is -16. Second,
if you start at the bottom (-16) and
count up, the numbers are the same as

the positive numbers starting at zero
with the sign bit changed.

The PET is Logical

At last we can attack AND, OR and
NOT. The PET takes the values being
used, converts them into 16 bit Two's
Complement Numbers, and then does
the operation on a bit-by-bit basis.

Here are some examples:

AND: 1100 If the bits match, they are the
0101 s—e. If they don't, the result
0100 Is zero.

OK: 1100 If either bit Is one. the result
0101 is one. Both zero gives a zero.
1101

NOT: 0011 Fl ip them - one to zero, zero to
1100 one.

With these in mind,
first examples:

12 AND 7:

to go back to the

0000 0000 0000 1100
0000 0000 0000 0111
0000 0000 0000 0100

12 OR 7:

0000 oooo oooo 1100
oooo oooo oooo 0111
oooo oooo oooo mi

NOT 12 AND 7:

OOOO 0000 oooo 1100
1111 1111 nil 0011

0000 0000 oooo 0111
oooo oooo oooo 0011

(12)

( 7)

( *)

(12)

( 7)

(15)

(12)
(-13)

This Is NOT 12

( 7)

( 3)

NOT 12 OR 7:

1111 1111 1111 0011 (-13)

(NOT 12 from above)

0000 0000 0000 0111 ( 7)

mi nit mi oni (-9)

The PET performs NOT first, then
AND, and finally OR. This can lead to

trouble if you aren't careful:

PRINT 1 AND 2 OR 3

3

PRINT 1 AND (2 OR 3)

1

Use parenthesis liberally as needed.
One common operation is to set or

clear bits in 8 bit bytes. You can use
AND to clear a bit by ANDing with a

zero in the bit's position. This can also

be used to remove unwanted bits

(known as masking). OR can set bits by
placing a 1 in the appropriate position

with OR.
1 hope this is of some help. It is

hard to compress into two pages the

material which often takes 30 pages in

most beginning computer science

texts.

PET Has a Light Pen

A light pen is a photosensor
(usually at the tip of a pen-like wand)
which is placed next to a CRT screen.

The pen tells the computer where the

pen is placed on the screen. If several

options are put on the display, the pen
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PET, cont'd...
may be used to select between them.

3G Company (Rt 3, Box 28A,
Gaston, OR 97119) offers a light pen
for the PET at a cost of about $30.00.

My pen consists of a wand which looks

like a felt pen, a cable about 40 inches

long, and a small PC card which
attaches to the PET's User Port. The
enclosed instructions explain which
way to attach the pen to the User Port

(It's very easy to put it on upside down.
This is harmless, but the pen won't

work.) Also included are a listing of a

Basic program to demonstrate the use
of the pen, the bits used in the User
Port, and some insert sheets from two
software vendors, Quill Software and
Distinctive Interiors (an unusual com-
pany name!). The Quill offerings were
more interesting, so I obtained the

programs to see how the light pen
might be used.

The light pen works by creating a
cursor on the PET screen, flashing it,

and checking if the pen's output is

matching the cursor's flashing. Most of

the programs would draw several

squares on the screen and then flash

the cursor sequentially through the

squares. If the pen's presence was
suspected, the cursor's scan will stop

and a few more flashes made to verify

the pen's presence. This was fast

enough for two or three choices, and
went more slowly for more squares.
(One of Quill's programs simulates the

PET keyboard. The scan takes a few
seconds to do for the 75-odd keys.)

In many cases the light pen
wouldn't "catch" the cursor as it went
by. The pen has to be held perpen-
dicular to the screen, and I found that

turning up the screen's brightness
helped a lot.

Quill's software is seven programs
— most of which are simply standard
games modified to take the light pen's
input instead of the keyboard's entry.

One program, the Light Pen Keyboard,
shows some promise. It coulid be
developed further, say to at least give
input to a Basic program, or (even
better, but hard to do) to actually serve
as a substitute for the keyboard.

The light pen interests me in two
ways. First, the personal computer can
be used to assist handicapped persons
in several ways. If any of my readers
are doing this, let me know. The light

pen may be simpler to use than a
keyboard for those with motor handi-
caps, for example. The second interest

is in relating to young children who
aren't very handy with language and
symbols. Pictures may be drawn on the
screen for the child to make selections
via the light pen. Most present personal
computer applications stress the infor-

mation/symbol processing aspect of

the machines — and they can be used

for entirely non-verbal and non-
symbolic activities (like Pong).

As an exercise for the light pen,

and to help launch new concepts
(perhaps), here is a program which lets

you draw simple pictures on the screen
via the light pen.

The first task was to see how the

light pen functioned. The low three bits

in the User Port serve the pen. Bit 2
provides the pen's power (CMOS
doesn't use much current, and the 1 or

2 mA of the PET's User Port is

sufficient.) Bit 1 is used to "cock" the

light Pen. By turning Bit 1 off and on,

the pen is enabled to detect light. Once
light is detected, the pen will remain
insensitive until Bit 1 is toggled again.

Bit provides the pen's output, with 1

for no light and for light.

My test program ended up like

this:

10 PRINT"e1r rvs sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp
20 G0SUB 5000 sp sp ..

30 PRINT"hm dn dn dn dn "PEEK (LP)

50 POKE LP,4:P0K£ LP,

6

60 FOR J-1 TO 25: NEXT: GOTO 30

5000 REN IN IT PEN
5010 POKE 59*59. 25<i

5020 LP-59*71
5030 POKE LP,4:P0KE LP,

6

5C40 RETURN

This drew a band of light at the top of

the screen, and the number 6 or 7

appears three lines below. When the

pen doesn't see any light, the value is 7,

and when it is on the band of light, 6
appears. In fiddling around with this I

learned that: 1 ) Lines 50 and 5030 are

absolutely required — once the pen
senses light, Bit 1 must be toggled. 2)

The delay in line 60 is needed (prob-

ably due to a RC circuit in the PEN —
remember that the PET screen flickers

at 60 Hz and needs to be filtered out.)

The minimum delay was FOR J=1 TO 6
with my pen, and I advise using FOR
J=1 TO 10 as your pen might be a little

different than mine.
In routine 5000, LP is used to

speed up the looking at the User Port
— remember that Basic can fetch a
variable about 10 times faster than
converting 59471. Line 5010 simply
sets up the User Port's data direction

register.

As space is limited, here's the final

program and then a few comments.

10 G0SUB 5000: G0SUB 6000

20 KB«515:K1-26:K0-lO:KZ-255
30 REM SETUP SCREEN
40 PRINT "clr"
50 G0SUB 5300
60 REM NOW TRACK IT

70 G0SUB 5<400

80 CQ.-CP

90 IF PEEK(KB)-K1 THEN POKE CP.DT
100 IF PEEK(KB)-K» THEN POKE CP.DS
110 GOTO 70

5000 REM I NIT PEN
5010 POKE 59*59.2514

5020 LP-59*71

5030 LA-*:LB-6:LC-7
5040 CP-33268 : CH-0 I DT-8 I : OS-32 : 00- 1 60
5050 CX-*0:CY-*1:CZ»39

0THENRETURN
0THENRETURN
•THENRETURN
0THENRETURN
•THENRETURN
0THENRETURN
BTHENRETURN
GTHENRETURN

5100 POKE LP,LA:P0KE LP. LB

5110 F0RJ-1T030:NEXT:RETURN

5200 REM CURSOR PRIMITIVE

5210 CH-PEEK(CP):F-J
5220 POKE CP,0S:G0SUB 5100
5230 IF PEEK(LP)-LB THEN F-1

5240 POKE CP.DD

5245 FOR J-1T030:NEXT

5250 IF PEEK(LP)-LC THEN F-1

5260 POKE CP.CH

5270 RETURN

5300 REM WAIT FOR PEN

5310 F1-»

5320 G0SUB 5200: IF F-» THEN F1-F1+1
5330 IF F1<2 THEN 5320
53*0 C0-CP: RETURN

5400 REM CURSOR TRACKING
5410 CP-CQ-CY:GOSUB5200:IFF-
5420 CP-CQ-CZ:G0SUBS2O0:IFF-
5430 CP-CQ-CZ:GOSUB5200:IFF-
5440 CP-CQ-1 :GOSUB52O0:IFF-

5450 CP-CQ :GOSUB5200:IFF.
5460 CP-CQ+1 :GOSUB52O0:IFF-

5470 CP-CQ+CZ:GOSUB5200:IFF>
5480 CP-CQ+CY:G0SUBS2O0:IFF-
5490 GOTO 5*10

6000 PRINT"c1r LIGHTPEN DRAWER
6010 PRINT"dn dn sp sp USE THE LIGHTPEN TO

MAKE A

6020 PRINT"SIMPLE PICTURE.
6030 PRINT"dn sp sp WHEN YOU START, A CURSOR

WILL
6040 PRINT"APPEAR IN THE HIDOLE OF THE SCREEN.
6050 PRINT"PUT THE LIGHTPEN ON THE CURSOR,
6060 PRINT"AND AS YOU MOVE THE PEN THE CURSOR
6070 PRINT"WILL FOLLOW THE PEN.
6080 PRINT"dn sp sp IF YOU MOVE THE PEN TOO

FAST,
6090 PRINTnTHE CURSOR WILL STOP FOLLOWING AND
6100 PRINT"Y0U WILL HAVE TO PUT THE PEN BACK

ON
6110 PRINT"THE CURSOR.
6120 PRINT"dn sp sp PRESS '

I' TO DRAW DOTS
AND '0' TO

6130 PRINT"ERASE DOTS.
6200 PRINT"dn dn PRESS ANY KEY TO START
6210 GETAS:IFAS-""THEN6210
6220 RETURN

See the instructions in lines 6000
— for how to use the program. The
cursor is easily "lost" and you must
move the pen carefully. Sometimes
two positions will activate the lightpen,

giving two dots if you press the 'V key.

Line 20 sets up these values: KB is

the PEEK location for the keyboard
scan (New ROMS will use the value 1 51

here.), K1 isthecodefortheTkey.and
KOfor the '0' key. Line 50 calls the "wait

for the pen" routine 5300. Once the pen
is found, the tracking begins in line 70.

When the pen is tracked, Routine 5400
returns and the keyboard is checked
for '0' or '1'. If a key is detected, CP
indicates where the cursor is, and a dot

or a space is POKEd into place.

Routine 5000 mostly sets things

up. The POKE in 5010 is done only
once, so there's no transformation of

numbers into variables. LP is the pen
address: LA, LB and LC are the values

used with the pen. CP points to the

middle of the screen initially. CH is to

hold the screen's character while the

cursor is in the same place. DT is the

code for SHIFT-Q, DS for SPACE and
DD for RVS-SPACE. The PET screen is

40 characters wide. CX, CY and CZ
can be added or subtracted to CP to
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get the adjacent and diagonal loca-

tions, (i.e., CP+CX is the next position

down.)
Routine 5100 actually initializes

the lightpen. Note how 5000 "drops

through" to use this code the first time.

At 5200 the essential details of detect-

ing the cursor are performed. First, in

Line 5210, the character already on the

screen is grabbed for safekeeping and

a detection flag, F, is set to zero. Lines

5220 through 5250 turn the cursor off,

check the pen, turn it on, check the

pen. If the pen is following the cursor,

the conditions in 5230 and 5240 will not

be true and F is zero. F=1 implies the

cursor wasn't seen. (I intended this to

work the other way, but it was late at

night and I'm lazy.)

Routine 5300 checks for the pen

by calling 5200. If the pen was found,

the counter F1 is incremented. Three

successful checks indicates that the

pen was found.

The tracking routine 5400 uses CQ
as the "permanent" pen position and
CP for the cursor position. A 3 x 3

square is scanned for the lightpen, and
if the pen is found (F=0), the routine

exits. (Note: Line 80 then updates CQ
to the new pen's position.) The track-

ing scan repeats until the pen is found.

(And you put it there!) O
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The comments and opinions of the

author are given for educational
purposes onlyand are not meant to

be legal advice. Specific legal

questions should be referred to

yourpersonal attorney.

Software Patents

Harold L. Novlck

Patents for software? Don't be
silly! Eeryone knows that you can't

patent computer programs. Even the
Supreme Court said so. Right?
Wrong! But. how can there be so
many contradictory statements
about the same subject : software?

The fundamental core of the
problem in the identity crisis that has
beset computer software is that
computer software is different things
to different people. Perhaps a sol-

ution to the problem will come from
the realization that, like people,
computer software plays many roles,

and has many facets. The legal

institution, as it is presently estab-
lished however, can only cover one
facet at a time. Copyrights, whose
strengths and weaknesses have been
exploited in past Forums cover one
of those facets. Patents,which will be
investigated in this and future For-
ums, cover another.

Patents can be obtained for

certain useful, new and unobvious
ideas and protect the underlying
concepts themselves, not just the
particular embodiments or "expres-
sions" of those concepts. Copy-
rights, on the other hand, cover only
the expression of the idea and not
the idea itself.

But many people ask, how can
you patent CP/M®for one example;
or the Electric Pencil II™, for another
example; or CBasic for a third

example? The answer, though rhe-
torical.is the question, "How can you
patent an automobile or an air-

plane?" Conceptually, the problem is

Harold L. Novick, Patent Attorney, LARSON
TAYLOR & HINDS, Arlington, VA 22202

the same in both cases. An over-

simplified response is that you can
only patent differences. A single
patent that covers every conventional
automobile as an entire entity does
not exist. Rather, hundreds of thou-
sands of patents exist for each
aspect of the entity. There are
hundreds of patents for the carbu-
retor, hundreds of patents for the
transmission, hundreds of patents
for the engine, and so on. Similarly,
a patent might claim a specific
automobile having a specific feature
that is emphasized, such as one that
comprises a body, wheels and a
specific suspension system.

The same is true for software.
Take CBASIC, for example. CBASIC
is "a comprehensive, commercially
oriented compiler/interpreter de-
signed for use with the CP/M
operating system." As explained in

the reference manual, "CBASIC uses
the CP/M file accessing routines to
store and retrieve data from soft
sectored IBM compatible diskette
files." There are available, however,
numerous and different Basic's. If

there are differences between them,
it is not in their having standard
statements, such as the IF. . .THEN
statement. The present differences in

the statements, if any, are in how the
operating program treats the state-
ments and data,and how it processes
them.

Suppose, however, that were not
the case. Then the "inventor" (or is it

"author")of the first computer lang-
uage might try to patent the
language as a system or method for

solving problems. The method for a
compiler language could include

reading into memory a program
containing a plurality of numbered
statements and data, testing each
statement to identify it and, when
identified, assembling a machine
language translation of each state-

ment into a file, and finally, exe-
cuting the assembled file to solve the
problem.

Back to reality, however, where
computer languages, including
Basic, have been around for some
time. Instead, suppose that the
originators of CBASIC developed an
original, novel and unobvious sub-
routine for rapidly accessing the
desired CP/M routine, or, suppose
the CBASIC compiler program in-

cluded a unique, non-mathematical
algorithm for handling IF... THEN
statements. Perhaps the algorithm
tags that statement and certain
others with a code and uses a scratch
pad memory so that the total amount
of RAM memory needed to generate,
store and run the intermediate file is

a minimum. None of these examples
is or uses a mathematical equation.
On the other hand, none of these
examples covers the basic concept of
the entire CBASIC computer pro-
gram.

Under current law, all of the
above examples should be patent-
able. Unfortunately, that law, or
more correctly that interpretation of a
congressional statute, was not ex-
pressed by the Supreme Court, but
by a lower court, the Court of
Customs and Patent Appeals (CC-
PA). The two cases decided by the
Supreme Court which "everybody"
said held that computer programs
were not patentable were cases in
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which the CCPA was reversed. Thus,
the present position of the CCPA
and, hence, the current state of law
may be reversed in a future case.

The present state of the law
regarding the patentability of soft-

ware is grounded on the inter-

pretation of the congressional ly en-

acted Patent Laws. These laws, in

turn, as well as the Copyright Laws
are grounded on the Constitution.

The Constitution grants the power to

Congress to pass laws "to promote
the progress of science and the
useful arts by securing for limited

times to authors and inventors the

exclusive right to their respective

writings and discoveries."

As a result of Supreme Court
interpretation of the word discov-

eries" in the Constitution, to mean
essentially applied engineering, it

would appear that Congress could
not pass laws that would permit

patents for laws of science, but can
only grant patents for applications of

those laws of science. Thus, if the

law of gravity were just discovered, it

could not be patented. However, one
could patent a paper making machine
that uses the law of gravity to drain

water from pulp in a faster way.

Congress has passed the present

Patent Laws within the presently

prescribed constitutional limits. But,

it appears from some Supreme Court
pronouncements that the language
of the Patent Laws is narrower than
what the Constitution would allow

Thus, when testing to see if an
invention is directed to patentable

subject matter, such as in computer
programming cases, the Supreme
Court reviews the claimed invention

with what the Court interprets as the

statutory boundry and not the Con-
stitutional boundry. In fact, in an

ambiguous statement, the Supreme
Court has been interpreted to have
said that Congress should broaden
the patent laws if Congress wants to

Mfcfnc-

"I think we've found the source of the

slowdown."
© Creative Compuling

provide patent protection for the
particular so-called computer pro-

gram inventions involved in the two
cases before the court.

The present Patent Laws are

limited to inventions or discoveries
of new and useful processes, ma-
chines, manufactures, or compo-
sitions of matter, or of any new and
useful improvements thereof. Al-

though these categories are not

exclusive, and a single invention can
fall into more than one of them, still,

for an invention to be patentable, it

must be able to be categorized into

one of them.
The entire controversy of the

patentability of software distills

down to the interpretation of the

word "useful." But, as interpreted,

this is not your common, everyday
variety of the word "useful." Rather,

the word is a term of art that probably
means something more like "ap-
plied" than "valuable" or helpful."

The Supreme Court phrases the
controversy this way: "Phenomena
of nature, though just discovered,

mental processes, abstract intel-

lectual concepts are not patentable,

as they are the basic tools of

scientific and technological work."

The Court concludes therefore, "If

there is to be invention from such a
discovery, it must come from the

application of the law of nature to a

new and useful end." Gottschalk v.

Benson, 409 US 63, 66 (1972).

The Benson case, quoted above,
involved a mathematical algorithm
and patent claims to a method of

converting signals from binary coded
decimal form to pure binary form.

The method comprised shifting sig-

nals, checking for binary 1's, and
adding and masking certain signals

when a binary 1 is discovered. The
Court said that this method claim
was too abstract and sweeping and
had an end use that could vary too
widely and be performed not only by
too large a variety of machines, but
also without any machines at all.

Thus, it seems that the Court was
saying that the claimed invention

was not a "useful" method, that is,

an applied method, because the
claims were too abstract, too wide
sweeping in nature.

Note that the discussion above is

in terms of the claimed invention and
not the invention perse . This
distinction is important.

The Patent Laws state that a
patent can be granted only after a
proper application is filed. The
application must consist of a written

description of the invention and of

the manner and process of making
and using the invention in as "full,

clear, concise and exact terms as to

enable any person skilled in the art to

which it pertains. . .to make and use
the same. The written description

must also set forth the best mode of

carrying out the invention. Finally,

the application must conclude with

"one or more claims particularly

pointing out and distinctly claiming

the subject matter which the ap-

plicant regards as his invention."

Thus, one view of the Supreme
Court Benson decision is that the
Court did not say the inventive

concept was unpatentable, it only
said that the particular way it was
claimed was unpatentable. If, how-
ever, the mathematical algorithm in

the Benson case were claimed with
many details of a telephone switch-
ing system, the combination is

arguably patentable. Of course, the
scope of that invention would be
greatly narrowed when it was claim-

ed with the added limitation. Does
thismean that computer programs, if

properly claimed, are patentable? In

an over simplified generalization, the
CCPA says yes; the Patent and
Trademark Office says no. The legal

controversy is again being presented

to Supreme Court for resolution in

two new cases. One case, Diamond,
Commissioner of Patents and Trade-

marks v. Bradley, involves firmware
used to change data in the scratch

pad registers of certain high per-

formance computers. The other case,
Diamond v. Diehr, involves a com-
puterized method for operating mold-
ing presses used in the manufacture
of rubber articles. If the Supreme
Court decides to hear these cases,
will that end the controversy?

In the time honored fashion of the

Tales of the Arabian Nights, more on
the patentability of software next

month.

"Somehow this /ust doesn't feel like

paradise without a computer.

"

©Creative Computing
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A Game for the Pocket Calculator • « •

triple Trip.

The calculator's flexibility and instantaneous feedback capabilities suggest a wide variety of

possible games. Here's another in our ongoing series that came to me while I was sitting in

the bathtub the other day contemplating the endless ways some mason had fitted together a

limited variety of wall tiles. The game is called TRIPLE TRIP because its object is to

arrive at a three-digit number in which all three numbers are identical, using the least number
of moves.

NUMBER OF PLAYERS: Any number can play, but two to four makes a good group.
APPROXIMATE TIME REQUIREMENT: Depending on the number of players, from five

to fifteen minutes.

SKILLS INVOLVED: Knowledge of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division

plus a devious mind and a "quicker-better" attitude.

CHANCE FACTOR: None.

PLAY OF THE GAME:

(1) One player punches in any two-digit number over 25 and presses the multiply key
while covering the display. A second player punches in a single-digit number greater than

3 and then presses the equals sign. The resulting product gives you a three-digit number to

begin with.

Vince starts by entering the number 59 into the calculator and then pressing X ("times"). Covering
the display, he holds the calculator toward Lillian who enters an 8 and then presses "=". When
Vince removes his hand from the display, 472 is revealed.

(2) The idea now is to transform the product from Step 1 into a three-digit number in which
all three digits are identical. The player may either add, subtract, multiply or divide using

only one of the digits from the display at a time. Each complete operation is counted as

one move. With every new display, the player uses one of the new digits from it to make his

next move. He continues until he gets a three-digit number with all three digits the same.

Lillian seizes the calculator and divides 472 by 2. The display immediately shows 236. She quickly
subtracts 6 from this to get 230. Now she subtracts 3 and her display lights up as 227 from which
she subtracts the 7, which leaves her with 220. From here it's clear sailing and with a triumphant
smile, she casually adds a 2. The result is 222, and she's done it in five moves.

(3) Any player who thinks he can do the same thing in fewer moves now has one minute to

challenge. He picks up the calculator and tries out his strategy.

Vince refuses to be outdone by Lillian. After a few seconds of heavy concentration, he grabs the
calculator and executes the following series of moves:

472 -7-465-6- 459 -9-450-5-445-5-440 + 4- 444.

Alas, Vince needed six moves for his TRIPLE TRIP and Lillian still remains victorious.

(4) Once a challenger has tried to beat another player's strategy, again one minute is

given to permit new challenges. The player with the fewest number of moves is the winner.

Kay, who has been quiety meditating, reaches over and executes the following series of operations:

472 * 4-118-8-110+ 1-111.

Her three brilliantly executed moves speak for themselves. Vince and Li/Han concede.
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VARIATIONS:

(1) More advanced players can begin with a four-digit display and use two digits at a time.

(Quadruple Quest???)

(2) A more difficult way of getting to the target is to limit play to only those digits that

appeared in the original display.

(3) A rule can be added to eliminate anyone who gets a decimal quotient anytime during

the game.

TRIPLE TRIP is reprinted with permission of the publisher from Qemes With the Pocket Calculator by Sivasailam

Thiagarajan and Harold B. Stolovitch. The authors rate TRIPLE TRIP as one of the more difficult games. Enjoy it with

your family and friends, laugh, and have fun, but don't be surprised if you sharpen your feeling for numerical

interaction.

The book Includes 24 basic games and many variations for all ages and levels of difficulty. They are all good.

Interactive, thinking games, not tricks. The book Is published by Dymax and Is available from them or from Creative

Computing for just $3.95. (Use the handy order card.)

OHIO SCIENTIFIC CIP

Graphics design program — draw any
image directly on screen using movable
cursor without POKE. Make full use of

graphics. Store image on tape.

Requires 8K. $12.00

4K version w/o tape storage $10.00

Plot program — plot any function over any
range on X-Y coordinates. Plot scattergram

for any data.

Requires 4K $10.00

BENCHMARK SOFTWARE
7533 Venetian Way

Indianapolis, IN 46217

AUTHORS WANTED
BY N.Y. PUBLISHER
A well-known New York subsidy book
publisher is searching for manuscripts
worthy of publication. Fiction, non-
fiction, poetry, juveniles, travel, scien-
tific, specialized and even controversial
subjects will be considered. If you have
a book-length manuscript ready for pub-
lication (or are still working on it), and
would like more information and a free
booklet, please write:

Vantage Press. Dept D 65

516 W. 34th St.. New York. NY. 10001

CIRCLE 212 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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You can
now order

article

reprints

from this

publication
University Microfilms International,

in cooperation with publishers
of this journal, offers a highly con-
venient Article Reprint Service
Single articles or complete issues
can now be obtained in their

original size (up to 8 v? x 1 1 inches).
For more information please com-
plete and mail the coupon below.

ARTICLE REPRINT
SERVICE

University Microfilms International
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Good programming deserves good documentation. BITS Inc has

developed a programming form to help assembly language program-
mer* write and preserve their programs in a loose-leaf notebook for-

mat. BITS PROGRAMMER PADS™ are now available for the 8080A.
2-80. 1802, 6800, and 6502 microprocessors. On one side of the
form the proccessor's register architecture is laid out along with con-
tinuous memory locations. This allows the details of your program's
register use, stack manipulations, indexed addressing, and table and
data storage to be permanently recorded. The other side is for your
program or subroutine listing. Its source listing is entered in the in-

structions, labels and comments columns. Assembling is done next
by filling in the object code column which is wide enough for two or

three byte instructions. Memory locations are assigned in the address
column. If revision or relocation of the program is necessary, the ad-

For Fastest Service

CALL TOLL FREE 800-258-5477
FOR BANK CARD ORDERS
(in N.H. 924-3355)

dress column can be renewed using typewriter correction tape (a

white paper tape about 1/3" wide) and memory addresses reassign-

ed.

BITS PROGRAMMER PADS will protect the effort you have put into

your programs and take some of the pain out of hand assembly. Each
50-page pad is printed on durable stock paper, and prepunched for a

standard three-ring notebook. They are available for $2.50 each.
(Postage and handling: Domestic-75' for one pad, $ 1 .25 for two or

more; Foreign- $1.00 per pad to a maximum of $4.00) Please
specify which microproccessor.

BITavInc Books to erose the impossible

POB 428. K Kckiii 101 Wot. PtUfboroofh NH 03451

FREE
CATALOG
of over 200 Microcomputer Books 00020
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CALIFORNIA
D.E.S. Data Equipment Supply— 8315
Firestone Blvd, Downey 90241; (213)

923-9361. 8AM-9PM 7 days. Complete
computer facility—Commodore Pet

dealer— "Solid Cold Software^ special-

ists.

PC Computers— 10166 San Pablo Ave,

El Cerrito 94530; (415) 527-6657. 9-5:30

Mon-Sat. Commodore Pet, Compucolor
and Atari.

CONNECTICUT
The Computer Store—63 S. Main St,

Windsor Locks 060%; (203) 627-0188.

10-6 MTWF, 10-8 Thu, 10-4 Sat.

GEORGIA
Atlanta Computer Mart— 5091 Buford

Hwy, Atlanta 30340; (404)455-0647.

10-6 Mon-Sat.

ILLINOIS

ComputerLand/Downers Grove— 136

Ogden Ave, Downers Plaza 60515; (312)

964-7762. 10-6 Mon-Sat, 10-8 Tue, Thu.

Data Domain of Schaumburg— 1612 E.

Algonquin Rd, Schaumburg 60195;

(312) 397-8700. 12-9 Tue-Fri, 11-5 Sat.

Largest book & magazine selection.

Farnsworth Computer Center— 1891 N.

Farnsworth Ave, Aurora 60505; (312)

851-3888 10-8 Mon-Fri, 10-5 Sat. Apple,

Hewlett-Packard, Cromemco, HP cal-

culators, IDS-440G printers.

KENTUCKY
ComputerLand of Louisville— 10414
Shelbyville Rd, Louisville 40223; (502)

245-8288. 10-5:30.

MASSACHUSETTS
NEECO-679 Highland Ave, Needham
02194; (617) 449-1760. 9-5:30 Mon-Fri.

Commodore, Apple, Superbrain, TI99/4.

Science Fantasy Bookstore— 18 Eliot St,

Harvard Sq, Cambridge 02138;(617)547-

5917. 11-5 Mon-Sat, 11-8 Thu. Apple
Games: Shuttle-Adventure Invader.

MICHIGAN
Computer Mart— 560 West 14 Mile,

Clawson 48017; (313)288-0040. The
Midwest's largest computer store! (We
will not be undersold!!)

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Computer Mart of New Hampshire—
170 Main St, Nashua 03060; (603)

883-2386. 10-5. Dental-medical com-
puter specialists, Data General & Apple
systems.

NEW YORK
The Computer Corner Inc— 200 Hamil-
ton Ave, White Plains 10601; (914)WHY
DATA. 106 Mon-Sat, 10-9 Thu.

OHIO
The Basic Computer Shop— 2671 W.
Market St, Akron 44313; (216) 867-0808.

106 Mon-Sat.

PENNSYLVANIA
Personal Computer Corp.— 24-26 W.
Lancaster Ave, Paoli 19301; (215)

647-8643 10-6 Mon-Fri, 10-8 Wed, 10-5

Sat.

VIRGINIA
ComputerLand/Tysons Corner—8411
Old Courthouse Rd, Vienna 22180;

(703) 893-0424. 10* MTWF, 10-9 Thu,
10-5 Sat.

Computers Plus, Inc—6120 Franconia

Rd, Alexandria 22301; (703) 971-1996.

10-9 Mon-Fri, 10-6 Sat. Micro special-

ists, books, classes, software, main-

tenance. "The PLUS makes the dif-

ference."

To include your store in Creative Computing's
Retail Roster, call the Advertising Department at

(201) 540-9168.
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CofTipJeat
Computer
CcJtafOOLK

We welcome entriei from readers for the
"Compleat Computer Catalogue" on any
item related, even distantly, to computers.
Please include the name of the item, a brief

evaluative description, price, and complete
source data If it is an item you obtained
over one year ago, please check with the
source to make sure it is still available at the
quoted price.

Send contributions to "The Compleat
Computer Catalogue,'' Creative Com-
puting. P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ
07960.

Computers

MICROCOMPUTER
MAINFRAME

CMC Marketing Corp. announces the
Model 2018 Microcomputer Mainframe
System. The system consists of an
18-slot S-100 bus motherboard housed in

a heavy duty precision formed cabinet
that is convertible to either a desk top or
rack mounted unit.

The motherboard provides intercon-

nections for up to 18 printed circuit cards
using the standard S-100 bus format. A
jumper system provides active or in-

active termination on the various signal

lines.

CMC Marketing Corp., 10611 Harwin
Dr., Suite 406, Houston. TX 77036. (713)

9954960.
CIRCLE 230 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Z-80 BASED SINGLE BOARD
COMPUTER

The Model 80-20 is the newest in
R2E's family of Z 80 based small busi-
ness microcomputer systems. The sin-

gleboard system includes a Z-80 CPU;
32K of RAM (64K optional); two single-

side, double-density minifloppies (140K
bytes of storage each); ASCII keyboard;
parallel Centronics printer interface;

cabinet and power supply.
Complementing the system is a 1024

character upper/lower case CRT display
with large easy-to-read characters.

Software for the 80-20 includes R2E's
BAL Language (Business Oriented Ba-
sic) with sequential, indexed sequential
and random access file management,
plus a macro assembler. Optional are
Fortran, Cobol, Pascal, APL.CBasic and
MBasic (compiler and interpreter)—all
operating under CP/M. $3,000.

R2E of America, 47 Bedford St., S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55414.

CIRCLE 231 ON READER SERVICE CARD

EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER
SYSTEM

Psychotechnics, Inc. announces its

Validated Computer Math System. The
PTI computer features 80 ready-to-run
Telemath programs, all of which are
cross-referenced to 3 of the leading Math
basals.

The system is a supplementary
program for grades K-8 which can also

be implemented as a mature remedial
math program at the secondary or adult
level.

The press of a button allows a
teacher to load an activity, or change to a
new activity in less than 20 seconds.
Once an activity is loaded into the
computer it can run all day with no
further teacher attention. $3500.

Psychotechnics, Inc., 1900 Pickwick
Ave., Glenview, IL 60025. (312) 729-5850.

CIRCLE 232 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Z-80 BASED EDUCATIONAL
SYSTEM

The Primarius IVS (Interactive Vid-

eo System) offers color computer graph-
ics with a Z-80 based microprocessor to
present multi-sensory interactive les-

sons stored on single cassette tapes.

Each tape contains a recorded sound-
track as well as a digitally recorded
program that allows the IVS to operate
remote from its PDP 11/45 mainframe
without giving up any on-line capabili-

ties.

It has graphics resolution of 256 x 192
pixels (2 color), 128 x 192 pixels (color)

and a full ASCII character set.

Input is via a 12-key keyboard and an
8 1/2 x 11 Sensor Panel for high
resolution photographic overlays. $1200.

Primarius, Inc., 4186-J Sorrento Val-
ley Blvd., San Diego., CA 92121.

CIRCLE 233 ON READER SERVICE CARD

COMPUTER
FROM
SWTPC

Southwest Technical Products has
introduced the SWTPC 69A and 69K
computers. Both computers use the
Motorola MC 6809 processor, feature
dual-bus motherboard design, and are
expandable to 56K of RAM.

Flex DOS, Basic, Pascal and an
assembler are immediately available, as
are editor and debug programs for use in

system development. The 69A is availa-

ble assembled for $595; the 69K is $495
in kit form.

Southwest Technical Products Cor-
poration, 219 Rhapsody, San Antonio,
TX 78216.

CIRCLE 234 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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Super Color S 1 00 Video Kit $99.95
Expatriate lo 256 « 192 high resolution color

graphics 6847 with i» display modes computer

controlled Memory mapped IK RAM expanda-

NetorjK S 100 bus 1802 8080 8085 Z80 etc

Gremlin Color Video Kit $59.95
32 x 16 alpha/numerics and graphics up to 8

colors with 6847 chip. 1K RAM at EO0O Plugs

into Super EH 44 pin bus Not expandable to high

resolution Graphics

NEW PRODUCTS!
Elf II Adapter Kit $24.50
Plugs into EH II providing Super Ell 44 and 50 pin

bus plus S-100 bus expansion (With Super Ex

pansioni High and low address displays, state

and mode LEO s optional $18 00

1802 16K Dynamic RAM Kit $149.00

1802 S-100 expandable to 32K. Hidden refresh

w clocks up to 4 MHz w no wait states Addl 16K
RAM (7* 00.

Quest Super Basic
Quest, the leader in inexpensive 1802 systems

announces another first Quest is the first com-

pany worldwide to ship a fall sin task lor 1 802

systems A complete tunction Super Bask by

Ron Center including floating point capability

with scientific notation (number range • 17E").

32 bit integer 2 billion Mufti dim arrays. String

arrays. String manipulation. Cassette I/O. Save

and load. Basic Data and machine language pro

grams, and over 75 Statements. Functions and

Operators

Easily adaptable on most 1802 systems Re

Quires 12K RAM minimum tor Basic and user

programs Cassette version in stock now HUM
versions coming soon with exchange privilege

allowing some credit (or cassette version

$40 00

Tom Pittman s 1802 Tiny Basic Source listing

now available Find ml how Torn Pittman wrote

Tiny Basic and how to get the most out of H

$19.00

S-100 4 Slot Expansion S 9 95

Super Monitor VI I Source Listing $15 00

Coming Soon: Assembler. Editor. Disassem-

bler. DA AD Super Sound Music. EPROM
programmer. Stringy Floppy Disc System

RCA Cosmac Super Elt Computer S106.95
Compare features before you decide to buy any

other computer There is no other computer on

the market today that has all the desirable bene-

fits of the Super EW for so little money The Super

Elt is a small single board computer that does

many Mf things II is an excellent computer tor

training and for learning programming with its

machine language and yet it is easily expanded

with additional memory. Full Basic. ASCII

Keyboards, video character generation, etc.

Before you buy another small computer, see if it

includes the following features ROM monitor.

State and Mode displays. Single step Optional

address displays Power Supply. Audio Amplifier

and Speaker Fully socketed tor all IC s. Real cost

of in warranty repairs. FuH documentation

The Super EH includes a ROM monitor tor pro-

gram loading, editing and execution with SINGLE

STEP for program debugging which is not in

eluded in others at the same price With SINGLE

STEP you can see the microprocessor chip opera

ting with the unique Quest address and data bus

displays before during and atler executing in-

structions Also. CPU mode and instruction cycle

are decoded and displayed on 8 LEO indicators

An RCA 1861 video inpWn chip allows you to

connect to your own TV with an inexpensive video

modulator to do graphics and games There is a

speaker system included lor writing your own
music or using many music programs already

written The speaker amplifier may also be used

to drive relays for control purposes

A 24 key HEX keyboard includes 16 HEX keys

plus load, reset, run. wail, input, memory pro-

tect, monitor select and single step Large, on

board displays provide output and optional hujh

and low address There is a 44 pin standard

connector slot for PC cards and a 50 pin connec-

tor slot lor the Quest Super Expansion Board

Power supply and sockets lor all IC s are in-

cluded in the price plus a detailed 127 pg instruc-

tion manual which now includes over 40 pgs of

software into including a series of lessons to

help get you started and a music program and

graphics target game Many schools and

universities are using the Super Elt as a course

ot study OEM s use it tor training and R&D
Remember, other computers only otter Super Elt

features at additional cost or not at all Compare
before you buy Super Ell Kit $106 95. High

address option $8 95. Low address option

$9 95 Custom Cabinet with drilled and labelled

plexiglass front panel $24.95 Expansion Cabinet

with room for 4 S 100 boards $41 00 NiCad

Battery Memory Saver Kit $6 95. All kits and

options also completely assembled and tested

QuesMata a 12 page monthly software pub-

lication tor 1802 computer users is available by

subscription tor $12 00 per year Issues 1-12

bound $16 50

Tiny Basic Cassette $10 00. on ROM $38 00

original Elf kit board $14 95 1802 software:

Moews Video Graphics $3 50. Games and Music

$3.00. Chip 8 Interpreter $5 50

Super Expansion Board with Cassette Interface S89.95
This is truly an astounding value' This board has

been designed to allow you to decide how you

want it optioned The Super Expansion Board

comes with 4K of low powerMM fully address

able anywhere in 64K with built-in memory pro-

tect and a cassette Interface Provisions have

been made tor all other options on the same

board and it tits neatly into the hardwood cabinet

alongside the Super Ell The board includes slots

tor up to 6K of EPROM (2708. 2758. 2716 or Tl

271 6) and is hjtty socketed EPROM can be used

for the monitor and Tiny Basic or other purposes

A IK Super ROM Monitor $19 95 is available as

an on board option in 2708 EPROM which has

been preprogrammed with a program loader/

editor and error checking mufti file cassette

read write software, (relocatible cassette tile)

another exclusive from Quest It includes register

save and readout, block move capability and

video graphics driver with blinking cursor Break

points can be used with the register save feature

to isolate program bugs quickly then tollow with

single step The Super Monitor is written with

TERMS: $5 00 mm order US Funds Calil residents add 6°otai

BankAmencard and Master Charge accepted

Shipping charges will be added on charge cards

subroutines allowing users to take advantage of

monitor functions simply by catling them up

Improvements and revisions are easily done with

the monitor It you have the Super Expansion

Board and Super Monitor the monitor is up and

running at the push of a button

Other on board options include Parallel Input

and Output Ports with tuM handshake They

allow easy connection ot an ASCII keyboard to the

input port RS 232 and 20 ma Current Loop lor

teletype or other device are on board and if you

need more memory there are two S-100 slots tor

static RAM or video boards Also a IK Super

Monitor version 2 with video driver for lull capa-

bility display with Tiny Basic and a video interface

board Parallel I Ports $9 85. RS 232 $4 50.

TTY 20 ma I F $1 95. S-100 $4 SO A 50 pin

connector sol with ribbon cable is available at

SI 5 25 for easy connection between the Super

EH and the Super Expansion Board

Power Supply Kit lor the complete system (see

Multi-volt Power Supply below)

Same day shipment. First line parts only

Factory tested Guaranteed money back

Quality IC s and other components at fac-

tory prices
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ROCKWELL AIM 65 Computer
6502 based single board with lull ASCII keyboard

and 20 column thermal pnnter 20 char alphanu-

menc display. ROM monitor, tully expandable

$375 00 4K version $450 00 4K Assembler

$85 00. 8K Basic Interpreter $100 00

Speaal smal power supply tor AIM65 assem in

frame $49.00. Complete AIM65 in thin briefcase

with power supply $48$. 00. Molded plastic

enclosure to lit AIM65 plus power supply $47.50.

Special Package Price 4K AIM 8K Basic power

supply, cabinet $599.00

AIM65 KIM VIM Super Elf 44 pin expansion

board 3 female and 1 male bus Board plus 3

connectors $22.95.

AIM65 KIM.VIM 10 Expansion Kit 4 parallel and

2 serial ports plus 2 internal timers $31.00. PROM
programmer tor 2716 $150.00.

Multi-volt Computer Power Supply
8v 5 amp. • 18v 5 amp. 5v 1 5 amp. 5v

5 amp. 12v 5 amp. 12 option • 5v • 12v

are regulated KitS29 95 Kit with punched trame

$37 45. $4 00 shipping Kitolhardware$14 00
Woodgram case $10 00. $1 50 shipping

PROM Eraser Will erase 25 PROMs in

15 minutes Ultraviolet, assembled $37.50

Safety switch Timer version $69 50

60 Hz Crystal Time Base Kit $4.40
Converts digital clocks from AC line frequency

to crystal bme base Outstanding accuracy

NiCad Battery Fixer/Charger Kit

Opens shorted cells that won t hold a charge

and then charges them up. an in one kit wfull

pans and instructions $7.25

LRC 7000 Printer $389 00
40 64 column dot matrix impact, std paper

Interface all personal computers

Televideo Terminal $845 00
10? key upper lowercase 10 Baud rates 24x80
char microprocessor coot edit cap

Interlude li Terminal $874 00

Super Brain

Floppy Disk Terminal S2895 00

79 IC Update Master Manual $29.95
Complete IC data selector 2500 pg master refer-

ence guide Over 50.000 cross references Free

update service through 1979 Domestic postage

S3 50 No foreign orders

S-100 Computer Boards
8K Static RAM Kit $135 00

16K Static RAM Kit 265 00

24K Static RAM Kit 423 00

32K Static RAM Kit 475 00

16K Dynamic RAM Kit 199 00

32K Dynamic RAM Kit 310 00

64K Dynamic RAM Kit 470 00

Video Interlace Kit $129.00

Video Modulator Kit $8.95
Convert TV set into a high quality monitor wo
affecting usage Comp kit w lull instruc

Digital Temp. Meter Kit $34.00
Indoor and outdoor Switches back and forth

Beautiful 50 LEO readouts Nothing like it

available Needs no additional parts for com-
plete. tuM operation Will measure 100 to

• 200 F. tenths ot a degree, air or liquid

Beautiful woodgram case w bezel $11 75

FREE Send lor your copy of our NEW 1980

QUEST CATALOG Include 28c stamp
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Memory Terminals & I/O

^wMT

32K STATIC MEMORY MODULE
A 32K static memory module, from

Micro Control Company, features com-
plete S-100 bus compatibility, low power
consumption, and a full two-year war-
ranty.

Other features of this memory mod-
ule include buffered inputs, tri-state
outputs, bank select switches, no DMA
restrictions, and a complete set of
programming switches for easy inter-

facing.

Prices are $695 for the 2 Mhz model
and $895 for the 4Mhz version.

Micro Control Company, 7956 Main
St., NE, Minneapolis. MN 55432. (612)
786-3750.
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8 1/2" RECEIVE-ONLY
SERIAL PRINTERS

Printer Terminal Communications
Corporation has introduced a low cost
version of its line of microprocessor-
controlled 8 1/2-inch receive-only serial

printers.

Designated the Model 877, the new
unit is targeted specifically at no-frills

applications where reliability is the
overriding concern.

It prints 120 characters per second at
80 characters per line, 10 characters per
inch, using the ASCII set of 95 charac-
ters. The internally contained paper roll

is friction fed. $999.
Printer Terminal Communications

Corp., 124 Tenth St., Ramona, CA 92065.
(714) 789-5200.
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HIGH-QUALITY DOT MATRIX
PRINTER

Computer Textile, Inc. has announ-
ced that it is now carrying the hard-to-
find Sanders Media 12/7 printer. The
media 12/7 is a dot-matrix printer that is

capable of producing letter-quality print.

Using the Infinite Matrix" principle, the
printer can make up to four passes on
one line and offset the picture dots by
just a few mils. This makes possible

letter-quality print.

Print speed varies from up to 216
CPS in one-pass fonts (for first drafts) to
50CPS in a tour pass letter-quality font.

Multiple typefaces are available in a
variety of sizes and styles. The Media
12/7 features the ability to mix typefaces
on the same line. The Media 12/7 allows
up to eleven typefaces to be stored
internally in ROM.

Options include an RS-232 interface,

forms tractor and cut sheet feeter.

$3900.

Computer Textile, Inc., 10960 Wil-
shire Blvd., Suite 1504, Los Angeles, CA
90024. (213) 477-3067.
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EXCITING MAILORDER DISCOUNTS
icippkz computer II

""= *>«««'« •» *99Bpo
16K

APPLE II 32K '1050

APPLE II 4SK '1100

APPLE II ACCESSORIES
COAVUS 10 MCQASYTf DISK OMVt . . 444so-
PASCAL UUttUAQI SYSTEM. 44*"
OUAMCSMPUT T1MI 474-
TlrSa > »Hh CONTAOILIP CAHO 4*4-

CLOCKJCALENOAACAM It 70-
SMTSXM. X.10 SYSTEM 140-
SLWPTALKt A SPEECH SYNTHISIZEA . . 140-
044PLUSCAM 1SS-

A00USO0T rSMIWAItl CAM)
MTCOtA IAWUI CAM)
PAAAll.IL MTIRFACE CAAC
SERIAL «TE*FACSCAM
CO0SMMKATIONSCAM

14 OCHAVtSfeHCnOMOOCHM SM-
ALT MUSK SYNTHWZEA Ill-
SSH AW CAM (KIT) 1JS-
UMAIOCAMIAST) ISO-
NOVATION CAT MOOf H 144-

ANADEX OP 8000 1785 OO
CENTRONICS 730 1 7»S OO
AXIOM EX 801 495 00
AXIOM EX 820 795 00
THENDCOM 1 0O 335 OO

SD IXPAI
•A4K S-100 DYNAMIC RAM BOARD WITHOUT MEMORY (115.00
•WORKS WITH Z-S0. S0*0 S S0S5 11K KIT 100 00
•POWER CONSUMPTION 5 WATTS UK KIT 25*00
•BANK SELECT -PHANTOM REFRESH ASK KIT 12*00
•NO WAIT ITATEI REOUIRED *4K KIT S3** 00

400 150 fOK ASSEMBLED t TESTED

Th* SORCERER a a ZBO CPU baaad rracro

computer W«liH» expandable K 48K 4KROM
reoAlent monitor I/O connector lor S-100 ax-
panaion ParaS* and aerial mtsrtaca Dual
caaaettalO Grar^ resolution ol 240x512.
30 tows ol 84 character*. 8 x 8 dot matrix
Fiji ASCII sat (uppar and lower cam), paj*
standard graphic symbols User may define
up 10 1 28 characters Keyboard * 63 Xey
data processing type, pArsa 16 Key
numeric mpul pad

SUf 1.143.00 UK 1, its.00

LEEDEX VIDEO 100
12" BLACK & WHITE MONITOR
•VIDEO BANDWIDTH 1 2 MHz • 3db
•COMPOSITE VIDEO INPUT

H2900

SOROC IQ 120
SERIAL RS232C
FULL ASCI I UPPER/LOWER CASE
NUMERIC KEYPAD CURSER KEYS
SCREEN CONTROL*
PROTECTED FIELDS $775

'ALSO AVAILABLE'

SOROC IQ 140 *1,225.00

. TO ORDER .
Phone orders -nvrttxl using credrt cards Or aend c**hm*%
chock or money order that draws on a U S bar* Ptaaaa odd
2% ($5 00 Minimum) tor handfcrvg, srtipptng (air service) and
insurance, or equtprnent w*tt be shipped fretght cceect
CaMomie residents add 6% aalea tax Al equiprnent * in

factory cartons with the irtsnufacturers warranty Eowspment
• subfect to price change and avaaebarty without notice .

COMPUTER SPECIALTIES 6363 EL CAJON BLVD., SUITE 10S,
SAN DIECO, CA. 93115 • (7141 579-0330
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DOT-MATRIX IMPACT
PRINTER

Eaton LRC introduces the Model
7000+ , a high-speed, low-cost, dot-

matrix impact printer designed for small
business and home computer systems. It

features 1.25 lines per second uni-direc-

tional printing, with a line speed of 1.25

lines per second, and prints a 3-1/3 inch

line.

It comes with a wide variety of

interfaces, including TRS-80 parallel,

Apple parallel, RS-232C and PET IEEE,
and accepts the full ASCII character set

(upper and lower case) and can print in

both a single or double wide front.

Options available include a 120 character

buffer; and a version that prints 64, 40,

32, or 20 characters per line, selectable

under software control. $389.

LRC, an Eaton company, Riverton,
WY 82501. (307)856-4821.
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SERIAL INTERFACE CARD
FOR APPLE

The 7710A Asynchronous Serial In-

terface from California Computer Sys-

tems is a plug-in card which enables the
Apple II to communicate with all

RS-232-C standard serial devices.

Features include fully selectable

baud rates from 50-19,200 baud, 8 and
9-bit transmission, optional odd, even, or

no parity. Software programmable in-

terrupts, double buffered data I/O, full

handshaking, and power-down ROM are

included. The card is available in kit

form, or fully assembled and tested.

California Computer Systems, 250
Caribbean, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (415)

734-5811.
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Mailroom

Now for CP/M
The reason you put your Bailing list on
your computer In the first place was to
get the Machine to do the hardest work.
If your vailing list software can't show

you which addresses are near Boston, or
who's nane sounds like Kouzouvelowskl ,

(or was that Kasval 1 nsk* ? ) then you're
not using NallrooM.

Don't let your computer nake you do the
hardest part. Mallrooa Is now available
In CBASIC-2 for CP/M users as well as In

the popular North Star Basic version.

Ask your computer storekeeper to give you
a demonstration or visit us In booth #30
at the West Coast Coaputer Falre.

The
Software
Worksi" Im
Mountain View, CA (408)736-9438
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computer!
ppocLicts, inc.

11542-1 KNOTT ST.

GARDEN GROVE,
CA 92641

(800)854-6411
(714)891-2663

MICROBYTE
16K RAM BOARD

• FULLY S-100
COMPATIBLE
•USES L0-PWR
4KX1,MM5257'S

• 2 MHZ OR 4 MHZ
•4K BANK
ADDRESSABLE

• EXTENDED MEMORY
MANAGEMENT

• NO DMA RESTRICTIONS
•ASSEMBLED* TESTED
2MHZ$250-4MHZ$265

MICROBYTE
32K RAM BOARD

• FULLY S-100
COMPATIBLE

• USESL0-PWR
4KX1,MM5257s
•2MHZ0R4MHZ
• BANK ADDRESSABLE
•EXTENDED MEMORY
MANAGEMENT

•8-BIT OUTPUT PORT
• NO DMA RESTRICTIONS
•ASSEMBLED & TESTED
2MHZ$525-4MHZ$540

REGULATORS

320T-5 90

320T-12 90

340T-5 80

340T-12 70

78H05 4.75

78L12 35

MISC. COMPONENTS

LM339 . .

LM348..
LM377..
LM380..
LM3900

.

DM8216.
8080A . .

8251 ...

1-9

. .70

.1.00

.1.10

. .80

. .55

.2.10

.4.50

.5.00

10 99

.65

.92

1.00

.75

.50

2.00

4.25

4.80

100 up

.59

.85

.95

.70

.44

1.90

4.00

4.50

IMSAI CONNECTORS
100PIN-SOLDERTAIL

$3.00 each

10 for $2.75 each

LO-PRO SOCKETS

14 PIN

16 PIN

18 PIN

20 PIN

24 PIN

28 PIN

40 PIN

1-24

.15

.16

.19

.27

.35

.40

.50

25 99 100 up

.14 .13

.15

.17

.25

.31

.33

.46

.14

.15

.23

.27

.29

.41

4116's
(250NS)

ADDON MEMORY
FOR APPLE. TRS 80.

HEATH. ETC

8 for $64.00

16 for $120.00

SA800 DRIVE
INSTALLED IN DUAL

CABINET W/PWR SUPPLY
ASSEMBLED & TESTED

(1) DRIVE INSTALLED
$695.00

(2) DRIVES INSTALLED
$1125.00

ASK
FOR

OUR
NEW

CATALOG

271 6's
5-VOLTONLY

450 NS.

$32.00 ea

8 for $240

2708's
450NS

$8.50 ea

or

8/S60

CERAMIC
CAPS

1 @ 12 VOLTS

10c ea

100/S9.00

2114's

LO-PWR
300 NS.
1-16 PCS
$5.25 ea

17UP
$5.00 ea

ORDERING INFO

NAME. ADDRESS. PHONE
SHIP BY: UPS OR MAIL

SHIPPING CHRG: ADD $2.50
UP TO (5) LBS. CREDIT CARDS

WILL BE CHARGED
APPROPRIATELY

TERMS

WE ACCEPT CASH,
CHECK. MONEY ORDERS.
VISA & MASTER CHRG
(U.S. FUNDS ONLY)
TAX: 6% CALIF. RES.
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Peripherals

PERIPHERALS FOR TI-99/4

Five peripherals to expand the
capability of the TI-99/4 home computer
have been announced by Texas Instru-
ments. The mini-floppy disk system,
which includes a controller with up to 3
disk drives, can store up to 90,000 bytes
of information on each diskette. Up to
127 files may be defined on each
diskette.

A special Solid State Software com-
mand module with utilities including

disk and file maintenance commands is

included with the mini-floppy system.
The system has a suggested retail price
of $300 for the controller and $500 for

each drive.

An RS-232 interface converts the
parallel data bus of the TI-99/4 to a
serially formatted output which con-
forms to the Electronic Institute of
America RS-232 standard.

It has a software selectable baud
rate, number of data bits, parity and
number of stop bits. $225.

A quality 300-baud acoustic modem
has originate and answer modules, as
well as a test capability. The modem is

connected to the 99/4 through the
RS-232 interface and a built-in cable.

$225.

The Speech Synthesizer has over 300
words which are accessible from Basic or
which may be used by Solid State
Software command modules to instruct
and comment verbally rather than
displaying messages on the screen. $150.

A thermal printer prints 32 columns
of 5x7 dot-matrix characters on 3.5 inch
thermally sensitive paper at a speed of
30 characters per second. There are 2
pre-defined character sets which are
selectable from Basic, and Basic pro-
grams can also define special characters
in 5x7 matrix format. $400.

Texas Instruments Incorporated,
Consumer Relations, P.O. Box 53, Lub-
bock, Texas 79408.
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REMOTE CONTROL FOR
TRS-80, APPLE, S100

MicroMinds Busy Box facilitates

wireless remote control of AC operated
lights and appliances in the home or

office. It converts program commands
into an ultrasonic message which is

transmitted to the popular BSR X 10

(Sears)Home Control System. The Busy
Box is signal compatible with most
computers and includes complete on
board port addressing.

TRS-80. $104.95; Apple LI, $109.95;

S100 $114.95.

The MicroMint Inc., 917 Midway,
Woodmere. NY 11598. (516) 374-6793.
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Disc/3
MART, INC.
DO IT YOURSELF

LOW-LOW PRICES
ANADEX Printer, DP 8000 $ 845.00

CENTRONIX 730 Matrix Printer 825.00
(tyith 4 free zip pack ribbons)

HAZELTINE 1520 1319.00
NEC Spinwriter 5510 (RO) 2643.00
(tnc forms tractor)

SORC IQ 140 (Assembled) 1245.00
Tl 810 Basic (upper & lower case) 1669.00
Tl 994 Personal Computer 1150.00
TEC 511 CRT (upper & lower case) 799.00

LA 34 DEC Writer Teleprinter 1195.00

CARTRIDGES • DISKETTES • MAG TAPE
ACCESSORIES

ADDS, CENTRONICS. HAZELTINE, IMSAI, LEAR
SIEGLER. TECHTRAN, Tl, VECTOR GRAPHICS

AND OTHERS
STORE HOURS: 9 A.M. - 5:30 P.M. Mon. through Fri.

Call or write for quotes or information.

llCr*/^ 1840 LINCOLN BLVD..«*#U SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

MART, INC. (213)450 5911
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HiCTWiaEmHimwm Biiii

5ffttS(gfflJl Msfe ^qoGds^&soqc

>y Disk Interface, assembled
* Disk Operating System.

> arbell BASIC,

ables and Connectors.

• Complete User Documentation.

• Fully Factory Assembled and Tested.

VDS II Single Density

VOS-IID Double Density.

&

$1888
$1999

^ 1
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/ •MDOVLEN PLACE. SUITES
CARSON CA «074*
(113) M« 42V 12151 51* 22V4
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Disk II, 32K of memory, and Applesoft
ROM. $199.

Rainbow Computing, Inc. 9719 Reseda
Blvd.. Northridge. CA 91324. (213)349-

5560.
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DIGITIZER AND DRAWING
SOFTWARE FOR APPLE

Rainbow Computing, Inc. has an-

nounced the VersaWriter, a digitizer and
software drawing package for the Apple
II Computer. The new system provides

high resolution, mass color graphics

comparable to the quality of the Apple.

The VersaWriter's drawing arm,

traced over a picture, brings in that

picture as a data structure. The user can

create drawings, architectural plans,

schematics charts and graphs at will, and
store or change them as desired.

Fill-in with up to six colors, scaling,

centering and disk storage are all part of

the software.
The complete system consists of the

VersaWriter drawing board and inter-

face, diskette software, calibration chart

and instruction manual. The drawing
board plugs directly into the game I/O.

Users require an Apple Computer with

LOW-COST MODEM
The CAT acoustic modem is designed

specifically for the personal and small

computer market.
The 300 baud answer/originate EIA

RS-232C modem is engineered to trans-

mit data over all telephone lines, is Bell

103 compatible and has an AC Wall
mount transformer.

Novation, 18664 Oxnard St., Tarzana,

CA 91256.
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I STOCK MARKET • TRADER
ENTREPRENEUR

[OPTIC* ANALYSIS SYSTEM
I Tin* tyttwn In ilr Ktl, for ttw marM tpaoilmor working

I •»» pra»,oilailat«l««»,i,t..ei>« <*** ««••»• aair,

I praMwo, ffca a/Mam *»• tt»m«t hljlfron TSor mara

I ohhm J»«g—1 ' » "» "'»» » n—m For'SiOO

I ran morn*»w»i a»» «—n* How tnwond nwtrue-

T*SKl£VtLI mirtr

I STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS SYSTEM
I T«sM»col ooMym. I2*>.lya»ar5»aallr «

* nUMliM TIM ipli» mnoM tt» Oct T»

•CM F« 1 25 00 r~ >«•»• »• proajom. «U *"'° bOM

I an* 27poga4rMlad milniOioii iranyil

TRSaOLEVIL lor I *K and PET

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
I I nckioii t»0 program, ond Mracap, Mnicftom lor batfar eon-

I trol of jour.lotionaoalenlronaoelwi for '2000)011 Horn
I ooftwort aitaaajfa anal»a»roMfaiai.Two of Hi—tnaatl— aw

I «r^hirwa»inaii%.SI««awpratTaaiWMllnai orJlt with tomd

|
conwdOrolionanMnWIOBM Plooro indlOiH

TKStX> LEVEL I »K or PET m
ACCOUNTING ANALYSIS SYSTEM

| mclirdaihro program, ondhord copy milrgclioiw for oimotl

MhonMrpritO From yogr da»0 totoo Prof rt ond Low SWtO

| m«nlo>^l««UI»in Sfl»«Or«produCOd In orMilion Hindi

inttHi<f»ll»nMnto>i
I TRS «0 LEVEL I HSK or PET »K

LETTER PROCESSER
Thr. program for TRS 80 oanan win prlnWra Gondrotw toftart

| to dif famnt .nd'.idwol. aim Ida wm. body Coowfti flla vforaa

Ramif * 1500

STEVEN E S

PO Boo 1701

Tompo. Florida 55601
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Connect your TRS-80. Apple or ANY
other computer to the phone lines.

USR-330 Originate—
Auto-Answer Modem

0-300 Baud
Stand Alone
RS232
1 Year Warranty

*ooq * Crystal Controlled
9009 , Be|| 103/113
• State of the Art LSI circuitry

• 5 stage active filters

FCC certified for direct

connection to phone lines via

standard extension phone jack

USR-310 Originate
Acoustic Coupler

$159

Penril 300/1200 Modem
Originate/Auto-Answer

• 0-300 or 1200 baud
» Bell 212A & 103/113

Call or write for free literature

U.S. ROBDTICS. INC.

(3)2) 733-0497
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PRODRTR GROUP

ATARI 400 $493.20

ATARI 800 $846.00

PET $680.10

Tl 99/4 $952.20

CRAIG TRANSLATOR . . $197.61

. . . MANY MORE . . .

WHY PAY LIST PRICE?

(714) 731-7924

Box 2464, Fullerton, CA 92634

Field Tested

North Star Systems

from $5995
HOR II D, Terminal, Printer

Includes Software!

NORTHSTAR EZY-LEDGER

with CHECKWRITER and

SIMPLE PAYROLL
300 General Ledger Accounts

1000 Postings/ Month

All On 1 Disk!

Practice Data Included!

Manual only $ 5.00

Program and Manual $95.00
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ARMCHAIR

Quarterback's

IkbfT-he LeyLand* co.

INTRODUCES

TD-80
FOOTBALL
SOFTWARE OFFERS

real time - action packed

football program •

OFFENSE* Move QB, pass.

hand off • pulling guards

DEFENSE* Blitz QB,

intercept passes.

LEVEL I OR H 16K
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUAR.

$24.95 M/C VISA
(404)4287444

THE LEYLAIMD CO., IMC.
2920 wood foroit marrwtta. ga
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Literature

GUIDE TO BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

TRS-80 Yellow Pages 2.1 is a 16-page
newsletter/catalog devoted to serious
business software. It includes informa-
tion on selecting business software for
the TRS-80 computers, and describes all

the software produced by Micro Archi-
tect.

For a free copy, send two stamped,
long, self-addressed envelopes to Micro
Architect, 96 Dothan St., Arlington. MA
02174.
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SOFTWARE CATALOG FOR
TRS-80 MODEL II

National Software Marketing has
Published a catalog of software for the
TRS-80 Model II.

The software described includes ac-

counts receivable, accounts payable,
general ledger, payroll, inventory, rental
management, order entry and a variety
of financial and mathematical programs.

National Software Marketing, Inc.,

PO Box 6195, Hollywood. FL 33021. (305)
6254062.
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Newsletters
APL NEWSLETTER

Personal APL News, will cover all

aspects of personal use of APL with or
without a computer, including hobby,
educational, professional and very small
business.

An important feature will be an
ongoing resource directory, giving de-
tails of available APL hardware, soft-

ware, services, books and personal uses
of APL, one category per issue.

U.S. and Canada, $1.00; elsewhere,
$2.00 for 1980.

Personal APL News, PO Box 1131-

H4, Mt. Shasta, CA 96067.
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Palmdale, Orange, CA 92665. (714) 637-

5016.
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People's Pascal I, a tiny Pascal
compiler written in Basic for a 16K
TRS-80 Level II system, enables the
user to write fast, efficient machine
language code while working with a
higher-level language. $15. People's
Pascal II is said to be easier to use and
faster operating. $23. Computer Infor-

mation Exchange, Box 158, San Luis
Rey, CA 92068.
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OPERATING SYSTEMS

Systems
Software

LANGUAGES
A development package for the

TRS-80 Model II from Racet Computes
includes a machine language "Superzap"
which enables the user to change ASCII
fields as well as hex fields, patches for a
disk-based editor/assembler and dis-

assembler, and upload service for the
Apparat Newdos editor/assembler and
disassembler. $100. Racet Computes, 702

The Multi-user Oasis operating sys-
tem for Z-80 microcomputers features
ISAM files, hard and floppy disk
support, editor, user accounting with
logon, password, privilege level and file

security. A business system software
package is also available. Phase One
Systems, Inc., 7700 Edgewater Dr.,

NOBODY CAN BEAT OUR PRICE!

MS-204 PRINTER
INTRODUCTORY PRICE:

CABLE: $34.50

Compatible with TRS-80, Apple, Pet

or any other Centronics-type system

Features
• Documentation Included

• 80 Columns, 63 lines Per Minute,

Bi-Directional. Nominal Thruput
• High Reliability - Heavy Duty Cycle,

100 Million Characters Print Head Life

• Adjustable Sprocket Feed (4'/2" to 9'/?")

• 5 x 7 Dot Matrix Character Font

Ask about our MS-80 Drives & Software

MATCHLESS
YSTEMS

18444 S. Broadway
Gardena, CA 90248

(213) 327-1010
' 1979 Matchless Systems & MarkelPlan
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reformaTTer

For $200 you can now
transfer data between big and
small systems.

REFORMATTER, a Diskette

Utility Program, enables you now
to transfer textual data files in

either direction between Z-80 or

8080 based micros operating
under CP/M and IBM systems
using 3741 diskettes or systems
accepting input data through
conversion from the IBM 3741
diskette.

Detailed program informa-

tion available from:

MicroTech Exports
912 Cowper Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301
Tel: 415/328-1712

CIRCLE 169 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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r
Suite 830, Oakland CA 94621. (415)562-

8085.
CIRCLE 249 ON READER SERVICE CARO

A translator is now available to
convert Microproducts/Apple II Four-
Character Label Editor/Assembler text

files to a format compatible with the new
Apple II Six-Character Label Editor/
Assembler. The user will be able to
upgrade assembly language program-
ming capabilities without abandoning
source code programs previously writ-

ten on the original Editor/Assembler.
$9.95. Microproducts. 2107 Artesia Blvd.,

Redondo Beach. Ca 90278. (213) 374-

1673.
CIRCLE 250 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DATABASE PACKAGES
The H8/H89 Data Base Management

System allows the user to add, delete

and update records in the data base;

sort; list all or part of the data base; read
the data base from a disk file or write it

to a disk file. $25. J.D. Hill. 6400 Gila Ct..

Piano, TX 75023.
CIRCLE 2S1 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Spelling Bee is a record-oriented,

spelling dictionary data base operating
system containing 25,000 of the most
frequently misspelled words. It is writ-

ten in Basic for Apple, CP/M, North Star

and TRS-80. $50. Puma Software, PO
Box 974, Downey, CA 90241.

CIRCLE 252 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Whatsit?, a conversational filing and
query program for personal computers is

now available in a printing version for

the Apple II. The Apple Model includes a

"Soundex Request for retrieving en-

tries by phonetic matching "useful,' says
the manufacturer, when spelling is

unknown or forgotten." Prices start at

$100. Computer Headware, PO Box
14694, San Francisco, CA 94114.

CIRCLE 2S3 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Information Master is an interactive

information management program for

CP/M and CP/M compatible operating
systems which runs on 8080 and Z-80
Computers with at least 32K of RAM
and two floppy disks. The program is

said to be particularly useful for app-
lications which require flexible access to

a large body of information over a long
period of time. $37.50. Island Cyber-
netics, PO Box 208, Port Aransas, TX
78373.

CIRCLE 254 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MISCELLANEOUS
The H8/H89 Assembler Program

Development System is a group of

programs written in Basic and designed
to aid assembly language program
development. The system consists of an
executive program, a Help program for

listing documentation and two utilities.

$25. J.D. Hill, 6400 Gila Ct., Piano, TX
75023.
CIRCLE 251 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Applications
Software

EDUCATIONAL
Teacher Plus is one of two programs
from Charles Mann & Associates de-
signed to teach the floating point Basic
found on the Apple II and Apple II Plus.
The 17-lesson program teaches all fre-

quently used Basic commands as well as
most basic computer logic techniques.
Pins Teaching Pac includes, in addition
to all the elements of Teacher Plus, a
Floating Point Dictionary which re-

ferences all Basic commands. Prices
range from $24.95 to $59.95. Charles
Mann & Associates, Micro Software
Division, Customer Relations Branch,
7594 San Remo Tr., Yucca Valley, CA
92284. (714) 365-9718.

CIRCLE 256 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The H8/H89 Computer Aided Instruct-

ion System includes a variety of math
and reading/spelling drill programs as
well as a general tutoring program
which allows the user to write CAI
"courseware." $20. J.D. Hill, 6400 Gila
Ct., Piano, TX 75023.

CIRCLE 251 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MEMOREX
DISKETTES

&
CARTRIDGES

(or your computer or word processor

BUY THE BEST FOR LESS
Lowest prices. WE WILL
NOT BE UNDERSOLD!! Buy
any quantity 1 - 1000. Visa.

Mastercharge accepted. Call

free (800) 235-4 137 for prices

and information. All orders
sent postage paid.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd
San LuisObispo.CA
93401 (In Ca! call

(805) 543-1037.)

circle:
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Z80 Disk software
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HOME MANAGEMENT
The H8/H89 Personal Accounts Payable
System is designed to maintain inform-
ation on household bills. It is written in

Basic and requires a minimum of 24K of
memory. J.D. Hill, 6400 Gila Ct., Piano,
TX 75023

CIRCLE 251 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BUSINESS
A General Ledger System for the

TRS-80 Model II features unlimited
inherent files, a year-to-year comparison
on the income statement and balance
sheet, account transaction summary
reports up to a full year, and automatic
posting of retained earnings to user-
defined accounts. Taranto Associates,
PO Box 6073. San Rafael, CA 94903.
(415) 472-2670.

CIRCLE 259 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Management Systems Software an-

nounces two business programs for the
TRS-80; a forecasted cash-flow budget
with which the user can plana firm's cash
needs for up to twelve periods ($125),

and a program which considers current
tax laws in producing a lease vs.

purchase evaluation ($100). Management
Systems Software, Inc., 5200 Brittany
Dr., #1006, St. Petersburg, FL 33715.

(813) 864-4347.
CIRCLE 200 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A line of disk-based business soft-

ware for the TRS-80 from Hebbler
Software Services includes Accounts
Receivable/Invoicing and Payroll for

both Models I and II. The programs are
available separately for the Model I only.

Prices range from $39.95 to $99.95.

Hebbler Software Services, 7142 Elliott

Dr., Dallas, TX 75227.

CIRCLE 26* ON READER SERVICE CARD

Taxpreparer by Howardsoft is a
disk-based package for the Apple which
aids the user in preparing the 1979
Federal Income Tax Return. Form 1040
and all schedules are included. $69.

Howard Software Services, 7722
Hosford Ave., Dept. C, Los Angeles, CA
90045.
CIRCLE 261 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Racet Computes announces a Gener-
alized Subroutine Facility for the TRS-80
Model II. Machine language functions
include multi-key—multivariate in-

memory sort, multi-key character string
in memory sort, USR PEEK and POKE
capability, compress and uncompress
data, move blocks of data, and propagate
across arrays. $50. Racet Computes, 702
Palmdale. Orange, CA 92665. (714)
637 5016.
CIRCLE 282 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CP/M 2.0 fom Lifeboat Associates
makes it possible to run CP/M programs
on the TRS-80 Model II. The system has
nearly 500K bytes per disk with double
density formatting, but will read/write
standard single density disks. $170.

Lifeboat Associates, 2248 Broadway,
New York, NY 10024. (212) 580-0082.

CIRCLE 263 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Mail-M2 is a mailing list system for the
TRS-80 Model II which features multiple
labels (up to four) across a page, form
input, a report generator, Shell sort,

error trapping, random access search or
sort by any field, statistics, two levels of
security, a report generator and date
manipulations. $99. Micro Architect, 96
Dothan St., Arlington, MA 02174.

CIRCLE 2640N READER SERVICE CARD

Lifeboat Associates announces Post-

master, an integrated mailing list man-
agement system for all popular 8080 and
Z-80 computers using CP/M. The pack-
age includes a program to prepare and
edit form letters and to record-sort based
on any specified field. $150. Lifeboat
Associates, 2248 Broadway, New York,
NY 10024. (212) 580-0082.

CIRCLE 263 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TO ORDER CALL (212) 687-5000

The COMPUTER FACTORY "

Introducing

Get Your
First Issue FREE!
COMPUTER SHOPPER, the new buy, sell, and trade

publication, is ready to help you with the latest informa-

tion on personal, small business and large-system com-
puters, accessories and software.

EACH MONTHLY ISSUE GIVES YOU:
• Ads from individuals nationwide

• Categorized ads so you can find them instantly

• Large 11 by 14 easy-to-read format

• Low classified ad rates - 10' a word
• Nationwide circulation— 20,000 a month

SPECIAL Charter Subscription OFFER Save $5.00
Subscribe now for HALF-PRICE, $5.00 and receive 13
issues/1 year (one free plus 12 regular issues). Money
back guarantee, Bank cards accepted.

BONUS: If you have something to advertise, send in an ad
with your subscription and we 'II run it FREE!

The Nationwide Marketplace lor Computer Equipment

comnuTSRshowbr
P O BOX f7 • TITUSVILLE. FL 32780 • 305269-321)
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WORD PROCESSING

WordPro ID, a word processing

software package designed for the CBM
2001-32B microcomputer, features global

function, instant editing and full docu-

ment retention up to 170 pages on-line. It

is compatible with Commodore's CBM
2022 and CBM 2023, as well as NEC,
Diablo and Qume printers. Commodore
Business Machines, Inc., 3330 Scott

Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95051. (408)

727-1130.
CIRCLE 266 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ANIMATION GRAPHICS
IN 3-D FOR APPLE

An Illinois software firm has an-

nounced a three-dimensional line-draw-

ing package for Apple hires graphics.

Permitting three-dimensional ani-

mation (and of course its two-dimen-
sional subset), this set of programs
allows the user to create and manipulate

a three-dimensional data base, ana view
it in perspective. The package is espec-

ially suited for the study of complex
three-dimensional objects in "wire-
frame" form, which the user may "fly

around" or view from any angle.

The programs, which come in either

Applesoft or machine-language versions,

perform three-dimensional coordinate

translation, rotation and scaling. Prices

range from $30 to $55.

SubLogic, Box V, Savoy IL 61874.
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ARM AUT0MATF0 RESOURCE

MANAGEMENT INC

PO Box 4353 Itviiif California 9Z7K

LPSP00L
Line Printer Spooler for the Radio Shack

TRS-80 Model I

Add multitasking to your TRS-80

FEATURES

it jobs
- '>H f)i 48KH i .(MltiiiuMtiOOS

COMPONENTS
3K Bylc I

nje iPSPOOt

MHMl

S399b
0e«*>t inqiittes iwe invited
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FREE
SOFTWARE CATALOG
For a U— 20-page catalog of

Creative Computing Software for

all computers circle 300 on the

reader service card

.

I

micro-Educational
Professional quality CAI master programs for

APPLE II.

— ANIMATED TUTORIAL — Create spec-

tacular high-resolution cartoon sequences,

captions, questions and answers. Student

Interactive. Unique. Requirea [32k cassette,

48k disk] $25.

— COMPLETE CLASSROOM PACKAGE — 8

new programs incl. Animated Tutorial. Read-

ing. Maths and Utilities to let your Apple

earn Ita keep. Requires 32k. [48k disk) ISO.

Add 15 lor airmail, $4 lor dlak. Send bank

draft In t U.8. to:

mlcroEducatlonal • P.O. Box 280 • Nelson Bay

NSW. 2315 • AUSTRALIA

L. CIRCLE 162 ON READER SERVICE CARD-*

Save) Mora) Than 20%
NORT H STAR--INTERTUBE
THINKER TOYS—MICROTEK

THE SMARTEST COMPUTERS AT
SMARTEST PRICE

QUAD « DOUBLE DENSITY

HorUon-1-32K-DKII
HorUon-2-32K-OKIt
Assembled A Tested

Horlion-2-32K Kit Ouad
Assembled A Tested

Pascal lor North Star on Disk

Powerful North Star Basic

TEI PT 212 Computer 5 MHZ
Thinker Toys Otscue/SO A4T
Wscus/J»2 1.J Megabytes A4T
Measurement System Memory AST 4MHZS4K S40

OorJbout Memory Call lor Price

Inlertube II Smart Terminal MS 7*5

Microtek Printer 750

Anade> Printer »°S

Florida Data Printer SOOCPS ASOOCelHor Price

Lin Only

ISM 1SS6
23M 1906
2785 2186
2790 2225
3215 25S5

4S
Free

8000 6250
114* 94*
154S 12W

38
12S
2S
S9
100

GREAT PROGRAMS WANTED
We're Chafitz, makers ol champion programs SAR-

GON and ARISTOTLE. Our MODULAR GAME SYS-

TEM makes it possible to put YOUR program

on a Module to plug Into our Mainlrame unit with

its 8 digit, 14-segment alpha-numeric display, 20

key keyboard and rechargeable battery pack. If you

have a GREAT program that is the best of its kind

and/ or a unique concept that will be exciting or

challenging for youngsters or adults, then we want

to hear from you. Write to Chafitz. Inc.. 1055

First Street, Rockvllle, MD 20850, Attention: Dan
Neumayer.

Meryellen Word Processor Your Best Buy
Tntwrlter III

EZ 80 Tutorial Learn Machine Language
POS lor North Star Better than CP/M
Compiler lor Horizon Secret Superfest Code
lOXOtl Software Prices with Computers

verbatim the Best Diskettes Box ol 10

Which Computers Are Best? Brochure

North Star Documentstion Refundable

w/HRZ
AMERICAN SQUARE COMPUTERS
KIVCTT DR • JAMESTOWN NC 27282

lti*Has3-tios
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J0VSTICK HITERFHCE
KIT FOR TRS-80 inn

8-Bit A/D Converter for "a* II
Level 2orl (w/ossembler) Conn. Incl.

Send to TECH- ELEC P.O.Bx772
New Hyde Park, N.Y. II 040
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HEWLETT PACKARD'S HP-41C.
ACALCULATOR. A SYSTEM.
AWHOLE NEW STANDARD.
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COMPOSER
.Designed by Hal Chamberlin

I MicroTechnology Unlimited
for the folk* at M.M.I, and You!

Great Fun! The Micro Composer comes com-
plete with an instruction manual, software disk

or cassette— in either Integer or Applesoft

ROM BASIC, and the MICRO MUSIC DAC
music card Just plug the MICRO MUSIC 0AC
into the APPLE extension slot and connect the

audio cable to a speaker. • amplifier ieeki

• PIAT UP TO 4 SIMULTANEOUS VOICES!

•EITEI MUSIC 80TM IT A FAST MM PIE

WEU.-TCSTEI CODING SYSTEM
• PAOSIAM THE PITCH. UOTM. All TIMIIE IF TIE
MUSIC TEMPO IS VARIED IT TIE APPLE PADOIE

•COMPOSE. EDIT. DISPLAY All PUT MUSIC Tlltlll

III INTERACTIVE. COMMAIDOAHEN LANGUAGE

• SAVE Till MUSIC II DISK II CASSETE

EACH VOICE SOUND CAI IE CHANGED TO REEL
HASS. STRING 01 ORGAN!

COMPUTER CORNER „VK.V,..
*»»*£ IF REN JERSEY

,20 ,,835-7080
R7444 -APPLE II m reoottreo trademark or Apple Computer, Inc

$220.
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intii .compendium . . .cc
Computers, Books

Although they have been ac-
cused o'ten — and sometimes justly
— ol provincialism, book publishers
are always in need of hints on what
kind of world will soon surround
them If you could direct the atten-
tion of the book industry to only one
of the important changes that are
likely to occur in our culture by the
turn of the century, which one wouid
you flag, and why7

One key change likely to occur
over the next 25 years will be a de-
classification ol the mass media —
and of our minds This means even
more special-interest magazines,
books and information services It

means a substantia! shift 'rom
uniformity-producing network tele-

vision to diversity-producng cable
and cassette It means each o -

uswill
receive more vaned images through
many more channels — and that iess

and less of the cu'ture wii 1 be shared
It means we shall live — m fact, we
already do — in a ' blip cuitu-e that

bombards us with unrelated chips or
blips of data

Instead of receiving a unified

image of reality, we are each 'orced
to fabricate our own individualized
image of reality out of these blips

What the culture cies out fo'. even
now. is synthesis "wo things will

ultimately answer that cry: com-
puters — and that powerful informa-
tion technology called the book
Alvin Toffler

Author of c uture Shock, the 'o-th-

coming T he 7 hire
1

Wave. etc.

iSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSi

Home Data System
General Telephone & Elec-

tronics has been licensed to manu-
facture and market, under the
Sylvania name, the hardware for

Mattel's computer-based Intelli-

vision home entertainment and
information processing system

Thomas R Shepherd, senior
vice-president and general manager
of GTE Entertainment Products.
Batavia. NY., said "GTE sees the
system as a device beginning as an
entertainment product, moving to an
educational device and ultimately

becoming a home computer."
The system, which connects toa

television set. uses preprogrammed
cartridges and consists ol a 16-bit

microprocessor master component
with two hand-held controllers

The second component is the
keyboard, which is expected to be
introduced n 1980.

Control Data is test-marketing
its Plato educational terminal-main-
frame system in 100 Minneapolis
homes at a reduced lease price to

determine the potential of the resi-

dential market
CDC has been operating the

Plato program at a total deficit of $38
million since the firm took it over
from a government-funded pilot

program six years ago There are
about 1,000 revenue-producing
Plato terminals installed with custo-
mers, but Plato isn't expected to be a
profitable business for CDC before
1983

CDC is studying the use of the
terminals by home residents to see if

Plato in Home Test
they "use the terminal in a meaning-
ful way." a spokesman said Minne-
apolis Plato use results have shown
that home users usually play com-
puter games with the terminal ini-

tially, then move on to more sophis-
ticated educational programs Edu-
cational software ranges from the
elementary school to the college and
professional level

CDC is leasing the Plato terminal
and software to residents of 100
Minneapolis homes for $100 a
month Users install the terminal

themselves by plugging it into a
telephone company-provided device
for which the user must pay an
installation fee and a S3-per-month

lease fee The user also must pay the
telephone bill for the telephone link

to the Arden Hills computer center
CDC s standard monthly lease price
is SI. 100 to $1,200 per terminal for its

Plato customers in the airline, auto-
motive, and power utility industries
and in universities.

CDC plans to place a total of 50
additional Plato terminals in homes
in two other cities sometime next
year in similar marketing test proj-

ects The user cost may vary in other
cities, in part because the telephone
link to the Arden Hills computer
center would be long distance from a
city other than Minneapolis. CDC
said

In the early 1800s. scientists

devised several mathematical equa-
tions to help them describe the
motions of solid particles in fluids.

The equations were so complex
though, they could not be solved
Now an IBM 3033 processor at

Louisiana State University is helping
solve these equations, and in turn is

helping engineers determine the best
courses of action to take to meet
massive environmental challenges

For example, at the mouth of the
Mississippi River, new land is con-
stantly forming, creating a hazard to
shipping The mathematical model of
this complex process was developed
by Richard C. Farmer, professor of

chemical engineering The model
describes a large number of differing

forces and directions of fluids and
substances in motion

Computers Help the

Environment Too!

Engineers had to simplify the
equations, which ted to errors in the
results Scale models are expensive
and they cause different errors in the

results Now the computer enables
us to use very realistic models with

ease.

The model may help solve a
problem in Alabama, where the US
Army Corps of Engineers is dredging
parts of Mobile Bay to keep channels
clear for shipping Computed results

may show where to deposit sediment
from the dredging operations with-

out endangering precious oyster

beds This computer model was

originally developed for NASA to

help interpret satellite photos of the
bay

A study of silting in a river in

Texas may help an energy company
save $300,000 every year and a half

That's what it costs to dredge the
channel so oil tankers can reach
refinery docks Professor Farmer
hopes to find a way to halt the silting

without creating other environ-
mental problems.

The Tennessee Valley Authority
uses Professor Farmer s approach to
determine optimum methods, from
an environmental standpoint, to
dispose of the waste heat from power
plants TVA also uses the model to
predict thermal effects in storage
reservoirs that are caused by the
operation of turbine power gen-
erators
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Computer Answers
Queries About Books

A bountiful bookstore can be an
intimidating place for a shopper,
especially if one is unsure of what
one wants, or where to find it.

Thousands of books and. of course,

no salesperson in sight

Ah. to snap ones fingers and
have the questions answered Well

now we can. just as easily and
virtually as fast

The TST-180 B Dalton Book-
finder, informally called "Book
Rogers is from Information Dia-

logues. Inc. of Minneapolis Besides
containing a wealth of information

for book-lovers, it doesn't operate
like other computers with keyboards
that require punching and paper that

requires handling With Book
Rogers, all the user does is touch a
screen with his or her finger. That's it.

The key to this computer is its

15-Inch, television-like screen that.

when touched, displays the informa-

tion the person has requested, such
as: what books are recommended
reading, book prices, book descrip-

tions, plus answers to trivia ques-
tions like. What was O'Henry's real

name'' Who was the first American to

win the Nobel Prize? and What is the

first name of private eye Mike
Hammer's secretary7

Similar computers have been
tried in department stores Each
retail store is able to program its own
touch-sensitive computer to meet its

needs and provide a stamp of indi-

viduality, even a sense of humor One
terminal had. as pan of its travel

Meet Arok
This handsome fellow is AROK.

a 6-foot-2. 275-pound robot built by
Ben Skora of Palos Hills. Illinois.

AROK takes out the garbage, walks
the dog. serves drinks, and brings in

the mail. A built-in computer is

programmed for certain tasks, and
AROK can also be operated by
remote control However. AROK is

not quite complete He needs a
woman I think I'm going to build him
a woman, says Skora.

service section last winter, the
choices someplace warmer and
"someplace colder" When the

"someplace colder" spot on the

screen was touched, the computer
responded with "You've got to be
kidding 1

"

A customer first sees a message
on the screen, typically "Hello. I'm

here to help Touch me and begin
'

After being touched, the computer
displays a variety of categories on
the screen, along with a new mes-
sage, such as: "Touch area of

interest" From there, the user is

introduced to the various possi-

bilities for information about that

particular store In some cases,

terminals are even equipped with

telephones that customers can use to

order merchandise from store de-

partments that are programmed into

the computer.
As Book Rogers might say.

welcome to the twenty-first century

Shakespeare & Chaucer
Meet the Computer

At most universities, computer
scientists and English scholars are

about as compatible as oil and water

However, at the University of Color-

ado at Denver. Michael J Preston is

dependent upon computer science

tor the development of concord-

ances
A concordance is an alphabe-

tical index of the principle words and
their contexts in a book or the works
of an author. Produced manually, a

Shakespeare concordance took
eighteen years, and a Chaucer
concordance begun in the 1860s was
completed in 1927 Researchers
aided by computers can now handle

masses of information faster and
with meticulous accuracy

"There isn't much time saved in

the card-punching or proofreading

phases." says Preston, "but you only

have to do it once. From then on
retrieval is simple and allows endless

expansion
."

In addition to simplifying pro-

duction, computer science offers the

capability of placing an author within

the context of other writers In the

future." Preston predicts, 'studeijts

won't have to be satisfied with the old

copout from professors — No one
really knows' or It relates to an oral

tradition ' We now have a humanly
feasible means of determining facts

'

Preston directs the Center for

Computer Research at CU and hopes
that it will become a "regional model
shop" for computer application in the

humanities. Adapting the work of

scholars in the humanities to com-
puters hasn't been easy. Preston

says, and still offers major problems^

TteR)^

CS-4002
includes the Following:

Baseball

Torpedo Alley

Darts

Slalom

$7 95

BATTER UP
Take the field. Mix up your

pitches to Keep the batter off

balance. If he hits It, move your
fielders to snag the bell before he
gets to first. Balls and strikes

double plays, force outs and
errors. It's the great American
computer game.

To order, send payment plus $1 .00 shipping or bankcard number to Creative

Computing Software. P.O. Box 789-M. Morrlstown. NJ 07960. Or call toll-

free 800/831 -81 12 (In NJ 201 / 540-0445)

V.

CIRCLE 300 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Review?
Stephen B. Gray

Payroll With Cost Accounting — CBASIC, by Lon
Poole, with Mary Borchers, Martin McNiff and Robert
Thomson. Osborne/McGraw-Hill, Berkeley, CA 94710.
376 pages, paperback $15. 1979.

This is the first in a new series of business-software
books, with programs written in CBASIC, according to
the press release. Actually, it's a translation of the 1977
Osborne book of the same title, by Poole and Borchers.
Two other earlier Osborne program books, General
Ledger, and Accounts Payable And Accounts
Receivable, are being (or have been) translated into
CBASIC for the new series.

The new Payroll book is almost exactly like the
previous edition, except that the programs are in
CBASIC, "a popular commercial Basic for 8080/Z80
microcomputers which use a CP/M operating system,"
according to the back cover. Although the CBASIC
edition has the same number of pages as the previous
edition (which used the extended Basic designed for the
Wang 2200), the paper is thicker, so the new version is

almost twice as thick, over an inch, and spiral-wire
bound, with wire-ends that tend to catch on various
things, in accordance with Murphy's special law
regarding the perversity of inanimate objects.

Some of the noteworthy features of these programs
are: interactive data entry with what is said to he easy
correction of data-entry errors; monthly, quarterly and
yearly cumulative totals for each employee; summaries
of the current year's paychecks for each employee; job
costing (labor distribution) with cumulative totals and
overhead calculations; flexible deduction schedule for
every employee; check printing with full deduction and
§ay detail; and 16 different reports, including W-2 and
41.

The book contains 38 application programs and 1

1

support modules (10 ofwhich are common subroutines).
In the 142 pages of source listings, only some of the
statements have line numbers, so, as the book puts it, "if
you are converting the listings to another version of
Basic, you may have to assign line numbers to every
statement. This will mean changing some of the
existing line numbers. Be sure to also change any
GOTOis or GOSUB's that reference the changed line
numbers." Happy hunting!

The documentation includes an operator's manual,
with screen-display formats, sample reports, and file

descriptions and layouts. Chapter Five explains Special
CBASIC-2 And Hardware Features. Chapter Six gives
suggestions on how to change the programs, for
customization.

As usual with Osborne publications, this new
Osborne/McGraw-Hill book is complete in just about
every possible detail, such as the source listings being
documented with in-line remarks.

All you need is $15 and somebody with enough
patience to input 140 pages of programs into your
computer via the keyboard. (Actually, you can get these
programs on disk from several sources.)

Annals of the History of Computing, Editor-in-
Chief, Bernard A. Galler. AFIPS, 1815 North Lynn St.,

Arlington, VA 22209.
This isn't a book, but deserves to be mentioned in

these pages. The annals are published quarterly by the
American Federation of Information Processing
Societies, Inc. Annual subscription rates are $15 for a
member of an AFIPS constituent society, $20 for an
individual non-member, $40 for institutions, and $12.50
for a single copy.

According to the foreword, the Annals of the
History of Computing is the first periodical to be
published by AFIPS, and covers "scholarly papers and
anecdotal notes, rigorously researched material and
controversial remembrances, articles on the pioneers in
the field and on the milieu of the time."

The first issue, Volume 1 Number 1, July 1979.
contains articles about BINAC, "the first operational
stored-program computer completed in the United
States

f
'; the History of Fortran I, II and III, by John

Backus, who led the development of Fortran; Early
Work on Computers at Bletchley, England, where
computers were developed during World War II to
decipherGerman messages encoded on the Enigma and
Geheimschreiber machines; The History of the
JOhNNIAC, by Fred Gruenberger; an anecdote,
Fortran Comes to Westinghouse-Bettis, 1957; reviews of
books about the Countess of Lovelace and about the
mathematical works of Babbage and several depart-
ments.

The various writing styles are quite clear and
straightforward, and nearly everything in this first

number can be read and understood by a high-school
computernik, although the Fortran article has portions
that only a programmer could fully appreciate.

The Annals make fascinating reading for anyone
with an interest in the beginnings of digital computers.
But don't expect to see an article about the IBM 370, not
for some years yet. Although the Annals don't
(apparently there s a Writer's Guide that does), a
computer won't be written up until about 15 years after
its introduction, to give it the proper historical
perspective.

A department I'd like to see added to the Annals is

"Where Are They Now?" which would describe the fate
of early machines such as ORDVAC, MANIAC and
ORACLE, and let us know ifthey've been scrapped, or if

all or part of each is still around, in a company
basement or on view in a museum.

Introduction to Business Data Processing, by D.
K. Carver. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York. 376
pages, hardcover $16.95. Second edition, 1979.

The subtitle of this introductory-level textbook is

"With Basic, Fortran And Cobol Programming." The
title of the first edition was " Introduction to Data
Processing";the second edition's title reflects a change in
emphasis from a general approach to a systems
viewpoint.

The 21 chapters deal with punched cards, number
systems, input/output, CPU, data entry, storage,
processors, data communications, systems, program-
ming and business data processing. The appendices tell

how to operate an IBM 029 card punch and a Teletype
33.

The author's style is pleasantly informal, and his
text is full of very well chosen photographs, drawings
and charts, along with some cartoonsfrom Infosystems
magazine. Each chapter ends with a summary,
glossary of terms and study questions.

The book is well written, in an easygoing yet
thorough manner. The chapters on Basic, Fortran IV
and Cobol, cover a great deal, build up in very logical
sequences and touch on many small but important
points along the way.

Enough information is given for the student to be
able to write payroll programs in Basic and Fortran,
and to compute mortgage-interest payments in Cobol.

The text is a pleasure to read, with two columns per
page and a highly legible sans-serif typeface.
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MOTH 504-page step-by-step end instructive game pro-

guide to building modern com- grams— all tested and ready

puters and accessories— CPUs, to run. and designed to illustrate
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etc — is a builder's dream, with gramming 1 Each sophisticated
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lists. and step-by step con- tation on how the game works,
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you to build your own systems how to alter or modify it plus
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It's a single sourcebook that contains all

the techniques you'll need for creating, designing, building, and oowatmg
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IIM-Tke IRettretod Mctieoary M OotkoaHa . Complete, modern defini-
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IM-How to Bedd Yowr own working to-Bit HUll l iaprtef. A step-by
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step description of hew to construct a working 16-bit micrecemputw, using
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Microsoft Basic, by Ken Knecht. Dilithium Press, Box
92, Forest Grove, OR 971 1 6. 162 pages, paperback $8.95.
1979.

According to the back cover, this is "At last, a tell-it-

all Basic book for TRS-80 users!" But page 1 says "The
Basic we will be describing in this book is MITS Basic."
So this is not really a book about TRS-80 Level-II Basic,
but about the Basic used on a computer no longer being
manufactured, the MITS Altair.

The author explains, on page 4, "The next question
you might have is why do we use the MITS version of
Basic? Well, I have been using it for several years and
am familiar with its uses and operations. It would also
be difficult to obtain the documentation for all the other
Basic versions and note the differences (also confusing).
The documentation is hard to come by and new versions
of Basic seem to be born every month or so."

Sorry, but that explanation isn't quite good enough.
Even though the author does have a chapter on Radio
Shack Level-II Basic, in which he describes in some
detail the commands in MITS Extended Basic that
don't exist in Level-II Basic, and vice versa, this is

nevertheless a book that should have been published at
least two years ago, if not three. The last product with
an Altair name on it, an 8800B computer Kit, came off
the line in the summer of 1978.

The book begins with a glossary of terms, seven
pages of definitions that should be placed individually
in the text where relevant, or put at the end ofthe book in
an appendix. But not up front, where it's likely to be
ignored, or could scare off some readers, by giving too
much too soon, all that stuff about initialization,
alphanumeric, string literals. Better to open with the
Getting Started chapter.

The book is fairly well written — up to page 44. The
next chapter, on Arithmetic in Basic, skimps on
functions such as RND; also, the seven short sentences
on RND are confusing.

This chapter contains a long perpetual-calendar
program, much too long for this book, and withoutmuch
explanation at all.

The chapteron strings doesn't give any examples at
all for many of the statements. More space should have
been spent on arithmetic and strings, and less on disk,
to which 28 pages are devoted.

Principles of Interactive Computer Graphics, by
William M. Newman and Robert F. Sproull. McGraw-
Hill Book Co., New York. 557 pages, hardcover $24.95.
Second edition, 1979.

This second edition of a very popular 1973 textbook
will have you salivating over all the ideas it will give
you for using interactive graphics with your computer.
Even if you re already far into graphics, this compre-
hensive guide is bound to show you some new areas.

There's only one catch: to fully understand this
book, you've got to have a knowledge of calculus and
matrices. Ana a knowledge of Pascal wouldn't hurt,
because all the programming examples are in that
language.

The 28 chapters are divided into six parts, on Basic
Concepts (point-plotting, line-drawing, clipping and
windowing, etc.), Graphics Packages, Interactive
Graphics (input devices, input techniques, event-
handling, input functions), Raster Graphics, Three-
Dimensional Graphics and Graphics Systems.

There's an appendix on vectors and matrices, but
ou'd need an advanced math degree to understand it.

'

" e bibliography is comprehensive, listing 533 items.
The second edition contains five new chapters

"responding to an urgent need for information on
raster-scan graphics," as the jacket puts it. A new
chapter on user interface design is included, plus new
material on geometric modules, shading, display
devices and device-independent systems.

This is probably the most informative book on
interactive computer graphics ever written. If you're
into graphics, have $25 and the need to know more than
you've been able to pick up here and there, this book is

for you. 184
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Basic Computer Games: TRS-80 Edition, edited by
David H. Ahl. Radio Shack, Div. of Tandy Corp., Fort
Worth, TX. 196 pages, paperback $6.95. 1979.

This revision of Basic Computer Games: Micro-
computer Edition, is itself a revision of 101 Basic
Games.

Of the 102 games in the Microcomputer Edition, 23
have been converted to TRS-80 Level-I Basic and run in
4K. The rest are for 16K Level-II Basic. A printer is

required for three: Amazing, Banner and Love.
The layout of the TRS-80 edition is the same as for

the Microcomputer Edition: a briefexplanation, a RUN
and a LISTing. The same clever cartoons by Sandy
Dean are used.

Few actual changes were made in the programs
themselves, since the MITS Basic in which the Micro
computer Edition games were written is Microsoft
Basic, which is the basis for TRS-80 Level-II Basic. The
main difference is that the programs for the Micro
computer Edition were written for a hard-copy terminal,
and had to be converted to a screen-oriented system.
Also, Boolean operators are a little different in the two
Basics.

Very little use is made of TRS-80 graphics, other
than to set up simple playing fields. The reason for this,

according to Eric Van Horn, who managed the
conversion effort, is that the idea of the game book is to
provide the basic programs for the games, and let the
reader experiment with adding whatever graphics and
other enhancements he wants.

As Dave Ahl's introduction puts it, "We hope that
you will add your own enhancements. Graphics,
personalization, additional skill levels and humorous
remarks are obvious places to start. As you gain
experience, try changing the playing algorithms to
make a deterministic game into a heuristic one." Into a
what?

One useful page from the Microcomputer Edition is

missing from this one: the Contents By Game Category
page, with twelve sections: Introductory Fun (Buzz-
word, Russian Roulette, Poetry, etc.), Educational
(Hammurabi, Kinema, Hangman, etc.), Plotting and
Pictures (Calendar, Sine Wave, 3-D Plot, etc.), Number
or Letter Guessing (Stars, Trap, etc.), Remove an Object
(Batnum, Nim, etc.), Matrix Manipulation (Hurkle,
Mugwump, Pizza, etc.), Logic (Awari, Bagels, Hexa-
§awn, Tower, etc.), Space (LEM, Super Star Trek, etc.),

ports Simulation (Basketball, Bullseye, Hockey, etc.).

Gambling and Casino (Blackjack, Horserace, Roulette,
etc.), Card and Board (Acey Ducey, Checkers, Gomoko,
War) and Combat (Bombs Away, Combat, Gunner).

The few graphics used don't look right, because
there is no way to reproduce TRS-80 screen-oriented
graphics on a line printer. So what would be a graphics-
block rectangle on a TRS-80 screen, comes out as a dot in
the same RUNs here.

But these are small problems, in view of the many
good points of this fine collection of programs now
transcribed for the "hundreds of thousands of new,
enthusiastic users," to borrow a phrase from this very
useful book.

A second book of Basic Computer Games for the
TRS-80 is in the works at Creative Computing, and may
be available from Radio Shack before long.
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PROGRAMMING THE 6502
This book is designed as a progressive,

step-by-step approach to assembly lan-

guage programming-with excercises

developed to test the reader at every
step. Learn to write complete applica-

tions programs. Features: Programming
and addressing techniques, input/output

techniques and devices, application

examples, data structures, program
development and more.

Ref.C202 SI 2.95

6502 APPLICATIONS BOOK
This title presents real life application

techniques tor any 6502 based micro-

computer board. Programs presented
cover building a complete home alarm
system, electronic piano, motor speed
regulator . . . and more. Learn techniques
ranging from simulated traffic control to

analog-digital conversion. The KIM-1,

SYM-l and AIM 65 are thoroughly

covered.

Ref.D302 SI 2.95
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6502 GAMES
Designed as an educational text on
advanced programming techniques,

this book presents a comprehensive set

of algorithms and programming tech-

niques for common computer games. All

of the programs were developed for the

6502 at the assembly language level.

Learn how to devise strategies suitable

for the solution of complex problems
commonly found In games.

Ref.G402 $12.95
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Robot Rabbit T-Shlrt

Roll down the block with this little black monster (on a
bright orange T-shirt) on your chest and you can Intimidate

every carrot, radish or cuke In your way. Watch your enemies
scurry for cover when they see this cute III' blonlc bunny
aiming to nip their toes. Specify size: adult S.M.L.XL. Only $5
postpaid ($6 foreign) to

:

Creative Computing T-Shlrts,

P.O. Box789-M, Morrlstown, NJ 07960.

"Everything you've

always wanted to
know about infI:

but didn't know
who to ask..."

Here in this booklet are things you need

to know about the causes of inflation— and

what you can do about it. The booklet is

FREE. For your copy, just write: "Dollars

and Sense." Pueblo. Colorado 81009

We can al beat inflation if we
just use our dollars and sense.

_ a public service message of The Advertising Couna'
.• | and The U S Departments ot Agriculture Commerce

Labor ana Treasury Presented by this newspaper

A_%
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Computer Coin Games, by Joe Weisbecker. Creative
Computing Press, Morristown, NJ. 87 pages, paperback
$3.95\ 1979.

If the title is a little mysterious, the subtitle on the
cover explains a little: "The penny switch games that
help you learn and love computer circuits." Penny
switch?

The introduction explains a little more: "By sliding

pennies around you see exactly how some simple
computer circuits work."

The penny is used as a flip-flop, with the penny's
heads-up and tails-up positions corresponding to the
flip-flop s two states. Each time you trace through the
penny switch, its state is reversed . . . Penny switches
can be combined to form computing networks in the
same manner that flip-flop circuits could in an actual
computer," according to page 34.

The book starts off with Basic Penny Switch, and
then provides several penny-switch games and puzzles
such as Escape, Heads Up, Pick a Number and
Pennythink. The coins are laid down on diagrams
printed in the book.

Section II begins with an explanation of binary
numbers, and then gives a detailed technical explana-
tion of the penny switch by showing just how it

represents a flip-flop. Some complex penny-switch
operations are given, including Converting to Decimal,
Binary Addition, Octal Addition, Decimal Addition
and Accumulator.

This is a highly ingenious book, and requires only
about ten pennies as hardware. As the author says
about the games that his book shows how to play with
pennies, "All of these games could be constructed with
lights, switches and transistor circuits. They would be
more expensive and you wouldn't get to see exactly how
they work since the paths taken Dy electrical signals
aren't visible. The Penny Switch lets you actually trace
the path of electrical signals through various simple
computer circuits."

For the person with enough imagination to be able
to follow the basic idea of the penny switch, this is a fine

way to start learning the basics of computer circuits.

However, the author describes the operations in enough
detail so that very little is left to the imagination. What
isn't explained in the first half, which describes the
games, is covered in the second half, which explains
them.

The only thing missing from the book is a
biographical note about the author. Joe Weisbecker is a
member of the technical staff at RCA Laboratories in
Princeton, NJ, and designed RCA's 1802 microproces-
sor, as well as the VIP and ELF computers.

The book's illustrations, by Sunstone Graphics, are
auite different from the usual run of computer-oriented
drawings and many show a wry sense of humor.
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TRSDOS & DISK Basic Reference Manual, For
the Radio Shack TRS-80 Disk Operating System.
Radio Shack division of Tandy Corp., Fort Worth, TX.
183 pages, paperback $5.95. 1979.

This manual is included with the TRS-80 Mini-Disk
system, and is also available separately. This first

edition describes TRSDOS Version 2.1 and DISK Basic
Version 1.1. It follows the general format of other TRS-
80 manuals, with the unique exception that it is the only
one so far to have an index!

The Introduction is mainly about the notation
conventions, such as using brackets to enclose optional
material, var$ for string-variable names, etc.

The section on Mini-Disk Operation shows, with
eight drawings and photos, and a schematic, how the
disk drives are connected, how a diskette works, and
how to use one.

The TRSDOS Overview describes what the disk
operating system is, how it uses RAM, how to enter a
command and includes three pages on file specifica-
tions.

The Commands section describes the three system
commands and the 18 library commands, with a fait

amount of detail. On extended utilities, you get eight



pages on TRSDOS utilities BACKUP and FORMAT,
and auxiliary utilities TAPEDISK and DISKDUMP/
BAS.

In the section on TRSDOS Technical Information,
you learn about memory organization, disk organiza-
tion, file structure, system routines for assembly-
language I/O, physical and logical records in TRSDOS,
fundamental TRSDOS I/O calls, and TRSDOS error
codes.

Section 7, on DISK Basic, is the longest in the book,
78 pages, covering enhancements to Level-II Basic such
as TIMES (real-time clock), disk-related features that
include file-manipulation commands such as MERGE,
file-access statements such as LSET, and file-access
functions such as EOF.

The four appendices include a 10-page glossary,
memory map, TRSDOS character tables of bit-pattern
codes and decimal/hex codes and conversion tables in
decimal, binary, hex and octal.

This is one of the very few books you can buy to get
an idea of what using disk on a TRS-80 is like (the only
other one I know of is Dilithium's "Microsoft Basic.

'

Salso reviewed here). If you're thinking ofgoing to disk,

>ut aren't sure just what it's all about, read this first. It

covers just about all the details.

TRS-80 Assembly-Language Programming by
William Barden, Jr. Radio Shack, paperback $3.95.

1979.
Many TRS-80 owners have begun to grow weary of

Basic and are enticed by the added speed, efficiency and
challenge of assembly language_proKramrnmg- The
next step then is to buy T-BUG or the EDITOR/
ASSEMBLER. Unfortunately, neither contains enough
documentation for the proficient Basic programmer to

make the jump. There is a wealth of information in

books and magazines on the Z80 microprocessor, which
the TRS-80 uses, but too much of it assumes a great deal
of prior knowledge and not enough of it relates to the
way that the TRS-80 is set up. The novice is left to pick
up "bits andpieces and fend for himself.

The TRS-80 Assembly-Language Program-
ming manual ties all this information together and fills

in the gaps. William Barden, Jr., who also authoredThe
Z80 Microcomputer Handbook, has put together the
ideal book for TRS-80 owners who want to expand their

knowledge of their machine.
The book begins with a short discussion on the Z80

architecture, not an in-depth analysis of its electronic

aspects (this book is not for the hardware buff) but an
overview of information about the Z80 that a
programmer would need to know. For example, what
and where the registers are, what an instruction set is,

basic fundamental information that many authors
assume the reader has.

The next few chapters give a taste ofthe instruction
set and addressing modes. Two chapters excellently

demonstrate how to use the EDITOR/ASSEMBLER
and T-BUG.

Section II gets more to the meat of the matter. The
instruction set is explained more fully along with
certain I/O operations of the TRS-80. The instruction

set is not handled in a group-by-group fashion (i.e., the 8
bit load group, the 16 bit load group, etc.) but rather by
demonstrating applications, how to move data, handle
strings. Each new application brought more functions

into play, thus building the instruction set.

This book will not take you by the hand in quite the
same way the Level I manual did, but it is written in a
light-hearted tone. References are repeatedly made to a
nonexistent class that is asking questions throughout
the book.

Unfortunately, no listings or guide to the ROM's
and their routines are given.The only other weak point

is that the op-code listing in the back is hard to follow,

but plenty of those are floating around.
Ifyou are a TRS-80 owner who has been wanting to

get your assembly language background from one
source, this is the place to get it. Daniel Lovy
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The 6502 Journal

PET

APPLE

OSI

Are you tired of searching through computer
magazines to find articles that relate to your 6502
system? Since 1977 MICRO has been devoted ex-

clusively to 6502 systems. On a regular monthly
basis. MICRO publishes application notes, hardware
and software tutorials, interfacing information and
program descriptions with complete source listings,

a continuing 6502 bibliography, with the same
printed quality as the magazine you are now reading.
In the near future, MICRO plans to add a hardware
catalog, product evaluations, technical data sheets,
and a news section on current 6502 happenings. We
have already published over 20 issues and our world-
wide circulation has been growing with each issue.

MICRO is the complete reference source for all 6502
enthusiasts, and we're prepared to let you see for

yourself. If you haven't seen MICRO yet, write to the
address below for a FREE sample copy. No matter
what computer magazines you have, if you are
serious about 6502, you need MICRO!

You can order twelve issues ot MICRO for $15.00 within the
United States, or for $18.00 outside the U.S. Air mail
subscriptions cost $27.00 in Central America. $33.00 in

Europe and South America, and $39.00 in all other countries.

P.O. Box 6502
Chelmsford, MA 01424

^
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Dear Sir:

My background in computers is that of being a"Com-
puter Widow." I have helped build, punch, poke, prod
a computer system into the semblance of working
order. In other words, we can now play Wumpus on it.

For two and a half years I have read computer maga-
zines, listened to endless descriptions of different elec-
trical capacities, soldered boards, picked through
computer-electronic surplus stores, tried to decipher
conversations that hardly use a regular English word,
punched in programs with the nerve-wracking help of
my personal backseat driver and tolerated computer
language to slip into our everyday lives: "Lets interface
with the Wilson's tonight" or "I'm not tracking our
conversation." (Does "MOV over to your own side of
the bed" count?)

I really enjoy the humorous articles in your maga-
zine and hope that you will see fit to use this one.
Wendy Adams, age 29; one 8 year old daughter; one

computer; one combination husband/computer op-
erator; Assoc, of Art in Early Childhood Education;
Computer Education picked up on the streets and in

pool halls.

Love,
Wendy Adams

Wendy Adams, Route I, Box 47, Jefferson, OR 97352.

Once upon a time there was a middle-aged lion called

Leo. He had a family: one lioness and two cubs. They
lived in a cozy lair in the middle of the African bush.

Lila, his lioness, did the hunting and cooking.
The cubs, Louis and Lois, attended school with the

local pride.

Leo basked in the sun and devoted himself to being a
loving disciplinarian and head of the household.

Until one foul day when Leo saw a computer on TV.
He began to spend days locked in his den pouring over
electronic books.

His cubs whimpered outside the door but to no avail.

Lila said, "Never mind children. It's a phase all male
lions go through at his age." But the worst was yet to

come.
Early one morning before anyone could stOD him or

call a doctor Leo put out a sign that said LIONTRONIX:
have computer — will program.
From then on nothing was the same. Not only did Leo

never leave his computer's side but strange people be-

gan to file through the lair to his den: Monkeys with ef-

ficiency problems, giraffes with incompetent billing sys-

tems, zebras needing design layouts and any manner of

snakes calling themselves hobbyists.

Leo spoke an odd language with these intruders.

Words like: Fortran, capacitor, conductance, Chios, bits,

bytes, hardware (that really wasn't anything hard) and
software (that really wasn't anything soft).

Lila and the cubs were at their wits end. They hadn't

seen or talked to Leo for months and he was spending
all their savings on something called floppy disks.

(Which of course, were not even very floppy).

Late one night Lila crept into the den where Leo was
snoozing fitfully over his keyboard. He was muttering
"Three errors detected" over and over again.

Cautiously she punched in a message. It said:

10 LEO GO TO LIVING ROOM
20 REM— FAMILY NEEDS YOU
30 RUN HAPPY FAMILY LIFE
40 GO TO 10
50 END
From then on everything was fine. Every once and

awhile Leo would sneak back to his computer but it

always gave him the same instructions and Leo very
conscientiously followed them.
THE END
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Boohs For Classroom
And Self Teaching

ev^
evS Computers

&*** in Mathematics:
A Sourcebook of Ideas
Here is a huge sourcebook of Ideas

for using computers in mathematics
instruction. This large format book
contains sections on computer literacy,

problem solving techniques, art and
graphing, simulations, computer assist-

ed instruction, probability, functions,

magic squares and programming styles.

One section presents over 250 prob-

lems, puzzles and programming ideas-
more than is found in most "collection of

problems" books.
Pragmatic, ready-to-use, classroom

tested Ideas are presented for everything

from the most basic introduction to

binary numbers to advanced techniques
like multiple regression analysis and
differential equations. Every item dis-

cussed has a complete explanation

including flowcharts, programs and
sample runs.

The book includes many activities

that don't require a computer. And if

you're considering expanding your com-
puter facilities you'll find the section on
how to select a computer complete with a
microcomputer comparison chart inval-

uable.

Much of the material has appeared in

Creative Computing but the back issues

are no longer available. Hence this is

your only source to this practical and
valuable material. Edited by David H.

AM. this mammoth 224-page softbound
book costs only $15.95. (The individual

issues, if they were available, would cost

over $60.00). [1 2DJ

II

GRADES 7

AND UP

Computer Coin Games
Computer Coin Games by Joe Weis-

becker aids newcomers to the field of

computers by simplifying the concepts of

computer circuitry through games which
can be played with a few pennies and full

sized playing boards in the book.

Enhanced by outrageous cartoons,

teachers, students and self-learners of all

ages will enjoy this 96 page softbound
book.[10R]$3.95.

Problems for

Computer

Solution

GRADES 4 TO 8

Stephen J. Rogowski

GRADE 9 AND UP

Here are 90 problems with a thorough
discussion and references for each.
Eleven types of problems are included,

for example, arithmetic, algebra, geo-
metry, number theory, probability and
science. Even includes three classic

unsolved problems and seven appen-
dices. 104 pages softbound, $4.95 [9Z].

The teacher's edition contains solu-

tions with complete listing in Basic,

sample run and in-depth analysis ex-

plaining the algorithms and theory
involved. 280 pp softbound, $9.95 [9Y].

The Impact of Com-
puters on Society and
Ethics: A Bibliography

„ ., ... v, REFERENCE
Gary M. Ab shire.

Where is the computer leading us? Is

it a menace or a messiah? What are its

benefits? What are the risks? What is

needed to manage the computer for

society's greatest good? Will we become
masters or slaves of the evolving com-
puter technology? This bibliography was
created to help answer questions like

these. It contains 1920 alphabetical

entries of books, magazine articles, news
items, scholarly papers and other works
dealing with the impact of computers on
society and ethics. Covers 1948 through
1979. 128 pp hardbound. $17.95. [12E).

®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®©®®®®®®®®<S
GRADES 3 TO 8

Computer Rage
This fun and educational new board

game is based on a large-scale multipro-

cessing computer system. The object is

to move your three programs from input to

output. Moves are determined by the roll

of three binary dice representing bits in a

computer. Hazards include priority inter-

rupts, program bugs, decision symbols,
power failures and restricted input and
output channels. Notes are included for

adapting game for school instruction. A
perfect introductory tool to binary math
and the seemingly-complex computer.
[6Z]$8.95.

Be A
Computer
Literate

Marion J. Ball & Sylvia Charp

This Informative, full color book is an
ideal first introduction to the world of
computers. Covers kinds of computers,
how they work, their applications in

society, flowcharts and writing a simple
program. Full color drawings, diagrams
and photos on every page coupled with
large type make this book easy to read
and understand. Used as a text in many
schools. 66 pp softbound, $3.95 [6H].
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The Best of

Creative Computing
The first two years of Creative Com-

puting magazine have been edited into

two big blockbuster books. American
Vocational Journal said of Volume 1,

"This book is the 'Whole Earth Catalog' of

computers." [6A] Volume 2 continues in

the same tradition. "Non-technical in

approach, its pages are filled with infor-

mation, articles, games and activities.

Fun layout." —American Libraries. [6B]

Each volume $8.95.

To Order
Send your check for books plus $2.00

shipping and handling per order to

Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M.
Morristown, NJ 07960. NJ residents aad
5% sales tax. Visa, Master Charge or

American Express are also acceptable.
For faster service, call in your bank card
order toll free to

800-631-8112
(in NJ, call 201-540-0445)

c.i'CiiMvc c.oiupuMiifj
P O Box 789-M Morristown, NJ 07980
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Basic Computer Games
Edited by David Ahl, this book con-

tains 101 imaginative and challenging
games for one, two, or more players —
Basketball, Craps, Gomoko, Blackjack,
Even Wins, Super Star Trek, Bombs
Away, Horserace. Simulate lunar land-
ings. Play the stock market. Write poetry.
Draw pictures.

All programs are complete with listing
in Microsoft Basic, sample run and
description. Basic conversion table in-

cluded. 125,000 copies in print. 192 pages
softbound.[6C]$7.50.

More Basic
Computer Games

Contains 84 fascinating and enter-
taining games for solo and group play —
evade a man-eating rabbit, crack a safe,

tame a wild horse, become a millionaire,
race your Ferrari, joust with a knight, trek

across the desert on your camel, navigate
in deep space.

All games come complete with pro-
gram listing in Microsoft Basic, sample
run and description. 192 pages soft-

bound. [6C2] $7.50.

To Order
Send your check for books plus $2.00

shipping and handling per order to
Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. NJ residents aad
5% sales tax. Visa, Master Charge or
American Express are also acceptable.
For faster service, call in your bank carj
order toll free to

800-631-8112
(in NJ, call 201-540-0445)

creative couepufci itfj

P O Box 789-M Mornstown NJ 07960

Have You Been
Bitten By The

Computer Bug?

Two Free Catalogs
Send for our big 20-page Book

Catalog featuring a full line of Creative
Computing Press and Book Service
titles, back issues of Creative Computing
Magazine, t-shirts, posters and games. A
Sensational Software Catalog of over 400
outstanding microcomputer programs Is

also available. Each package is outlined
in detail with accompanying screen
photos and illustrations. Make the most
of your computer resources with Creative
Computing I

The Best of Byte
This is a blockbuster of a book

containing the majority of material from
the first 12 Issues of Byte magazine. The
146 pages devoted to hardware are
crammed full of how-to articles on
everything from TV displays to joysticks
to cassette interfaces and computer kits.

But hardware without software might as
well be a boat anchor, so there are 125
pages of software and applications
ranging from on-line debuggers to games
to a complete small business accounting
system. A section on theory examines
the how and why behind the circuits and
programs, and "opinion" looks at where
this explosive new hobby is heading. 386
pp softbound. $1 1 .95 [6F]

Katie and the
Computer

Fred D'lgnazio and Stan Gilliam. This
is a delightful story told in words and full

color drawings of Katie's adventures
when she "falls" into a computer. In

Katie's journey through the land of
Cybernia she meets the Software Colo-
nel, the Bytes, the Table Manager and
even a ferocious Program Bug. Her
journey parallels the path of a simple
command through he stages of pro-
cessing in a computer, thus explaining
the fundamentals of computer operation
to 4-10 year olds. Supplemental explan-
atory information is contained in the
front and back end papers. 42 pp.
hardbound $6.95.

Computer Music
Record

A recording was made of the First
Philadelphia Music Festival which is now
available on a 12" LP record. It features
eight different computer music synthe-
sizers programmed to play the music of
J.S. Bach, J. Pachelbel, Rimsky-Kor-
sakov, Scott Joplin, Neil Diamond,
Lennon & McCartney and seven others.
The music ranges from baroque to rock,
traditional to rag and even includes an
historic 1963 computerized singing dem-
onstration by Bell Labs. $6.00 [CR101].

More Games, Challenging Problems
And Programs Than You Can

Shake A Joystick At!
J
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Artist and
Computer

This unique book by Ruth Leavitt

covers the latest techniques in computer
art, animation and sculpture. In its pages

35 artists explain how they use compu-
ters as a new means of self-expression.

The San Francisco Review of Books said

"Get yourself a copy of this book if you
enjoy feeding your mind a diet of

tantalizing high-impact information." O-

ver 160 illustrations, some in full color.

121 pages hardbound (6E] $10.00. Soft-

bound I6D) $4.95.

Wolverton Prints
Set ol 8 computer Myths Explained

by Monte Wolverton. On heavy stock,

large 12X17" size, suitable for framing,

dressing up that drab line printer or file

cabinet. Only $3.00 [5G)

The
Colossal
Computer

r* Cartoon
Book

The best collection of computer cartoons

ever! 15 chapters of several hundred car-

toons about robots, computer dating,

computers in the office, etc. Great gift item.

128 pp softbound $4 95 [6G]

GPeative coiwpafciRg
P.O. Box789-M Morristown,NJ07960

Please use this order form for fast, dependable

service. It gives us the information necessary to insure

prompt delivery.

To make payment: We gladly accept your personal

check, bank draft, money order, VISA, Master Charge or

AmericanExpress. _ _.

—

Please do not

send currency.

Sorry, no C.O.O.
orders.

Be sure to include the complete number and expira-

tion date of your card. Your purchase will be included on

your regular monthly statement.

ORDER FORM
SUBSCRIPTIONS
D 3-year (36 issues) $40

2-year (24 issues) $28
D l-year(12 issues) $15

Name

Address

City State

Apt.#

— Zip-

Area code Telephone

Ship to : (if other than yourself)

Name

Address.

City

Apt.IL

State Zip_

Check or money order enclosed (U.S. funds only)

VISA D Master Charge American Express

Card number

Expiration Date Signature

Order Toll Free in continental U.S.
800-631-8112

(In NJ call 201 -540-0445)

Payment for telephone orders must be made with Visa,

MasterCharge, or American Express.

MARCH 1980

D Foreign surface add $9 per year

D Foreign air mail add $30 per year

Quantity
Cat.

No. Title

12D Computers In Mathematics:
A Sourcebook of Ideas

10R Computer Coin Games
9Y Problems for Computer Solution

12E The Impact of Computers
on Society and Ethics

:

A Bibliography

6Z Computer Rage

6H Be A Computer Literate

6B The Best of Creative Computing

6C Basic Computer Games
6C2 More Basic Computer Games
6F The Best of Byte

12A Katie and the Computer

CR101 Computer Music Record

60 Artist and Computer

5G Wolverton Prints

6G The Colossal Computer
Cartoon Book

Price Total

$15.95

$3.95

$9.95

$17.95

$8.95

$3.95

$8.95

$7.50

$7.50

$11.95

$6.95

$6.00

$4.95

$3.00

$4.95

Prices subject to change
without notice.

Shipping and handling

NJ residents add 5% tax

TOTAL

$2.00
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IncIex To AcIvert'isers
Reader J%. Reader Reader
Service Advertiser Page Service Advertiser Page Service Advertiser Page

221 Aardvark Software 23 144 Dynacomp 129 • Radio Shack 51
101 Aardvark Technical Services 123 145 Edu-ware Services 123 189 Radio Shack Sales Center 157
102 AB Computers 179 147 Electronic Trend Publications 141 • Rainbow Computing 149
103 Acorn Software 129 148 Hayden Book Co. 53.192 190 RCA 63
104 AJA Software 35 149 Galaxy 153 191 Recreational Computing 70
* ALF Products 13 150 Gooth Software 125 192 Rltam Corp. 10
105 Alpha Supply Co. 159 151 Instant Software 85 193 Slmutek 119
106 American Square Computers 179 152 Ithaca Intersystems 109 194 Small Business Applications 31
* Apple Computer Co. 16 153 JJR Data Research 157 195 Small System Software 159
107 The Apple Shoppe 151 154 John Wiley & Sons 113 196 The Software Exchange 71,1 38-1 39
108 Apple TV & Computing 143 155 Level IV 125 197 Software Tech. /Computers 119
109 ASAP Computer Products 173 214 The Leyland Co. 175 198 The Software Works, Inc. 173
110 Automated Resource Management 179 •

Lifeboat Associates 43 199 SSM 15
111 Automated Simulations 143 156 Lobo Drives International 19 200 Steve Shaw 175
112 Ballantine Books 29 157 Matchless Systems 176 201 Soroc Technology 16
113 Basics * Beyond 141 158 Mead-Hatcher Assoc. 141 202 Southwestern Data Systems 127
114 Benchmark Software 167 159 Micro Magazine 187 217 Sunflex 167
115 Bits 168 160 Micro Ap 21 203 Sunshine Computer Co. 105
116 Bobwhlte Medical Services 155 161 Micro Computer Tech., Inc. 115 204 Sybex 185
117 The Bottom Shelf 5 162 micro educational 179 205 TAB Books 183
118 Buss 47 163 Micro Fantastic Programming 158 206 Tarbell Electronics 174
119 C&S Electronics 155 164 Micro Learning Ware 143 • Tora Systems Inc. 119
120 California Computer Systems 8-9 165 Micro Management Systems 125 208 Total Information Services 163
121 Chafltz 179 166 Micro Music 67 209 Trans Net 35
122 Chas. Mann & Assoc. 113 167 Microsette 115 • Trenton Computer Fair 27
123 Cload 95 168 Micro Architect 84 210 Ucatan Computer Store 149
124 Compucolor Corp. C2 169 Micro Tech Exports 176 • University Microfilms 187,167
125 Compumart Corp 55 170 Mlcroware Assoc. 115 211 US Robotics 175
126 CompuServe (MicroNet) 33 171 Mountain Hardware 65 212 Vantage Press 167
127 Compusoft Publishing 47 219 Muse Co. 39
128 ComputerCity (CPU Shop) 75,92 213 National Software Mktg. 84 Creative Computing

Adventure
Air Traffic Controller

Apple II Software
Back Issues

Best of Byte
CP/M Software

129 Computer Corner/ NJ 179 * NRI Schools 25 300
300

49
47

121
96-97

79
39

189-191
110-111

73
186

134-135
103
181

127
131

93

130 Computer Corner/White Plains 179 172 North Star Computers 7
131
•

Computer Design Labs
Computer Factory

177
178

173
174

Ohio Scientific

Omlkron
C4
37

300
* Computer Headware 109 175 Omni Communications 84 a

132 Computer Information Exchange 113 176 Osborne/ McGraw-Hill 61 300
220
133
216

The Computer Shopper
Computersmiths
Computer Specialties

178
149
172

218
215
177

Pacific Exchanges
Peachtree Software
Percom Data Co.

177
45
41

300

v t >n v KJ 1 1W 431 1 v

Creative Computing Press
Educational Software
More Basic Games
Robot Rabbit t-shlrt

Sensational Software
Space War/ Super Invader
Sports Games
Subscriptions
T-Shlrts

TRS-80 Software

134 The Computer Stop 84,151 178 The Peripheral People 37 .

135
136
137
138

Computerware
Computerworld
Computronics
Connecticut Microcomputer

123
149
87
163

179
180
181

182

Personal Software
Pickles & Trout
Powersoft
Prodata

2
159
153
175

300
300
300

139
140
141

Corvus Systems
Cottage Software
Cromemco

C3
92

1

183
184
185

The Program Store
Programme International

James Provoost

89
99
179

300

142
143

Digital Marketing
Disc 3/ Mart

83
174

186
187

Quality Software
Quest Electronics

127
171

'Direct Correspondence Requested
•

Dollars & Sense 186 188 RACET computes 57

Puzzls Answers.
KITCHEN SINK: The answer is the letter "v."

DESERT PUZZLE: Since each tire may be
used only 12.000 miles, he will need 27,000/
12,000, or, 2V„ tires per wheel or a total of 9
tires. In practice, he would switch the four
tires on the ground with a fifth tire every
3,000 miles. Thus, when each tire had
traveled 12,000 miles, the truck would have
traveled 15,000 miles. He would then put on
four new tires for the remaining 12,000
miles.

FLATLAND PUZZLE: PLATE PROBLEM:

DOTS ENOUGH: The key is -
through the center of each "dot"

don't go POSTAL PUZZLE: It was delivered to

John Underwood, Andover, England. (That
is, JOHN under WOOD and over ENG-
LAND.)

Rebus Answer (page 168)

COMPUTERS R FUN

AGGRAVATING UNCLE: The number of

soldiers was 58. On examination of the
conditions of the puzzle, it will be found that

i n each case, whether divided by 3, 4, 5, or 6,

there are always two short of an even
division. All that is needed, therefore, is to

find the least common multiple of 3, 4, 5, and
6, and deduct 2 from it. The L.C.M. of 3, 4, 5.

and 6 is 60, and 60 - 2 = 58, the required
number.

192

Translator Jobs
Translators with computer savvy

needed to translate programs and
documentation from English into
other languages (human, not comput-
er). If you know micros and are fluent
in French, German, Spanish, or some
other tongue, we'll pay for your
translation of our software. Send
details and proof of language skills (a

' to Editorial "vita will help)
Hayden Book
Essex Street,
07662.

Director,
Company, Inc., 50
Rochelle Park, N.J.
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MOVING DATA AT A SNAILS PACE
BECAUSE YOU'RE FLOPPY BOUNDP

Let Corvus Systems put you back in the race!

c • » * o s i i a

^^^j^^jm

ju
^bf

For TRS-80t, Applet (including Apple
Pascal), S-100 Bus—and now LSI-11.

Fully compatible hardware/software.
10-million byte disk: IMI-7710
Proven Winchester technology.
Z-80 based Corvus disk controller.

Comprehensive disk diagnostics.
Up to 4 disks per system.
System $5350 (LSI-1 1 $5950),
add-on disk $3690.

Corvus offers a complete systems solution
to the mass storage problem of micro
computers. In a package smaller than a
briefcase, we provide an intelligent

controller, disk, and personality module.
Call or write today for additional information.
Get up to speed with Corvus.

Now; Corvus speaks Apple" Pascal"!

I TRS-flO is a registered trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy Co.
tApple is a registered trademark ol APPLE Computers. Inc.

CORVUS SYSTEMS, Inc.
900 S. Winchester Boulevard
San Jose, California 95128
408/246-0461

See us at the Watt Coast Computer Fair*. Booth #206C
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The home computer you thought was

years away is here- — "

••UEHStl |,

a

LOr Ur C,
Ohio Scientific's top of the line personal com-
puter, the C8P DF. This system incorporates

the most advanced technology now available

in standard configurations and add-on options.

The C8P DF has full capabilities as a personal

computer, a small business computer, a home
monitoring security system and an advanced
process controller.

Personal Computer Features
The G8P DF features ultra-fast program execu-

tion. The standard model is twice as fast as
other personal computers such as the Apple II

and PET. The computer system is available

with a GT option which nearly doubles the

speed again, making it comparable to high end
mini-computer systems. High speed execution
makes elaborate video animation possible as
well as other I/O functions which until now,

have not been possible. The C8P DF features

Ohio Scientilic's 32 x 64 character display with

graphics and gaming elements for an effective

resolution of 256 x 512 points and up to 16

colors Other features for personal use include

a programmable tone generator from 200 to

20KHz and an 8 bit companding digital to

analog converter for music and voice output,

2-8 axis joystick interfaces, and 2-10 key pad
interfaces. Hundreds of personal applications,

games and educational software packages are

currently available for use with the C8P DF
Business Applications
The C8P DF utilizes full size 8" floppy disks

and is compatible with Ohio Scientific's ad-

vanced small business operating system,
OS-65U and two types of information manage-
ment systems, OS-MDMS and OS-DMS.

The computer system comes standard with a

high-speed printer interface and a modem in-

terface. It features a full 53-key ASCII

keyboard as well as 2048 character display

with upper and lower case for business and
word processing applications.

Home Control
The C8P DF has the most advanced home
monitoring and control capabilities ever

offered in a computer system It incorporates

a real time clock and a unique FOREGROUND/
BACKGROUND operating system which allows

the computer to function with normal BASIC
programs at the same time it is monitoring

external devices. The C8P DF comes standard

with an AC remote control interface which

allows it to control a wide range of AC appli-

ances and lights remotely without wiring and
an interface for home security systems which
monitors fire, intrusion, car theft, water levels

and freezer temperature, all without messy
wiring. In addition, the C8P DF can accept

Ohio Scientific's Votrax voice I/O board and/or

Ohio Scientific's new universal telephone inter-

face (UTI) The telephone interface connects
the computer to any touch-tone or rotary dial

telephone line The computer system is able to

answer calls, initiate calls and communicate
via touch-tone signals, voice output or 300
baud modem signals. It can accept and
decode touch-tone signals. 300 baud modem
signals and record incoming voice messages.
These features collectively give the C8P DF
capabilities to monitor and control home func-

tions with almost human-like capabilities.

Process Controller
The C8P DF incorporates a real time clock,

FOREGROUND/BACKGROUND operation and
16 parallel I/O lines. Additionally a universal

CIRCLE 173 ON READER SERVICE CARD

accessory BUS connector is accessible at th

back of the computer to plug in additional 48

lines of parallel I/O and/or a complete analog

signal I/O board with A/D and D/A and
multiplexers

Clearly, the C8P DF beats all existing small

computers in conventional specifications plus
|

it has capabilities far beyond any other com-
puter system on the market today

C8P DF is an 8-slot mainframe class computer|
with 32K static RAM, dual 8" floppies, and
several open slots for expansion.

C8P *895
Or get siarted with a C8P with cassette inter-

face. 8K BASIC-in-ROM which includes most
of the features of the C8P DF except the real

time clock, 16 parallel I/O lines, home security
|

interface and accessory BUS. It comes with

8K static RAM jind Ohio Scientific s ultra-fast

8K BASIC-in-ROM It can be expanded to a

C8P DF later Base price $895. Virtually all the|

programs available on disk are also available

for the C8P cassette system on audio

cassette.

Computes com* wilh keyboards end lloppies whete «peolied|

Other equipment shown is optional

For literature and the name of your local I

dealer, CALL 1-800-321-6850TOLL FREE."

1333 SOUTH CHILLICOTHE ROAt
AURORA, OH 44202 • (21 6] 831 -560C


